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Constraining Sign Language Handshapes: 
Toward a Phonetically Grounded Account 

of Handshapes in 
Taiwan Sign Language and American Sign Language 

Jean Ann 
University of Arizona 

O. Introduction 
Researchers claim tha~ sign language handshapes are 

composed of dis~inc~ive features (Bat~ison, 1978; Mandel, 
19EC; i Cor'ir..2i ar:d 1988; Sand:er i 1989; Anr:.~ in 

among others). proposals use features to 
how handshapes are articula~ed. To ~his end, the 

relevant features in such proposals tend to describe two 
things: firs~. one set of features names which finger(s) 
are 'active' In a handshape ( finger features or 
features fo:: selected fingers). Another set of features 
describe the posi~ion of the 'active' f , regardless 
of which fingers these are, (= features)" 

:n this paper, : show that recent feature theories 
(Carina and Sage::,', 1988; Sandler, 1989) for sign language 

make incorrect predictlons about the ·one
of American Sign (ASL) and 

(TSL). These are first, 
t:t~a,: a:-.~-· fingers in a 
handsnape and second, that feature may 
combine any configuration feature. I argue that 
neither prediction is completely correct and show that 
this has to do with the physiolo9'.! of the hand. To this 
end, I examine tvJO kinds of effects which result from the 
phys First, I show that the absence of some 

handshapes in both ASL and TSL falls out from 
that the handshapes are physiologica:ly 
Second, : show that when a phys 

di icult co:r.binatio'1 of finger features 
configuration features occur, the resulting handshape can 
be rare in one language, and unattested in another. I 
argue that extending the empirical coverage of Grounding 
Theory (Archangeli and Pulleyblank, in .) f::om spOken 

sounds to sign language can explain 
how physiological facts about fingers account for the 
patterns in 'one-finger" handshapes. 

The organization of the is as follows: in 
section 1, I outline two recent theories proposed 
for ASL handshapes, and point out the two incorrect 
predictions. In section 2, I present handshape data from 
hSL and TSL, and explain the crosslinguistic patterns in 
those handshapes. In section 3, I the relevant 
phys iology of the hand. In sect ion show how the 
physiological fac~s discussed in sect 3 exp:aln the 
patterns it: the ASL and ':'SL handshapes discussed in 
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sectior. 2. In section 5, I give a brief explanation of 
Grounding Theo::)' and show ho\'; it can J.ncorpor:ate 
physiological facts to explain the patterns in handshapes 
in AS~ and TSL. Conclusions are presented in section 6. 
1. 	 Recent Feature Theories Predict Unattested 

Handshapes 
In this section, I present the relevant parts of two 

recent distinctive feature theories (Cor ina and Sagey 
1988; Sandler 1989) which propose features for fingers 
and features for configurations. For my purposes, what is 
crucial is not the differences between the proposals but 
two of the predictions made by both the proposals. In the 
followJ.ng subsections, I discuss the features for finger 
selection, the features for finger configuration, and the 
predictions made by the two proposals. . 
1.1 	 Features for Finger Selection 

Both Corina and Sagey (1988) and Sandler (1989) try 
to capture the fact that each finger is relatively 
independent. The features proposed in both theories for 
each of the f inger:s are shown in (1): 

l. 	 [Tl Thurr.::o 
[I 1 Index 
[ I'll Middle 
[Pl Ping 
[Pl Pinky-

The features in (1) might be used to describe the 
handshapes in (2a) and (2b). 

2. 	 (a) [] (b) 

The handshape in (2a) might be described as [Il since the 
index finger appears to be 'active', while the rest of 
the fingers see~ not to be involved in the handshape. The 
handshape in (2b) might be described as [Tl, since the 
thumb seems 'active', while the rest of the fingers seem 
not to be active. 
1.2 	 Features for Finger Configurations 

In addition to the features for finger selection, 
both proposals have features for the possible finger 
configurations. In 1.2.1, I introduce briefly the 
physiology of the hand relevant to the features for 
finger configuration. 
1.2.1 possible Configurations 

Any finger can be flexed (that is, towards a 
"closing" position) or extended at each joint. Proceeding 
outward from the palm, the first joint on all five 

http:followJ.ng
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fingers is the knuckle, or metacarpophalangeal (MCP) 
oint, shovJr. in (3a). The secor.d joint on the 1., Rand 
is the proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joint, In 

). Fina:ly, the joint closest to the fingertip of the 
1., ~, Rand £ is the distal (DIP) joint, 
sho'vm in (3c). The PIP and DIP generally function 
as a un~t (Bra~d, 1985). 

(3c; 
(3b) 

- (3a) 

3. 

The combinations of flexion and extension of these 
joints eld four logically possible configurations of 
the . First, the can be "extended", as shown 
in (4), in v:hich there no flexion at MCP, PIP or DIP 
joints. 

4. 

Second, the fingers can be • curved", as shovm in (5 , in 
which the fingers are flexed at the pIP and DIP j 
and not flexed at the MCP Joint. 

5. 

Third, the fingers may be flexed at the MCP joint, and 
not flexed at the PIP and DIP joints, or "bent", as sho'vJT1 
in (6): 

6. 


Finally, the fingers may be flexed at the MCP, PIP and 
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DIP joints or closed, as sho:....:n iri (7}. 

, ." 

With th::.s ~nderstanding of how the possible 
conE of handshapes are ~ade, let us ret~rn to 
the of the two proposals for ASL handshape 
features. 

Sand]er's (1989) co~prises four (relevant) 
features fo~ finger conf ion given in (8): 

8. 	 [open] [closed] [bentl [curved] 

In this syste~. each of the configurat~ons in 
would be assigned the app~opriate feat~re. For 
(4) is [+ope:1], (5) is [+curvedj, (6) is [+bentJ 
is [+closed]. 

Cori:1a and Sagey's (1988) proposal has tv;c 
(relevant) features for finger configuratior. given in 
(9) : 

9. 	 [bent] [curved] 

Rando~ co,,~inations of these two bivalent features Yleld 
all four logically configurations of the 
fingers. In Carina and 's system, the handshapes in 
(4) (7) are assig~led the as indicated in (10;: 

10. 	 handshape in (4 ) [ -bent -curved] 
handshape ::.n ( 5) [ -bent +curved] 
handshape in (6 ) [+ber.t -curved] 
handshape in (7 ) [+bent +curvedl 

Sandler (1989) uses four features to describe the 
configuratlons, and Corina and Sagey (1988) use two 
features. 
1.3 	 The Predictions for Finger Configurations 

Both Cor ina and Sagey (1988) and Sandler (1989) 
place the features they propose in feature geo~etries 
shown in (1:a-b). 
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1: , 
(a) Re:"eva::t Fortiori of Sandle:- (l989) Featu:re Geomet:ry 

/ 
iI' [Mj [R] rPl / 

~ope:lJ 
[closed: 

[ber.t: 
[curved] 

It) Rele\'"".: Porcie" of Corina and Sagey (1988) Feature 
GeOJ.\e,,: ::1~ 

Eand 	Conflguration Node 

Radia_/Ulnar Node 

Finger Nodes IT] 

O 
~/ ,. d - /j, - /\..., I"

bent~, [Den,:! lbe,.tl.! Lbenty 
I"
Jile'n~ 

[curved] [curved [curved] [curved] lcbrvedJ 

ctions of concern here are, first. that 
each of five f~ngers, can act alone; 
second, that any finger be allov!ed to 
combine ",lth ar.y configuration feature"" I argue that 
the facts do not bear out this prediction. Specifically, 
in section 2, I discuss one class of handshapes from ASL 
and TSL, which I call the 'one-finger" handshapes, 
2. 	 The Patterns of "One-finger" handshapes of TSL and 

ASL 
In this section, I present the relevant data from 

both ASL and TSL, and point out the crosslinguistic 
patterns concerning handshapes. In ·one-finger" 
handshapes, such as ) and (2b), one finger has a 
particu:ar configurat ,while the rest of the 
have anotter configuration. Thus, "one-finger" 
are composed of two of fingers; the first 
the lone finger, second is the rest 
fingers, which for di ) are all closed. The 
'one finger" ( M, E or E) in the handshapes 
I examine here can.have configurations: it can be 
extended, bent or curved. I omit an examination of 
closed, the foc;rth logically possible configuration, from 
this discussion. 

The patterns in TSL and ASL that result when finger 
features and configuration features combine are inClcated 
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and 

6 

in (12)'. 

12. 	 'Ie, and ASL handshapes involving one finger 
(X = attested, 0 unattested, r = rare') 

FINGE? COKFIGCR.',Tlor:s 

, x 	 X X .Q. XK 

X X X X X X.:.. 

R 

E 

Four patterns in (12) require explanation. Pattern 
1 (boxed by asterisks) indicates that !::;. and Rare 
unattested with in TSL and ASL. Pattern 2 
(boxed by double ) shows that M and R are unattested 
wi th [curved 1 in TSL and ASL. pat tern- 3 (boxed by a 
single line) has two . First, in 'ISL, and with 
[bent} are attested rare, and second, ASL, and 

R with [bent] are unattested. Finally, Pattern 4 
(underlined) illustrates that 'I and P do not combine with 
[curved] in ASL, and are rare-in TSL. 

In both Sandler' (1989) and Corina 
(1988) theories, since any of the selected 
features are to combine with 
configuration , Patterns 1-4 have no 
In section 3, I show how an examination of the 
of the hand helps to explain these patterns. 
3.0 The Physiology of the Hand Relevant to Handshapes 

Mandel (1980 1981) suggests that serious 
consideration of physiology of the hand can add to 
our understanding of signs. For example, Mandel (1980) 
suggests that the extensors in the hand can help explain 
which fingers are easier to extend. Following up on this 
line of thought, in this section, I discuss the extensors 
and the flexors of the hand in turn. 
3.1 The Extensors 

are muscles responsible for causing 
primarily at the MCP joint. The names 

the hand are given in (13); each can 
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be loca~ed i~ tr.e illustration of the dcrsal side of the 

1 ~ 	 Na~es cf Extenscrs 

Cow~on Extensors 
o. 	 fe·::: If N, P. ar:d F = extensor digitoYt.:.":1 con-";'Tn;nis 
b, 	 for T extensor pol1icis bre'."is 

Indepe~de~t Extensors 
c, 
c. 

for 
fer 

~ 
I 

extensor pollicis lo~g~s 
extensc~ indicis propriuE 

e. fc~ P ext€~scr digiti ~i~i~i 

:~. Dcrsa: sise cf the Har.d 

I::. \ 
" I 

{f;-- 

(pi ct '..:.!"€ from Tubia:1a, 1981 i ;r.y labelling of exte:!sc'~s) 

A common exter.sor, the extensor tor~i. com~unis, 
extends the ~,~, and E at the MeF j ,The extensor 
which has this iO:1 for the 1: is the exte."lsor 
pollicis brevis. Thus, each of the five fingers has C:1e 
extensor: the l,~, and E have the extensor digicor~T. 
corr~unis and the T the extensor pollicis brevis, :n 
addi t ion to the common extensor, the T, I and ? each have 
one independent extensor (Brand, :985), The extensor 

iicis long'Js (for the ,T) exte..'1scr ir;.d~cis p::-opri:.:.sI 

the and extensor di ti Jr:':'::i ..;:i (fer the I) are 
s:-J:.:J't-,::1 in 4). It is clear there is 0.:-1 &Sj~:r\etr-l' _:-~ 
the fingers with respect to extenscrs: the ~, ~, a~d E 
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eact ha,'e n:e extensors, the common extensor and the 
independentextenscr; whi Ie the £1 and E each have only 
one extensor, the common extensor (Mandel, 1980). 

The COIn.'110C1 exteC1sor cannot fully extend ei tr.er £1 or 
R when the rest of tr.e fingers are closed. However, the 
COm.~oC1 extensor can get £1 or E into a "bent" ition 
with so~e difficclty. argue in sectioC1s 4 5 that 
this pr.ysiological asymrnetry has implications for the 
phonologies of ASL and TSL. 
3.2 The Flexors 

Flexors are muscles that cause the fingers to flex 
(close) at any joint. The 1.. £1, E and .£ are all olosed by 
the flexor digitor~~ profundus and the flexor digitorum 
superficialis. The I is closed by the flexor pollicis 
longus and the flexor pollicis brevis. (The flexors are 
not labelled in (14) Slnce they are located on the volar 
side of the hand.) Note that (unlike the situation with 
tl".e extensors) there is no asyrrmetry in the flexors: all 
the fingers have the same number of flexors. The 
signifloance of this fact will be discussed in sections 
4 aC1d 5. 
3.3 Summary of the Physiology of the Hand 

The co~moC1 extensors facilitate extension of I, 
E and .E ac: the V.:F joint when 1.. 11, E and .£ or 

fingers aot together. However, when one finger such 
as the T, 1. or .£ is extended alone, it is the independent 
extensors that do the work, Since both v. and R lack 
independent exteC1sors, they must upon the common 
extensor to extend them at the MCP j 
4. How the Physiology helps explain Patterns 1-4 

In this section I re-examine the patterns to be 
explained from (12), light of the physiology presented 
in section 3. I claim that the physiology is partially 
responsible for the patterns we find in language 
handshapes. shm,· tr.at the two predictions that 
it is possible for one finger to act alone, and 
secor.d, that any can combine with any 
configuration feature) are incorrect. Rather, some 
coml::;inations of features are subject to physiological 
constraints, which I argue are sometimes absolute and 
sometimes not. I give explanations for Patterns 1-4 in 
(12) in turr:. 

Pattern 1 was that a fully extended M or R was 
unattested in both ASL and TSL. An understanding of the 
physiology makes the explanation for Pattern 1 clear: 
full extension of 11 or E is impossible due to their lack 
of independent ext ensors. However, the lack of 
independent extensors in 11 and has another less obvious 
implication. Recall from 1.2.1 that curving a 
finger necessitates both extension at the V.CP oint 
flexion at the PIP and DIP joints. Both N and can 
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ac the PIP and DIP joint, but neither ~ nor R can fully 
extend at the Hep joint. For this reasor., curving 
is impossible. The explanation for Pattern 2, (= 
a curved ~ ~cr a curved F is attested in AS~ and TSLl. is 
clear: it-is physiologically impossible to curve ~ and 

The two parts of Pattern 3 are first, both ~ an 
can take on a ben: configuratio~ in TSL, but bach 
these are rare. Second, neither nor R can ass~~e a bent 
config'uration in ASL. I claim explanation for this 
falls out from the fact although it is not 

i ologi cally impossible for ~ and R to take on a 
ion, it is uncomfortable'. I explain 

section 5. 
of Pattern 4 are firsc, that neither 

nor P with [curvedl in ASL, and second. that 
combination of T or P with [curved] is rare in TSL. 

This is similar to Pattern 3, in which a handshape was 
unattested in one language and rare in the other. Unlike 
Pattern 3, a plausible physiological explanation is not 
readily available for Pattern 4. Although it see::,.s to be 
the case that many people find curving the ..E difficult, 
there is as yet no physiological fact having to do with 
the extensors, flexors or junctura tendinae that might 
straighforwardly explain this. An answer may still be 
found ir. other of the physiology, such as the 
nerval of hand. It is also possible that a 

the analog of acousticl consideration might 
responsible. In the absense of such an explanation, I 

am forced to conclude thac Pattern 4 is an accident. 
5. Extending Grounding Theory to Handshapes 

In this section, I briefly introduce three of the 
fundamental ideas of Grounding (Archangeli and 
Pulleyblank, in prep.). I show Grounding can 
incorporate the physiological facts discussed in section 
3 to explain the patterns of handshapes in TSL and ASL. 

First, the aim of Grounding Theory is to restrict 
the possible combinations of phonological features. 
Grounding Theory does this by stating that' if a language 
has a constraint, the constraint is phonetically based ( 
grounded). That is, a language will never require a 
constraint that is not phonetical motivated. Second, 
the strength of the phonetic bas of a constraint 
correlates to the strength of the constraint across 
languages. Thus, a constraint which has strong phonetic 
motivation is predicted to hold universally. We expect 
cross linguistic variation with respect to a constraint 
which has less strong phonetic motivation: some languages 
will invoke it, some will not. Third, Grounding Theor:;,' 
claims that in the unmarked case, a language will invoke 
as many constraints as possible. Thus, languages are 
predicted to prefer to constrain their phonological 
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systems, rather than not: the fewer constraints a 
language has, the more marked it is. I consider 
physiological motivatior. for constraints on sign lar.guage 
handshapes the analog of ·phonetic" motivation for 
constraints en sounds. 

From the data we have seen, it seems that a theor/ 
with explanatory ar.d predictive value should be able to 
exclude handshapes on physiological grounds, some 
absol utely and some by degrees. Grounding Theory 
(Archangeli and Pulleyblank, in preparation) has this 
property. 
5.1 	 Constraints on Sign Language Handshapes 

Patterns 1 and 2 were that neither M nor R could 
extend or curve in TSL and ASL. The explar.ation (that 
these empirical facts were due to the lack of independent 
extensors for ~ and Rl corresponds to the existence of 
stror.gly physiologically motivated constraints ( 
grour.ded pa~h conditions) such as those in (15): 

15. 	 If [M], ther. net [extended] 
If :R], then not [extended; 

Because the physiological motivation is strong, (15) is 
predicted to be invoked universally: no crosslinguistic 
exceptions are predicted. 

Pattern 3 was that both M and R could assume a bent 
configuration in TSL, although both configurations are 
rare. In ASL, nelther M nor R can be ber.t. noted that 
it is physiologically ilossible, but uncomfortable to put
M or R in a bent cor.figuration. I propose that this fact 
corresponds to a weaker constraint, shovffi in (16): 

16. 	 If [M], then not [bent] 
If [R], then not [bent] 

The constraints in (16) are weaker than those in (15), 
since as noted, it is not impossible to configure Mand 
R as bent, but only uncomfortable, particularly for 
Because the physiologial motivation for the 
in (16) is not as strong as for the constraints in (15), 
the prediction is that crosslinguistically (16) is only 
sometimes invoked. In the data provided here, ASL invokes 
(16) and TSL does not. Since the third tenet of Grounding 
Theory is that it lS less marked crosslinguistically to 
invoke the constraints ,. the prediction is that more sign 
languages will be like ASL (i.e. they will invoke (16»), 
and fewer signed languages will be like TSL (i.e. they 
will not invoke (16)). 
6. 	 Conclusion 

This study demonstrates that three of the four 
patterns in attested and unattested "one-finger" 
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AS~ and TSL ca~ be explained 
This is not to say that ASL and 

lnventorles are solely the result of 
physioloQ""', fc~· their inventories are not the same, 
hc"eve=-, sl!C,ilar patterns exist across the inventories of 
both languages: for example, first, neither language has 
certain handshapes (?a:terns 1 and 2), and second, where 
a hands haDe is unattested in one , it is rare In 
the othe; (Patterns 3 and 4), In present analysis, 
Patterns 1 and 2 are the result of feature combinations 
v:hich are physiologically ir.,possible. These facts have 
not yet been incorporated into either a feature geometry 

6. se"': 0: cor:straints on feature combinatio:1s for 
handshapes. To explain Pattern 3, I use Grounding Theory 
to propose constraints on feature 
corr'::n:1ations. physiological facts relevant to Pattern 
3 are clear; there is a physiological basis for a 
condition. In addition, because Grounding states 
that in the unmarked case, languages will as many 
physiologically grou:1ded constraints as possible, there 
are stro:1g pred~ctions made about the variations in 
handshapes we Sh01;ld find crosslinguist It is 

that more languages will be like ASL adopt 
for Pattern 3), than like TSL (and ignore 

the constraint for Pattern 3). This is supported by data 
from the "one finger" handshapes of ASL and TSL. 

Endnotes 
1. I do not discuss this distinction between 'active' and 
'inactive' fingers in a handshape in this . For more 
discussion, see Mandel, 1980; Sandler, I ; Corina and 
Sagey, 1988; Ann, 1991. For the purposes of this paper, 
I appeal to the readers' intuitive understanding of the 
terr.,s. 

2. The abbreviations for th~~~, index, middle, ring and 
pinky are enclosed in square brackets when they are used 
as features: [T], [I], [M], [Rj, [F]. In any other 
context, they are under:ined: I, ~, N, R, E. 

3. Other predictions are made as well that concern which 
sets of fingers might act together, and what 
configurations these sets of fingers might assume. Since 
these predictions do not have to do with "one-finger" 
handshapes, I do not discuss them further in this paper, 
but see Ann (in prep.). 

4. In the case of Corina and Sagey's proposal, a finger 
feature would combine with of configuratlon 
fea::ures, composed of some of + and values 
for [bent] and [curved]. 
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5. Ir: (12) the use of the terms "extended", "bent" and 
'curved" is meant to be purely descriptive. 

6. Rare means used in fewer than three signs. 

7. Most people feel that bending Mis much easier than 
bend~ng E. Th~s is because of the relatior:ships between 
the fir:gers caused by the junctura tendinae. Three 
junctura tendinae are of interest here: the one that 
conr:ects the l·: to I (labelled in 14f), the one that 
connects H to R ( "), ar:d the one that connects to P 
(14h). 'vihen (14f) (14g) are stretched, (i .e. the 
~ and are closed, with Mas extended as possible) the 

is a slighly increased degree of freedom in H. 
Conversely, when (14g) and (14h) are stretched (i.e. wher: 
the Nand P are closed with the R as extended as 
possible), R is pulled down toward the palrr.. Thus, 
emerges as the more ir:deper:dent of and E. I thank 
Sasarita for useful discussior: of phenomenon. 
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00 the Position of (Postverbal) Subjects in Spanish
Alfredo Arnaiz 


University of Southern California 


O. Introduction. 
It is a known fact that in certain Romance languages (among 

others) subjects may surface in preverbal or postverbal position 
In Spanish. one source of postverbal subjects is the so-called Free 

Subject InverS~OI'l (FSI) phenomenon; in this case, the subject of a 
declarative sentence may optionally surface after the verb. Another 
source of VS word order is found in interrogative sentences; here. 
whenever a WH-element (of a certain kind) has been moved into COMP, 
the subject NP must appear following the verb, this is what Torrego 
(1984) has called Obligatory Inversion Rule (OIR). 

In this paper. we discuss the issue concerning the position(s) 
that these subjects occupy in the different stages of derivatio~. 

;.;ithin the proposal of the Internal Subject Hypothesis (ISH) (see 
Koopman & Sportiche (1987.1990)). we intend to show that actually 
there is no process of invers~on; in other words, postverbal 
subjects do not involve a special application of the rule Move-a. 

This paper is organized as follows. In the first section, we 
deal with the phenomenon of floating quantifiers in Spanish 
following the proposal of Sportiche (1988) and discuss cases 
involving negative polarity items ("negative doubling"). By doing 
so, we intend to show tha-: the ISH holds in this language. The 
second section deals with the so-called FSI phenomenon. Here, we 
provide evidence against some of the previous proposals and suggest 
an account based on the ISH. The issue of Case assignment is also 
discussed. In the third section, we show that postverbal subjects 
in interrogative sentences do not involve extra instances of 
movement, and -within the ISH- propose an account in the line of 
Goodall (1991a). Here, we also suggest that the asymmetry noted by 
Torrego (198";) concerning the position of subjects in Wh-questions 
does not entail the same derivatio~ as commonly assumed. 

1. The ISH in the Case of Spanish. 

1.1 Floating Quantifiers. 
Sportiche (1988) proposes a theory of floating quantifiers 

(FQs). based on the assumption of a structure for IP similar to (1). 
linear order aside. 1 The structure in question underlies to what 
has been called the Internal Subject Hypothesis. This hypothesis 
claims that NP- is the canonical or D-structure position of the 
subject. In this line. Koopman & Sportiche (1987) propose the 
existence of two classes of languages that differ in the position in 
which the subject NP may appear at S-structure. In languages of 
Class I (i.e. French. English. among others). an overt sUbject NP is 
base-generated in NP-, from where it later must be moved to 
[Spec,IP], where nominative Case is assigned 
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(l: :? 

Spec I' 

\ 
VF 

N?'" V' 

I \ 

v' 

Or; the other hand. in ~ar:guages of Class 2 (i.e. Irish. Ita~ian. 

among others} a st:.bject NP -also base-generated in NP'" may appear 
a':: $-structure in its D-strt:.::::ture position. or in a position other 
than ; spe~. IP:. 

Another aS5u~ption at the base of the theory of FQs developed 
~!1 Sportiche (198S) is that quantiflers (~odiflers in general) are 
generated adjol.ned to the m3.xirr,al proJectl.on they modify.:: Thus. 
sUbjects that include a qt:.antifier have the D-structure 
representatio:1 in (2): 

(21 IP 

Spec J' 

\ 
V? 

\ 
NP'" V' 

I 
Q KP' V' 

Once these assumptions have been made. a floating quantifier 
is sim~ly a quant~f~er that has been left behind by the subject in 
one of the inter~ediate Specs which the subject reaches along its 
moverr,ent towards the ~Spec.IP] position. In other words. as 
Sportiche himself suggests. there is really no process of Qf. 
everything is reduced to the fact that quant if iers appear NP
initially and to the existence of a process of subject raising. 
(See Giusti (199(1)1, 

In Spanish. a qua!1tifier related to the subject ffiay appear or 
float in different positions, as illustrated in 0)-(4). 

(3) a, ?*Los hombres todos dedicaron un poerr;a a Maria 
b. Los hOffibres dedicaron todos un poema a Maria 
c. Los hombres dedicaron un poema todos a Maria 
d. Los hombres dedi caron un poema a Maria todos 

"The men all dedicated a poerr. to Maria" 
(4) a Los hombres hablan todos dedicado un poerr,a a Maria 

b. 	 Los hombres habian dedicado todos un poema a Maria 
"The men all had dedicated a poem to Maria" 

Some cornrnents are .In orde:::-. First, all the examples except 

http:proJectl.on
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(3a) are ambiguous between a reading in which todos is understood as 
~each one" and another in which it is understood as "all together". 
For case (3a) the only avaUable reading is "all together", a fact 
that suggests the n~n-f loatJ..ng nature of this case, There are t\.o..'O 

arguments that support this vie..... First. another quantifler that 
may float is cada uno (!leach one"), and it is not available in a 
contex: like the one of (3d). Second. this quantifier appears with 
the same (ar.d only} interpretatior. in the same pOSition in relatio~ 
to the NP i~ contexts where floating is not available in Spanish 
(eg. El niiio via a los hombres todos "the boy saw the men all 
together"). It is interesting to note that some speakers do not have 
the possibility of having the quar.tifier following the NP. Note. 
also. that the case in discussior. «3a)) becorr,es totally acceptable 
if the quantifier is preceded and followed by distinct pauses, a 
possibility that we are not interested in. Secondly. most speakers 
consider the cases involving a quantifier in sentence-final position 
as marginal. b~t the judge~ent improves if some material follows the 
quantifier (e.9" estlS; tarde "this afternoon").} 

Sportiche's theory of FQs offers a stra>ghtforward account of 
the cases in (3a - J:::). (3d) and (4a). For (3a), there is no Spec 
available to leave the quantifier float~ng: the NP subject is in 
[Spec.IP] and the verb occupies the head positior. of IP4 Ir. (3bj 
the quantifier todos is in [Spec,VP], In relation to (3d), we will 
aSsume that the ql;antifler is also in [Spec,VP], but in this case 
the Spec position follow5 Vo. Notice, as noted by Sportiche 
(1988: pA31). "the r.ull assu!'!',ption seems to be that NP' is freely 
ordered with respect to vP"; in other words, there is nothing that 
prevents generating the Spec to the right of Vc.~ For the case in 
(4a), the quantifier occup>es the Spec position of the XF headed by 
the auxiliary (ASPP or Vp'j. 

Let us no'" turn to cases (3c) and (4b) that prese!1t apparent 
problems to Sp::;rtiche's theory of FQs. (3c) shows a quantifier 
floating between a direct object and an indirect object, This case 
is somehow similar to (3d). the subject NP is generated following 
VP. But in (3c) the indirect object a Haria has been right 
dislocated, being adjoined to VP (or IP), 

Now, consider case (4b). In Sportiche' s proposal this 
possibility is not available, since in this case the element that 
raises to 1° is the auxiliary; the verb remains in its original 
position. The structure of IF assumed by Sportiche is not capable 
of dealing with a case such as the one at hand. Here, the option of 
generating the subject to the right of VP does not offer a solution. 
Cases 1 ike (4b) seem to suggest the need of an XP immediately 
dominating Vp7 In order to deal with cases like these, we propose 
to include the Af(fix)P suqgested in Hyams Ii. Jaeggli (1989), see 
(5)' 
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(51 IP 

Spec I' 

VP hS?? 

Sp22 V' 

(Aux!\" 	 Af? 

\ 
Spec Af' 

NP'" V' 

V' 

Ate (tr.e head of Af?) is a position to whi=h a verb has to move in 
order to take (part of) its verbal morphology (infinitivaL 
participial and progressive s'..lff~xe5 or V-class suffix -the so 
called the~atic vo~el 1n Romance).~ 

Assur:\ing that the structure in (5) corresponds to (4b). we are 
no,,",' able to deal wl.th thlS case. v~ moves to Af'> to take its 
participial morphclogy (at the same time, the auxl.liary has ralsed 
to 1° -as an instance of V-raislng). and the NP subject raises 
leaving behind the quar.tifier in (spec,V'] Hence. we have the 
1 ineer order: Subj ect. ~Auxi 1 iary -Verb-Q. 

Note that this suggestior. does not posit a probler.", for a case 
like (.4aL where the quantifier floa-cs bet...... een the auxiliary and the 
verb. In thLS case we have a der1vation similar to the one for 
(4bl. but instead of leavin'l the quantifier behind in the position 
where the $ut:ject is base-generated. it moves along with the subject 
and it is stranded in onE of the intermediate Spe:s 

Consider now a case of FQs in infinitival clauses. See the 
examples in {6i: 10 

(6) 	 a, Es necesario ('todos) partir (Codos) 

"It is necessary to all leave" 


b. 	 Es necesario ('codos) comFrar (codos) una alfombra 
(Codas) 
"It is necessary tc all buy a carpet" 

Example (6a) contains an ergative verb (see Burzio (1986)) and (6b) 
a transitive one. 

Let us begin by assuming that VO moves -at least- to Afo (in 
order to take its infir.itival morphology).!1 These examples 
suggest that the subject s"ould be generated V?-internally and that 
it is unable to raise. it rer;lains in the position it is base
generated (the difference between the two possible posit1ons for 
cedos in (6t:) is rela~ed to the possibility of generating the Spec 
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to the lef~ or right of VP;. For an explanat1cn of these factE see 
Belle'::ti (199U) and Arnal.z (in prep,), 

1.2 Negatlve Polarity Items. 
Another piece of {~nd~rectJ ev~dence for the ISH in Spanish is 

observed in the behavior of negative polarity items.l~ As it is 
kn8·,,,:n, ir, Spanisr. -as in Ital;.ar, tsee Rizzl. (l9S~n- these items 
need to co-occur \.;ith ..r.~ (the ser:.tential negatior. marker) if they 
aFpea~ in pos,:verbal POSltlO:--.. see exarr,ples if'. 0), 

a, *(Nc) ha llegado nadie 
!'Neg has arrived no ons = ~c one has arrived" 

b, *(Noj ha llaffiad~ nad~e a Mari; 
"Neg has ca:!ed no one Maria No one has called 
Maria" 

c. 	 Juan *(no) ha corr.prado nada 

"Jua~ n&g ~as bought noth~n;" 


However. if the nega~lve quantifier is in preverbal position no does 
r,o": appear, See (8) 

a, 	 Nadie ha ~:e~2do 
b. 	 Had~e ha llamado a Haria 


"No one ha~ called Maria" 


These negative quan~ifiers as negative polarity items need to be 
associated with a negatJ.ve element (element that acts as a scope 
marker according to Rizz> (1982)) in order to) fulfi~l the polar>ty 
requireme:1t, lnfcrrr,ally speaking. t:his "assGciation" is obtained 
Vla C cOlTlrr'tand{a Neg!; r,,:..st c-cornrr1ancithe polarity item -(7)) or via 
Spec -Head agreement (the negative quar.tifier in their way to 
[Spec,IPj enters into a Spec-'Head relation with Neg"-(8))l' If 
this is the case. exarr,ples like (la-b) seeIT', to suggest that a 
postverbal subject vP- internally, or at least in a 
position lower than 

2. Postverbal Subjects in Declarative Sentences. 
Consider the examples in (9) as an illustratior. of the 

phenomenon under study: 

(9) 	 a, Juan ha contest ado la pregunta 

b, Ha contest ado Juan la pregunta 

c. 	 Ha contest ado la pregunta Juan 

"Juan has answered the question,d4.1S 

In this section. we briefly review some of the previous 
accounts concerning this phenome:Jon, and prcvide evidence against 
these proposals, based on facts concerning FQs_ At the same tirce. 
we show that this phenoffienon finds a sirnpcer account within the ISH, 
In other word", it is suggested that Spanish belongs to Class 2 of 
Kooprr,an & Sportiche (1987)' s classification, 

http:question,d4.1S
http:negatJ.ve
http:Ital;.ar
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2.1 A9ainst Free Subject Inversion. 
There have been several proposals in the literature that deal 

~ith this kind of post verbal subjects. A main group of proposals 
\Jae~gli n9E~), R.lzzi (J98~i. Sai.lr {]9S2J, Burzio (1986i. a(:,ong 
others: has as a common denominator the suggest ion that the 
phenomenon at hand supposes movement. he:1ce the denomination of 
(!-".::ee SUbJE=tJ Invers"icr.,1f· Under thl.s view, the subject 15 

rightwarc. me,ve::: ar.d adjoi:1ed to VP (postponed subject). as 
:'llustrated by (1(1). 

I JUI S 

, \ 
NP 	 V? 

I~ relation to thlS prcpcsa!. we want to show that the phenomenon of 
FQs suggeS:S that thl.s can~ot be the case. Notice that the moveroent 
arlalysis predicts a case such as (Ill as possib:e, provided that 
Spcr~iche (1988)' s assur.,ption t.hat quantifiers are generated 
adJoined to the XS~~ t.hey ~Od1fy 1S t.rue. 

(11) 	 -Todos contestaron el telefono los hor:\bres 

"Ali the men answered t.he phone" 


Not.hing should prevent leaving the Q in the criginal position of the 
subject. 

2.2 Postverbal Subjects and the ISH: A proposal. 
Here, we prcpose an a::count of this phenomenon that only 

relies Of'. the ISti. witho .... ; the need t.o resort. to (right.ware) 
movement. The ISH allo!,o,ls t.o treat a postverbal subject as an 
unmoved subject.. These subjects do net. raise to [Spec,!?], they 
remain in their D-str;.;.ct.ureposition (eg. [spec.vP}. see (1)). where 
they are assigned their e-roleby Vc 

. In Spanish. a subject. may 
appear at S-structure in {Spee,:P] or {Spec.VP]. Observe that this 
proposal gives a straightforward account for the so-called Free 
Sub;ect Inversion phenomenon (see Bonet (1989) for a similar 
proposal for Catalan). To i:lustrate this, let us consider the 
cases in (9). (9a-b) have the same D-structurerepresentation (see 
(51). The subJect NP is generated in {Spee,VPj. In (9a), the 
SUbject raises to [Spec.!P~. At the salt,S time, the auxiliary raises 
to Ie as an instance of V-raising and V moves to Afr;,. as we have 
proposed above. The differe~ee with (9b) is that here the subject 
does not raise, it stays in [Spec,VP]. (ge) follows a similar 
derivation to (9b). however in this case, the subject has bee~ 

generated to the right of VP. 
The proposal advanced here has the advantage of explaini~g the 

FSI phenomeno~ by recurring only to the ISH. In other words. the 
possibility of having postverbal subjects in spanish fellows frem 
the structure cf the sentence and from Case assignrnsnt {an issue to 
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""hl.cr. we 	 tu:rn irn.....r.ech.ate:.yl. 

2.3 Postverbal Subjects and Case Assignment. 
It has been sugges~ed that postverbal subjects remain in their 

D-structureposition. This wou:d mean that these NPs are ab~e to be 
assigned norr.inative Case in that positior.. In regard to this issue, 
let us consider Kooplfar. & Sportic:he' s (1990) suggestion concerning 
nOlrinative Case assignment., 

K&S propose tha~ there are two mechanisms through which an NP 
rr,ay receive nominative Case, One is what they call Case assignment 
under government. the o-:her is Case assignrrent by agreement. The 
former mechanism supposes that INFL assigns Case to an NP that is 
governed by it, See (12), For the latter mechanism. see (13,. 

n:l 	 a. Government 
a governs ,3 if Q I -corr.mands {3 and no Barr ier for 
$ intervenes between Q and $. 

b. 	 I-command 
0' I -COlTlIT,ands (in-mediate com.-nand) {3 if the first 
constituer.t cor.~aining a contains ~" 

(13) 	 Let H be a Case ass.l.gning head, Then if it is a Case 
assigner by agreement, it may assign case to an NP in its 
specifier position. as a reflex of the general process of 
speeHier-head agreeme~t. (K&S (l990:p.18j). 

According to K&S. languages vary in relation to which 
mechanism is at work 1n assigning Case to the SUbject. In sorr:e 
languages -Class 1- Case is only assigned by agreement (eg. English. 
French). In others -c:!..ass:':- both mechanisrr:s are avai..lable (eg. 
Arabic;. 

We have suggested above that Spanish is a Class 2 language. 
which means that both rt.echanisms are available. That is, a subject 
moved to [Spec.IP 1 race:'ves its case by agreement; and a s'lbj ect 
that remains in its D-structure position is assigned Case under 
government (cf. Roberts (1990)). 

There is a slight complication that we need to take care of. 
In the examples in (9), It is possible to observe that a postverbal 
subject must be able to receive case in the [Spec,VP J position, even 
in those cases where some projections intervene between Ie and the 
subject (in this case VP/ASPP and AfP). For these cases, we need 
to ensure that Case is able to reach [Spee.VPj.17 We assume that. 
since selection is involved between the Xes and XPs of the structure 
adopted, no barr ier intervenes between the case assigner (the tensed 
IO) and the NP subject (see Rizzi (1990: p.6)). Putting it in 
another way, these functiona: categories are transparent to 
government, they can only be barriers by inheritance. IB 

3. Poatverbal Subjects in Wb-questions. 
As first noted in Torrego (198~) -see also Gooda:l (1991a). 

Spanish sho'..:s an asymmetry concerning the position a subject must 

http:inheritance.IB
http:Spee.VPj.17
http:r.ech.ate:.yl
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occupy in ~h-questions. Consider the follo~ing examples: 

(14) 	 a. Q~e ha ordenado J~ar.? 
b. 	 *Q~& Juan ha ordenadc? 

"\-;hat has Juan ordered?" 

(lS) a. Como se corr,porto Juan hoy? 


b. 	 *C6mc Juan se comportc hoy? 

"Ho~ did Juan behave today?" 


(16) 	 a. D6nde ha almorz.ado Maria e1 ultimo mes? 
b. *D6nde Maria ha alenarzado e1 ultimo mes? 

"~here has Maria eaten last month?~ 
(17) 	 a. Por quA compr6 Juan ese televisor? 


b Por q~e Juan ccmpro ese televisor: 

"~hy did Juan buy that TV set?" 

(IS) a. En que mediaa ha afectado 1a recesi6n a: pais? 
b. 	 ?En q'J€ medida 1a recesi6n ha afectado a1 pais? 

"In wha~ way has the recession affected the 
country? " 

These examples show that in certain cases of questions involving Wh 
extractior. the ~p st.:.bject is requl.red to surface in postverba: 
pOSition. the Obligatcry Ir.·,'I=rsicn Rule (OIR) of Torrego (1984) (see 
also Uribe-' Etxebarria (1990,). 

In this sect-ior;, we suggest. that cases (a) and (b) of the 
examples above do not imply the same derivation as commonly assumed. 
We a'::"so want to show 'that the (a) cases are related to our proposal 
for postverbal subjects in declarative sentences. By doing so. we 
will show that the OIR does not entail an extra instance of verb 
movement; as in the other case of postverbal subjects., t:~e verb 
occupies Ie and the sub~ect is in {Spec,VP] at S-struct.ure 

3.1 Wb-V-S order. 

I O3.1.1 VO is in and the subject is in (Spec,VPJ 
At first sighe. there seems to be ·two possible ways to 

approach the (aj cases in (14 IS). one possibility is to think that 
the verb moves higher than 1 0 

, In this line. Torrego (1984) 
proposes that a V-Preposing rule is responsible fo'r these cases, a 
WH-element of a certain kind in COMP triggers this' rule. Under her 
analysis, the verb is left ":'adjoined to S (IP in the structure 
assumed here). Another option -within this view- is to suggest that 
V raises to C C in WH-questions (an instance of rC-to-cOmovement as 
proposed in Rizzi (1982.1991)). 

Note that if the OIR implied a further step in V-movement, it 
wo"ld be expected that no material can appear between the Wh-elerner.t 
and V. This prediction is falsified by cases like (I9), where an 
aspectual adverb intervenes between the Wh-element and V (for a 
similar argument see Goodall (I99Ia)): 
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(l9! 	 Q";Je Que plat.c siempre nunca ordena Juan en este 
restaurante? 
"Wr.atiWhat. dish does Juan always 'never order in this 
rEstal.:rant?" 

On the other hand. it should be observed that the two 
proposals above assume that the NP subject occup.es the [Spec,IP] 
Ithe preverbal posltion). 

There are two arguments against this assumption. The first 
one comes from negative polarity items. As said earlier. a negative 
quantifier in [Spec. IP] does not require the presence of the 
sentential marker no (see (8)). This means that we have a way to 
determlne the position of the subject: if the subject is in 
[Spec. IP J. nO should no-;; appear; if the sClbject is in a position 
lower than NegP then. no must appear, Cases such as the ones in 
(20) 	 go against the proposals :TIentioned above. 

(20) 	 a. *Q'Je compro naoie? 
b. 	 Que no compra nadie? 


H'f:hat did no one buy?" 


The second arguIT,ent comes from the phenomenon of FQs (cf, Lois 
(1989)). See (e I) 

(2l) 	 *Que pensaban los horr,bres 'tcdos? 


!'What did the men all think?" 


In (21). following the proposals under discussion. V has been moved 
(V-prepasing has applied Or it is in CD) and the subject is in the 
[Spec.IPJ position. If this were the case. then (21) should be 
possible as an instance of FQs (see 1.1). Note that the Q should be 
able to remain in [Spec,VPl 

As seen. (19). (20) and (::1) argue against the possibility of 
consider iog the existence af additional instances of movemer.t l.n WH 
questions. (19) suggests that V does not move further than rO. On 
the other hand, (20'; and (21) show that the subject NP cannot be in 
(Spec.IP). Moreover. in this context there seems to be no process 
of S-raising. 

The evidence shown leads to a second way to approach this 
pheno:TIenon. Within the ISH. it is possible to claim that in WH
questions. V-raising takes place in the usual manner, but subject 
raising somehow does not apply (in the relevant cases). Notice that 
if the NP subject of a WH-question remains in its D-structure 
position and the verb raises to the head of IP. none of the problems 
noted above ariae. 

Under this view. postverbal subjects in general (resulting 
either from the FSr or the OIR phenomena) occupy the same position: 
[Spec.VPJ. Also. in both cases, V-movement applies uniformly. 

The question that remains to be answered is why is it that 
certain s1..:bjects of WH-questionhave to remain in [Spec.VPJ. or what 
prevents these subjects frof[, raising, We intend to answer these 

http:occup.es
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ques~ions in the next sectic~. 

3.1.2 Proposal. 
We prcp.:;se. fcllo\•.:ing Goodal ... (1991&'1. that the WH-phrase 

rr,oves into [Spe=.I?} i:1 its way to [Spec.CP; (et. BO:1et (1989» As 
seen above. the sUbject in these Wh-questions cannot appear in 
[Spec.IP] (It remalns In [Spec.vP]); this suggestion takes care of 
this fact. But, at the same time, two important questions arisE!. 
On one hand, why in the case of Spanish. Wh-extraction takes a 
different course? An answer to this question may be related to 
Rizzi (I991)' 5 f,.'h-Criterion 1

0 Le~ us assume that this criteric:: 
holds in Spanish (or universally); then. since this language lacks 
:;: -to-·-C e n'loverr;ent. the Wh-eleme!'1t needs to move to/through a 

pos~tion where it wil.: be able to comply with the Wh-Criterion. 
That position has to be (Spec.IP]; recall that according to Rizzi 
the [~WH] feature is a specification of Ie -themain inflection (see 
also Goodall (199112';' On the other hand. what is the status of 
[Spec.I? J in re:ation to the distinction A,'A-bar: Our proposal 
suggests that it is an A-barposition, But, at the same time. there 
is evidence that this pc,sitio:1 lS an A-position. At this time, the 
on:'y alternative is to pOsit that [Spec,IF] is ambiguous with 
respect to the A )':I.-bar distinction, a cor.troversial issue (see 
Diesing (199011. We leave this question open for further research. 

3.2 Wh-S-Vorder. 
Torrego (19f:4) sho.....·s that in Spanish there seems to be an 

asymmetry concerning the position a subject may occupy in Wh
questions (cf. (14-16) vs (17 18)). She proposes that this 
asymmetry is related to the nature of the constituent extracted: 
if a verbal complement (obliques included) is wh-extracted, then the 
only order avai:able lS hh-V~S; and when an adjunct is extracted, 
the orders Wh-V-Sand Wh-S-Vare possible (cf. (ISb). Here, we 
want to review this proposal and suggest that the asymmetry is not 
related to the nature of thE? complernent. but to the existen::e of two 
different processes of question formation in this language. 

Our suggestion is that cases that present the order Wh-V--S 
undergo tr.e canonical/standard process of Wh-extraction, as proposed 
in the previous section, The other cases, those that show the order 
Wh-S-V. entail a topicalization process. Consider the following 
contrasts: 

(22) a. *Que Juan ha preparado para la comida? 
b. ?Que platos Juan ha preparado para la comida? 

"What/what dishes has Juan prepared for dinner?" 
(23) a. *Como Juan se ha comport ado hoy? 

b. ?De que manera Juan se ha comportado hoy? 
"How,!'::::: n what manner has Juan behaved today?" 

(24) a. *D6nde Maria ha almorzado el ultimo roes? 
b, ??En d6ndei?En que lugar Maria ha alrnorzado ... ? 

"Where/In what place has Maria eate:1 last month?" 
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Concerning the fa) cases. all of the speakers consulted agreed on 
their unacceptability, In relation to the (b) examples, most 
speakers had prob:ems with these cases when seen in isolation, but 
wher. consl.dered in con.t.rast. there seemed to be a considerable 
irnprovement.. 2" 'There is also a difference in the intonation 
pattern between cases such as (22b). (23b) and (24b) and those that 
have the order wr.-V-S;t:he forrLer entaL1- a slight drop after the Vih 
element (this is not the case in canonical Wh-q..lsstions). The 
difference between the (.11 and (b) cases appears to be related to 
the impossibility of topicaliz.ing a bare Wh-element (bare Wh
operators) -(22-2"a·1. On the other hand. cases such as (22b). (23b) 
and (24b) present the Wh-operatorwithin a larger constituent (i.e. 
i~" P WH J. ~op WH NP:). hence the improvement in the judgement. 

Observe that these contrasts do not. seem to be related to the 
dist inct ion between D-1 inked and non -D -1 inkedwh -phrases suggested 
in Pesetsky (19S7). see ~n (25) parallel cases to (22b) 6< (24b) t:hat 
include non-!) linked wh-phraseE" 

(25) 	 a. ?Que diablos Juan ha preparado para la comida? 
"What: the hell has Juan prepared for dinner?'" 

b. 	 ?En d6nde 'En q,..112 Maria ha almorzado el 
ultimo mea: 
"Where the hell has Maria eaten last month?" 

If it were the case that this distinction (D- vs. non-D-linked) 
plays a role in relation to the contrasts in (22-24). one would 
expect these examples to be ungrammatical as those involving bare 
Wh-elements. 

Notes 

I would like to thank Joseph Aoun. Jon Franco. Hajime Hoji. 
Nina Hyams, Juan Martin. Marie Montalbetti, Liliana Sanchez and 
Maria Luisa Zubizarreta for helpful cor-ments and discussion The 
usual disclaimers apply. 

L Actually, the structure assumed in Sportiche (1988) is the one 
proposed by Koopman and Sportiche (1987). where the subject; (NP*) is 
generated under vr"; "some projection of V in the X-bar system such 
that V" is a small clause with VP as predicate and NP* as subject". 
The structure in (1) only differs from that of K&S in that the 
subject NP (NP*j is generated in the Spec of VP (see Kuroda (1986». 
For similar proposals see also Contreras (1987), Speas & Fukui 
(l986). Zagona (1982), among others. 

2. For a reinterpretation of this assumption in terms of DP-
theory. see Benmamoun (1991a.b). 

3. Cases involving perfect forms seem to be sensible to the 
phonological weight of the auxiliary; this appears to be a general 
reguirerr.ent related to the possibility of having material betwee:1 
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the aux~lla=y and the verb in SFa~lsh: acceptabi:ity decreases ~it~ 
a lighter auxl:iary 

-t Tr:is possibi:Lity is allo·..:ed in certain lar.guages (eg Arabic 
and English). Far a proposal that deals with these cases see 
Benmamour. (l991a,bL See also Sportiche (1988) for the case of 
Eng: ish. 

5. This also see~s to be the case in Romance NPs, see Vergnaud & 
Zubizarreta (199)). 

6. Here. since this issue does not affect our argumentation. we 
are neutral concerning the labeil.ng of the XP projected by the 
auxiliary See Zagona (1982) and Tenny (1987) for difierer,t 
propos"lE 

7. This is n~t only the case of Spanis~. the same is found in 
Catalan (see lia!. froC". Bonet (1989») ar:d Italian (see (ib)). This 
option is also possible for sarr.e speakers of French (see Sportiche 
(1988: fnA»). 

(i) 	 a. Els nens havisn recitat tots e1 poer..a 

"The children had recited all the poem" 


b. Gii uomini hanna scritto tutti un poema 
tiThe rr.En have written all a poem" 

For rela.t.ed proposa.:" see Belie:.ti {199vL 

8. See latridou (1990; for evidence that it is not necessary to 
split INFL into TP and lIGRP- S in certain languages (cf. Choc;sky 
(198,) ar,d Pollock (1989)). 

9. One of the motivations lor the inclusion of this category -as 
O. Jaeggli (p.c.) suggested to rr.e·- is the possibility of eliminating 
categorial specifications, In other words, the complement of Af e 

could be seen as an xp, whose categorial specification is defined 
according the kind of affix the Xo takes in life 

10. lt is necessary to note that interestingly, these cases seer;: 
to be possible only with an interpretation that supposes a first 
person plural ('?abstract-topic) controller (eg. For us/In our case), 

II. In Spanish, it is possible to show that this movement has 
taken place. Consider the case of aspectual adverbs such as a 
menudo "often!' and siempre "always", These adverbs may appear in 
at least- t\..'o positions: adjoined to VP or between the eubject and 
the verb in I See (i). 

(il 	 Juan (a menudo/siempre) va (a menudo/siempre) al cine 
"Juan often/always goes to the movies M 

If this is the case, then an example such as (ii) shows that the 
movement in question takes place: 

(ii) 	 Es nec8sario comprar a menudo/siempre cerveza 
"It is necessary to oftenialways bU:J: beer" 

http:Belie:.ti
http:rela.t.ed
http:labeil.ng
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See 	8el~et;:~ (1992:. 

l~. I o\o,,'e this idea to M.L Zubizarreta (p,e.) 

13 For the existence of Negi' and its structural position See 
8elletti (1990). pollock (19891. among others. 

14. Spanish speakers differ in relation to their intuitions on 
the position that the postverbal subject occuples. there seems to be 
three groups: one that shows a preference for a subject after the 
complement. another that prefers the subject before it and a third 
group that is neutral to these preferences. 

15. It is necessary to note that these cases are different from 
those that include ergative verbs, which according to BurZl0 (}986) 
entail a subject base-generated in complement position. See (i). 

(i) 	 Ha 11ega:10 .]t:5.T, 

HJuan has arrived", 

16. The difference among these proposals has to do with Case 
assignment and the nature of the empty category in subject position. 
for a more detailed exposition of these views see the references 
cited in tr.e text. See also Chomsky (1981). For other -somehow 
different- proposais see Borer (1986) and Koopman & Sportiche 
(1987). 

17. To ensure agreement in these cases, we assume Borer's (1986) 
proposal concerning I -subJects: Coindex an NP with INFL in the 
accessi.ble domain of INF::". the notion of accessible domain of INFL 
~s presented in (i). 

(i) 	 Q is in the accessible dOlT.ain of INFLi iff INFLj c-
commands Q and there is no OJ. {3j I-subject of INFLj. 
such that INFLj c-command INFlj and INFLj c-commands Ct, 

18. Observe that even if one assumes Eaker' s (1988) Government 
Transparency Corollary and suggests -as Rizzi (1991: tn.181- that 
the trace of the lowest. inflectional head suffices to assign 
nominative Case under agreement; it is necessary to assume that in 
cases 
govern

involving auxiliaries. 
ment relation 

VC (in Af C 
) does not block th~s 

19, Rizzi (1991) define. 
The Wh-Criterion 

this criterion as follows: 

A. A Wh-operator n'ust be in a Spec-head configuration with an 

X 0 [...,\oIH)' 

B. An XO[ .... I.IH) rr.ust be in Spec-head configuration i.••lith a Wh
operator. 

20, Speakers' intuitions vary from total aCc9Ftability to the 
judgements presented ~r. the text. 
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REPRESEI'fL,U! OliO' ANIl OPERA';'! ONS I N HAl SLA PHONOLOGY 

Ellllh)" Bach, University of MassachusE'tts iAmberstl 

OnE' of the most pro·illc! h'e word format ion rules in Hahla yields words that 
fl)2 a:. .! r:: t 0 X - from \\'0 rrl s t hd t me., n •x" A c los ely r e l ate d r u I e rna ke s 
words that mean 'go a:ter or hunt x' from yarlou. names for animals, birds, 
and other organism'S The r,,!.-s both make \!"e of a particular reduplicatiyp 
pattern of stem extension, Here are two examples; 

kakut'a' 'Iry to think, 10 discover something' root; IkuI- 'think' 
'c'iko', 'hl;nt for bicoj·;' root le'i'k" 'birn' 

!n this p~p.r, wn~!d like to use relationships like thesp to Investigate 
the narur" of the underlYing phonological representations of Halsla 
pxpression':1 so ~<; to throw light on tvm genf::!f:1i qli€.'stions: 

" wt,~t operat ions c"n languages use for making complex words" 
ii, What kinds of structures do these operat ions work on and produce? 

Th~ Issues in the anal~.i. of H'lslft Iha" are crucial here are; 

(al what is the basic [,ature of the sonorants and glides? 

Iti i. ,a the '.'ocalic counterpart to 'h'o 

Ie) are the surface schwas in items like [be[.:o'as] 'monkey, Sasquatch' 


present at 0\] in the und.rlying roots? That is, is the root Ibko- or 
IbekO'?1 

[,., marks labialized segments, i.e, It stands for superscrIpt 'w' In 
alternative spelling&; 'e' is for schwa or syllapicity of following 
tautosyllablc sonorant] 

Here are th<: represent a! ions given for the abo"e and some further examples 
in the Halsla dictionary ILincoln and Rath, 19B6, hereinafter Cited as LRI: 

3, Ikwt 'think, guess' kakul'a' 'try to think' 
4, Ic'ykO 'bird' e'a'c'lk·'a 'hunt for birds' (also 'hawk sp,') 
5, Ik'nx· ['crab' J k'a'k'anw'a 1;0 crabbing' 
6, Idn 'haul' dadan'a' 'try to haul, drag' 
7, It's- 'hit with stone' t'at'ac'a' 'try to hit with stone' 
B, Iqhp 'spring salmon' qa'qap'a & qaqa'p'a 'go after spring salmon' 

On the basis of examples like (5), (61, and (8), I will argue that the 
second segments In the relevant roots should be specially represented in 
some "'aY as to reflect their,syllabic potential, In other words that roots 
like those of 161 and (71 are fundamentallY different from each other, On 
the basis of examples like (71 I will argue that roots like It'5- (or 
It'c-J should indeed be represented wit,h no vowel at all and that the 
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p~rticular operation in\'ol"",d in f()rmctior,~ like il} - (8) Iproblems ~bollt 

s'rp<;15 3'5idpl should ha':(' i \(lhle for it::; input $On;f> rE'lJre';l7n t ,l t 1(1i\ in 
which the nucleic content of a syllable can be direct 1\' accessed and 
manipulated In thi- ~~v tv speclfving Ihe nuclei part of the root as 
involving the ~dd:tl()n of r. Wf'- account for the idenllt~' of OUtp1Jt for 
r00t~ s\lch a. (Ii that ha-:e no (or zero) \'oealic components and those like 
(61 thol contain ,'IGr 'h I already. 

0,1 Form;; 1 rreljn:in;~r!e<;; 

Here's what I assume as a general formal framework: follOWing Montague 
11910), I dlstingulsh t'etween rules and operations. Every Rule Includes a 
specification of Ihe forma; operation that II Invokes. but it also 
specifies sorr:" c1tego~\ or t~gories of objects to which the operation is 
10 be aprJ ied anc Ihe ral"'gnrv of the resultanl objects. togelher with a 
'pecif!caticn of Ihe semanl ie valup of the resullant objecls as a function 
of the semantic \'alues of Ihf' input objects. I will not be concerned here 
with the semaLttr p,nts Ihe rules I discuss. I assume the general 
defir,ltion of an operalion il'; a function from some set to th~t set. 
Question' (i) nno liil are mut".lly depeadent. for example. if the objects 
of the sel are jusl slrin£s of phonemes Ihen the operations must be 
functions froD: l$9tS: of »tr to st~inf;g, 

Hlisla IRa'islak'alaJ j" a cover term for IWO langnages spokon by 
r"sidents of Kit.ama~t Vi Ita,,€ {near Kltimat. B C. It is a North Wakashan 
language and shares man': ch:Hacteristics with its sister languages: 
K"'akw'ala. Oowek·al~. !lei !tsnk. Of Interest here afe the rich system of 
word~format ion pfocesses' stpm extensions. modificalions, and suffixing. 
mention only fOf help In looking at eX8p.lples. that among the modifications 
governed Ifor the most part 1 by suffixes are glottallzing I "hardening' I and 
voicing ('softening') "ffects on the last segment of stems. In the 
examples abo\·e. we "ee g~ottallzing effects. In citing examples I will 
adapt the notation used by Boas in his Kwakw'ala materials: 

g lot t a liz I ng voicing plain 
e ,g. ! a i c f. abo\'c ) =aulh 'complete!y' (ella continuative, etc. 

The segmental Inventory of Haisla Includes three series of stops. and both 
glottallzed and plain sonorants, Of special interest here is the almost 
complementary distribut ion of vocal ic and consonantal versions of the 
sonorants. Lincoln and Rath have presented an analysis of the segmental 
system in which almost all the surface vocal ie segments are derl\:ed by rule 
from underlying sonoran~~ or by rules of epenthesis, Of this more anon. 
The examples given so far wi II Illustrate the sal!ent aspects of that 
analysis. (See Bach. 1990. fOf more discussion of the facts and analytical 
options) 
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Here's a descrlptlon of the patterns of stem extension we see in the 
examples given so fJr: 

a. all forms show an initial syllable in 'a: starting with the first 
consonafit of t~.e rOOi. stem, or word; 
b. the second syllable of the extended form retains the nucleus of the 
root. stem. or word. ~xcept in the ca'e of forms wi th surface schwa in 
the root. stem. or word. In which case the second syllable has fa 

w,ile 'root. stem, or word because part of our problem Is to determine 
wn3t the s~3tUS, and an:)J\'SlS of the input is. 

Let us fOCllS on items like 161, 171, and IRI, 

A. ,"dn- h~ul' dad"n'a' 'try to haul, drag' 
7. O's- 'hit witlt stone' t'at'ac'a' 'try to hit with stone' 
8. ,"qhp- spring salmon qa'qap'a & qaqa'p'a go after spring salmon' 

'M;y do (7) and 181 come out ident IcaP 'M;y do (6) and (1) come out 
different? ! wi II assumf' that it would be a good thing to choose objects 
and operations in ,uct. a \Ora\, that thes~ differences and samenesses WQuld 
just follow without any special stipulations. 

LeI me first assure you that the patterns exhibi ted are not at all random. 
but are completely predictable from the shape of the input item. [Note on 
exceptions: 'go after Canada goose' is hanagaq'a. but there are many 
things we don't understand about. h-initial roots.] All roots of the form 
CR- where R is a sonoran\. work like 161, all those like {1) of the form 
Co- (or CaO-) where 0 is an obstruent work like (1) and are identical in 
final form to those like (81 which have the form Ch- (or Ca-) These facts 
establiSh the following claim about Haisla: 

In the internal economy of Haisla morphophonology. it is necessary to 
distinguish lonorants and obstrnents, Moreover, the sonorants can act as 
the nucleus of a syllable (i.e. they can be vowel-like). /This observation 
is quite in line with Boas's view of Kwakw'ala phonOlogy, under which the 
syllabic sonorants were considered to be basically vocalic In nature. I 

Now let us consider a number of different views about the nature of the 
input and output objects that various possible formal operations might 
apply to in deriving the forms under consideration. [wi! I take least time 
on the first account: 

Account I: 

The Input and outpnt elements are just strings of sounds. the operation 
it I is this: prefix the first item in the string plus the v~~l 'a' to 
the result of applying the following operation (ii) to the input element 
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Operation (il) is thi,,' if the second element of tht' input is an 
obstruent. insert • as tho "ecnnd It'mpnl of the OUlput laltprnativel~' 

If the second element is ca' replace it by la·), otherwise Operation (i i) 
is th", ident.! ty operat ion 

We can raise familiar objections to this account I mention only one: it 
projects possible operations for natural languages that just don't seem to 
OCCllr It happens that the phonological Jaws of Haisla demand that words 
start with a sin?'le consonantal segment. but the general \'lew underlying 
Account I would allnw u<> 10 describe a language just like Haisln. but that 
would yield forms like these: 

+? ialpa from ipa I '.' inserted after the first segment I 
*0 ialapa frorr, i~serled by something like operation (il II. 

This would work for the ,"xamples given. From a gener~l paint of view, this 
account n:akes wnat I s probably the simplest assumpt ion possible about the 
objects that the operation applies to: they are just strings of sounds. 
Let us ca! J this view the 's<>gmental' theory or approach. It Is the view 
of the first phase of segment J generative phonology as exemplified In the 
classic Sound Pattern of English (Chomsky and Halle, 1968). The sounds 
themselves must be considered complex elements, for example. sets of 
distinctive feature specifications as in the classic theory. 

But there Is more to a sound system than Just strings of sounds. In later 
de\'elopments in generative phonology. as well as in much earlier work in 
non- generative frameworks. more structure has been assumed and argued for. 
Traditional terms such as 'svllable.' and 'foot.' suggest an organization 
of sounds into larger or higher unIts. Given some such prosodic view 
of sound structures we might con'ider an alternative: 

Account II: 

Prefix a svllable in a i, with its onset copied from the stem. to the 
stem modified by a second operation (the prosodic analogue of the second 
operation above). 

McCarthy and Prince 1[1986],1990) have argued for the kind of general 
theory that would force a formulation like Account II rather than one like 
Account I. Note that this account circumvents the difficulty ~ noted with 
the fi rst straw account. Faced wi th a hypothetical lang'lage I ike our 
modifIed Ralsla. in which empty or absent onsets were allrwed, the results 
of our new operation would necessarily (If we do all oUr homework right) 
yield forms that conform to the universal and particular constraints on 
prosodic structure of the language. 

Our second account as it stands still does not meet the optimum of having 
the resul ts follow without 5t ipulation, Before turning to my third 
account. "~Ich is to be the favored solution here. let me note that the 
second. prosodic account allows us to use the analytiC vocabulary of 
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prosodic theories, but in principle still leaves open the exact wa\' in 
which these analytic tools may be deployed, In particular, it i. 
consistent. with this approach to view the objects of the phonological 
hierarchy net as finished off structures but as colle~tions of elements of 
varlou~ sorts together with the operations or relationships that unite 
them 1 wi II exploi t this freedom in the thi rd account to be presented 
here, Inspired by McCarthy's approach to Arabic 

Let us analyse a Halsla form into three pieces a prosodic structure devoid 
of 	segmental content. and two sequences of segments: the consonantal 
segments and the "ocalie lor nucleic, or sonorantl segment. For 
typographical convenience. I use CV skeletons for the prosodic structure 
So 	 the phonological side of each form can be represented as a triple: 

< Prosodic '>truetnre, Consonants. Vowels> 
E. g : n u kw i 's" a (l!! e r ' < CVCV . I n kw), (u i) > 

Me; main claim now is th~t an approach like this allov.'s a uniform statement 
of 	 the operation "tdch, taken together wi th certain assmnpt ions about the 
input items, predicts exactly the forms we get in the kinds of examples 
given above, 

Account Ill: the Prosodic Structure of the output is: CVCVCIC1, the Vocalic 
mpmber of the input item is modified by addition of "3', 

The assumptions that are needed for this 10 work are: 

i. sonorants may appear as elements in the vocal ie member of the triple, 
Ii items like (81 l.-t'S-\ have empty vocalic members, 

If we assume that association works uniformly right-Io-left. then we get 
the following derivations II give just the consonants and vowel for the 
input roots. more on this below): 

3, 	 < I k tl \ul > 4, <iC' kOI ii) 


<CVCVCICI ( k II (a ul > <CVCVC ( C I, ( e' k') (a i} > 

kakut'a' c'a'c'iko'a 


5. 	 «k' ,(0) (n I > 

<CVCVC(C) (k' ,(0) (a nl> 

k'a'k'enw'a 


7, 	 <(t' s) () > 8, «q pI tal> 

<CVCVCiC) ( t ' s I i 3 1> <CVCVC ( C ) (q p 1 1 a I > 

t'at'ae'a' qa1qap'a 


Note the formal similarity of (7) and (8), a desired result, 

With the missing example (6). however, there is a problem. if"~ set it up 
as follows the resulting form will be wrong: 
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6', <Idl (n» 

<CVCVC(C) (d) (a nl) 

*dildenda 


The correct resul t wi II be obtained if we assume that the sonorant In' 
plays out its double role by being part of both the consonantal and the 
syllable component of the item: 

6, 	 «d nl (n) 

<CVCVC (C) (d n) (a n ) > 

dadan'a' 


In 	 a way. then. this step represents an expression of the insights about 
the nature of the sonorants in the North ~kashan languages to be seen in 
the other writers I have cited: Boas. Lincoln and Rath. 

3. 	 A further stDp. 

There is one other wrinkle I would like to dIscuss. Complex words In 
Haisla (and most words i1re complex) are blli It up by suffixing various 
elements to a root or modified root. So the question arises: are these 
derived words (stems we may call them) subject to the same operatIons as 
the roots In the kinds of examples we've seen so far? This questIon 
latches on to the indeterminacy in the first statements of possible 
operations given earlier (, .. roots, stem, or words). It appears that for 
the most part we have to assume that the operation specified above applies 
to the root of a word, but in such a way that we have to think that the 
operation has available the root of a derived word. So this makes It look 
as if we might want to think of derived words also as given to the 
operation not as fully built structures, but as ingredients and operations, 
lying there I ike the pIeces of an unassembled bicycle you are desparately 
trying to put together the night before your kid's birthday. Here are some 
examples: 

9, kwa' kwenq' a mink kwen'a'q 
10. kwakwi kw' a ' marmot kwl' kwexd 
11. k'a'k'enw'a crab .rk'nx·- k'ena'xw 
12 qa'qac'ita sole LR .rqc'- qec'l 't sole 

4. 	 ConclusIons: Intensional phonology? 

The exercise we have conducted here Is strongly reminiscent of discussions 
in semantics about hard questions of Intenslonality. If '2 + 3' and '1 + 

4' are just different designations for the same object that Is designated 
by '5' how is It possible that little Johnnie might think that 2 + 3 and 
1 + 4 are different. Mountains of ink have been expended on such problems, 
The view I have suggested here as possibly a fruitful way to look at some 
phonological problems Is much like that represented by a number of WTlters, 
perhaps for examples most closely related to the ones discussed here by 
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Cresswell (19851. 
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7.:11Ining: Ba() 

()~,l(! :-:'tc.le rl!i\er~it,\· 


P1;O!IUJUl:!~CaJ lW!I(J\ )V: \\ Lie}l he4:':-- OIl i~:",'J('.'" of pro~0dic Ln'Jl:-lH~ d.lJJ 

the ::r;10 (,f III 1 artid<' I t>xa;ltJr!C tll(' Jil~;'l <.tlld ,:;tH.J"\\ 1l1a\ 

th(' (HIC artlcuJdlor t~a(h fur Ih(' Otl~e: aHd ihp 

L(1t hf' p!,a(cd hf'lO\l' 1Lt_- (orolla2 l;ud<:--. 

The Data 

..!: ' ~P!llllf:lj :_~ u, YaHg~u 

Pa]":,, 
. \ t \ 1'( '::1 r Hetrofh'x .\jYf'c,j,n \·d<l~ 

~I 1'. jJ I, I k. k' 
.\! ~'ri Ci1 i ,-,:-: t:-,I" t'.t· l( J (' 

:-'.L 

:11 '1 1.1" 
L<1t<?lil> 

Hily1tl(,~: ',l.l Y u -I " 
U;l an lall 

i~ u:: OU I (; ~l 

1~ u-· \' ~, -,i .J" 
U ~-, I;ftll j ~1ti =i ll 111 S-n 

~t] ial.l "1 I~ i-ll Sj~ f\~) 

III additll"11l to thf> rhymf:'~ listed abov('. Yanggu has tlle ~yllahj( reao11f?x 

late,,,] I ""d the S\'l:abir nasal 'i" bringilLg the tot,,] of rhmes to chin\,· 
nine, 1 alid , are apical vowels. with the latter heine: retroflexed. :>()lC titat 
tLt, sYlIlbu[ '.;' i~ l:~t'U :0 denote both the back mid vowel a!la tr,{.' voiced 
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I' 
befure l he ah ('ulaf i1. DO:i~ 1;'''·-) do{':" 11('1 

bf'Lfi\'jnf of llli.: "\\'..1 

t1:,> dl!Ul!lUll\(, affix in Ya:lggu ::;. !. \dlid! 
T1If' d::<ribution of t!:i~ :a:/!Ta; i.-- :-~:dil('r 

[: OCf"lU ill diE' onset position. ar:d app€'ar.s to be used 

HI T:.'· !Ll;, ,\P l"Ji llO\\'l!pre et:;..(', DimiIlutlYE' affixarioll in Ydn~~'l 

ilct:'"- ::-t'\·p[.:d >,llrfa·,': Hlanifp:,tations. dt'penciing on the fiegmental makE'up of 
~:.I ~:';;;l:l!t" \\],;,:. '11L:x':,j D\..lt.r! l~J"~) r::p •.''', 

] 11(' f~!"i 'r l. iJl\"olw"8- syHable~ whuse r.udeus !s t!:e fror,t. 
..'.. :i," 

\\ ill cj:p mnl;o:-~'llahi( data oul,\ 

<"kill< 

'fit; ~ (,' 
I 

" 

:\01,' t11<1( r he !\ld in ! !d.t'.h ,I di~apr('ars 

\r,o \\ of t hi, pIWlI01l1'2:l01, 

U;:lJ.i:;!ltin' word froal a InO!.(1s:], 

Ld,i!' ::':('1: 1Lf' S!t'lll (o!!~f1jn,:, d. pre- \"()calic g:Udt:, 1 or Thi: i:- Typ'" 

II 
Id ilar 'duck' ria > '!lOX 

h, trl:: teil -1' 'strec:\ fi:: ni'r ',h()0 
(, IP il~l '~eQr tie tiler 'pldtt' 

d, piao pI;aor 'nlark lao > ilaor 'Waisl 

c, iou > ilullf 'oil' tc'10U tr'H':'Hlf 'billl' 
f. pial! 'pigg\'t ail' tan cilrarettE" 

" j~!J '> ilar 'mann('r tc'ifilJ rc "]ar '\-01CE' 

h, p'i-"J p'ikr 'bottie' i"fj iler 'shado\y 

i, y~, > yl-'r 'medicille' try'"': tcyl",r 'lpg' 

j, yall ,d,r 'garden' tcyan > tcyl,r 'roll' 
k, CS'l.l (~ 1-, 'b~a, 
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reSIJ;'~, L lLe ".\'iiai.:, i1t"ill~C'f\i:('fu!'m (\/31 Iii '1;:p.;> iI affIX<.,itlu:" 

a [PW pilono!o?!lcal r:1c.lH:!,t':" take place In the rhym(', ThE' na:sal endn,2::" are 
JU(>l{:J. alull~ witL ttit" '" Ull the Iluch:til \'o\\."d \Jf.g.L.,l.k (1 r~;:-(';> 

'dLJ f[Clll;':' (:1f.,~", ~, \0 ( 3!l). ('2h a:ir1 (:U:; pf,>(uliilL ~Il:r(' 

tilt'.\' are ~.lHi.ila: :L (1:~ felt.'Yd.:d a~pe(i:'-. yet the~' belong to diHerer:.t tyP('c:o, I 
wJl han:' ItotLin~ funbpr If) :-iiy about the segmental changes obs('[\';;:sd IU:'H'. 

:\. princlplt'J andi~'s~s of ~ufh changes requires morE' data titan DO!lg Hft-,) 
l';(".,:;d.,;~. The iEifV)n,J1,; prdperry to ob:::~rn:, Lprc th!!: rillclear \'O\';(l!~ 

it:".' r,,=,trof{('xe,J.. aHd tLl-" (Ud<i l:asa..l:- are ddeted. along. v,-j!l! na::'h:.i~y 011 rLe 

~('rf)!id :~ylLi~l~e is il1\'ariabl ... the a]n_'o];,c' \;1tend 1. v.;l:,lcll 
]- 1\01 rr;lul:(':;.:,'l.!, (t;:LUll:':;/ IJuLQ 1" Hot explicit about :1. Till:- (Olitl';1.!'b \\;i!t 

-lype I. ",',L(·:(' til" la"'I GIld fetro::eXf?d Tl,I,' j" lLat 

I L.' pllouoi0t;:(al hcllayior G1 Typ(':z III and 1\' 

\\'Ilerea" tij£, llt<i,:nr fi1(iOr III '1:'I)('~ I and II j" the frcl}Jt hie;l \'o(oid:i i and 

lH III and IY, Jl j, 111(' OIEet. If a 'l~l\l \lllo;;os\'Uabic. or thE' last 
",::ldb:p poly:"dl(t~l]c. \\it'!; an ahpolar CO!J,,(l;:anf L t' iI. i~, t.... ', 
it bejol1g~ to T: 111. exccl!l tlltbl' :,tf;'Hl~ which b{;!L'lIg to TYP"3 1 or II .,cL 
td( r 'P:dt() ]1; 1 :jc '. of T,\ l".~ IJ /, Tllcl'fforc. T::pe III ;·Lyme:-:. ar~ (If t}!(, typf' 
, wit], op~io;'dl I'rp-\'oC'(11~c glide 11. Saw pIe are UlyC'tl iIi" 

I. j, a, 1'; ~i > n1(1) "CaduF'· 
I), 	 b;j t",j;:ii' 'WL("l: '~' L'Sou t:-,Iour '\\ <II~, ' 

t, , t ,'J cr > b 'ju!' ·t hick' 
d. tdo i b( J;- -h:Hlff:' tU~Jj > tlu" n klnd of l)(Ftry 

e, t'itrJ 1 'I;,r t:OUp 1 u > t'lur 'rabl,!! ' 

f. :,all > ·1 cf 'three saD > slar "\'OlCt? 

The most inter('stin~ propert\' of Tvpe 111 is the onset hOnlOrga'lie clus
ters of the form CI. whNe (' is alveolar. and I is not retroftexed_ ,-\5 in 

Types I and II. the nuclear segments are retroftexed: and tile cod:, udsals 
are deleted alOllg with the nasalitv on the vowels (c1eJ I. 

Type JY, which Dong H!~-) caUs the (OmnlOn Ivpe, includes ali syl:able, 
which belong to HPilher Ty'pe I. T"pe II. nor Type III. As tlte data in is! 
sho\\', T\ pe 1\' stems do not :,a\'c i or y as a nudear vowel or as a pre,voca:ic 

glide: nor do they haw ah'eolar consonants in syllable-orlset positiOl;, In thi, 
type. tIle nlonos~'E<lGic 51t:'1ll [t'niairlS rnonosyllable. as in Type Ill. 
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, f';-:' 'L;-\;,d]( 

t)" k, h~ ~ 

C :> ~f1; 'ton~llf' 

{L > br 

X!,'nr "n.onk(':o 
f. p~- V"f "book 

" > f- f 'crrl(' k' 

i" t.;. '1< > t:: )[ ~. '[ "hamn:rr' 

mOllo:::,dlaLic. they do r:o\ (ontain a::y (01:
Ti;f' I,H-k of CUi::-on;-d,i du~t~rs C0;;1:r.,,,i-': v.itl! rI .•' 

ir.1yp.,jll (01:

all;dY-'l::- tu Of' dt"-\clopf>(3 ~1:or;>, 


major pitOf1oJoglcal properties of dilnin utin: afLxatiurt 


1(,. 	 U;::,in1lri\f'" i1fii:...;:itiull in Yanggu 
1y]H'1. Ie .J;, ~j' . 3urfaCf'f as \ Cll/!i~! 

T\ i.e II: 	 "C :\" " as (Cjl/y~l\'r 
(": ",1\'1'1,' lll: I" \\'lif'TP C alveoLtr. a:: 
('ll " lYe 

TY1H' 1\'; 	 £II (!:L~;:;' .qell:~ s1J.r:ace ~ ...y~. 

f;T'!:; : f): WP Ohi;;;ll tilr' 1wo generalizations Slated ill 17'1' 

\ --;} If r!H: ~tefll 5tHfacf'~ as bisyllaLic. the nUc1e8,[ Sf?~!T]f'l!T 

of tlr': scconu ,\-;lable is retroflexed: 

t l(t' Her.J surfdce:: a~ mOHo~:·llabic. \ lie lluclcar 
nif'n~ i" n:trofiex{-'(L 

h. C0l1S0n~!!t clUSit'fS arf> homorlSanic, , 

ThNt' a gap in our exposition of the data. which, unfonunateJ\"" we 
are not c.blf' to c1os~, Dung (Ei"-,,j) not contain data'vdlkh show the 

interaction between the diminutjl"e affix! and stem, which begin with the 

alveolar liquid I. and llothing is mentioned of the syllabic nasal ,!L For laCK 

of positl\"!" evidence, I shall r!"main silent on the issue" 

The Analysis 

How do we charactenze the n:orphologv of diminutj,-e affixation? It appear' 

to be suffixed iIi T,"pes I aI,d 1\", and infixed in Types II and ilL \Ye ceJlainh" 

2 
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:hCl\ ;1,1 jIIU:ldtf:IU-' i~ a :-~lff;x 1y;)." I <-::.:],1 1\' 
dj, f(;f ] ypF> II dLd 111. :;ucL lilt appnJi:rh faib ld yie:d aiJ.\ ill:-i:;h1 
il):O tlw pboIiolne-:--' di::l;nllth'(' afExotion. ThE' ana:y,j", to hf' drYf:':')P('(~ 

a~~UlW'" f};c,~ t]w dirLll''J1iw.' afhx in Yafl~£u i!l~lX('d hctW'-Cll ti;,' 
011,,0' phonolo~:cdl bel,3Y]('i frOLl tbp 

ir;terfJla:. bei\\'C't'll ru;.",~ tLe prusodic licellsll.g cf1pabiljil(~:- of lllE' ~yllablf' 

YaLc~': 

Ill(' s~'~lrtbif::' ::-trtt(tlJIP WI,' will Q::-~ume for Yanggu 15 pr('t;~, standard ill 

I{ :-,-:-,;. Li;, ::I,.JI. Brlo 19:10. ]~!f): '. h;" !!l\ i:J ,..., 

I', ('I' 

() H 

I (tflcl l! ;u~:l ;':ltti'f :(\ Typ~'" III <l.uJ 1\', I a5sunv"' thill ttl" ;~r()nl Qljdl'~ 

art:' i:~ ~jli' 01i~q . ()', <dId 111(\ hack e,Lde ill rinJf' (H Tl~(' a~~·;Tlm('lr .... 

liP [Hiltt gEIl(,>. iI; ! lil' a\);-,f'ltCL of \·o\\,e1. '\·ocali.,(",· \0 lH'C('l1W 


Pu~;~yt);;1.:::";; 1(1'.... ) 


1 ~l I 

L 
COR i 

Rule (91 ,preads the coronal node of the infixed latera: onto ti,e fn!lowiEg 
segmenttsi dominillf,J by the nucleus (\ j. It creates :;'(' 5tn:ctu(' ,. ][l" 

which I takf> to b<' the repre5enlation of retroflexed w)wel~ \ CLomFky aile 
Halle 196';: 

i 10, R' 
~/"" 

COil., DOR 
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\\ 10 

po~niOH. \ddd. wiil be d('alt witl! sh()rt~y. 
1111 dt'ri\'(' 1h~ (On~OTlaHt clu;:;tpr.::. i 7'h ,

I ]l, H' 

L 
((lIt ('01\, 

I: J:- bod" he ~pf>(ifif'd a3 ~-ra!lu_~:·:()r~. ~ln(e l~~': 

retroli,,:..J,\i (01 Oflal", ~11cl! d..S t;1. du 110t !'urfacE' as t be first me:ll ht'f of d Cl du~
[0,;'.1 coru:J;:] :;()Jr IAtL(, t ..Utrf>: HI dclinks 10 ::-a1.i;::;:y til'? \\('il-f(JfJ;lf'd!IC~:: 

COTI5-trUll;t ~)rl 1ret'" (~c.,Qf'\, l~)SfJ. ,~)O L The rule accounts for the homor'i!dnlc
il~' of Olioel II pc lli. .-\; a re;ult of Jelinking ,h~ retroflex latp,al 

iTS n:'trofj('x~\il\ 

.\r:!!1ltcr PJ('cC' Il1drL:Il('f\' \\'p nped is tilt" prosodic Jicl--'IlS;n!! (apcttJJlit~ 
of ;"Habi, constituent,. WliIC!. account' for the lack of Oll,et clmtces in Iyp,' 
1\' aTld tip:~ J(,jetlOII of (oda Sl?~mellts if! all types. In Yangg.u. as in man~' 

!.di:er ~\l<lJ'(:(iJJl. dli:dpcb. tlit:,/(, j:-\ no (011S0nalH ChlSi'": ill llninflXC<l word~ 11; 

pOSi~lOll, Tllis the foUo\\ing two prof-odic licensing condition,~ 

YaJl~,C~~ \ tuj111lUra 1n76. ]10 19Sfi. GolJsnlith 19~)l: " 

(~'" T};f' Oll~pt 101 ]ireI~5[,~ one artJcula!uL 

b. T1.(> lime I H,I Ijcense~ one articulator. 

By 'articu~ator' 1 nll'an tlie artleu;a:or l1oae~ whicl. iH~:lll'd;atety dOll; 

InaTp f"'i1tUfI?S. (1" COR and DOR. for tilt COHL.:tJOL':- lu 
propf'rl,\'. \\{l mu~t diff...,rentiatp hei\\pf:'Tl yoca1ic arti(u:a'-or~ alia {();;::\.,. 

ll(tr:tal alld th(> COnd1l10Ib he-ellS€' the !a~ter. Tilt, :\\,o conditio:l' 

regulat e t he s~'llable S1 run ure of Yanggu, The syllable I 'iiI] is licensed be· 
t he onset jicell5es t' and t he rime licenses 'J. Diminuti\'e affixation 

breaks up the syllable structure of the stem. which triggers resyllabification 
on the stnng with the infixed retroflex lateraL Since both the onset and 
rime can license only one articulator. non-homorganic clusters in th!' ons!'( 
position are ruled out Recall that the retroflexed vowels han~ COR as a 
result of spread:r,1' (9), the rime is therefore unable to lireme an extra ar
ticulator in the coda positiolt. hence the iack of coda segments !, n. 'J in 
infixed 	Slelnf. 

:\::; ar~ illustration. consldf'T the structures in (13). 
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(J 

con con 1J{ \EL 

o \' 

x x 

H, \ 1(' ! 

co It. {COR 1 
\EL J 

o '\ 

I I 
x x, x x 

i I 
c Ht \ Ie 

I I 
COR lOll 

{con 1I :\TL 
..... allt" 

Type IY ::>:ni(i;lI'e: 0 '\ 

I I 
x; x 

I I 
\(e) HI Ie! 

I I 
COR, f con

IU.B )
COR 1 \TL J
\EL 

The optional 5cgments are in parenlneS€s., and the infi):;ed ]alrral is dp· 

H<.)lf;ld hy 'x,", in the 1yp(' I strurture, COR i spreads to the follo\\ing eH;pty 

1 
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( '() I: 

b ItC': ('n.;)!:, l!u!iCi11. d I::, \" I. lrl tl.~ 1:,';-!': III 
wllich p:\plai:;:.. \\l:y tLf-' 

." t';l rq!nflt'X ,,; 

!lp! .. ;lif'itd. 

\q\" \"-C'rtf(' Cx.;l]alll \\ i:y cnda ~('!!n:I>~,T". dlld :,:,., later •.'] 

III T!'pc' 1\' conCltlUH~ 

:--J;t'L<>j III J:.' 
IJi;t\p OJ,,' fl:rtlculi::.7or: ("on f{,:' (. i (1]:,1 \-[1. fcu ij. tLI' H-:ruil!:':'t.t'd 

\-0\\'\'1 IldI!!!'l~\ (-UH ,. tilt' rJl1ti! I!LJU(: H 
\\'u",:ld 
: L!b 

l:I'lu: Thr. ;.. 1 ;'1':1' (J1l~pl !;,,<lirJl;. rn" TYjlP III(if 

:-lructure~, f ~~a l allow.> trlE' infixC'c1 lateral to syllabif:; a.; part of t]i!! o:::,,;;;fi 

11 the preceJiIlg coro!tal. SillCf' thl:',\' shaH' t11(' Sit]iF' dTllndaioL IE TYfH' 
1\' ::-\ r~n llr('~. if ~ ite jill t:fal Wf'';:'(- fU :"',..:110. tlify a~ pan uf tile 01t:-':~, :1,(' 
w0\dc ;w() artic,:!atuf:': ('On Of L.\B or \'FL i/L lite OIlP ltaHd, ii!\',j 

COR: Oil IL,,> otl,,'r, 1'1,> !,

Ii, ('~,:--elL arnJ 5:raY-(,f;1.-,!:~. 

T, 1 "lld II 

T~ PI;:' I stem i.;; the Habk f(·trofkx laf('f;;J t. \vhich o(cllpic's :,oth the (lll:-.et 

ar.d nucleus po::itioll.~ {Yip 10''':. BarJ !~)~)O) . .\otf' rhai rj,r' latcr<tl of ;hp 
second sv!;able of Type II seems is alveolar. ~a1l1er r<'truftcx, Th~ fIllp 

below accomplishes t hi,. 

[ ~!~itl ] 
TLis fuIt; ff?nd.2fs tilf' structure in {onformily \'.:itll a ~pn(>fal phO:IO~f1cti( 

cond::ioll iIl Yallggu which prollibi~s t:~e fetrofi~x :c.tela~ ill pO!'iritHl. 
Ha';il:g ac(ouL.~ed tLp phf'I1ofllenon of Yanr;J:~:ll dil;JllJutivi;' afflXiltinL.\ 

let ':3 now co!~.sid.:r tht' placeBH:'rd 0: th(' ftiduf(' \\ LicL 11"1-:;' g{'J1Cl"I.:t:'d 

http:lll:-.et
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it.;; ~LCt:-(' of ,-'OIltfu'd_'i:-.\ ill fCU'ill literature on feature geometry. [LaterCl..l: 

is placed "(;0\·" ti.e corOl,al node in Sagey 1986. Halle 1989. A \·ery and 
Rjce 19'9. Paradis and PrU1,pt 19,9. 1990. He!(arty 1990. Rice and A\·en" 
1~1~11. and Sh"w HI:Jl: it i, placed below the coronal node in Schelll and 
Steriado 1"'1). 131",·ill, HI". :'!cCarth\" 19~'. Archangelj alld Pulleyblank 
19~9. Sproat and fujimura 19~1). among others" The contro\"ersial structures 
I1fr gi\ PII hc1ow: 

(10' a. Rt b. Rt 

I 
Ilat""" CORcon 

I 
[Iat] 

TLe crurial e\,dellce agaillst the model in (16a) i, the onset cluster of 
Typ'" Ill. The fele\(llii ;;:trr.C!UiC b g.i\or-ll below: 

a.s in n/ar 'endure' 

In the cluster the fir>! segmellt is not lateral. Since they share the same 
coronal articulator. it folio,,", that [+laterali must not be dominated by 
CO Ii. «, belr",· 

i 1'" Rt Hi 
~ 

(OJ( 

~~ 
-antJ 

This structure would lateralise both segments in the cluster. This. how" 

e'·er. is contrary to the facts of Yanggu diminutive affixation. Hence. the 
Yanggu ddt« can 1I0t be hal1dled in a model like 11Gb). Although laterals 
are coronals. the feature [lateral] is geometrically independent of COR. as in 
(16b). The data is compatible with any model of feature geometry in which 
ilateral] is docked on a node abo\"e COR. of which (16a i is one. 
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"01 es 

lYd.ll~f.:: dill:in::l:Q' (l!f::-":(ili(lll br:ra tbp ~uojr'n :-F-Y,-':-"! ::-tL'_~~ 
SE't' iil; }Y'ii, Dilt~rHEU 1900. Chen 1991. a[ of wtljfh dra>.\ data frorE 

Don!! 19",), For a re\'jP\\ of l\lP analyse" see Chen 1991. 

.:. Thref> fl1Ia!~. -I, lr·i l!~n bejong Tv Typ(' I Whf'li d!{'y folJ(1w a\:e0;fi: 
Sp~rnf>L~S e\(ppt J~ t'-,J > r'~:; 'thigh" tsu-:i > tsu-d 'pi!e': tt.~·ln > t 11"': 1, 

\1, Pl..;! (-11.11 "~n a:J surfacE' <1,'- -,1' wLid:. i-l((0rdinl! 1t) 


DOHg 1 1~,~-.), 1001 HuH: (j j. i~ retruflexed more oack\vard and upward. Till~ 


Gut':'> ll\)~ litlppe!. \\ llt'u ~~,E' coact segm(1,t i~ the \'('];u n,!:<:J 

Tj. ana lL.t' coda g:Hll: 11/0 dot:~ Hot i?\'f>!l delete teL i·-id! ana i."j."I, Ti\(' 


fa [Ptrr:!:(,xjuH ill 1.1;(':-f rL~I!;('." rna.'. he due- to the Df ~];(' coJL. 


s('£:rne:lt~ wltidt <1[(' tlf'it'ff'(:. I, II. 

-tTheH' arc ::till four rh~'mf!;-' whose beha\'joi defies anal::.;;is. In adul:JQ!; 

to the thret' rl,Y:IW .., llIt'l,\:Uli ii. fOUiHOlt> '2. th(' b('haviur of t}i(' apicaJ vowds 

::- r~ Lit 

The \'0\\'1;+' occur H'strirted E'nViror.nlent: 1 occurs onJ~ afte; 
ah'('oIar fricative and affdcates: l after retroflex frlcatJ \'t'S and affri(atl?~. and 

tiwy tlel'cr occur b<?for0 a I'owe!. If th,' aplc«l ,'owels are derived frolTt 1. a, 

lS th,: fOnl'!110n aS5t:..:llplion in :\landarn;. they ou~ht 
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Dative SUbjects and Retreat in UG 


Rakesh Mohan Bhatt 

University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign 


O. Introduction 
Although the properties of Dative Subjects in psych 

constructions are compatible with either the Advancement analysis 
(Belletti & Rizzi 1988; Hoekstra 1984; Cowper 1988; Hermon 1984; 
Kachru et aL 1976; Mohanan 1983; Davison 1985) or the Retreat analysis 
(Sridhar 1979; Perlmutter 1983; Hubbard 1985; Davies 1986; Klaiman 
1988), recently Rosen & Wali (1989) have provided arguments to claim 
1 to 3 retreat as the proper analysis of psych constructions in Marathi. 
In this paper we (a) bring more evidence to show that the evidence for 
Retreat is scant in Marathi and that in fact the Inversion nominal IS an 
initial 3 and a final l--an argument against Rosen & Wali's claim, and 
(b) discuss psych constructions in Kaspmiri, another Indo-Aryan 
language, in which there is -clear evidence that the Inversion nominal 
is a final 1, NOT a final 3. We take this evidence to claim 
Advancement as the proper analysis of psych constructions in 
Kashmiri and Marathi. This paper complements the earlier work on 
psych constructions in Korean by Gerdts & Youn (1990) which also 
reached similar conclusion, casting doubt on the existence of Retreats 
in Universal Grammar. 

The paper is organized in the following manner: In section 1 we 
discuss the phenomena of Psych (also known in the literature as 
Inversion, Dative or non-nominative subject) constructions in 
different languages with reference to the properties associated with the 
dative nominal. In section 2 we provide more data from Marathi as 
evidence against Rosen & Wali's (1989) claim that Retreat is the proper 
analysis of the Inversion phenomenon. In section 3 we provide 
evidence from Kashmiri to claim Advancement as the only possible 
analysis for the Inversion phenomenon. In the last section we 
summarize the main arguments and conclude that psych constructions 
in Kashmiri and Marathi are best analyzed as Advancement--not 
Retreat. 

1.0 The Phenomena 
In a wide variety of languages there is a marked construction in 

which a thematically prominent NP associated with an Experiencer 
theta role and marked with a Case generally associated with the 
indirect object, shows "subject" properties. The (highlighted) dative 
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nominal in the psych constructions (1) - (6) below, has properties 
nonnally associated with "subjects" except that it does not control verb 
agreement and its Case is "quirky" (=non-nominative). 

Imbabura Ouechua (from Hermon 1984) 
(1) 	 (nuka-ta) aycha-ta miku-naya-wa-n-mi 

me(A) meat(A) eat-desid-l OM-pr 3-val 
I desire to eat meat. 
Georgian] (from Harris 1984) 

(2) 	 Turrne Rno-s ucukebia samajuri sen-tvis 
apparently Rezo{D) gave-3s-it-evid bracelet you (Ben) 
Apparently Rezo gave a bracelet to you 
Icelandic (from Zaenen el al. 1985) 

(3) Henni hefur alltaf POlt Olafur ieiihnlegur 
henD} has always thought Olaf(N)boringC\') 
She has always thought Olaf boring. 
Hindi 

(4) laRke-ko apnaa ghar yaad aa-yaa 
boy(D) selfs home(m,sg) memory(O come-Perf(m,sg) 
The boy remembered his home. 
Kannada (from Sridhar 1979) 

(5) avarige siTTu bantu 
heeD) anger came 
He got angry. 
Kashmiri 

(6) laRk-as baas-yay panun boy paagal 
boy(D) appear-Perf selfs brother stupid 
The boy felt his brother (to be) stupid. 

The dative nominal in th,ese constructions is known to be 
associated with, by and large, the following "subject" properties: 
(a) they can antecede subject-oriented reflexives as shown below in 
the Icelandic example2: 

(7a) 	 Sigga barai mig mei:) dukkuni sinni/*hennar 
Sigga(l") hit me(A) with dolleD) her (.o[-REFLJ) 
Sigga hit me with her doll 

(7b) 	 Eg bardi Siggu mei:) dukkuni hennar/·sinni 
I hit Siggu with doll her (.o[ +REFL]) 
I hit Sigga with her dolL 

(7c) 	 Henni pykir broair sinn/·hennar ieiihnlegur 
henD) thinks brother(N) her (.o[-REFLJ) boring 
She thinks her brother boring. 

(b) they raise in ECM contexts as shown in the Icelandic example 
below: 
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(8) 	 Eg tel Henni hafta alltaf ~ott OJafur leidinIegur 
I believe her{D) to-have always thought Olaf{N) boring(N) 
I believe she has always thought Olaf boring. 

(c) they can become PRO in appropriate contexts as shown in the 
Quechua example below (from Hermon 1985): 

(9) 	 Nuka-tai [PROj puNa-naya-y}-ta kati-ju-rka-ni 
I(A) [sleep-desid-inf]{A) continue-prog-past-l 
I continue to want to sleep. 

Given the facts so far we face the following questions: 
(i) Is the dative nominal in constructions (1) - (9) a "subject'· or an 

"indirect object"? 

(ij) If the dative nominal is taken to be the "subject" then how do we 

account for its quirky Case and its inability to control verb agreement? 

(iii) If it is taken to be the indirect object, then how do we account for 

the facts in (7)-(9)7 

The remainder of the paper addreesses the questions raised above. 


2.0 	 Retreat: Rosen & Wali 1989 
The properties of Dative Subjects in psych constructions are 

compatible with either the Advancement analysis or with the Retreat 
analysis, recently however, drawing evidence from Marathi, Rosen & 
Wali (1989) provide arguments to claim 1 to 3 retreat as the proper 
analysis of Inversion in Marathi. In this section then, we critically 
examine the claims made in Rosen &Wali and show, by bringing more 
data from Marathi, where their analysis falls short in accounting the 
data. 

Rosen &Wali claim that the reflexive aapaN picks out only 
initia11s. Thus (10) (their 22b) and (11) (their 56a) below are shown to 
claim that it is always the logical subject (initial 1) and NOT the surface 
subject (final 1) that binds the reflexive aaplaa. 

(10) 	 Mini-nii Ravi-laaj aaplii,l*j pustaka dillt 
Mini(E) Ravi(D) selfs books gave 
Minij gave to Ravij selfsj,*j house. 

(II) 	 Mini-kaDuni Ravi-laaj aaplyaai,l*j gharii paaThavla gela 
Mini-by Ravi(D) selfs house-to send-PTCP PASS 
Ravij was sent by Minii to selfsi,.j house. 

DAT nominal binds aaplaa in (12) (their 23a), but in a Passive 
construction like (13) (their 55) the dative nominal fails to do so. They 
take this as evidence for initial I-hood of the dative nominal. 
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(12) Ravi-laai aaplii pustaka aavDaat 
Ravi(D) selfs books likes 

Ravi likes his (own) books). 


(13) 	 *Ravi-laa aaplyaa kholiit Daamb-Ia gela 
Ravi(D) selfs room in dump-PTCP PASS 
Ravi was dumped in selfs room. 

However, Pandharipande (1990:165) claims that reflexivization does 
not provide any conclusive evidence for subjecthood of an NP in 
Marathi. In fact, for most Marathi speakers (11) gives an ambiguous 
reading (either Mini-kaDun or Ravi-Iaa as potential binders of the 
reflexive aaplyaa) and (13) is considered a perfectly grammatical 
sentence. We provide below in (14) the data from Pandharipande (1990) 
[her example (23)] to support the claim that reflexive in Marathi do not 
selectively pick clausal subjects as their antecedents. In (14) the 
reflexive aaplyaa is bound both by a nominal which heads a I-arc (the 
subject) as well as by a nominal which heads a 2-arc (the direct object). 

(14) 	 miij tyaalaaj aaplY¥i/j gharii paaThavto 
I he(A) selfs house send 
I send him to my/his house. 

Also the data in (15) and (16) [from Pandharipande (1981:54, ex.#47)] 
yields further counterarguments to Rosen and Wali's (1989) claim that 
the reflexive aapaN can be anteceded ONLY by an initial 1. In (15) the 
reflexive is indeed anteceded only by the nominal heading a I-arc of a 
monostratal clause but in (16) the reflexive is anteceded by both the 
nominal that heads an initial I-arc AND the nominal that heads a final 
I-arc. 

(15) 	 ma-laa; aaplyaail?*j gharaat dislaa 
I(D) selfs house-in ~ saw 
I saw him in my/*his house. 

(16) 	 majhaa-kaDuuni tyaa-laaj aaplyaai/j zagi paThavle gele 
I-by he(A) selfs place sent went 
He was sent to my/his place by me. 

Rosen & Wali's most important evidence for 1 to 3 retreat comes 
from their claim that only final Is can be Equi controllees and that the 
Inversion nominal is ineligible to be an Equi controllee. On closer 
inspection, however, we do not find EQUI TEST to be quite foolproof 
either since it has been shown (Pandharipande 1981) that in Marathi, 
the Regular Passive advancee is unable to undergo EQUI. The 
controversy notwithstanding, the data in (17) below [Pandharipande, 
p.c.] is presented to show that the Inversion nominal is indeed eliIDble 
to be EOrn controllee. [The small superscripted question mark on (17) 
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indicates that the sentence though grammatical is not stylistically 
preferred/desired] 

?
(17}"ram-laa [0 shilaa-ci aaThvaN punhaa punhaa yeNaJ avaDlaa naahii] 

Ram(D) Sheila(G) memory again again to-come likes not 
Ram does not like remembering Sheila all the time. 

The most uncontroversial final-l hood test in Marathi is the 
Subjed-to-Objed Raising (strangely missing from Rosen & Wall's 
(1989) dicussion) as argued in Pandharipande (1981:55-59). The data in 
(18)-(21) (taken from Pandharipande 1981) show that only final Is can 
raise to objed in ECM constructions. 

(18) 	 mil tyaa-laa phaLa viktaanaa paahila 
I he(A) fruit selling saw 
I saw him selling the fruit 

(19) 	 "'mil (to) phaLa viktaanaa paahilaa 
I (he) fruit selling saw 
I saw the fruit being sold. 

(20) 	 "'mil tyaalaa phaLa viklii zaataannaa paahila 
I he(A) fruit sold going saw 
I saw him being able to sell the fruit. 

(21) 	 mil tya mulaannaa laDhaaiivar paaThavla zaat astaannaa paahila 
I those boys(A) war-on sent go aux saw 
I saw the boys being sent to war. 

Inversion nominal can raise to object as example (22) shows. 

(22) 	 aayii aaplyaa mulaalaj (ti raag aalela] paahuu shakat nahii 
mother(N) self child(A) anger come-PERF-PRTCP see can not 
The mother cannot see her child getting angry. 

To sum up the discussion in this section, we provided data that 
falsified Rosen &WaH's claim that Inversion nominals in Marathi are 
final 3s. We provided some more data to show that the Inversion 
nominal does not fail the EQUI TEST and, that in fact, the Inversion 
nominal CAN be Equi controUee. We also showed that the reflexive 
aapaN can be anteceded by a nominal that does not necessarily haed an 
initial I-arc. Further, we provided incontrovertible evidence (raising in 
ECM context) to argue that the Inversion nominal MUST in fact head a 
final I-arc. 

3.0 	 Advancement: Evidence from Kashmiri 
While evidence for retreat is scant in Marathi, other languages 

such as Kashmiri provide further support for the advancement 
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analysis. In the follwing sections we provide evidence from Kashmiri 
to show that the ONLY possible analysis of Inversion IS Advancement. 

3.1 	 Dative NP as "Derived Subject" 
In what follows we will show that in Kashmiri the Inversion 

nominal MUST head a final I-arc. The following sets of arguments 
forms the basis of our claim: 
(i) only final Is can float quantifiers (2J)--Inversion nominals can float 
quantifiers (24); (ii) only final Is can be equi victims (25)-Inversion 
nominals can be equi victims(26); (iii) only final Is raise in subject-to
subject environments(27)-Inversion nominals raise to subject (28); 
(iv) only final Is undergo raising to object in ECM constructions(29)-
Inversion nominals appear as "objects" in ECM contexts(30). 

3.1.1 	 Quantifier Floating 
In Kashmiri ONLY final Is float quantifiers. The grammaticality of 

(2Ja) suggests that Is (subjects) can float quantifiers while the 
ungrammaticality of (23b &c) suggests that 3s (indirect objects) and 2s 
(direct objects) canNOT float quantifiers, respectively. (23d), a Passive 
construction, shows that a final 1 can float a quantifier whereas (23e) 
shows that an initial 1 is unable to float quantifier. 

(23a) 	 koory-av yuch saaryivi raath laRk 
girls(E) saw all yesterday boy 
All the girls saw a boy yesterday 

(23b) 	 ·tem suuzyI maasTran khat saaryini 
he(E) sent teachers letter all 
He sent letters to all teachers. 

(23c) 	 ·tem loy shuranyi raath saarylDl 
he(E) hit kids yesterday all 
He hit all the kids yesterday. 

(23d) 	 laRkan aay saaryini lay-ni 
boys came all hit-PASS 
All the boys were hit. 

(23e) 	 ·maasTar aay laay-ni laRk saaryini hind zeryi 
teacher came hit-PASS boy all of by 
The teacher was hit by all the students 

The grammaticality of the Psych construction (24) below shows 
conclusively that the dative (inversion) nominals can float quantifiers 
suggesting, rather unequivocally, that these nominals are not initial Is, 
in fact they are final Is. 
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(24) 	 laRk-an baasyav saaryini raamesh paagal 
boys(D) felt all Ramesh stupid 
All boys felt Ramesh stupid. (Lit. To all boys, Ramesh appeared stupid) 

3.1.2 	 Equi-NP deletion 
The second argument of final I-hood of dative nominals comes 

from the Equi-NP deletion facts. In Kashmiri only final Is can be equi 
victims, i.e., can become controlled PRO, as the data in (25) shows. The 
ungrammaticality of (25a) indicates the inability of initial 1 to be an 
Equi victim [Controlee]. On the other hand, there is evidence that final 
Is can act as controlled PRO as shown by the grammatica1ity of (25b). 

(25a) *raam-an yotsh [0 kitaab par-ni yin] 
RamCE) wanted book read-PASS aux 

Ram wanted the book to be read (by him) 
(25b) 	 raam chu-na yatshaan [0 jeel soz-ni yun] 

Ram aux-not wants jail sent-PASS aux 
Ram does not want to be sent to jail. 

In (26) below we show as evidence that dative nominals CAN be Equi 
victims (adapted from Syeed 1984). 

(26) 	 laRk chu-na [0 sabak mashith gatsun] yetsaan 
boy aux-not lesson forget to-go wants 
The boy (student) does not want to forget the lesson. 

3.1.3 	 Conjunction Reduction 
As our third argument, we present evidence from the facts of 

Conjunction Reduction in Kashmiri. In Kashmiri only final Is can 
control PROs or become PROs in such clauses as shown by our data in 
(27). 

(27a) [PROjJ*j kitaab parith] dits maastarani aasyij kaam . 
book read-PRTCP gave teacher(E) us(D) work 

After the teacher read the book, he gave us work (to do). . 
(27b) [PROiJ*j kitaab parith] aayi aasyii kaam dini maastarj sin zaryi 

book read-PRTCP came us(D) work give-PASS teacher of by 
After we read the book, work was given to us by the teacher. 

In (28) we show that the dative nominal both controls PRO and 
becomes PRO. In (28a) the Inversion nominal CONTROLS PRO and in 
(28b) the Inversion nominal is the CONTROLLEE (becomes PRO). 

(28a) [pROiJ*j yi kath buuzith] aayi \aRkasi maajj yaad 
this story hear-PTCP came boy(D) mother memory 

After the boy heard this story, he remembered (his) mother. 
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(28b) [PROi tsaleh khasith] tul laRkani shor [from Syeed 1984] 
anger climlrPTCP lifted boy(E) noise 

Mter the boy got angry he raised hell. 

3.1.4 	 Subject-ta-Subject Raising 
The fourth argument is based on the facts of Subject-to-Subject 

Raising. In Kashmiri we show that only final Is can be raised as shown 
in (29). 

(29a) 	 lcuur cha basaan vuch-ni aame-ts 
girl aux seems saw-PASS come-PERF 
The girl seems to have been seen. 

(29b) 	 ·mastaTas chu basaan lcuur aayi vuch-ni (tem sin zeryi) 
teacher aux seems girl came saw-PASS (by him) 
The teacher seems the girl was seen. 

Dative nominals also raise to subject as the data in (30) shows: 

(30) laRk-asj eha basaan 
boy-D aux seems 
The boy seems to be hungry. 

[ti boch 
hunger 

laj-mets] 
feel-PTCP 

3.1.S ECM constructions 
Finally, we show that in Kashmiri there is conclusive evidence 

to claim that in Kashmiri only final Is undergo raising to object in 
ECM constructions (see 31) below: 

(3Ia) ·asyi vueh raam tsuuNTh na kini-ni yivaan 
we saw Ram apples not sell-PASS comes 

We saw Ram not being able to sell apples. 
(31 b) 	 asyi vuch-na kitaab kini-ni yivaan 

we saw-not books sell-PASS comes 
We did not see the books being sold. 

Dative nominals appear as "objects" in ECM contexts as shown in (32). 

(32a) 	 tern vuch-na dod-asi [ti grakh yivaan] 
he saw-not miJk(D) boil come-Prst-PTCP 
He did not see the milk boiling/coming to a boiL 

(32b) 	 Ire vuch-na temisi [tj shalakh pyavaanJ 
I(E) saw-Neg . he(D) beat fall-Prst-PTCP 
I did not see him being beaten. 

3.2 	 The Advancement analysis 
The properties of dative subject in Kashmiri can be accounted for 

in the following advancement analysis: The initial structure is 
unaccusative-the Experiencer/dative nominal is an initial 3 which 
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advances to 1 placing the Theme, an initial 2, en chomage. This 
proposal of advancement is represented in (33). 

33. 

Theme I!xpenencer 

Under the proposal outlined above all the behavioral properties of 
dative subjects in Kashmiri, such as Quantifier floating, Control PRO, 
5-5-R and ECM can be stated in terms of its final 1-hood. The quirky 
"dative" on the Experiencer subject can be accounted for by following 
the proposals in Gerdts & Youn (1989). They make the distinction 
between I-Case [=inherent Case in GB theory] which is selected on the 
basis of semantic role of the nominal and licensed in initial structure, 
and 5-Case [=structural Case in GBl which is the grammatical Case and 
licensed in the final structure. 

In Kashmiri then, Nominative and Accusative are 5-Cases 
licensed by final 1s and 2s, respectively. Dative, on the other hand, is an 
I-Case licensed by an Experiencer (or a Goal). In the advancement 
analysis, therefore, the dative Case is properly licensed by the 
experiencer, which is an initial 3. 

In Kashmiri, it is not unusual for a final 1 to appear with an 1
Case. In "Indirect Passives" for example, a 3 to 1 advancement as in (34) 
shows the final 1 appearing with a (I-Case) dative Case. 

(34) laRk-as aay-ii kitaab din-i 
boy(D) came(f,sg) book(f) give-PASS 
The boy was given a book. 

Similar constructions in other languages (like Hindi and Icelandic), 
known as quirky constructions in which a nominal that bears a final 1 
relation is nevertheless marked by an I-Case, support Gerdts & Youn's 
proposal of Case. 

4.0 Conclusions 
In this paper we argued, based on the facts of Marathi and 

Kashmiri, that Advancement is the proper analysis of the dative 
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subject constructions.We presented evidence from both Marathi and 
Kashmiri to claim that the dative-Experiencer (Inversion) nominal 
MUST head a final 1·arc, NOT a final 3·arc. The claim was based on, 
among other things, the ability of dative subjects to float quantifiers, 
control or become PRO and raise in ECM contexts. 

Our account of Psych constructions finds support in the work of 
Gerdts and Youn (1989). They examine constructions like (35), 
especially (35c), and claim that Korean psych constructions are best 
analyzed as Advancement. 

(35a) 	 Haksaeng-t+ l-eykey ton-i philyoha-ta 
student-pHD) money(N) need-ind 
The students need money. 

(35b) 	 Haksaeng-t+ l-i ton-i philyoha-ta 
student-pI-eN) money(N) need-ind 
The students need money. 

(35c) 	 Haksaeng-t+ l-eykey-ka ton-i philyoha-ta 
student-pl-(D)-(N) money(N) need-ind 
The students need money. 

Gerdts & Youn justify their analysis based on the following 
arguments: 
(a) Case assignment under an Advancement analysis3 but not 
under Retreat follows from previous accounts of Korean Case; 
(b) there is evidence for the chomage of the Theme". a fact that is 
consistent with the Advancement analysis but not with the Retreat 
analysis; and finally 
(c) Korean has non-psych constructions which must be analysed as 
OBL-2-1 advancement; thus an Advancement analysis of psych 
constructions is available with no cost to the grammar. 

The results of our proposal and Gerdts &Youn's investigation 
have, among others, one important theoretical claim: Psych 
constructions in Universal Grammar are initially unaccusatives and 
involves advancement of either the Theme to 1 or the Experiencer to 1 
or both. These conclusions of course cast doubt about the existence of 
Retreats in Universal Grammar. 

Notes 
1. The Inversion construction in Georgian occurs in many verbs in the 
evidential (evid) mode, when the intention is to indicate that speakers 
lack evidence of the truth of their statement (see Harris 1984 for 
details). 
2. Unless mentioned otherwise, the Icelandic data is taken from 
Zaenen, Maling and Thrainsson (1985), Kannada data is taken from 
Sridhar (1979)' Quechua data is taken from Hermon (1984). 

http:constructions.We
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3. H we accept Gerdts' (1988) "Satellite Principle" [= if an element A is 
licensed in an earlier stratum than an element B, then A must appear 
inside B], which is also implicit in Baker's (1988) "Mirror Principle", to 
hold cross linguistically (see especially, example (35c) ) then we MUST 
abondon Retreat as the analysis of Inversion. 
4. Theme in Korean psych constructions CANNOT be a final 1 since it 
neither determines Subject Honorification nor does it control a myense 
construction (see Gerdts and Youn, examples 61, 62) 
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1 Introduction 

In this paper we consider how constraints on parsing can remove some of the 
burden from the theory of syntax. By making a minimal set of assumptions 
both with respect to syntax and parsing, it seems that certain languages should 
be unparsable. As a solution, we propose that long-range LF movement in 
general, and long-range LF wh-movement in particular, is rightward. This 
overcomes the apparent unparsability of certain languages, and makes certain 
syntactic and computational predictions, which will be discussed below. 

2 Motivation & Background 

Most work done in linguistics is concerned with defining what Chomsky has 
termed linguistic competence, whereas relatively little work concerns linguistic 
performance. This paper will investigate some aspects of the relationship 
between competence and performance. The interactions between syntactic 
constraints and parsing constraints with respect to wh-movement will be of 
particular interest. 

We assume that the syntax and the parser are distinct and well-defined 
entities, that the syntax can be parameterized to account for cross-linguistic 
variation, but that the parser is fixed, and not parameterized. We thus predict 
that any parsing constraint wiII apply without change cross-linguistically. In 
other words, parsing constraints are universal. 

Given this framework, our aim is to "divide and conquer" - by casting 
some syntactic phenomena in terms of parsing constraints, some of the burden 
is moved from the competence to the performance. In doing so we hope to 
achieve three things. First of all, we hope that viewed as the result of parsing 
constraints certain syntactic phenomena will be seen to have more satisfying 
explanations, which are less stipulatory in nature. Second, by removing some 
of the burden from the syntax, the syntactic theory should become simpler 
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and more elegant. Finally, we hope that the interaction of universal parsing 
constraints and parameterized syntactic constraints will yield more accurate 
predictions as to what can and cannot happen cross-linguistically than a fully 
parameterized (and thus more powerful and less restrictive) system could. 

It is as important to know what we are not attempting to do as what 
we are hoping to accomplish. In this section we will briefly outline some of 
the things with which we will not be concerned. 

A study such as this touches three main areas, namely linguistics, com
puter science, and psychology. There has been much work done both in the 
intersection of linguistics and computer science ([2,13] , and others) and in the 
intersection of linguistics and psychology ([7, 12], and others) which is directly 
relevant to the work described here. However, there has been relatively little 
work done in the intersection of all three ([5, 9], and others). This area can 
be described as the st udy of psycholinguistically plausible models of parsing. 
This study is in a sense a stab at formulating a theory of performance, at 
defining where the boundary between competence and performance lies, and 
how the two can interact. 

As we are at this time primarily interested in linear asymmetry (with 
respect to wh-movement in particular) as a function of the interaction of cer
tain syntactic and parsing constraints, the implementation is skeletal. We 
assume, for the purposes of parsing, that there is a natural grouping of prin
ciples of government-binding (GB) theory into two categories - those which 
are involved with the construction of phrase structure, and those which are 
dependent on phrase structure. Thus, the implementation deals mostly with 
Case theory, theta theory, and functional selection, as these guide the parser in 
its construction of phrase structure. At this time, binding theory, for example. 
is ignored completely. 

Consequently, at this stage, the implementation is not a complete im
plementation of any version of GB theory. Furthermore, we have not been 
concerned with implementing the various principles "transparently" ([6]). For 
the present study it is enough for us to be concerned with the effects of the 
principles, rather than with the precise formulation of them. 

Syntactic Assumptions 

We make a small number of relatively uncontroversial syntactic assumptions . 

• 	 We assume that there is a level of logical form (LF) which reflects the 
quantificational structure of sentences . 

• 	 Closely tied to the above is the assumption that the scope of a wh
quantifier is represented structurally at LF. 

3 
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• 	 The final assumption is that wh-movement is possible either in the syntax 
or at LF. 

'''hat is some of the evidence supporting these assumptions? First there 
are the parallels between moved and unmoved wh-phrases, as noted in [10, 11, 
14, 15]), among others. In languages with overt wh-movement, taken as an 
instance of move-o, various constraints on movement are obeyed. In English. 
for example, the contrast in (1) is evident: 

1. (a)? 	What, do you believe the claim (that [John bought t;JJ? 
(b) • 	 Why, do you believe the claim [that [John bought the book] til? 

Given the above assumptions, it is expected that we see the same pattern 
in languages without overt wh-movement. In Chinese, for example, the same 
contrast holds: 

2. 	 (a)? Ni xiangxin Lisi mai Ie shenme de shuofa? 

you believe Lisi buy ASP what COMP claim 

"What do you believe the claim that Lisi bought?" 

(b) 	 • Ni xiangxin Lisi weishenme likai de shuofa? 

you believe Lisi why leave COl.!P claim 

"Why do you believe the claim that Lisi left?" 

Further support comes from arguments concerning selectional restric
tions. If we accept that verbs subcategorize for specific types of complements 
(not only in terms of their syntactic category but also in terms of some of 
the features that they bear), then one would expect that this be true cross
linguistically. However, with respect to a verb's complement being ±wh, Chi
nese would seem to be a counterexample: 

3. 	 (a) Zhangsan wen wo shei mai Ie shu. 

Zhangsan ask I who buy ASP book 

"Zhangsan asked me who bought books." 

(b) 	 Zhangsan xiangxin shei mai Ie shu 

Zhangsan believe who buy ASP book 

"Who does Zhangsan believe bought books?" 

(c) 	 Zhangsan zhldao shei mai Ie shu 

Zhangsan know.who buy ASP book 

"Who does Zhangsan know bought books?" 
or "Zhangsan knows who bought books." 

Assuming that a verb's subcategorization requirements need not be ful
filled until LF, then assuming LF wh-movement for languages like Chinese 

allows this generalization to be made cross-linguistically. 
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4 Parsing Assumptions 

We also make a small set of relatively uncontroversial parsing assumptions. 
The first two are necessitated by our parsing model being psycholinguistically 
plausible, while the last one is a general assumption concerning the organiza
tion and operation of the parser. 

• 	 The parser is bounded in the amount of look-ahead or backtracking it 
can do. Although this might change, the parser currently has a maxi
mum look-ahead of two elements. This means that while the parser is 
considering what to do with the current element from the input stream. 
it can look ahead at the next two elements and identify what they are 
before deciding what to do with the current element. Also currently, 
the parser does not backtrack at all unless it encounters a garden path 
situation. 

• 	 The parser operates from left to right, meaning that it will process words 
in the same way that peopie hear them. This must obviously be so if we 
are to claim psycholinguistic plausibility. 

• 	 In order to better handle both left-branching and right-branching lan
guages with one parser, it carries out the parse in a partial bottom-up 
fashion. That it is bottom-up implies that the parser is driven by the 
input, and that structure is projected from the lexical items. However, 
it is only partially bottom-up - the parser uses subcategorization infor
mation as well as functional selection to help guide it. Both of these 
strategies are top-down. 

The parser is principle based (rather than rule-baBelI), and it utilizes a 
filler-driven (rather than a gap-driven) strategy in building movement chains l . 

This implies that it will not begin building a' chain until it identifies an element 
as having been moved. Once a moved element has1Jeen identified, the parser 
begins to look for a suitable landing site for it. There are, however, two types 
of filler-driven chain construction - gap· locating and gap-creating. These will 
be discussed below. 

5 Interactions and Implications 

Although these assumptions seem innocuous enough, they have some rather 
nasty interactions. This section will investigate the problems produced, various 
"non-solutions~, and finally the solution we believe to be reasonable. 
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5.1 The Problem 

The main problem which arises is that given the standard analysis of wh
movement in languages like Chinese and Japanese, which do not have overt wh
movement but rather LF wh-movement, it seems that these languages should 
be unparsable. Under the standard analysis, the wh-phrase is left in-situ at 
S-Structure, and is moved to the left between S-Structure and LF to occupy 
an appropriate specifier of CP position at LF. Since the parser proceeds from 
left to right, and as it will not know about the presence of the wh-phrase 
until it reaches its in-situ position, it seems the parser must either have an 
infinite look-ahead or have the capability to backtrack arbitrarily far up the 
tree (see 4). Neither of these solutions is acceptable if we are to maintain 
psycholinguistic plausibility. 

4. (a) Ni kanjian shenme? 
you see what 
"What did YOIl see?" 

(b) Ni shuo ni kanjian Ie shenme? 
you say you see ASP what 
"What did YOIl say YOIl saw?" 

(c) Ni renwei ni shuo ni kanjian Ie shenme? 
you think you say you see ASP what 
"What did YOIl think YOIl said YOIl saw?" 

5.2 Pseudo-Solutions 

What are some possible "solutions"? It might be claimed that LF is simply 
not psycho linguistically interpretable. This would get around the problem 
because the parser would simply not have to worry about what happens after 
S-Structure. However, this is an unsatisfying explanation, for if the level of LF 
is to have any force in the theory at all, then it mllst be psycholinguisticalIy 
interpretable. Otherwise it may as well be dispensed with. 

Another pseudo-solution would be to have the parser assume that wh
movement has taken place until it can be disproven (this is basically Stowe's 
([16]) "all resorts" model in disguise). This would also solve the problem. If 
there is wh-movement happening at LF, then the appropriate movement chains 
would have been built by the time the in-situ wh-phrase is encountered. How
ever, this "solution" introduces problems of its own. If 'there is no non-overt 
wh-movement taking place, then either these partially constructed movement 
chains will violate the constraint against vacuous quantification, or they must 
be removed something which will again require unlimited backtracking, gi\'
ing one a profound sense of deja vu. 
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A more sophisticated proposal might take the following form. There are 
two parameters which seem to be relevant to the issue at hand. One concerns 
the headedness of the VP and the use of subcategorization information. If the 
VP is head· initial the parser could use subcategorization information (partic
ularly with respect to the value of the wh feature of the embedded clause) to 
determine the possible scope-domain of the wh-phrases in the clause. If it is 
head-final, then subcategorization information will corne too late for it to be 
useful for the parser in avoiding a backtracking situation. 

The second parameter concerns the location of scope markers (or Q
morphemes). These can be either clause-initial or clause-final. If they are 
clause-initial, then (just as with a head-initial VP) this would give the parser 
enough information to set up a proper scope-domain. If these markers occur 
clause-finally, then the parser cannot make use of this information. In [1], for 
example, it is suggested that wh-phrases in Chinese are not moved at LF, but 
remain in-situ. It is argued that the scope of wh·phrases is defined by the the 
Q-morpheme "ne~. 

Under this proposal, it is predicted that there is enough overt marking 
in the sentence to indicate the possible scope-domains, and that languages 
must have either (or both) head·initial VP's or (obligatory) clause-initial scope 
markers (or Q·morphemes). There are, unfortunately, at least two problems 
with this proposal. 

The first problem is that scope markers / Q·morphemes are not always 
obligatory. even in languages without head-initial VP's. In Chinese, for exam· 
pie, "ne" is both clause-final and optional (in fact, for some speakers "ne" is 
in complementary distribution with wh-phrases), as shown below. Thus the 
first prediction is refuted. 

5. 	 (a) Zhangsan zai nar kandao ni? 

Zhangsan at where saw you 

"Where did Zhansan see you?" 

(b) 	 Ni yao shenme ne 

You want what Q 

"What do you want?" 

The second problem is that there are languages which have head-final 
VP's and clause-final scope markers, such as Japanese. Japanese has a Q
morpheme, "ka", which is obligatory, and which demarcates the scope of the 
wh-phrase. Thus 6(a) is grammatical while 6(b) is not. The latter is ungram
matical as the wh-phrase is not within the scope of "ka". Under this proposal, 
they should be unparsable, and so the second prediction is refuted as well. 
(Examples are from [15].) 
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6. 	 (a) [IP John-ga Mary-ni [cp [IP dari-ga kuru I ka I Osieta I kat a 
John-nom Mary-to who-nom come Q taught facts 

"the fact that John told Mary who is coming" 
(b) 	 * [IP John-ga dari-ni [cP lIP Mary-ga kuru I ka JOsieta J kata 

John-nom who-to Mary-nom come Q taught facts 
"the fact that John told who Mary is coming" 

5.3 The Proposal 

The solution we propose runs into none of these problems, and yields some 
interesting predictions. We propose that LF movement in general, and LF 
lL'h-movement in particular, is rightward in languages such as Chinese and 
Japanese. 

6 Consequences 

This section will investigate some of the linguistic and computational conse
quences of our proposal. 

6.1 Syntactic Consequences 

The following are some of the main syntactic consequences of our proposal. 

• 	 Since the rightward nature of LF wh-movement is due to a parsing con
straint, there is no directional asymmetry in the theory of movement. 
Hence the competence theory need only specify that wh-quantifiers must 
move to a specifier of CP position by LF, parameterized according to 
whether this happens between D-Structure and S-Structure or between 
S-Structure and LF_ A (universal) performance constraint specifies that 
overt movement be leftward, and covert movement be rightward2 • 

• 	If LF wh-movement is .rightward, then in languages with covert wh
movement, the specifier of CP position will have to be on the right. 
Thus we arrive a.t the following generalization of the X system for CP 
projections. 

English: CP Japanese: CP 
/ \ 	 / \ 

SPEC C' 	 C' SPEC 
/ \ / \ 

C IP IP G 
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Vata: CP 
/ \ 

SPEC C' 

/ \ 
IP C 

Farsi: 

C 

CP 
/ \ 

C' SPEC 

/ \ 
IP 

Given this generalization, there is no need to stipulate that the specifier 
of CP is on the left - all possible permutations of the CP projection 
are instantiated. Furthermore, the location of the specifier and the level 
at which wh-movement takes place are intimately tied together. Any 
language which has the specifier of CP position on the left will have 
overt tL"h-movement (and vice-versa), while any language in which the 
specifier is on the right will have LF wh-movement (and vice-versa). This 
then also accounts for the absence of overt specifiers on the right. 

6.2 Parsing Consequences 

As previously mentioned, the construction of movement chains by the parser 
is done according to a filler-gap paradigm. When the parser identifies a dis
placed constituent, it actively begins searching for the place from which this 
constituent was moved. This is a straightforward strategy to use when dealing 
with (overt) leftward movement, but it cannot be used with (covert) right
ward movement, since in this case the traditional filler-gap structure is not 
exhibited. 

Taken together with our assumptions, our proposal that (long-range) 
covert movement is rightward implies that the parser must be able to, simul
taneously, 

• 	 build up phrase structure guided by the input stream and lexical infor
mation, 

• 	 undo the effects of D-Structure to S-Structure movements, and 

• 	 carry out the S-Structure to LF movements (the covert movements). 

We propose that there must be two types of parsing strategies for long
range dependencies (both filler-driven) in order to satisfy these constraints. 
The first is a filler-driven gap-locating strategy, the other, a filler-driven gap
creating strategy. 

6.2.1 Gap-locating and Gap-creating Movements 

\Vhen the parser encounters an element which has been moved at S-Structure, 
it begins to actively look for the gap from whence it came. The process 
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of "undoing~ S-Structure movement is thus gap-locating. In looking for a 
gap, the parser is helped by the syntax the search is driven by Case and 
theta saturation, as well as by sub categorization satisfaction requirements. 
See Figure 1 for an example of this. 

The case of LF movement contrasts with this. The parser must identify 
that an element is to move, "pick it up", leaving behind a co-indexed trace, and 
find a suitable landing site for the element. This process is thus gap-creating 
(see figure 2). 

7 Other Considerations 

This section will consider a construction which is potentially difficult to handle, 
and our proposed analysis of it. 

7.1 Empty Operators 

A potential difficulty arises with empty operator constructio!ls. The difTjcult) 
comes not so much from our proposal, but rather from our assumptions that 
the parsing mechanism should pursue only one possible syntactic analysis at 
a time, and that it be psycholinguistically plausible. 

7. Ca) Mike is the man to watch. 
(b) Mike is the man to tell the conservatives to watch. 

8. Ca) Mike is the man to do the job. 
(b) Mike is the man to tell the conservatives where to go. 

The problem is that the parser cannot know until it reaches the end of 
the sentence whether "the man" should be related to the subject or the object 
position. There seem to be two possible choices, 

• postulate a gap as soon as possible, or 

• postulate a gap as late as possible. 

Under the first strategy, the parser will be wrong in the case of sentences 
such as those in 7 (infinitival relatives), and one would then expect to see 
garden path phenomena in these cases. Similarly, if the parser employs the 
second strategy, garden path effects should be present in the case of purpose 
clauses (as in 8). Although, as far as we know, no psycholinguistic studies 
have been done to investigate processing times in infinitival relatives, there 
does not seem to be any garden path effect. 

Another possible analysis for these sentences is as follows. Assume that 
the parser employs the first strategy, but that it treats any further gaps as 
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[c [c ...w.]. [th..."".]. [ah"".]. ['I,,,,,,] 
Spec: [det [e••••no]. [that.-no] , [wh-Y$I] , bcop••1] ~ [.bar_iI14.x-2] 


Sp.c: 

Hud: [ ahat ] 

C...p: ] 


He.d: [ did] 

COIIP: [i [case'x] l [theta--x] ,[whanG] • [qa-,.••J 


Spec: [d.t [ca•••, ••]. [that.-no] • [vh-no] • ra_in4n:-3] 

Spec: 

He.d: [ the] 

C...p: [n [c••••xl. [thet.·xl. h.h"".] 


Spec: 

H••d: [ .an J 

C.mp: II 


Head: [ infl 1 

Comp: [Y [c•••·x). [theta-x], [wh-no]. [qa-l••] 


Spec: [det [C•••·,••]. [theta..,. ••) • [whano] ~ [&_1nd8x*3} 

Spac: 

Head: [ the J 

Comp: [n [C._.=X] I [theta-x] • [wh=no) 


Spec: 

Head: [ .an ] 

C.mp: II 


Head: [ ..y J 

Comp: [c [ca••-x]. [thet.-,.••]. [wh-no]. [q.-J••] 


Spec: [det [ca25.-no]. [theta-no], [vh.,. ••] ~ [ICOp.-t], [abar_index-2) 
Spec: 
Head; [ .hat 
C••p: J 

H••d: [ 'Oh ] 

COlflp: [i [c•••• ...], [th.t ..·x] • [vh-no]. [q...y••] 


Spec: [det [cas.*y••) t [theta-no] • [wh-no] J [a_ in48:1-4] 
Sp.c: 
Head: [ the) 
Comp: [n [c•••·x] t [th.ta=-x] , [vh-no] 

Spec: 
H.a.d: [ W'o.an ] 
Comp: ]] 

Hud: [ infl ] 

Co.p: {y {ca.a-xl ~ {th.ta-x] ~ {vh-no] p [qa-y••] 


Spec: {d.t [e•••·y••]. [th.ta-y••] , [vh-no] • [a_ind.x&4] 
Sp.c: . 

Head: ( tho J 
Coap: [a. [ea.•••.zJ , [th.ta-x] • [wh-no] 

Spec: 
"ad: [ ........ J 
C••p: )] 

I.ad: [ hit J 
Cap: [det [CU.-l.']' [theta-le.l. [vh-le.], [aeope:-ll , [ .. 1>ar"",1Itd.x~] 

Spec: 
Head: [ vhat J 
C••p: J]JJJJ] 

Figure 1: The output of the parser for the sentence "What did the man say 
the woman hit?": a gap-locating process. 
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[c [case=x].[theta=no].[vh=no] 
Bead: [vh] 
Spec: [det [case=yes].[theta=yesJ. [vh=yesJ.[scope=3J. [abar_index=4 ] 

Spec: 

Head: [ shenme J 

Comp: ) 


Comp: [i [case=x].[theta=x).[vh=no] 
Spec: [det [case=yes].[theta=noJ.[vh=no].[a_index=l] 


Spec: 

Bead: [ ni ] 

Comp: ] 


Bead: [ in:tl ] 

Comp: [v [case=x]. [theta=x]. [vh=no]. [qa=yes] 


Spec: [det [case=yes].[theta=yes].[vh=no].[a_index=l] 

Spec: 

Head: [ni 

Comp: ] 


Bead: [ shuo ] 
Compo [c [case=x].[theta=yes].[vh=no] 

Bead: [ wh ] 
Spec: [det [case=yes].[theta=yes]. [vh=yes]. [scope=3]. [abar_index=4 ] 

Spec: 

Bead: [sherone ] 

Comp: ] 


Comp: [i [case=x].[theta=x],[wh=no] 
Spec: [det [cas~=yes].[theta=no].[vh=no].[a_index=2] 

Spec: 
Bead: (ni 
Comp: J 

Head: ( intl J 

Comp: (v (caae=x].[theta=x].[wh=no].[qa=yes] 


Spec: [det [case=yes].[theta=yes).(wh=no].(a_index=2] 
Spec: 
Bead: [ni ] 
Comp: ] 

Bead: [Jtanjian_le] 
Comp: [det [case=yes].[theta=yesJ.[wh=yes).[scope=3].[abar_index=4] 

Spec: 
Bead: [ sheue 
Comp: )]J]]]] 

Figure 2: The output of the parser for the sentence "Ni shuo m kanjian Ie 
shenme?": a gap-creating process. 
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parasitic on the first. In this case there is no garden path phenomena expected, 
and it is predicted that these will behave as (overt) parasitic gap constructions. 
In particular, it is predicted that these sorts of constructions cannot originate 
at LF (since movement traces at LF are incapable of licensing parasitic gaps)3, 

9. (a) Mike is the man lOp, 1; to watch e,]. 
(b) Mike is the man top, 1; to tell the conservatives to watch e;J. 

10. (a) Mike is the man [Op, 1; to do the job]. 
(b) Mike is the man top; 1; to tell the conservatives where to go]. 

Conclusions 

This paper has investigated the interactions of some relatively uncontrover
sial syntactic and parsing assumptions, Given the standard analysis of wll
movement, a consequence of this interaction is that LF wll-movement should 
be unparsable. In order to resolve this difficulty, we propose that covert wll
movement is rightward. 

This proposal not only solves this problem of apparent unparsability, but 
it also permits a generalization of the X system for CP projections, in which 
all possibilities are instantiated. The need for a stipulation concerning the 
branching direction of the specifier of CP position is thus obviated, simplifying 
the syntactic theory. 

The proposal also predicts the need for two different kinds of parsing 
strategies for the construction of movement chains gap-locating and gap
creating strategies. Gap-location is employed when the parser is undoing 
a (leftward) S-Structure movement, while gap-creation is used to carry out 
(rightward) LF movement. Note that both of these processes are left to right 
- the construction of the chain in both cases is triggered by an element which 
is (ultimately) to left of the end point of the chain. The parser thus operates 
in a completely left to right manner, regardless of the type of movement it is 
dealing with. 

Notes 

1 It has been hypothesized ([8)) that all long-range dependencies are 
filler-driven. Gap-driven strategies have also been proposed ([16]). 

2 It is not quite as simple as this: local overt movement can be rightward, 
and local covert movement can be leftward. This is irrelevant with respect to 
long-range wh.movement, however. 
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3 \Ve leave open the question of how to account for parasitic gap con
structions. See [3, 4] for an analysis based on chain composition. 
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ECONOMY AND THE THAT-T EFFECT 

Viviane 

Deprez 


Rugters University 


Although well known, the paradigm in (1) has 
not received a satisfactory explanation in recent 
theories of wh-movement (Chomsky 1986, Frampton 1990, 
Rizzi 1990): 

(1) a. Who can you believe left 
b. 	 *Who can you believe that left 
c. the man that left 
d. 	 *the man left 
e. It is John that left 
f. 	 *It is John left 

Put succinctly, the problem is that English 
appears to have no uniform strategy for subject 
extractions. Complementizer deletion is required in 
(la) and impossible in (lc&f). Standardly, the 
ungrammaticality of (lb), generally taken to be the 
core fact, is directly attributed to the ECP; (ld) and 
(If), on the other hand, are either assumed to result 
from independent factors or left unaccounted for. While 
preserving the central insight of standard analysis, 
this paper proposes a solution to (1) which entails a 
shift of focus. The ungrammaticality of (ld) and (If) 
will be argued to instantiate the core cases of ECP 
violations. (lb), on the other hand, will be taken to 
stem from the interaction of the ECP with more general 
principles of Economy (Chomsky 1989). The proposal 
affords a uniform strategy for subject extractions in 
English as well as in other languages such as French, 
in which no surface discrepancies are manifest. 

(2) 	 Qui crois-tu qui/*que est parti 
l'homme que je crois qui/*que est parti 
C'est l'homme qui/*que est parti 

I will begin by reviewing three recent 
approaches to the that-t effect pointing out their 
shortcomings with respect to the paradigm in (1). The 
proposed analysis is developed in section 2. section 3 
develops further refinements. 
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1. Recent approaches to the that-t effect 

In Chomsky (1986) and Frampton (1990), the 
ungrarnrnaticality of (lb) is attributed to a failure of 
antecedent government. On these views, the 
complementizer that, when present, induces a Minimality 
barrier which blocks antecedent government between the 
trace in Spec-CP and the subject trace. The two 
analysis diverge slightly in their account of (la). 
Assuming that empty complementizers are featureless, 
Chomsky suggests that they do not induce Minimality 
barriers so that antecedent government is possible when 
C is empty. Frampton, on the other hand, proposes that 
indexing through spec-head agreement with the trace in 
its specifier turns an empty complementizer into a 
relevant antecedent governor for the subject trace. 
Although it permits a better account of subject 
extractions in languages where complementizer are 
always overt, the latt~r proposal requires an added 
stipulation to prevent spec-head agreement from 
obtaining in English with the overt comp of (lb).l 

Rizzi's (1990) proposal differs from the 
previous two in attributing the ungrarnrnaticality of 
(lb) to a failure of head government. In Rizzi's view, 
complementizers are functional heads intrinsically 
inert for government. Accordingly, they generally fail 
to satisfy the head-government requirement of a 
conjunctively defined ECP. Thus, in (lb), the trace of 
the extracted subject fails the ECP because it is not 
head-governed. The grarnrnaticality of (la) is attributed 
to the effects of spec-head agreement. According to 
Rizzi, spec-head agreement turns an inert CO into a 
proper head-governor, so that the subject trace in (la) 
is properly head-governed. Note that, here as well, the 
success of the account depends on the stipulation that 
the overt comp of (lb) is immune to spec-head 
agreement. 

with respect to the paradigm in (1), these 
three accounts face a cODllIlon problem: why should the 
overt and empty complementizers of (1 c-f) behave 
differently from those of (la-b)? Seeking an answer to 
this question, Rizzi (1990) suggests that, in spite of 
their apparent similarity, the complementizers in (1) 
are lexically distinct. He proposes that 
complementizers are crosslinguistically subdivided on 
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the basis of the features [+/-wh] and [+/
pred(ication)] which, in English, distribute as in (4): 

(4)+wh -pred I wonder what CO you saw 
+wh +pred the thing which CO you saw 
-wh +pred the thing Op that you saw 
-wh -pred I know that you saw it 

Putting aside the [+wh] complementizers which are not 
directly relevant to a discussion of (1), note that (4) 
distinguishes two instances of that, one [+pred] and 
the other [-pred], each, presumably, with an empty 
counterpart. Rizzi further suggests that spec-head 
agreement is restrictied to empty [-pred] 
complementizers, and that [+pred] complementizers 
undergo a distinct type of agreement relation, Le, 
predicative agreement, which obtains between the 
complementizer of a headed relative and the relative 
head. This second form of agreement has the same effect 
as spec-head agreement w.r.t the ECPi it too, can turn 
an inert complementizer into a proper head-governor. 
The consequences of Rizzi's proposal on (1) are as 
follows. In (la), CO is [-wh, -pred] and empty. Thus 
spec-head agreement obtains turning CO into a proper 
head-governor for the subject trace. In (lb), CO is 
also [-wh,-pred] but since it is overt, spec-head 
agreement does not obtain, and C is not a proper head
governor. In (lc), Co is [-wh +pred] and overt; 
predicative agreement with the head of the relative 
obtains and CO is a proper head-governor. In (ld), CO 
is also [-wh,+pred]. Predicative agreement should then 
be able to obtain, but this would incorrectly predict 
that (ld) should be grammatical. To obtain the correct 
result, predicative agreement must be assumed to fail 
with empty [+pred] complementizers. In sum, Rizzi's 
proposed lexical distinctions do not remove the need 
for a stipulated difference w. r. t. agreement between 
overt and empty complementizers of the same kind. It 
must be assumed, on the one hand, that empty [-pred] CO 
can agree but overt ones cannot and, on the other hand, 
that overt (+pred] Co can agree but empty ones can not. 
Since this overt/empty distinction does not follow from 
the features listed in (4), Rizzi's proposal leaves the 
paradigm in (1) essentially unaccounted for. 

The consideration of somewhat more complex 
cases further suggests that the role which Rizzi 
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attributes to predicative agreement in regards to the 
the ECP is misguided. Consider the example in (5): 

(5) *the woman; I know the book j [cp that [ t; wrote tjl 

In (5), the CO immediately dominating the subject trace 
has the feature [+predl and is overt. Predicative 
agreement with the head of the relative clause (a book) 
can obtain and that should then qualify as a proper, 
head-governor for the subject trace. But this 
incorrectly predicts that (5) should only violate 
Subjacency, not the ECP. The correct account of the 
severe ungrammaticality of (5) requires that the 
effects of predicative agreement on the ECP be further 
restricted to contexts in which the head of the 
relative clause is also the antecedent of the locally 
extracted subject. In Rizzi's system, this needed 
restriction does not follows from any other 
assumptions. In sum, it appears clearly that current 
analysis of the that-t effect provide no satisfactory 
account of the paradigm in (1). 

2. The role of Economy 

As is well known, complementizer deletion in 
English is not limited to contexts of subject 
extractions. Apart from a few constructions, to which I 
return in section 3, deletion is rather free. In this 
respect, English is clearly distinct from other 
languages, such as, for instance, French, in which 
complementizer deletion is never possible: 

(6)a. John believes that Mary will hire Bill 
b. John believe Mary will hire Bill 

(7)a. 	 Jean croit que Marie va embaucher Bill 

*Jean croit Marie va embaucher Bill 


This distinction, I suggest,' is at the heart of 
the apparent diversity manifested in (1). Noting that 
English complementizers are essentially meaningless, 
Chomsky (1989) proposes to delete them at LF. 2 Under 
this view, they are first projected at D-structure and 
then removed at LF. A perhaps more economic way to 
obtain the same result would be to assume that English 
complementizer may simply fail to project so that 
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tensed clauses can be categorially realized at D
structure either as IPs or as CPs. Concretely, I will 
assume that: 

(8) 	 When C is lexically realized S = CP 

When C is absent and has no feature S = IP 3 


This option, I assume is parametrized. Thus, it clearly 
is not available in French where a tensed S is always 
categorially realized as CPo 

A second assumption central to the proposed 
account concerns the role of spec-head agreement in the 
grammar. I proposed in earlier work, (Deprez 89,90,91), 
that spec-head agreement affects the transparency of 
barriers, not the governing status of heads. Agreement 
is a symmetric and transitive feature sharing relation. 
As currently assumed, functional heads are bundles of 
syntactic features including phi-features, tense 
features etc. It seems then natural to assume that if 
two functional categories share phi-features with one 
another, they are in some sense non-distinct from one 
another and therefore transparent to government. 
Chomsky (1986) has proposed that inherent barriers can 
become transparent when they are governed by lexical 
heads. Putting these two notions of barrier 
transparency together, we obtain the following 
definition of L-marking: . 

XO(9) L-marks YP iff 
XO(i) governs YP and 

(ii) 	 XO is lexical or 
(iii) 	if XO is functional, then XO agrees with Y the head 

of YP (Deprez 1989) 

For some illustration of the cons!'!quences of 
(9iii), consider the two functional projections CP and 
IP. Assume that both are inherent barriers. In the 
normal case, C and I do not agree, so IP is a barrier. 
But when spec-head agreement occurs in CP with the 
trace of a locally extracted subject, C and I bear the 
same phi-features. As a result, IP is transparent and 
government from the immediately dominating CP can 
obtain. This proposal accounts for observed 
restrictions on overt complementizer agreement in 
various languages and has interesting consequences for 
other functional projections. The purpose of this paper 
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is to outline its consequences for English subject 
extractions and the paradigm in (1). 

Let us begin by considering the relative and 
cleft constructions. If as proposed above, in the 
absence of lexical complementizers a clause is of 
category IP, the structure of (ld) will be as in (10): 

(10) [[ a man] [OP, [IP t; left]]] 

Since empty operators do not bear wh-features, nothing 
forces them to occur in a CP specifier. Following 
Chomsky (1986), I will then assume that they can be 
adjoined to IP. If so, antecedent government of the 
subject trace in (10) cannot fail to obtain; the 
ungrammaticality of (ld) must therefore be due to a 
failure of head government. There are, in fact, no 
available head-governor for the subject trace in (10). 
Indeed, under standard assumptions, the relative head 
noun does not c-command its dependent clause. 
Consequently, N cannot' qualify as a head-governor for 
the subject trace. Thus (ld) is excluded by the ECP, 
which following much recent work, I assume to be 
conjunctively defined, requiring both antecedent and 
head-government. Note that this account does not affect 
object extractions since head-government in this case 
can be satisfied by the V head. Thus structures such as 
(11) are correctly predicted to be grammatical: 

(11) [ [a man] [OP; [IP Mary saw t, ]]] 

Consider by contrast (12), the structure of (lc): 

(12) [[a man] [ep OPi that [IP t; left]] 

(12) as opposed to (10) contains a possible head
governor for the subject trace, namely the 
complementizer that. If, in contrast to Rizzi (1990), 
we assume that complementizers are head-governors which 
can freely undergo spec-head agreement, agreement with 
the operator in Spec-CP will transfer to that the phi
features of the extracted subject. If so, condition 
(9iii) is met and IP is transparent so that the subject 
trace can be head-governed by that. The same reasoning 
will apply to the examples (le) and (If). In sum, ECP 
is violated in (ld) and elf) simply because there is no 
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available head-governor for the subject trace. (lc&d) 
on the other hand can satisfy the ECP thanks to the 
presence of the complementizer. 

Let us now turn to the contrast in (la) and 
(lb). (la) has the structure (13): 

(13) Who, do you believe [IP t; left] 

In (13) condition (9ii) is met. IP is L-marked by the 
matrix verb and is thus not a barrier. Consequently, 
the subject trace can be head-governed by the matrix 
verb and ECP is satisfied. (lb) on the other hand, has 
the structure given in (14): 

(14) Who, do you believe [ep t'i that [ t; left)) 

After movement to Spec CP, spec-head agreement obtains 
so that condition (9iii) is met. IP is not a barrier 
and the trace in subject position is properly head
governed. Here too, ECP is satisfied. Why then is (lb) 
ungrammatical ? Note that in the approach developed 
here, there is in fact an interesting difference 
between the relative or cleft constructions in (1 c-f) 
and the pair in (la-b). In the former, the ECP can be 
satisfied only when the complementizer is present, 
Thus, there is only one possible structure made 
available by the grammar,' In the latter, however, both 
the IP structure and the CP structure can satisfy the 
ECP. Chomsky (1989) has proposed that it is only when 
principles of UG are satisfied that general 
considerations of Economy play a role in the grammar. 
Since it is only in constructions like (la&b) that two 
strategies for the ECP are made available, it is there 
only that principles of Economy will dictate a choice. 
In other words, Economy is irrelevant to a choice of 
structure in the relative and cleft constructions, but 
it does play a role for the pair in (la-b). The 
derivation in (lb) is clearly more complex. First, it 
involves an additional step, namely movement to the 
Spec CPo Second, it must resort to an additional 
process, namely Spec-head agreement. It is thus natural 
to assume that general' considerations of Economy will 
dictate the choice of (13) over (14). (14) being 
generally more costly will be systematically excluded. 
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The proposed account has I believe, a number of 
advantages over Rizzi's proposal. First, no 
stipulation are required with respect to the governing 
capacity of overt or empty complementizers. 
Furthermore, there is no need to posit abstract lexical 
differences between instances of superficially 
identical complementizers nor to assume that different 
types of agreement processes are available in English. 
Finally, spec-head agreement in English can be assumed 
to function essentially as in French. Recall that 
French is a language which never permits complementizer 
deletion. Thus, clausal complements are always CPs and 
spec-head agreement in the C projection is the only 
available strategy to satisfy the ECP in all the 
constructions under consideration. It is then not 
surprising that French subject extractions manifest a 
complete uniformity. In these cases, considerations of 
Economy simply play no role. 

The proposed account raises one important 
question. In English: complementizers are either 
necessary or impossible with subject extractions. They 
are, however, simply optional with all other types of 
extractions. If, as I argue, considerations of Economy 
regulate the presence of complementizers in the former 
cases why do they not in the latter ? To put it· 
differently, why does the presence of a complementizer 
not entail a more complex derivation for non-subject 
extractions ? There are essentially two possible lines 
of answers to this question. First, one may assume that 
spec-head agreement itself, not the number of steps, is 
the costly process in the derivation (14). Since non
subject extractions do not require spec-head agreement 
to satisfy the head-government requirement of the ECP, 
the presence or absence of C may be negligible in the 
derivational cost. Note that this leaves the account of 
(lc-f) and French unchanged since, in these cases, 
Spec-head agreement is required by the ECP and thus 
considerations of Economy do not play a role. The 
second line would be to ensure that the number of steps 
in the derivation remains unaffected by the presence or 
the absence of the complementizer. Movement to the 
speCifier of an embedded non-wh CP is forced in 
Chomsky's (1986) system because CP inherits barrierhood 
from IP. If we do not make this assumption, this 
intermediate step will not be required and the presence 
or absence of complementizer will leave the number of 
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steps unaffected.' In relative clauses and cleft 
sentences, the CP projections are not governed by a 
lexical head so (9) does not obtain. As we have noted, 
however, nothing forces the movement of an empty 
operator to Spec CPo Thus, we can assume that in all 
non-subject cases, the operator adjoins to IP so that 
the presence of the complementizer will not entail any 
additional step in the derivation. 

3. Obligatory CPs 

Despite the relative generality of 
complementizer deletion, there are well known contexts 
where CPs are obligatory. Such contexts include subject 
sentences, extraposed or dislocated sentential 
complements and complex NP contexts. 

(16) 	 a.*(That) John came is obvious 

b.lt is important *(that) John comes 

c.I believe it, *(that) John will succeed 
d.The fact *(that) John has succeeded 

Clearly then, the assumption (8) is too general. 
Stowell (1981) has proposed to account for the 
impossibility of (16) in terms of government. In his 
view, complementizers can delete only in contexts in 
which they are governed by a matrix verb. Since in (16) 
no governor is available,. the complementizers cannot 
delete. This proposal, however, says nothing about 
complementizer deletion in relative clauses and cleft 
constructions where government hardly seems to be at 
stake. In this section, I will briefly sketch a 
different solution to (16) based on a semantic analysis 
of sentential complements developed in Hegarty (1991). 
Hegarty proposes that sentential complements can denote 
either a set of events, actual or irrealis, or a single 
actual event, the second interpretation being 
associated with the standard notion of factivity. These 
two distinct denotations are formally represented as in 
(17) : 

(17) 	 a. believe that Mary met Bill ----> 
believe(;): ¢ = A e met(M,B,e) 

b. forget that Mary met Bill ----> 
forget (x): x = i.e met(M,B,e) 
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As suggested by Hegarty, (17b) is analogous to a 
definite description: 

(18) [NP the [N' <x' dog]] 	 L x:dog(x) 

This suggests a parallel between types of sentential 
complements and types of NPs (or in some approaches 
DPs). 5 Let us further assume that while complements of 
the type (17a) can be syntactically realized either as· 
IPs or CPs, complement of the type (17b) must be 
realized as CPs (or gerunds cf Hegarty). This 
assumption is compatible with the semantics given by 
Hegarty. using the thematic theory developed in 
Higginbotham (1985), Hegarty proposes that the two 
interpretations of (17) are compositionally 
distinguished in the way the event position of the 
embedded predicate is discharged. In sentential 
complements which denote a single actual event, the 
event position is discharged internally to the 
sentential complement by the complementizer: 

(19) forget [cpot~at [IP<~,Mary [1'<e,I [YP<e,meets Bill]]]] 

In sentential complements which denote sets of events, 
the event position is discharged externally by the 
predicate which selects the complement: 

(20) believe [cP<e'that [IP<e,Mary [I'<e,! [YP<e,meets Bill 
]]]] 

, 

External discharge also obtains when the sentential 
complement is syntactically an IP (see Hegarty): 

(21) believe [IP<e,Mary [1'<e,I [vp<e,meets Bill ]]] 
, t 

We can further assume that in cases of relative clauses 
which involve modification and not selection, external 
discharge can proceed, in parallel with adjectival 
modification (cf Higginbotham 1985), in terms of theta
identification of the event position with the internal 
position of the relative N head. 6 

(22) 	 a. the dog<l, [cP<e,that [Op [IP <e,Mary saw t ]]] 
L---..J 
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b. the dog<,> LOp [IP<e> Mary saw t]] 
! 

Returning to (16), observe that the parallel between 
the interpretation in (17b) and definite descriptions 
suggests a possible explanation for the obligatory 
presence of the complementizer in sentences such as 
(16c). It is a well known fact, that dislocated NPs 
must generally be definite (and specific). What I would 
like to suggest then, is that it is this requirement 
which enforces the presence of the complementizer in 
(16C). In parallel with the definiteness requirement on 
dislocated NPs, dislocated sentential complements must 
denote a single actual event, not a set of events. Thus 
external discharge of the event position is excluded 
and the presence of the complementizer is required. 
Furthermore, if as suggested by Koster (1978), subject 
sentences and extraposed sentences are base generated 
in peripheral positions, the same reasoning extends 
straightforwardly to these cases (16a&b). Finally, it 
is also clear that in (16d) the sentential complement 
must be interpreted as denoting a single actual event. 
Here again, then, the necessary presence of that is not 
surprising. In brief, the suggestion made here is that 
the obligatory presence of the complementizer in 
contexts such as (16) is not driven by syntactic 
considerations but rather by constraints on semantic 
interpretation. Although, clearly, this analysis 
requires further refinement which cannot be discussed 
here due to space limitations, it presents at least a 
plausible alternative to standard accounts of the 
complementizer deletion phenomenon. Standard accounts 
assume that empty complementizers can occur only in 
contexts in which they are syntactically licensed. The 
account sketched here on the other hand, .presupposes 
that both CP and IP are possible syntactic ~ealizations 
of English sentential cOmplements and that the 
necessity of the former in some contexts is due to 
semantic restrictions; selectional or other, on their 
denotation. 7 

One final question must be addressed. If as 
suggest in section 2, the presence of the 
complementizer can satisfy the head-government 
requirement of the ECP, the question arises as to why 
subject extractions are not possible from contexts such 
as (16). Consider, for instance, a case of subject 

I 
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extraction from a subject sentence, the structure of 
which is given in (23): 

(23) Who does [cp t' that [IP tj left ]] bother youj 

In (23), the extracted subject moves to the CP spec of 
the subject sentence, so that spec-head agreement 
obtains and the subject trace tj can be properly head
governed by tbat. Why then, are such sentences excluded 
? The problem, I suggest (Deprez 89,91), occurs not 
with the subject trace but with the trace t' i in Spec 
CP which fails to be head-governed by the higher C. 
Since this trace cannot delete without destroying the 
agreement relation necessary to the transparency of IP, 
ECP is violated and the sentence is excluded. 
Interesting confirmation for this analysis can be found 
in French, where complementizers are always present and 
agreement is overtly manifested. As shown in (24), the 
switch of que to ·qui has no effect on the 
ungrammaticality of structurally identical cases: 

(24) *Qui est-ce que que/qui t soit parti 
t'ennuie. 

This shows clearly that spec-head agreement does not 
suffice to avoid an ECP violation in these cases. 
Consequently, there is no need to restrict its 
application with respect to (16). Here again, the 
proposed account draws a parallel between English and 
French. 

Conclusion: 

This paper proposes that the standard tbat-t effect is 
not strictly speaking an ECP effect. Rather, it results 
from the interaction of the ECP with more general 
considerations of Economy. As I have shown, the 
proposed analysis permits a unified account of the 
paradigm in (1) and of subject extractions in English 
and in French. 
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-- Notes -

1. To quote Frampton:" It is an unsatisfactory 
feature of both analysis (Le. Rizzi's and his) that 
they must stipulate that that does not enter into spec
head agreement. Otherwise, the account fails".fnt 35 pp 
66 

2. LF complementizer deletion is in fact crucial 
in the Barriers system to prevent ECP violations with 
adjunct extractions. Cf Lasnik and Saito (1984) for a 
discussion of the problem and the origin of the 
proposal. 

3. Following Chomsky, I assume that [+wh] 
complementizers, being semantically significant cannot 
be missing. Consequently, although English does not 
have (-wh] empty complementizers, it has [+wh] empty 
complementizers. Like other complementizers, [+wh] can 
undergo spec-head agreement. Thus in structure such as 
(i), this empty C will be able to head govern the trace 
in subject position: 

(i) I wonder [who C ( t left]] 
4. The successive cyclic character of wh-movement 

can be preserved if we assume instead that IP can 
inherit barrierhood from VP. This will not affect 
subject extractions, since they do not invoke VP, but 
it will force IP adjunction, even when IP is L-marked, 
for all other types of extractions (objects and VP 
adjuncts) if BCs are defined as in Deprez (1989) (Le 
in terms of non-exclusion rather than domination) and 
inheritance is only induced by lexical categories. 
Recent analyses of the phenomenon of "cyclic" subject 
inversion in languages like Spanish, Romanian and 
Catalan (see Bonet (1990) among others) suggest that 
IP adjunction or movement to spec IP, not CP is at 
stake. If correct, this provides interesting support 
for the proposed reinterpretation of the cyclic 
character of wh-movement. 

5. Such a parallel has been independently argued 
for on the basis of syntactic evidence. See for 
instance Lefebvre & Massam (1988) among others. 

6. In Higginbotham (1985) the semantic 
interpretation corresponding to theta-identification is 
coordination. Applied to relative clauses, (22) entails 
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that " the dog Mary saw " is informallly interpreted as 
: the x [which is a dog] and [which Mary saw]. 

7. Similar constraints arise in French. However, 
they are not syntactically manifested in the 
complementizer system, but rather in the tense system 
by the necessary use of subjunctive. 
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NEGATION AS A FUNCTIONAL PROJECTION IN HINDI 

Veena Dwivedi 

University of Massachusetts at Amherst1 


0.0 Introduction 
In this paper I show that the negative morpheme nahiiN in Hindi 

is syntactically a head that projects its own phrase, Neg(ation) 
P(hrase), (cf. Pollock 1989, Zanutinni 1989). I further argue that 
despite its traditional classification as a "modifier" in the 
notional sense, the syntactic behaviour of Negation is distinguished 
from other modifiers in Hindi, namely Determiner, Adjective, Adverb 
and Quantifier. Those modifiers are syntactically adjuncts, as they 
adjoin to the phrase they modify. Negation, on the other hand, is 
a head that takes a complement (or object) XP. I claim that nahiiN 
is not a member of the category of "true modifiers", which are the 
adjoined modifiers. 

1.0 A Brief Sketch of Hindi 

1.1 Word Order 
Hindi is an SOV language that is consistently head final. The 
default word order is schematically shown in (1) and 
exemplified in (2)a. 2 : 
(1) S X 0 V (Aux) 
X- PPloe/in.tr; AdvP3 


(2)a. Raam roTii khaataa (thaa). 

R. bread(f) eat(imp.m) be(pst.) 
Ram used to eat bread. 

The default sentence pattern is of interest because Hindi has a 
relatively free word order. This pattern is the 
version that is least marked stylistically, with "simple" 
intonation. 
Native speakers of Hindi genera11y have a clear idea of what 
constitutes a default utterance, and what does not. Thus the 
following sentence patterns are also grammatical, albeit marked 
compared to (2)a.: 
(2)b. 0 S t V Aux 

roTii Raam khaataa thaa. 

c. 	V SOt Aux 

khaataa Raam roTii thaa, magar ab puRii khaataa 

hal. 


but now fried bread eat(imp.m.) 
be(3p.sg.m.) 
ie, "Ram used to eat bread, but now he eats fried bread." 

Other patterns of scrambling (the list in (2) is not exhaustive) 
will be described later in the text. (See Section 4.1). 

Derivationally, I assume that the default word order is 
described by the simplest possible representation. If the default 
pattern is the result of some movement, this movement must result 
from a principle in the Grammar (e.g., Case Filter, etc.). This is 
in contrast to "scrambled" versions, which have extra instances of 
"Move-a" applied to them. 

http:X-PPloe/in.tr
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1.2 Facts about Negation 
The negated version of the affirmative sentence (2)a. is shown 

below: 
(3) Raam roTii nahiiN khaataa thaa. 
If (3) is uttered using an unmarked intonation, then the sentence 
means "Ram used not to eat bread." This is an example of sentential 
negation. the facts of which will be further examined in Section 
4.0. 

If roTii. "bread" bears the main pitch accent. (which is 
indicated in the example using capital letters) then the sentence is 
of a contrastive type, so that it must be followed by (or conjoined 
with) a relevant contrast phrase. as in (4) 
(4) Raam ROTII nahiiN khaataa thaa, balki PURII khaataa thaa. 

but fried bread 

"Ram didn't used to eat ROTII. he used to eat PURII. 


(4) would be perfectly appropriate in the following discourse 
setting. Suppose Ram's mother and his aunt are musing about Ram's 
eating habits as a child. The aunt remembers (2)a. His mother 
challenges the aunt's memory with (4). (3) would be inappropriate 
here, since it is merely an assertion so that nothing with the 
relevant focal structure is presupposed. In (4) Ram's eating 
something is presupposed or old information. The new pieces of 
information are that he did NOT eat roTii but purii. I call 
sentences like (4) examples of constituent negation (cf. Horn 1989), 
which invoke topic focus structures (cf. Jackendoff 1972. Selkirk 
1984). 
1.3 Swnmary 

In this section we saw that Hindi is a language with free word 
order (we will see constraints on this freedom below). Constituent 
and sentential negation have the same morphological form, nahiiN. 
~nen the direct object is contrasted, to yield the surface string a 
DO neg V, the surface form of the sentence looks just 1ike 
sentential negation. The difference is that the two different types 
of negation support different intonational patterns. 

In the following sections I show that constituent and sentential 
negation may be analysed using a uniform syntactic configuration. 
NegP, so that the sister of the negative morpheme is syntactically 
selected. Crucially, I argue. negation does not adj oin to its 
sister, as do say. adjective phrases and adverb phrases. 
2.0 Constituent Negation 

In this section I make the preliminary hypothesis that since 
constituent Neg unambiguously takes its sister to the left in this 
head final language, it should be analysed'as an XO. It contrasts 
with the other modifiers in Hindi, which modify to the right. 
Before we look at the relevant negation facts it would be 
instructive to look at how other modifiers work. 
2.1 The "True" Modifiers: MOD 

The examples below show the position of Adjective, Determiner 
and Quantifier with respect to their complements. (see Section 1.1 
for Adverb). First let us examine (5). 
(5) 	 Bacce ne I [kai} ciriyaoN koJ cawal khilaaye. 

Children erg. many birds dat. rice fed. 
The children fed many birds rice. 
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In the above sentence. kai. "many" unambiguously modifies "birds," 
such that the sentence CANNOT be read, *"Many children fed the birds 
rice." Quantifiers and Determiners modify in the same way: 
(6) 	 INP[oHar] bacca ko] khelnaa caahiyee. 

every child dat. play(nom.) should. 
Every child should play. 

(7) 	 Vidhyaarthi ne [[har] kitaab ko] paDaa. 
student(m.) erg. every book acc. read(pf.m.) 
The student read every book. 
*Every student read a book. 

(8) 	 [IUs] laDkii] ke paas [[ek] ciriya] hai. 
That girl gen. one bird is. 
That girl has a bird. 

(9) 	LaDke ne I [us 1 kalam koJ khariidaa. 
boy(m. obI.) erg. that pen(f.) acc. buy(pf.m.) 
The boy bought that pen. 
*That boy bought the pen. 

I assume that the above modifiers are adjuncts that are Chomsky
adjoined to the YPs they modify. As a result, KP is the maximal 
projection that dominates the "Mod(ifier)P(hrase)" in the above 
sentences. An exemplary configuration would look like the 
following: 
(10) NP 

/ ...... 

AdjP NP 


, I 
AdjO NO 

The head of Modifier PhraseAyp is always yO, as in (10) where yO _NO. 

2.1 Focus Facts 
2.1.1 Direction of Sister 

As noted in Section 1.2 the constituent that is contrasted in 
Hindi is left adjacent to It also always receives the main 
pitch accent in the sentence. The schematic representation of 
contrasting a constituent X to Y is shown in (11), with examples to 
follow: 
(11) 	X'OCU$ Neg but Y. 
(12)a. 	 SF neg IO-ko DO V 

RAAM NE nahiiN Sita ko kitaabe diyaa, Shyaam ne. 
R. erg. neg S. dat. books(f.) give(pf.O) Sh. erg. 
Ram didn't give the books to Sita, Shyaam did. 

b. 	 S IO-koF neg DO V 
Raam ne SITA KO nahiiN kitaabe diyaa, balk! Sudha ko 
R. erg. S. dat. neg. books(f.) give(pf.O) but SUo dat. 

diyaa. 

gave. 

Ram didn't give the books to Sita, but to Sudha. 
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c. 	S IO·ko DOr neg V 
Raam ne Sita ko KITAABE nahiiN diyaa, balki noTbuk diyaa. 
R. erg. S. dat. BOOKS neg. gave. but notebook gave. 
Ram didn't give books to Sita, he gave her a notebook. 

The sentence S IO·ko DO V is altered in (12) by systematically 
positioning Neg in different slots between the words. We see that 
there is unambiguous evidence that Neg is modifying to the left. 
Thus in (12)a .• it is the subject that is contrasted, not the 
indirect object. Further the direct object is contrasted in (c), 
not (b). where t>:eg precedes it. Notice that (12)c. is not the 
default negative sentence pattern discussed in Section 1.2. Because 
the DO is focussed. the sentence does not mean. "Ram didn't give the 
books to Sita;" instead it means, "It's not BOOKS that Ram gave 
Sita, it's notebooks." 

Neg modifies other complements, too, as show~ below: 
(13) 	 AP"Neg 

Sushma [bevkuf1r nahi iN hai, samaj dar ha i . 
S.(f) . FOOLISH neg is, intelligent is. 
Sushma's not S~PID, she's smart! 

(14) 	PP"Neg 
GuDiyaa [skul melr nahfiN hai, park me hai. 
G.(f) SCHOOL IN neg is, park in is. 
GuDiyaa's not in SCHOOL, she's in the park. 

(13) and (14) are of the same contrastive type observed in (12). If 
the relevant negated YP did not bear the main pitch accent (and thus 
was not focussed), the sentences would mean, "Sushma is not stupid," 
and "GuDiyaa's not in school," respectively. No contrastive 
interpretation would follow. 

As a preliminary hypothesis, I propose that Neg be analysed as a 
head since it patterns like an XO in this head final language; its 
sister is to the left. The element that is contrasted is selected 
by Neg.' The following syntactic configuration is assumed for the 
DO case: 
(12)c. ,5 \ 

, VP, 
spec V' 
NPsu/t r-...... 

IOko V' 
/'.......


NegP V 
I 	 ....... 


DO Neg 

This suggestion is based purely on the fact that Neg modifies to the 
left, and to capture this syntactically in this head final language, 

have posited a head final NegP. 
Thus I have claimed that nahiiN is an XO that takes a complement 

sister. There is another grammatical fact that this analysis 
captures: the sister of Neg tends to bear the main pitch accent in 
the sentence. If t>:eg were adjoined to NP, such that there was no 
relation of argumenthood (see Footnote 4), then it would be an 

I 
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accident that this intonation pattern were the case. This is because 
according to Selkirk 1984 (Ch. 5) intonational structure is only 
sensitive to argument relations, not adjunct relations. In the 
present analysis, I account for the intonation facts by positing a 
Focus Algorithm which assigns the feature +F[ocus] (cf. Jackendoff 
1972) to the sister of Neg. Given Selkirk's assumptions no such 
algorithm could apply to an adjunct relation, shown in (15): 
(15) 	 /N.f

NP NegP 

If (15) were the syntactic configuration, then we would assume that 
the pi tch accent could occur anywhere in the sentence, but it 
doesn't: it only occurs on the sister to Neg. 

2.2 Summary 
In this section I used direction of complementation facts to 

claim that Neg is a head. This is because it consistently modifies 
to the left, true to the head final characteristic of this language. 
Neg is contrasted to all other modifiers, which modify to the right. 
This head relation also captures intonation facts: the sister to 
constituent Neg bears the main pitch accent in a sentence. If Neg 
were adjoined to NP, then this would be a syntactic accident, since 
according to Selkirk 1984 adjuncts do not affect intonation 
assignment. In the next section we see further differences between 
Neg and the other NP modifiers. 
3.0 Long Distance Scrambling facts 

An interesting example to look at is (16). The word order in 
this sentence is S·ne DO IO·ko tV. The DO has scrambled out of its 
original position. Let us assume that the subject has scrambled, 
too, so that the Goal marks the periphery of the VP. This would 
entail that the direct object 1s external to VP. If this sentence 
is negated such that Neg immediately precedes V, the word order may 
support three different intonation patterns, wi th each its O"''Tl 

interpretation: 
(16) 	 Ram ne kitaab Supriya ko nahiiN dii, ... 

R. erg. book(f) S. dat. Neg give(pf.f) 

Ram didn't give Supriya the book, ... 

(1) he gave it to Sita, (10 negation, accented 10) 
(11) 	 he gave her an apple instead, (DO negation, accented 

DO) . 
(iii) 	he kept it. (VP negation)5 

Contrasting the 10, (i), yields a structure where NegP dominates 
10 and Neg. This would be an example of constituent _negation, 
discussed in 2.0. We are concerned with the reading in (ii). This 
is an example of DO negation, the structure for which is shown in 
(12)c'. Apparently, even though the DO is not in its original 
position, as sister to Neg, it is still being interpreted that way. 
In other words, the YP left adjacent to Neg may move out of its 
position and still yield a grammatical sentence. This is not the 
case for other modifiers of-NP, (1 mark constituenthood below by 
boldfacing) : 
(17)80. BaDe bacce kitaabeN paDtehaiN. 

big(pl.) children book(pl.f.) read(imp.pl.) be(3p.pl.) 
Big children read books. 

http:be(3p.pl
http:read(imp.pl
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b. bacce baDe t kitaabeN paDte haiN. 
*Big children read books. 


ok: Children read big books. 


(18)a. 	Zamindaar ne us aadmi ko maDaa. 
Landlord erg.that man KO hit(pf.m.) 
The landlord hit that man. 

b. Us zamindaar ne aadmi ko maDaa. 
*The landlord hit the man. 


ok: That landlord hit the man. 


(19)a. 	 ilaa ne raam se annu ki puraanii kitaab kharii~ii. 
Ila erg. R. inst. Anu gen old(f.) book(f.) buy(pf.f.) 
Ila bought Anu's old book from Ram. 

b. *ilaa ne annu ki raam se puraanii kitaab khariidii. 

c. *raam se annu ki puraanii ilaa ne kitaab khariidii. 
(taken from T. Mohanan 1990, ex. 17, p. 18) 

There are two points to be made here. The data in (16) might suggest 
that Neg simply associates itself with the stressed item in the 
sentence to yield a contrastive reading. However, this is not true. 
In the string Sne DO IOko neg V, Neg may only associate with the 
direct object and the indirect object to yield the contrastive 
reading. If there is a main pitch accent on the Subject, Neg does 
not associate with it to yield a contrastive reading. The sentence 
remains an example of topicalisation rather than one which must be 
followed by a contrasting item. This is consistent with the fact 
that Neg is not in a position that S could have moved out of to 
yield the contrastive reading. 

In order to account for the difference in scrambling 
possibilities between NPs that are modified by Neg Versus NPs that 
are modified by "true" modifiers, I posit that Neg is a head that 
projects to its own phrase, NegP. 

What does this buy us? 
First, it accounts for the long distance relationship that a 

sister to Neg may have with it. This is due to the fact there is 
the relation of head government between Neg and its sister, so that 
the scrambled NP can still be related to its former position, given 
that its trace is governed. 7 

Second, we don't need to say that Hindi only sometimes honours 
the Complex NP Constraint. It always does. The reason why an NP 
can scramble away from its Neg modifier is that it bears the 
syntactic relationship in a. to it and not b. below: 
(20)a. )'eg~ b. ,NP 

NP Neg 	 NP 'Neg 

4.0 Sentential Negation: Evidence of Incorporation 
In this section I investigate data from an Eastern dialect of 

Hindi, spoken largely in Uttar Pradesh. First, I examine the 
fronting possibilities of different elements of the VP in an 
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affirmative sentence. Once negative sentences are introduced, 
show that if negation, is present, then it must always front 
with the verb. If stranded. an ungrammatical sentence 
results. s While the exact nature of this fronted position is not 
relevant to our concern, it is important to mention my assumption 
that only one such position exists. As such, whatever fronts will 
front as a constituent, so that successive frontings of two 
constituents is not permissible. 

4.1 Fronting Possibilities 
Section 1.1 on Yord Order alluded to the fact that Hindi has 

relatively free word order. Here we examine more examples of this 
freedom. These examples are clearly not default sentence types; 
some informants described them as somewhat literary. However, the 
judgements on grammaticality were clear. Below, the_ (a) sentences 
depict the basic sentence type. Verb fronting is shown in the (b) 
sentences. 

(21)a. S-ne O' V 
raam ne saikal calaayii. 
R. erg. bicycle(f.) drive(pf.f.) 

Ram rode a bicycle. 


b. 	 V S-ne 0 t 
calaayii raam ne saikal, aur uskii saikal nali me 
drive(pf.f.) R. erg. bike(f.) and his(f,) bike gutter in 

girii. 
fell. 

Ram rode his bike and it fell in the gutter! 

(22)a. 	Krishna ne Rukmuni ko dekhaa. 
K. erg. R. dat. see(pf.D) 

Krishna saw Rukmuni. 


b. 	dekhaa krishna ne rukmuni ko, lekin yaaq usse 
see (pf.D) K.(m.) R. (dat.) ,but me~ory him(dat.) 
raadhaa ki aayii 
Radha genitive marker come(pf.f.). 
Krishna saw Rukmuni, but thought of Radha. 

(23)a. 	mai ne abhii film dekhii hai. 
l(nom.) erg. now film(f. ) see(pf.f.) be(lstp.sg.pres) 
I just saw a movie. 

b. 	 V * (Aux) S-ne Adv o 

dekhii *(hai) mai ne abhii film. 


c. 	0 V *(Aux) S-ne Adv 

film dekhii hai mai ne abhii. 


Example (23) shows that when an Aux is present, it must front along 
with the verb. indicating that there is V-Aux incorporation 
occurring. In (23)c. we see that O'V may front as a unit, too." 

The negative sentences of (21), (22) and (23) are shown below: 
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(24) 	Raam ne saikal nahiiN calaayii. 
R. erg. bike(f.) neg drive(pf.f.) 

Ram didn't drive the bicycle. 


(25) 	Krishna ne Rukmuni ko nahiiN dekhaa. 
K. erg. R. dat. neg see(pf.O) 

Krishna didn't see Rukmuni. 


(26) 	mai ne film abhii nahiiN dekhii hai. 
I erg. movie yet neg. see(pf.f.) be (3p.sg.) 
I haven't seen the film yet. 

When one examines the fronting possibilities in negated sentences, 
then it 1s apparent that sentential Neg may not be stranded. 1C 

This is shown below. The (a). sentences show Neg-V fronting as 
grammatical; the (b). sentences show that V fronting without Neg is 
ungrammatical. 

(24)'a. Neg V S-ne 0 
nahiiN calaayii raam ne saikal, ... 
Neg drive(pf.f.) R. erg. bike(f.) 

b. 	 * V S'ne 0 Neg 

*calayii raam ne saikal nahiiN, ... 


(25)'a. nahiiN dekhaa krishna ne rukmuni ko, ... 
Neg see(pf.O) K. erg. R. dat. 

b. 	*dekhaa krishna ne rukmuni ko nahiiN, ... 

(26)'a. 	Neg V * (Aux) 
nahiiN dekhii *(hai) mai ne film, lekin sunaa hai ... 

b. 	 *dekhii hai mai ne film nahiiN, ... 

c. 	 0 Neg V (Aux) S-ne 
film nahiiN dekhii (hai) mai ne, lekin sunaa hai ki 

but hear(pf.O) is that .. 
I haven't seen the film, but I heard that ... 

d. 	* 0 V (Aux) S-ne Neg 

*film dekhii (hai) mai ne nahiiN, lekin ... 


Example (26)'c. and d. further show that when the VP does front, 
it cannot strand Neg. 11 

4.2 	Neg Incorporation 
These data may be accounted for if we assume that sentential Neg 

is a head and that there is verb movement in Hindi. 
4.2.1 Phrase Structure in Hindi 

I adopt a tree in which the aspectual and tense morphemes 
project to separate phrases, since they can each be words (cf. Speas 
1990). I propose the tree in (28) which represents (2), repeated 
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here as (27): 
(27) Raam roTii khaataa (thaa). 

R. bread(f) eat(imp.m) be(pst.) 

Ram used to eat bread . 


(28) ...... TP 
spec T' 

AspP"'" T 
A thaa 

/V~ Asp 
spec V' +t+aa 
Raam A 

NP V 
roTH khaa 

Note that the domination relations of the tree reflect the order of 
the verbal morphemes. When aspect is a suffix, it subcategorises 
for Vroot . The verb moves to Asp to satisfy the subcategorisation 
frame of the affix, (Roberts, 1985).12 This movement is restricted 
by the Empty Category Principle: all traces must be properly 
governed. If an XO moves too far so that it crosses a barrier to 
movement, or if it skips over another head, then the trace will not 
be governed. 13 

The phrase structure for sentential negation is such that NegP 
forms part of the inflectional complex and is a sister to VP. I 
account for the fronting facts above by assuming the following: in 
a negated sentence the verb, which must move to satisfy the affixal 
requirements of aspect, must incorporate into Neg. This is because 
if it does not. then by the Head Movement Constraint (and/or the 
Minimality Condition of Chomsky 1986 and Rizzi 1990) the trace of 
the verb will not be governed. Thus the ungrammaticality of the 
fronted sentences above that strand Neg is accounted for if we 
assume that Neg's head status means that it counts as a closer 
governor for the trace of Va. such that V must incorporate into it 
to avoid this syntactic configuration (but see Pollock 1989). Thus 
the phrase structure I am assuming to support these claims is shovn 
below: 
(29) 110 TP spec , ........... T' 


AspP T 
A Neg- [V+asp]-Aux 

NegP Asp 
/'.... tlla,-[V+••pl

VP Neg
A tll.,-V 

spec )l~ 

NP V 


tv 


The Eastern dialect15 then provides us with the relevant data 
that show that Neg does have the ability to incorporate with another 
Xo. clearly demarcating it as a head, 
4.2 Predictions 
Having established that Neg is syntactically not adverbial (or 
adjoined to VP), we expect that the fronting facts for real adverbs 

http:1985).12
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should differ from those for Neg. As an example, let's look at the 
related adverb kabhi nahiiN, "never" and another VP adverb 

"quickly. " 
saikal [kabhi nahiiNl calaataa hal. 

R. bike(f.) sometimes neg drive(pf.m.) be (preslsg.) 
Ram never drives a bike. 

b. 	 ? calaayi Ram ne kabhi nahiiN saikal is liye woh moTor 
this reason he motor 
kaar se darte hai. 
car abl. be afraid is . 

... which is why he's afraid of cars. 

c. * kabhi nahiiN calaayi Ram ne saikal 
(3l)a. Shyaam saikal jaldi se calaataa hai. 

S. bike quickly drive(pf.m.) be(preslsg) 
Shyaam drives his bike really fast. 

b. 	 ?calaate Shyaam· saikal jaldi se is liye woh skul 

this reason he school 

taym se pahuNcte hai. 

time abl. arrive is. 


which is why He arrives to school on time. 

c. *jaldi se calaate Shyaam saikal 

Apparently, there is a strong acceptability difference between VO 
fronting and Adv~V fronting. The latter type of fronting is 
unacceptable. we see a clear dichotomy in the data; whereas verb 
fronting in negated sentences did not permit nahiiN stranding, verb 
fronting in adverbial sentences must strand an adverb. Under my 
account the reason for this is that there is only one topic position 
that constituents can move to, and since an Adverb is adjoined to 
VP, it cannot move to the front of the sentence with V. Neg on the 
other hand can, precisely because it is a head and has taken part in 
the head fusion. Being a head allows for the incorporation 
possibility. 
4.3 Summary 

In this section I relied on recent assumptions about phrasal 
syntax to show that the reason why fronting verbs in negated 
sentences necessitates the negative morpheme fronting too is because 
the negative morpheme is a head that the verb incorporates with. If 
~ is stranded such that the incorporation does not happen, then 
given the Head Movement Constraint, the sentence is rendered 
ungrammatical. 

In the end, although I advocate a similar syntactic configuration 
for constituent negation and sentential negation using NegP, 
sentential negation usually ends up as, in effect, a prefix to the 
verb. 

5.0 Conclusion 
In this paper I argued that nahiiN projects to its own phrase and 

selects its sister. I used three tests to show this. First I 
relied on the superficial fact that the modifiee of Neg in 
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constituent negation is left adjacent to it. This is in contrast to 
all other modifiers in the language, but completely consistent with 
the heads. Since only arguments (crucially not adjuncts) can affect 
intonation assignment. this account captured the fact that the 
sister to Neg tends to receive the main pitch accent in the 
sentence. Second. the sister to Neg may scramble and still be 
associated with its initial position. No other instances of 
scrambling NP modifiers are found in this language. I suggest that 
Hindi does indeed honour the Complex NP Constraint. The reason why 
NPs scramble when sister to Neg is because they are daughters to 
NegP. so that scrambling is possible. Finally. I show that in 
negated sentences. when there is verb fronting, the negative 
morpheme may not strand. I assume an incorporation strategy to 
account for this, again showing that we need to assume that nahiiN 
is an XO. 

An implication for further research is the following; in 
instances of constituent negation where an NP is dominated by NegP, 
one has to address the following issue-- why does NegP not block 
subcategorisation restrictions by verbs? NegP is an interesting 
category in that it seems to be transparent so that the syntactic 
restriction that a verb take an object NP is not violated if the NP 
is dominated by NegP. Here is another area where the differences 
between functional categories and lexical categories must be 
investigated .16 

Endnotes 
1. This is a revised version of my Generals paper. I would like to 
thank the members of my committee; Lyn Frazier. Roger Hi~gins and 
Peggy Speas for their advice. I'd also like to thank Hag1t Borer, 
Paul Portner and Hotze Rul1mann for discussion. 
2. Some of the abbreviations used in glossing the Hindi examples 
are: m.-masculine; f.-feminine; O-default agreement (m.sg.); 
sg.-singula!; pl.-plura1; If2/3p:first/se~ond/third person; perf.or 
pf.-perfect1ve aspect; 1mp.-1mperfect1ve aspect; pst.-past; 
inf.-infinitive; nom.-nominative; erg.-ergative; dat.-dative; 
acc.-accusative; emph.-emphatic particle; gen.-genitive marker; N 
indicates nasal1sation on the preceding vowel; T-retroflex ItI . 
D-retrof1ex Idl or a flap. 
3. Informant judgements are more certain about the default pattern 
with PPs than the pattern with Adverbs. The judgement is that (i) 
S PP 0 V is the default pattern vs. (i)' S 0 PP V. However, for 
Adverb Phrases. the intuitions are less certain regarding which of 
the possible orders (ii) S Adv 0 V vs. (ii)' S 0 Adv V. is more 
basic. Here I assume that structural position may be correlated 
with function. Since both PPs and manner Adverbs perform similar 
func tions, (modifying VP), I assume that Adverbs take the same basic 
position as PPs. (ii). Further, when both do occur, the order is 
(iii) S Adv PP 0 V. 
4. I hesitate to use the term argument of Neg. since this term 
could imply that Neg theta marks its sister. The nature of 
'arguments' of functional projections is vague at best, (for some 
discussion, see Speas 1990, Section 2.4 and Baker 1988 p. 61). 
Baker suggests that the functional projections CO and 1° enter a 
relation of ~selection~ with their sisters and not theta assignment. 
This term does not necessarily imply that Neg subcategorises for any 
particular category; as will become obvious, any phrasal category 
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can be sister to Neg. I use this phrase in accordance 'With the 
current literature to indicate a tighter relationship than 
adjunction in syntax 'Without theta assignment. 
5. I am adopting a VP internal subject configuration. The optional 
trace in [spec, VP] indicates that the NPsu 'Which is case marked as 
ergative, may scramble. Also, the implications of having NegP as an 
argument of V 'Will be discussed in the conclusion of this paper. 
6. For a discussion of VP negation, see Dwivedi 1990. 
7. Although this is not a conclusive argument, since even if NegP
'Was adjoined to NP, the scrambled NP could still antecedent govern
its trace. This is because I assume that scrambled objects adjoin 
to VP. As a result, VP does not "exclude" (in the sense of Chomsky
1986) the direct object NP, and so is not a barrier for government. 
8. Note that this ungrammaticality is particular to this dialect in 
Hindi. A "Western" dialect, spoken in Bombay, shows exactly
opposite effects. Neg in this dialect al'Ways strands, and may not 
front 'With the verb. 
9. Although one might argue that OhV fronting is really a case of 
the subject moving right'Ward, (23)c. shows that one could maintain 
the initial claim. In order to account for (23)c., either one 
assumes that the complex OAVAAux fronts, OR that S postposes, and 
then Adv does, too, (these t'Wo XPs cannot postpose together since 
they do not form a constituen~). Given that either option logically
exists, I propose that the Grammar chooses the least complex
derivation, 'Wh~ch is the verbal complex fronting. 
10. We see that sentential Neg may not strand due to the 
incorporation process invoked belo'W. This is in contrast to cases 
of constituent Neg, 'Where 'We sa'W the DO scramble and leave Neg
behind. Thus while both sentential and constituent Neg are analysed
with the same syntactic configuration of head final NegP, we see 
that this same configuration can support different syntactic
analyses which account for the differences between sentential and 
constituent negation. ' 
11. The exact details of this fronting process 'WIll not be pursued. 
12. For more data concerning Verb Movement in Hindi, see Dwivedi 
1990. 
13. Essentially, Chomsky 1986 and Rizzi 1990 argue that an XO trace 
may not be governed by its antecedent if another yO intervenes, 
since the closer head 'Will end up governing the trace of Xo, 
effectively blocking government from the trace's antecedent. As 
noted in the literature (Baker 1988) this restriction is also 
expressed by the Head Movement Constraint of Travis 1984, "An XO may
only move into the yO which properly governs it." 
14. An obvious remark here Is that ~, a two syllable word, Is 
too big/heavy to be considered prefixal. I have two things to say
about this. First, in non-subjunctive/conditional contexts and non
imperative contexts, Il.ibiiH freely alternates with M. In addition, 
the subjunctive/conditional and imperative moods employ the single
syllable M and mat, respectively. So potentially much of the time,
the negative morpheme in Hindi is the "right s~ze.· Second, two 
syllable prefixes are not a null class, anyway. In English 'We refer 
to counter- as a prefix, in ·counterexample" and ·counteract.· 
15. We see that this Eastern dialect has Neg-V incorporation, and 
possibly, 'When Aux is present, Neg-V-Aux incorporation. This is in 
contrast to the Western dialect, which differs exactly along these 
lines: it does allow for Neg and Aux stranding. It seems, 
therefore, that the dialects differ at the level to 'Which 
incorporation is allowed for; the Eastern dialect requires (or opts 
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for) incorporation at every possible instance, where the ~estern 
dialect sLmply does not allow for incorporation. I have no 
explanation for this difference at this time. 

16. See Owivedi 1990 where I modify Abney 1987 and give a first 
account of the subcategorisation facts. 
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Economy of Representation: the Realizations of X, +___YP 
Joseph Emonds 

Tilburg University 

1. Problems and possibilities for Subcategorization. 
Since being introduced in Chomsky (1965), contextual 
"subcategorization features" of the form + YP have been 
the central lexical formalism for indicating differences 
in how classes of verbs (subsequently, of other lexical 
heads) select complements. Thus, three verbs like seem, 
describe, and glance are lexically listed for different 
complements as in (1), thereby expressing the obligatory 
co-occurrence shown in (2). For more details on this 
notation, such as the decision to lexically stipulate 
only plus values for these features, see Chomsky (1965). 

(1) 	 describe,V, + NP: glance,V, + PP; seem,V, + AP 
(2)a.Mary 	{described! *glanced! *seemed} the task.--

b.Mary {*described! glanced! *seemed} toward the room. 
c.Mary {*described! *glanced! seemed) thristy. 
d.*Mary {described! glanced! seemed} at last. 

Many verbs can take, usually optionally, a second 
complement, most simply represented in trees as their 
second phrasal sister. Such "oblique" complements are 
represented as in (3); parentheses indicate optionality. 
Thus, the above verbs, but not undertake or remain, may 
take indirect objects with to, as in (4). Chomsky (1965) 
stipulates the introductory P, a practice I modify below. 

(3) 	 describe, V, +___NP (toANP): undertake, V, +___NP; 
seem, V, +___AP (toANP): remain, V, +___{AP, NP, PP) 

(4) 	 Mary {described! *undertook) the task to the boss. 
Mary {seemed! *remained) thirsty to the boss. 

In recent years much if not all of what is 
language-particular is ascribed to lexical variation, a 
working hypothesis to which I subscribe. If indeed the 
subcategorization mechanism is to carry the weight of 
lexical specificity, it is then an urgent task to 
carefully formulate and refine it. For it is easily 
appreciated that subcategorization as originally 
formulated is inadequate, as authors have noted since at 
least Bresnan (1970). And if the theory of grammar 
cannot actually specify what expresses the language
particular in scientific rather than purely expository 
terms, then we really don't have a science of language. 

To see inadequacies of classical subcategorization, 
consider a verb like reside which like glance also 
requires a PP complement; consequently, the simple 
feature +___PP fails to predict the following contrasts. 
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(5) 	 Mary {resided/glanced} {near/by/*of/*with} the hall. 
Mary {resided/seemed} {in the hall/*toward the room} . 

Or, if we replace a direct object NP licensed by +____NP 
with an NP gerund, we find differences among verbs as to 
whether an NP object with an "event-like interpretation" 
containing an overt possessive phrase subject is allowed: 

(6) 	 Mary described my friend's preparing a fish. 

Mary described Sam's distribution of my paper. 

Mary undertook (*my friend's) preparing a fish. 

Mary undertook (*Sam's) distribution of my paper. 


Thus, "different kinds" of XPs must be selected, since 
simple statements like +___NP and +___PP fail to describe 
the actual arrays of surface distributional facts. 

Given the apparent inadequacy of subcategorization 
features, many researchers have concluded that surface 
co-occurrence relations between various X head and YP 
complements are to be captured through lexical expression 
of deeper semantic regularities (lis-selection"). Thus, 
Grimshaw (1979) argues that some co-occurrence patterns 
involving sentential complements are best expressed by 
means of non-syntactic "semantic" selectional features. 
Pesetsky (1982) further proposes that if such semantic 
selection is supplemented by lexical specifications of 
how and when a verb assigns "abstract case" to its NP 
objects, then subcategorization may even be eliminated. 
I have responded to these proposals in Emonds (1991, 
1992), arguing that the advantages of item-particular 
semantic or "s-selection" are illusory, and that many 
distributional and even semantic generalizations are 
thereby obscured and left unexpressed. Here, I start 
from these conclusions, i.e. that the best mechanisms for 
capturing distributional regularities of lexical items 
are subcategorization frames, expressed syntactically. 

2. The Range of Subcategorizataion Features. To fix 
ideas, we consider in turn verbs subcategorized for the 
five major types of phrases headed by N, A, P, V, and I; 
these phrases appear as deep structure sisters to such 
verbs. We have already seen examples of transitive verbs 
(+ NP) and "linking verbs" (+ AP) in (1)-(4). 

---The Xo heads of phrasal complements can be further 
restricted to membership in marked subclasses: e.g., NPs 
may be required to be +ANIMATE, or + PLURAL , as with the 
objects of "psychological" or "distributive" predicates. 
Since features "percolate" from heads to phrases, placing 
this associated feature with the phrase in the 
subcategorization frame itself is an appropriate notation 
for these restrictions. If the restriction concerns a 
feature which plays a role in syntax, with Chomsky (1965) 
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I call the feature syntactic; moreover, I refer to such 
restricted frames as subcategorization, reserving the 
term "semantic selection" for features which play no role 
in regular syntactic and morphological processes. 

(7) 	 amuse, V, +___ [NP, ANIMATE] (*amuse the storm) 
disperse, V, +___ [NP, PLURAL] (*disperse the leader) 

The feature PLURAL suffices to represent the restriction 
on distributive predicates if we lexically list 
"collective nouns" such as crowd and family as PLURAL, 
but assume that this feature does not get transferred, in 
for example standad American usage, to the co-occurring 
DET position, the position in which PLURAL brings about 
plural agreement on a verb (*The crowd are rushing out). 

A little reflection shows that the subclassification 
features in frames as in (7) are less restrictions on 
lexical selection than conditions on felicitous 
interpretation; e.g., an object of a psychological 
predicate is interpreted as animate, of a distributive 
predicate as collective, etc. (That didn't amuse my cold; 
Can't they disperse this wa1l of traffic? etc.). In this 
light, we can treat the verb get as +___ [AP, -INHERENT], 
while its competitor become is +___ [AP, +INHERENT]. 
These frames thus capture contrasts in interpretations 
that certain lexical choices render quite anamolous: 

(8) 	 Mary got {thirsty/ warm/ ?penniless/ ?European}. 
Mary became {?thirsty/ ?warm/ penniless/ European}. 

(In other terminology, +INHERENT = "individual-level" or 
"characterizing" while -INHERENT = "stage-level" or 
"state-descriptive"; I don't venture here to determine 
which value is marked.) This contrast between inchoative 
linking verbs in English entirely parallels the better
known contrast between the Spanish copulas ser, V, 
+___[AP, +INHERENT] and estar, V, +___ [AP, -INHERENT]. 

Still other subcategorization frames must be further 
specified according to syntactic features on their heads. 
As established in Jackendoff (1983, ch. 9), there are two 
kinds of spatial PPs, one whose head indicates a path 
(to, toward, into, onto, !rQm, etc.) and one whose head 
indicates a static location. Since the latter class of 
"place" is distributed more freely, in various adverbial 
adjuncts and also as complements for certain verbs, I 
take it to be the unmarked realization of the category P. 

(9) 	 The caliph ({resides/ located a monument}) 
{near/ at/ above/ *toward/ *onto/ *from} the oasis. 

Verbs such as reside and locate are thus represented, 
respectively, + PP, PLACE] and +___NP ([PP, PLACE]). 
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While the feature PATH of directional Ps like toward 
and onto is incompatible with lexical insertion in 
complements licensed by PLACE, verbs whose complements 
indicate "motion or direction to or from" are listed as 
in (10) and hence accept such Ps as heads. (To simplify 
exposition, I abstract away from temporal and causal P.) 

(10) dash, V, +__ [PP, PATH]; push, V, +__NP([PP, PATH]) 

Most English Ps of spatial location (PLACE) double as Ps 
of direction (PATH), although, in my speech at least, 
some "compound" P cannot serve this function (?Sam {put 
flowers/ dashed} {within/ throughout} the cabin.) 

Next, we must account for the fact that non
locational Ps such as of, since, without, despite, etc. 
satisfy neither type of deep structure PP frame (with 
PLACE or with PATH). Some of these Ps have marked 
lexical features that conflict with feature values either 
specified in sUbcategorizations or perhaps unspecified 
but supplied by markedness conventions. Nonetheless, 
prepositions such as of or its "copula-like" counterpart 
as (Emonds, 1985, ch. 6) may lack such marked features, 
making it impossible for their insertion to conflict with 
features imposed by lexical subcategorization. 

To solve this puzzle, Le., to account for contrasts 
as in (5), I suggest that grammatical prepositions which 
are fully characterized by syntactic features are 
inserted under P only after s-structure, that is, at 
phonological form. Thus, a surface PP of the form of-NP 
(idioms and uses of of as 'non-physical "source" aside) 
derives from a syntactic structure [pp [p g ] NP ]; such 
a PP whose head is empty can't satisfy a deep structure 
frame + PP. (I specify in the next section restrictive 
conditions under which such a structure satisfies rather 
an NP frame.) For the same reason, an empty expletive it 
without an antecedent cannot, outside of idioms, satsify 
an otherwise unrestricted frame + NP. 

There are also frames of the form +__ [VP,+ACTIVITY] 
and + [S, MOOD], where with Chomsky (1986), S = IP: 

(i) Emonds (1985, ch. 2) provides several arguments 
that certain clausal types are not exhaustively dominated 
by S, namely English participles and their Spanish 
counterparts. In that treatment, participial complements 
are selected by a lexical feature + VP and, if non
infinitival, are realized as deep structure VP sisters to 
certain classes of V (namely, temporal aspect verbs and 
perception verbs); cf. also the next section. In 
(Emonds, 1990), such complements are still selected by 
the lexical feature + VP, and are realized in deep 
structure as minimally projected phrases of selectionally 
dominant V. (This latter treatment is a more complex use 
of devices described in the. next section for selecting 
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PPs with empty Ps.) Some of these "VP complements" are 
necessarily headed by activity rather than stative verbs, 
as pointed out by Lakoff and Ross (1966). Interestingly, 
exactly as the notation here predicts, this restriction, 
expressed by the frame +___ [VP, +ACTIVITY], never arises 
with finite S complements whose head is I rather than V. 

(ii) I argue in Emonds (1985, ch. 7) that the 
subordinating conjunction category P takes S complements 
(via the feature +___8 ) without the presence of an 
intervening COMP (=C), and quite plausibly this same 
feature for "COMP-Iess" 8 complements can appear with V 
as well. Candidates for such "bare 8" complements to V 
include English 1Iraising-to-object" infinitives that lack 
overt C and select non-tensed I, and French subjunctive 
clauses, which are similarly analyzed in Rochette (1988), 
whose I must be of specified (subjunctive) form. 

In conclusion, this section has argued that the 
syntactic frames available in the lexicon are of the form 
(11), where Y = N, V, A, P, I. 

(11) 	 +___ [YP,+F], where F is a feature of the category Y. 

3. The satisfaction of subcategorization Features. 
In section 2, I proposed that purely grammatical 
prepositions such as of and as are lexically inserted 
only at phonological form--that the syntactic form of the 
phrases which they head contains an empty P through s
structure. Under certain circumstances, such PPs satisfy 
an NP complement subcategorization feature. Take for 
example the verb elect, which is +___NP NP (elect Ann the 
treasurer of the club). Assuming a similar frame for the 
derived nominal election, we nonetheless find grammatical 
Ps in the resulting nominalizations: the election of Ann 
as the treasurer of the club. More generally, I argue in 
Emonds (1985, ch. 1) that phrasal arguments are subject 
to a licensing condition that can be formulated as (12): 

(12) 	 Any subject or complement argument phrase must be a 
sister to a potential case-assigner: V, P, I, or D. 

It follows from (12) that an argument of a lexical N or 
A cannot be a direct sister of that item, but must 
satisfy the subcategorization for that item somewhat 
differently, along the following lines: 

(13) 	Definition. C constitutes D iff all lexical material 
under D is under C. (Clearly, C constitutes itself.)

(14) 	 Frame Satisfaction. A YP in a tree satisfies a frame 
X, +___YP iff YP constitutes a sister of X. 

Using these concepts, we see that the structure in (15) 
satisfies the frame +___NP NP. 
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(15) 

The following principle of economy of representation 
insures that superfluous structure is not introduced when 
sister constituents are available for Frame Satisfaction. 

(16) 	 Minimal Structure. satsify lexical frames with as 
little structure as possible. 

By virtue of (16), the extra structure in (15) for Frame 
Satisfaction allowed by (13) and (14) comes into play 
only when some principle of grammar such as (12) makes 
sisterhood of head and complement impossible. 

Problematic co-occurrence restrictions in structures 
other than nominalizations can be handled similarly. For 
example, these principles predict the choice between 
English infinitives and participles of obligatory 
control. In Emonds (1985, ch. 2), I argue that the 
minimal realization of the lexical frame + VP is a 
present participle (V+ing), corresponding to Spanish 
V+ndo. The Theta criterion then allows structures as in 
(1~ where arrows indicate theta-relations. 

(17)a. /S 	 b.~ 
V NP~VPNP~ 

JoAn ~~p 	 Jhe!r ~ 
. I II . I . 

resumed l1ght1ng up oxygen exploding 

In (17a), the subject NP fails to receive a theta role 
from the aspectual verb and so may receive one from the 
lower VP: in (17b), the object NP fails to receive a role 
from the perception verb and so may receive a theta role 
as the subject of the following VP. (A generalized 
definition of subject, a revised Theta criterion, and 
their implications are discussed in the study cited.) 

However, if verbs of these classes are replaced by 
ones which assign theta roles to all arguments, then VP 
complement structures violate the prohibition against one 
NP receiving theta roles from two verbs. In this case, 
the + VP frames must be alternatively satisfied via 
(14) by deep structure VP that constitute infinitival S 
sisters to the verbs. (As justified in Lebeck (1986), 
infinitival to, like the grammatical P under study here, 
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is not inserted until PF.) Then, the Theta Criterion is 
no longer violated, as the arrows in (18) show. 

b. ?----;:?'Vl 


V-..,ANP 
 >s 
I I ./"

persuade John Nj ~IP 

,If to go 

A third problem solved by extending "satisfying 
subcategorization" to nodes that constitute sisters is 
the distribution of obligatory control. The subject NPs 
induced within Ss in (18) are, by Minimal structure (16), 
minimally specified and hence empty. (Their antecedents 
must of course be independently determined, just as in 
competing accounts.) We will see further instances below 
of empty infinitival subjects being introduced this way; 
a more complete treatment is found in Emonds (1990). 

Let us now return to a "loose end" of section 1, the 
issue of how to list an indirect object frame containing 
an introductory P, as in (3). The P to appears too often 
in these frames to be considered idiomatic; cf. (4). More 
likely, an indirect object with such a prototypical PATH 
preposition represents a widespread universal frame 
+ PATH"NP. But this latter notation would suggest that 
such frames allow any P of PATH, again incorrect. 

Conclusion (11) of section 2, that lexical frames 
have the form X, +___ [YP, F], stipulated that F be a 
feature of Y. Let's drop this restriction, and use a 
frame of the form +___ [NP, PATH] for indirect objects; 
now F is not necessarily a feature on Y; rather, Y may be 
a feature on any phrase constituting a sister to X. 

Suppose further that the P .t.Q, like Q! and as 
treated earlier, is a grammatical element fully 
characterized by a lexical entry which operates at PF: 

(19) to, P, PATH, + NPOblique case' PP} 

According to (19), the deep structure of an NP introduced 
by to can be [pp [p PATK If ] NP ]. 

But now, sucn a PP satisfies the indirect object 
frame X, +___ (NP, PATH] by (14), because the NP dominates 
the only lexical material under a (PP) sister of X. 
Furthermore, such a representation of indirect objects
satisfies the requirement on arguments (12), even when X 
= N or A. And since PATH is a feature on the PP sister 
to X constituted by the indirect object· NP, this PP 
satisfies the indirect object frame minimally (16). That 
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is, no structure outside of NP is used to satisfy the 
frame, except the feature appearing in the frame itself 
and a head which hosts this feature, P. Thus, indirect 
objects are generated by a subcategorization frame X, 
+___ [YP, F] of exactly the same form as the more familiar 
subcategorizations discussed in the first sections. 

This device can now solve other problems in stating 
lexical co-occurrence restrictions, for instance, the 
syntactic selection of indirect question complements. 
Emonds (1985, ch. 7) argues that introductory C with 
features such as WH are nothing but empty syntactic Ps 
filled at PF. These empty Ps provide landing sites for 
movement, explain gaps in the distribution of [P + 5], 
eliminate cross-linguistic syncretisms (e.g., French and 
Spanish si have the same "COMP I P" dichotomy as English 
if). Thus, indirect questions have the deep form (20): 

(20) 	 finite: [PP[P,WH /If ] 5 ]; infinitival: [PP[P,WH /If ] VP] 

These structures, according to principles (14) and (16), 
now satisfy the minimally specified frames in (21): 

(21) 	 finite: +___ [IP, WH]: infinitival: +___ [VP, WH], 
where WH is a feature on C (or P, provided C = P). 

All the advantages of representing C as an empty Pare 
expressed, indeed predicted, by Minimal Structure (16). 

In addition, since WH can only be a sister to 5, the 
+___VP frame necessarily generates a deep structure (22): 

:v,(22) 

~~CP 
askI [C, ~ WH] ~IP ---- _______ 

j NP l VP 

j }¥(to in PF) visit when 

Since the subject NP in (22) must be empty by (16), the 
well-known fact that infinitival indirect questions 
require obligatory control follows with no stipulation. 

Another positive effect of relaxing the requirement 
on [YP,F] that Y be a feature on F concerns the selection 
effected by V, +___ [PP, PATH]. Besides the usual 
interpretation, whereby PATH is a feature on the lexical 
head of the PP satisfying the subcategorization, (14) 
permits an alternative structural interpretation (23). 
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(23) ~Vl____ 

V rpp~ PATH], ~---=-
dash [p I PATH] PP 

~ behind 'the barn 

As observed in Jackendoff (1983), the Ps to and from can 
be followed by PP as well as by NP (She dashed {to! from! 
*intol *toward} behind the barn). These P are among 
those inserted here at PF by frames like (19), and hence 
can realize s-structures like (23). But, by (14), (23) 
also satisfies the deep structure frame dash + [PP, 
PATH] with no stipulation; further, if the lower has 
the feature PLACE rather than PATH, (23) is the minimal 
structure to satisfy it. On the other hand, if the lower 
PP itself has the value PATH, then (23) is not minimal, 
and (16) correctly rules out the structure: I dashed Itol 
from} ({*towardl *intol *onto}) the barn. 

Finally, how might the lexicon distinguish (24a-b)? 
, 

(24}a.I {regarded/ classified} Mary *(as) {happy/ ill}. 
b.I {considered/ declared} Mary (*as) {happy/ ill}. 

In a study of non-comparative as (Emonds, 1985, ch. 6), 
I conclude that as is a P with properties of a copula, 
i.e., it fails to assign abstract case to an obligatory 
NP or AP complement. (The "comparative preposition" like 
has the same property.) Like the copula, M is a 
syntactic element that can be inserted at PF. If we use 
the lexical frame +___NP [AP, P] for predicates as in 
(24a), appropriately generalized to attributes of both NP 
and AP form, this gives rise to the structure (25): 

(25) 

The PP in (25) is the minimal constituent which, as the 
frame for regard requires, is both constituted by an AP 
and is itself a phrase with a feature P. 

This section has introduced the use of a lexical 
frame X, +___ [YP, F], where F is a feature on some ZP 
constituting a sister of X. We have seen how such frames 
permit many recalcitrant co-occurrence restrictions to be 
elegantly expressed in a format that is exactly that of 
classically recognized frames such as +___ [NP, ANIMATE]. 
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... A TWo-sided Case Filter., The preceding section 
has shown that, even abstracting away from distinctions 
among syntactic subclasses of YP such as [NP, ANIMATE] or 
[PP,PATH], there are still essentially ten different 
phrasal subcategorizations for complements. A phrasal 
complement may be selected from among the five "bare" YP, 
for Y = N, A, P (of PLACE), V (participles), and I (for 
sentences not in a CP), and in addition, from these five 
types further specified for "introductory" syntactic 
features on empty P, like [NP, PATH] (indirect objects), 
[VP, WH] or [S, WH] (indirect questions), [PP, PATH] 
(e.g. tol from (behind) the barn), and [AP, P] (an as
phrase). Additionally, a single head X sometimes has two 
phrasal complement sisters. But these two options yield 
one hundred different two-phrase complement combinations, 
assuming the two positions can be chosen independently. 

This evidently provides too much choice among frames 
available for lexical entries. For example, in English 
at least, an NP complement of a VP-initial verb cannot be 
separated from the V by another full phrase, except when 
optional reordering of "heavy" direct objects at the end 
of the VP takes place. (For a transformational analysis 
of double object constructions with prepositionless NPs, 
see Emonds, 1976.) That is, no complement combinations 
are licensed by features such as +__YP-NP which are 
distinct from +__NP-YP. Provided we alLow +__NP-NP, 
this eliminates nine (of one hundred) choices. 

To formally express this kind of limitation, we can 
calIon abstract case theory. If we say that NP sisters 
to a V must receive an abstract case only if no maximal 
ZP intervenes between the 'case-assigning element and the 
NP assigned case, this eliminates the ten possible frames 
+___ [YP (+F)] NP, where F is a feature on P. In Emonds 
(1985, ch. 1), I argue for this (underlined) formulation 
of an "Adjacency Condition" on case assignment, which 
modifies Stowell's (1981) more stringent and I think 
incorrect proposal that requires absolute adjacency. 

However, this proposal has now wrongly eliminated 
the double NP frame +___NP NP exemplified in (26), 
traditionally referred to as "secondary predication". 

(26) 	 Some call the major parties allomorphic variants. 

Many voters considered the system no system at all. 

The florid judge declared the pregnant woman's 

addiction a capital crime. 


We return to how to express a double NP frame below. 
But first note that neither the theory of case assignment 
itself nor competing proposals for lexical listing 
exclude other double YP frames of the following sort: 
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(27) +___AP AP:*They consider less expensive very chic. 
+___VP VP: *1 prefer to visit N. Y. going out locally. 
+___VP [S,WH):*We preferred to visit N.Y. how often 

you go to Paris. 
+ 	 [S,WH) 5: *We judged how often John came here 
--- that he was homesick. 

+___ [PP,PLACE] [PP,PATH): *John put within the desk 
into the hallway. 

+___AP [PP,PATH]: *Mary felt proud onto the stage. 

With respect to examples as in (27), I stress that 
the issue is not whether particular predicates appear 
with the frames listed. Rather, such frames are simply 
not available for any verbs, in spite of their semantic 
plausibility. (This semantic plausibility is illustrated 
by the fact, itself irrelevant for formal grammar, that 
some of the frames can be paraphrased with slight changes 
effected by using grammatical prepositions such as t2 or 
~ and/or nominalizations of verbs and adjectives.) 

It might be thought that imposing an abstract 
restriction to binary branching excludes complement 
combinations such as (27). But such a restriction must 
still allow the occurring combinations. However one 
sanctions these good combinations (e.g., look sick to me, 
suggest to him how Mary did it, persuade Sam to leave), 
say by free binary combinations inside a special category 
called "small clause", the issue of how to account for 
the discrepancy between these and the excluded 
combinations in (27) simply arises in another guise. 

So a general question can be posed: how can we 
generalize the mechanisms of abstract case to exclude 
frames of the type in (27), as well as many other such 
double frames? Under usual assumptions, which are 
justified by observing morphological realizations of 
abstract case in various languages, the phrasal types 
that appear in (27) are arguably "caseless". That is, 
abstracting away for a moment from predicate nominals, 
arguments of verbs seem to fall into four classes: 
external or subj ect arguments, direct obj ect NPs, obI ique 
object NPs of lexical or grammatical prepositions 
( including NP gerunds and indirect questions), and non-NP 
arguments. (In some languages, finite clauses receive 
case and appear in NP positions.) But of the non-NP 
types. any given verb seems to take at most one internal 
argument. If we say that an argument, including a PP 
with an empty s-structure P, is "positively specified for 
case" if it either exhaustively dominates or constitutes 
an NP with abstract case, and that otherwise an argument 
is "negatively specified for case", we can propose the 
following extension of the usual Case Filter of Rouveret 
and Vergnaud (1979): 
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(28) 	 Two-sided Case Filter: 
(i) At Phonological Form, any phonologically 
specified NP and AP must have Abstract Case. 
(ii)At Logical Form, internal arguments YP of a head 
X are each specified differently for Abstract Case. 

Actually, (28ii) must hold at s-structure, since there is 
no case assignment between s-structure and logical form. 

It can be easily verified that the frames in (27), 
and indeed many others, are now excluded by the "LF side" 
of the Case Filter. In fact, the apparently correct 
consequence of (28ii) is that internal arguments of an X 
may consist of a single direct object abstractly marked 
accsuative, a single "indirect object" introduced with a 
grammatical or lexical P and abstractly marked oblique, 
and a single VP, PP, AP, or S unspecified for case. In 
addition, if some process assigns case to NPs and APs 
between s-structure and phonological form, then such YPs 
count as "unspecified for case" for the "LF side" of the 
Case Filter (28ii), while at the same time they fully 
comply with the "PF side" (28i); we return in the next 
section to the unique universal process of this sort. 

Two final remarks: (i) There is never a difference 
between the frames D and +___D C (although factors 
such as the Adj acency Condition can determine surface 
order); that is, subcategorization frames do not specify 
linear order. (i i) Phrasal ternary branching doesn I t seem 
to occur in English, i.e., three fully phrasal syntactic 
complements are excluded (N. Chomsky, pers. comm.): 

(29) 	 *He made the guests the special sauce sweet. 
*We judged Sam the task a big bother. 
*She knocked John the book from the hand. 
*1 found Mary her thesis lying beneath some papers. 

Although space precludes a full discussion, all the 
possibilities allowed by t~e Two-sided case Filter seem 
realized somewhere in the space of lexical predicates. 
Besides predicates with single YP complements, others 
exist with YP plus an additional indirect object, and 
still others exist where direct object NPs accompany the 
various choices for YP. Thus, the range of predictions 
made by (28) is nicely verified empirically. In this 
way, a significant step is taken toward a goal of any 
theory of lexical representation, that each possibility 
provided by the formalism expressing lexical distinctions 
is either realized, or is excluded on principled grounds. 

S. The Case of Predicate Attributes. So far I have 
glossed over the fact that, if Indo-European languages 
with productive morphological case-marking are taken as 
indicative, predicate nominals modifying objects as in 
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(26) and subjects as in (30) also receive case. In most 
of these languages (e.g., Classical Greek, Latin, Slavic 
but not German), (underlined) predicate adjectives as in 
(31) 	 and (32) also receive morphological case. 

(30) 	 Mary became a chiropractor. 

Sam has always been a brother to me. 

John left the party my friend. 


(31) 	 Some call the economic reforms catastrophic. 
Many voters considered the system undemocratic. 
The florid judge declared the future mother guilty. 

(32) 	 Mary became obsessed. 

Sam has always seemed angry to me. 

John left the party thirsty. 


Predicate attributes of both sorts, NPs and APs, 
typically receive the morphological case of the NP they 
modify. Thus, predicate attributes modifying a direct 
object as in (26) and (31) receive accusative case not 
from the governing verb, but from the object itself; as 
evidence, traditional grammar cites the fact that when 
this object is passivized, the post-verbal attribute 
surfaces with the same nominative case as the deep 
object. Or, in non-finite counterparts to constructions 
like (30) and (32) whose subject is in some oblique case, 
a predicate nominative modifying that subject will appear 
with that same case. (Nonetheless, in some languages in 
some configurations, an attribute may receive some non
agreeing oblique case from what I take to be an empty P.) 

From this I conclude, exactly as traditional grammar 
states, that predicate attribute NPs and APs receive case 
via agreement with the NP they modify. In this way, the 
double frame +___NP NP exemplified in (26) is licensed 
because the second NP receives its case from the first. 
I propose that this agreement, which is a "second way" of 
receiving case, occurs after s-structure before PF, but 
that otherwise it is subject to the same conditions as 
syntactic case assignment under government. 

(33) 	 (i) Abstract Agreement in Case, Number, Gender is 
assigned to [+N)P; (NP or AP) by a case-assigner NP j • 

(ii) Adjacency: a. case-assigner must c-command the 
phrase assigned Case and not be separated from it by 
a phonologically specified maximal projection. 

Abstract Agreement as formulated in (33i) is based on the 
syntactic co-indexing present at s-structure" though the 
co-indexed case-assignee is still caseless at this level. 

A number of interesting predictions now follow from 
this formulation of predicate attribute agreement. 

(a) Being caseless at s-structure, predicate 
attribute NPs and APs satsify the tlLF side" of the Case 
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Filter (28ii) as arguments which are "unspecified for 
case". Thus, a predicate attribute inside a VP (i.e., 
one that is not an adjunct) can co-occur with either a 
direct Object or an indirect object, but not with a full 
phrasal PP, AP, or clausal complement. 

(b) When a predicate attribute argument occurs with 
a direct object, this object is next to a VP-initial V, 
so as to be accessible to the V under general conditions 
for receiving case (33ii). Therefore, it is correctly 
predicted that a predicate attribute must follow a direct 
object and further that this object NP blocks agreement 
with the subject; consequently, the attribute can only 
agree with ( = receive case from) a preceding co-indexed 
direct object. This agreement and the correlated semantic 
interpretation based on the co-indexation explicates the 
traditional notion of "secondary predication tl in (26). 

(c) When a predicate attribute occurs with an 
indirect Object, it cannot be c-commanded by or agree 
with this object, due to the PP structure over the 
latter. Therefore, the attribute can agree with and 
modify (via co-indexation) only the subject NP. But 
then, the Adjacency Condition on case assignment as 
formulated in (33ii) prohibits the indirect object from 
intervening between the verb and the attribute. Thus, 
the system here correctly predicts observed orders: 

(34) 	 John became {a brother to usl *to us a brother}. 
Mary appears {unstable to Saml *to Sam unstable}. 

(d) with respect to the theta-roles of attributes, 
it appears that these phrases are never construed as the 
central "theme" involved in the state or activity 
expressed by the verb. Since the predicate attribute has 
no abstract case at deep structure, s-structure, or LF, 
I incorporate this important limitation in the general 
principle for interpreting the theme in Emonds (1991). 

(35) 	Assign the Theme (= Figure) role to any NP argument 
case-marked ("visible") at s-structure (i.e. at LF). 

(e) The Principles of Disjoint Reference (B and C of 
the Chomsky's Binding Theory) should apply only to NPs 
which are case-marked .at logical form, that is, to NPs 
with case at s-structure and not to predicate attributes. 
This explains why, if predication and coreference indices 
are parsimoniously assimilated, predicate attribute XPs 
are exactly those violating disjoint reference. 

A final confirmation that Agreement (33i) applies 
"at PF" and not at s-structure involves languages which 
morphologically mark case but not agreement, such as, to 
use a well-known example, Japanese. Suppose morphological 
agreement is related to abstract agreement much as overt 
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morphological case is related to abstract case. All 
languages then have abstract agreement, which is realized 
phonologically only in "agreement languages". In "non
agreeing languages" where (33i) has no morphological 
effects, predicate nominals should exhibit either no 
case-markers (these being limited to NPs marked for case 
under government), or some non-agreeing oblique case, as 
sometimes occurs even in languages with morphological 
agreement. Exactly these options occur with Japanese 
predicate nominals: the copula takes a "caseless" NP and 
other linking verbs take obliquely marked attributes. 

The predictions (a)-(e), and the one for Japanese 
predicate nominals, all confirm that the Two-sided Case 
Filter (28) and the PF Agreement Principle (33) are, 
taken together, the appropriate way to flesh out abstract 
case theory. With such theoretical tools, the system of 
lexical subcategorization in sections 1-3 provides a 
range of formal features for contextual selection that 
are all either realized with interesting sub-classes of 
predicates, or excluded on principled grounds. 
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1. Introduction. Most of the literature on null objects in Romance 
languages, such as Rizzi (1986), Authier (1988) and related work, 
has focused on determining the categorial status of these empty 
constituents. There are two competing analyses in this regard 
which read as follows: (a) null objects are variables bound by 
abstract operators; (b) null objects are instances of pros. Thus, 
Raposo (1986), Campos (1986) and Authier (1988) subscribe to the 
former in regard to European Portuguese, Spanish and French 
respectively, whereas Rizzi (1986) for Italian and Farrell (1990) 
and Maia (1991) for Brazilian Portuguese subscribe to the second 
one. This paper shows that the two hypotheses are not mutually 
exclusive, if we consider, unlike the investigations above, that 
the possibility of having both types of empty categories in a 
single language depends on the existence in that language of the 
two basic kinds of semantic interpretation that null objects may 
have, i.e. arbitrary and referential interpretation. Interestingly 
Basque Spanish (the variety of Spanish spoken in the Basque 
country) provides evidence for the need of a distinction of null 
categories based on their interpretation since this variety makes 
a syntactically and semantically defined cut between arbitrary and 
referential null objects, as far as their possibilities of 
occurrence are concerned. This point is partially illustrated by 
(1), (2) and (3), which show how the verb tense only affects the 
grammaticality of sentences with arbitrary null objects: 

(1 ) La diabetes deja e.rb ciego. (Basque Spanish) 
Diabetes leaves earb blind. 

(2 ) *La diabetes dej6 earb ciego. 

Diabetes left-Pret earb blind. 


(3) 	 El domingo limpie el cochei, pero ayer Juan 
Last Sunday I-cleaned the cari, but yesterday Juan 
dej6 e; sucio otra vez. 
left-Pret ej dirty again. 

In this paper, we first demonstrate that the asymmetries in 
syntactic behavior between arbitrary null objects and referential 
ones are due to their different status as empty categories. 
Specifically, we Claim that, in Basque Spanish, arbitrary null 
objects behave like variables bound by an abstract operator, 
whereas referential null objects behave like pros. Second, we 
provide an analysis that accounts for the licensing and semantic 
identification of these empty categories, which are the two 
necessary conditions to fulfill the Theta Criterion and the 
Projection principle. 

2. A foreword on the data. In regard to our examples containing 
arbitrary null objects, we have avoided imperatives, middle 
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constructions, and above all, instances in which the object theta
role of the verb could be lexically saturated since the semantic 
content of the null object is implied in the semantics of the 
verb. We stick to constructions in which the structural presence 
of the null object category -- specifically, control structures 
and small clauses selected by causative verbs for arbitrary null 
objects -- has been attested in previous works, such as that of 
Rizzi (1986) for Italian and Authier (1988) for French. Both 
authors devote a great part of these works to discriminate true 
null arguments from implicit ones. In this sense, our work 
benefits from these two authors. 

The data on referential null objects on the other hand are 
totally novel as far as Peninsular and most Latin American 
dialects of Spanish are concerned'. The latter data were first 
attested in Landa (1990). 

Finally, from a descriptive point of view, null objects of 
arbitrary interpretation cannot occur with verbs in the Preterite 
and, in Spanish, are restricted to [+human, +singular, +generic) 
entities. Referential objects do not have any tense constraint on 
the verb, however, their antecedent must generally be [-human] in 
Basque Spanish. In this paper, we will account for these facts. 

3. Variable null obiects and pro null obiects. The Principles and 
Parameters framework has a number of tests to verify whether an 
empty category is a variable or a pronominal. Here, we are going 
to employ mainly two tests that capture syntactic phenomena that 
seem to be at work in Spanish, that is, Weak Crossover and 
Principle C of the Binding Theory. 

The Weak Crossover Constraint states roughly that variables 
may not be coindexed with a non c-commanding pronominal element to 
their left. This effect is illustrated in Basque Spanish by (4): 

(4) 	 *lA quiin; vio SUi madre ei? 

whom! saw his/herj mother ei? 

Whom did his/her mother see? 


Thus, if null objects of arbitrary interpretation are variables 
bound by an abstract operator, we should expect them to be subject 
to the Weak Crossover Constraint, as it is the case in (5): 

(5) 	 OParbsui/*arb guisado deja earb con ardor de est6mago. 
His/herj stew leaves earb with heartburn. 

Notice, moreover, that if the arbitrary null object is coindexed 
with a pronominal to its right, we destroy the input for the 
application of the Weak Crossover Constraint, as in (6); 

(6) Eete motor BMW de 24 valvulae incita -arb a admirar 
this motor BMW of 24 valves incites Barb to admire 
SUi/arb motor como nunca. 
his/herj/arb motor as never-before. 
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The second part of our claim, that is, null objects of 
referential interpretation are pros in Basque Spanish, is also 
substantiated by the absence of Weak Crossover effects in these 
sentences, as illustrated in (7): 

(7) 	A: ,Que hace ese cochej tanto tiempo aqui? 
What is-doing that c~1 such-a-long-time here? 

B: 	 No se. SUi dueno trajo &, para arreglar 
I don't know. Its; owner brought 8; to fix 
y no hemos sabido mas de el. 
and we haven't heard any-more from h~. 

The same asymmetries between arbitrary null objects and 
referential ones are found with respect to Principle C of the 
Binding Theory, as shown in (8) and (9): 

(8) 	 El libro; te fue mandado para que prok leas 
The book; to-you was sent so that pro you-read 
81 y nos des tu opini6n. 
-i and to-us you-give your opinion. 

(9) 	 En esa fabrica es necesario PROk hablar de PRO 
In that factory it-is necessary PROk to-talk of PRO 
obligar -i/*k a PRO trabajar mas duro. 
to-obligue el/*k to PRO work harder. 

Due to Principle c, when the arbitrary null object in (9) is bound 
from an A-position (PROk)' the sentence becomes ungrammatical, 
since variables must be A-free everywhere according to the Binding 
Theory. Contrastively, sentence (8) is not subject to Principle C, 
since the referential null object is a pronominal and the 
disjointness effect is only required in the governing category of 
the pronoun. 

4. On the nature of the abstract operator. .with respect to the 
relation between the abstract operator and the arbitrary null 
object, we are going to adopt Authier's (1988) analysis for 
French, according to which arbitrary null objects are identified 
by an abstract operator but are not a trace of such an operator. 
Therefore, since the relation between the null object and its 
identifier is not the result of movement, sentences with arbitrary 
null objects are immune to constraints on syntactic movement at 
the level of Logical Form, as shown in (10): 

(10) 	OPi (Que esta medicina deje _j atontado] me sorprende. 
OPj (That this medicine makes _\ groggy1 me surprises. 

Sentence (10) illustrates the inoperativity of the Sentential 
Subject Constraint with null objects. This lack of 8ubjacency 
effects -- which is parallel in French according to Authier -- is 
due to the fact that the operator is generated directly in the A'
position. 
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The quantificational properties of arbitrary null objects 
have also drawn the attention of Authier and Rizzi, since null 
objects and quantified objects exhibit opposite scope relations in 
interaction with negation, as shown in (11) and (12): 

(11) 	El dinero no hace -arb feliz. 

Money not makes -arb happy. 


(12) 	El dinero no hace a todo el mundo feliz. 

Money not makes everybody happy. 


Thus, in (11), the negation does not have scope over the null 
object, and this sentence means "for all x, money does not make x 
happy". In (12), on the contrary, the negation has scope over the 
quantified object, and the meaning of the sentence is "not for all 
x, money makes x happy". Even though the facts illustrated by (11) 
and (12) may look like counterevidence for any analysiS that 
considers null objects as variables, Authier (1989) shows that the 
French counterparts of (11) and (12) actually support this type of 
analysis if one adopts Safir's (1985) treatment of negation. Along 
the lines of Safir (1985), the minimal scope of negation is fixed 
by the assignment of a +N feature to every element c-commanded 
by negation at s-structure. In this way, the LF representation of 
(11) 	 and (12) would be (13) and (14) respectively: 

(13) 	Null OPj liP El dinero no hace _j feliz] 

+N +N 


(14) 	A todo el mundoj liP el dinero no hace _j feliz] 
+N 

Thus, under this view, since the null operator in (13), unlike the 
quantified NP in (14), is generated in situ, it can never receive 
the abstract +N feature at s-structure, thus escaping the scope of 
negation over it. Furthermore, Authier observes that if we modify 
the arbitrary null object with a generic adverb, as in (lS) below, 
the interpretation of a quantified NP object is obtained, that is, 
that of (12): 

(15) 	El dinero no hace siempre earb feliz. 

Example (lS) can only be interpreted as "not for all x, money 
always makes x happy". The contrast between (11), (12) and (15) 
can be explained, according to Authier's analysis for French null 
objects, by claiming that arbitrary null objects do not have a 
quantificational force of their own, but take th.e quantificational 
force of whatever is available in the sentence, that is, generic 
adverbs or generic tense. The latter claim brings us back to the 
question of what is the nature of this abstract operator and, most 
importantly, why this operator is selected. It is a well-known 
fact that adverbs of generic meaning, such as frecuentemente 
'frequently', siempre 'always', generalmente 'generally', etc., 
accompany constructions with null objects, as in (lS) above. 
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Hence, Authier equates the semantics of the null operator with 
that of these adverbs and characterizes the former as "null 
adverbial operators". However, it seems that the co-occurrence of 
null objects with these generic adverbs is a side-effect caused by 
a tense restriction on arbitrary null objects by which these empty 
categories can only occur in sentences which have a generic time 
reference. The generic interpretation of a sentence is reinforced 
by these adverbs, but does not depend on them at all, since these 
adverbs might not be realized phonologically as in (16) or, in 
some cases, they may appear with tenses of specific time reference 
as in (17): 

(16) 	 Los du1ces ponen sarb gordo. 

Sweets make sarb fat. 


(17) 	 Los dulces siempre le pusieron gordo. 

Sweets always him made-Pret fat. 


At this point, we depart from Authier's work, since we claim 
that it is not the values of Tense that entail generic 
interpretation (as he suggests for French), but the values of 
Aspect. If we are to articulate a descriptive correlation between 
generic interpretation and arbitrary null objects, there is no way 
to find the adequate feature values in the matrix of the head 
Tense that indicate generic interpretation. First, notice that 
Tense takes primarily the features [+/-finite, +/-past], so if we 
posit that Tense is marked with the negative value for the feature 
[past] in order to obtain a generic interpretation that would 
ultimately allow the verb to license the empty category, we 
account for the ungrammaticality of (18), but not for the 
grammaticalityof (19): 

(18) 	 "'Los du1ces engordaron sarb' 

Sweets made-fat-pret Sarb' 


(19 ) Aquellas anfetas de los sesenta dejaban sarb 
Those anphetamines of the sixties left-Iapsrf Sarb 
majara. 
nutty. 

In (19), the verb is in the Past Imperfect and still the arbitrary 
null object can occur. Thus, the evidence in (19) compels us to 
look beyond the features of the head Tense. Furthermore, if we 
assume along the lines of Ouhalla (1990) and others, the existence 
of an aspect node within the IP node as in (20), it could be 
proposed that the feature [-perfective] would be responsible 
for the generic interpretation of the sentence. It is arresting to 
note that the Preterite not only clashes semantically with 
arbitrary null objects but is also the only tense that has the 
aspectual feature [+perfective) grammaticalized in Spanish (King 
1991). Be that as it may, under our analysis, (16) and (19) are 
uniformly accounted for despite the tense difference, since the 
feature [-perfective] in the Aspect head licenses the variable 
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null object in a structure such as (20) below, and 
Quantificational Theory triggers the occurrence of the abstract 
operator to bind the variable: 

(20) 	 TP 

/ \ 


T' 

/ \ 


T ASPP 

/ \ 

ASP' 
/ \ 

ASP AGRPo 

(-perf] / \ 


NParb AGR' 

/ \ 


AGRo VP 

/ \ 


V' 


/ \ 

V e 


The phrase marker in (20) can be read as follows: (-perf] Aspect 
selects an object AGRP whose head has no features but does have a 
default generic interpretation. Then, the null object raises to 
the specifier of AGRPo, where it picks up the non-referentiality 
of the AGR head. At this point, even though the empty category is 
now formally licensed by the aspectual head under government 
(ECP), its lack of referentiality as a variable requires to have 
an abstract operator that would recover its semantic content, i.e. 
(+singular, +human, +generic], like in any other operator-variable 
A'-chain. 

5. An analysis of referential null objects in Basque Spanish. As 
we have seen before, referential null objects in Basque Spanish do 
not exhibit the properties of a variable bound by an abstract 
operator, but those of pro. Moreover, they do not have any 
restriction on the verbal aspect either, as arbitrary null objects 
do. This is illustrated once more in (21): 

(21) 	 No tenemos el ordenador; aqui porque Maria no 
not we-have the computeri here because Maria not 
devolvi6 .j a tiempo como prometi6. 
returned-Pret ei on time as she-promised. 

Now, if there is no operator binding these referential null 
objects, nor an identifying overt morphology, there must be a 
disguised mechanism that is able to recover the semantic content 
of these empty categories -- pros -- in order to make them 
linkable to the object theta-role of a verb such as ~ 'to 
bring' in (21), for instance. Even though the referent of the null 
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object can be picked from the previous clause, as in (21), or from 
the immediate extralinguistic context, the null object has to be 
identified independently of the location of its antecedent. In 
this regard, due to the fact that null objects are limited to 
third persons, Farrell (1990) proposes for Brazilian Portuguese 
that pro is intrinsically specified as [+3rd person). We cannot 
adopt Farrell's proposal for Basque Spanish, since it will 
erroneously predict that all {+human] referential null objects are 
possible in Basque Spanish without an identifier clitic. Still, 
Farrell's proposal for Brazilian Portuguese could capture a fact 
about Basque Spanish object pronominals, that is, as long as the 
value of the feature {person] is identified (normally by a 
clitic), null objects are permitted. 

There is some language internal and cross-dialectal evidence 
that supports the view that [person) is the relevant feature for 
the object clitic paradigm. For instance, in some Caribbean 
dialects third person object clitics, 12 'him', la 'her', los 
'them (masc.)', las 'them (fern.)', ~ 'to him/her' and les 'to 
them', have been subsumed under the form leo Also in colloquial 
Chilean Spanish, the singular le and plural les have merged into 
the single form~. In standard Spanish, the number distinction 
between le and les is neutralized in the form ~ when followed by 
an accusative clitic. So, it seems that the feature [number) is 
factored out at some point (let alone the feature [gender] in 
lsista dialects).2 

Bearing this in mind and assuming that, first, clitics are 
generated in situ and identify an object pro along the lines of 
Jaeggli (1982, 1986) and, second, that the clitic paradigm 
constitutes the inflectional system for the objective conjugation 
of the verb in Spanish, as claimed by Borer (1984), Suner (1988) 
and Franco (1991) in the generative framework, the non-realization 
in Basque Spanish of an overt identifier, i.e., a clitic for 
inanimate referential null objects, can be accounted for by 
positing the existence of a zero morpheme/clitic that co-occurs 
with an overt clitic for third person objects. In other words, 
this zero morpheme would only be specified as [-animate, +3rd 
person]. These two default abstract specifications should be 
enough to identify all referential null objects in Basque Spanish. 
In this way, the proposed clitic paradigm in this paper for Basque 
Spanish would be as in (22): 

(22 ) singular plural 
1st p. me nos 
2nd p. te os 
3rd p. [+anim] Ie les 
3rd p. [-anim1 .p/lo/la .p/los/las 

Notice that independently of the phenomenon of null objects, the 
split between third person clitics with an animate referent and 
third person clitics with an inanimate one, already exists in the 
language since Basque Spanish is a partially lsista dialect. 3 
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6. theoretical considerations about the zero-aorpheae and evidence 
of its existence. The label zero clitic or zero object verbal 
agreement morpheme can only be understood here as a cover term 
that stands for the non-phonological realization of syntactic 
features on the member of the clitic paradigm that corresponds to 
inanimate objects. How is this absence of phonological features 
possible? It is legitimate to claim that object agreement in 
Spanish is strong or rich, in the sense that gender, person, 
number and, sometimes, animate distinctions, are established in 
the paradigm. These distinctions also happen to follow a hierarchy 
of preference depending on the Spanish variety we may be dealing 
with, as shown in the dialects above mentioned and additionally by 
the phenomena of lolamo and Ialamo (see note 2). In regard to 
Basque Spanish, our position is that due to the strong nature of 
Spanish object-verb agreement and the special arrangement of 
oppositions among the classes of features in this dialect, clitic 
forms with inanimate reference are allowed to have meaningful null 
phonological realizations. 4 That is to say, the composition of 
this zero morpheme consists of a syntactic set of features lacking 
a phonological matrix at PF. In the spirit of Chomsky (1982) and 
Pollock (1989), we also claim that languages with weak agreement 
like English are unlikely to have the option of a 'zero morpheme'. 

In the rest of this section, we will see, in the light of two 
phenomena, to what extent it is worth positing a 'zero morpheme' 
in the DO clitic paradigm instead of having no morpheme at all. 
For instance, it is a well-known fact that Romance clitics do not 
license parasitic gaps (cf. Kayne 1975) which, at first sight,· 
seems to be the case in Basque Spanish, as (23) shows: 

(23) 	 */???Maria queria invitarlej _j sin conocer -i' 
Maria wanted to-invite-himj _j without knowing -i' 

However, Kayne's generalization would not hold for Basque Spanish 
clitics with inanimate reference as illustrated in (24), unless of 
course we posit the existence of an abstract realization of the 
feature (3rd person] for the object on the verb probar 'to try': 

(24) Maria queria comprar(loj) _j sin probar4ti ej. 
Maria wanted to-buy-itj _j wi:;hout trying4ti ej. 

In other words, if we took the (alternative) position that there 
is no morpheme at all, the grammar of Basque Spanish would need to 
have a supplementary clause addressing the issue of animate/ 
inanimate distinctions in the clitic licensing of parasitiC gaps. 

The second phenomenon that may shed some light on the 
existence of a zero clitic/verbal morpheme for inanimate DOs is 
that of clitic doubling. Clitic doubling with objects as 
illustrated in (25) is quite common in Basque Spanish. However, it 
just fails to apply in those cases where the doubled NP object is 
an inanimate entity, as shown in (26), that is to say, in the same 
cases in which the object can have a null realization: 
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(25) 	Lei he visto a Pedroj. 

him, I-have seen Pedroj. 


(26 ) (*Lai) he visto la casai' 

iti I-have seen the housei' 


Again, if we assume that inanimate DO-NPs take a zero clitic, the 
phenomenon of clitic doubling could naturally be deemed as an 
exceptionless fulfillment of object-verb agreement relations by 
means of the object clitic paradigm. In this way, Basque Spanish 
object pros that take inanimate referents may concord with a 
'zero-morpheme' specified as third person, whereas object pros 
with animate reference concord with the clitic leo 

In sum, our positing of a 'zero morpheme' gives us some 
explanatory advantages for Basque Spanish in the sense that we do 
not have to elaborate a dialect specific analysis for inanimate 
direct object NPs. 

Suffice it to say, null objects are not categorical and there 
is variation within the language, this being a typical feature of 
agreement relations. Despite the possibility of not having a sheer 
uniformity as far as the morphophonological realization of the 
identifying head for object pros is concerned, there seem to be 
two contexts which particularly favor the occurrence of the zero 
clitic/verbal morpheme, or what we have been calling referential 
null objects. The two contexts pointed out in Landa (1990) are 
direct objects of ditransitive verbs and direct objects whose 
referent is a clause, as (27) and (28) illustrate: 

(27) 	 No tengo aqui el libro; pero te prometo que 
Not I-have here the book; but to-you I-promise that 
la pr6xima semana te traigo ei' 
t.he next week to-you I-bring ej. 

(28) 	 Tengo que [comprar un taladroll pero no hay 
I-have to [buy a drill Ji but not there-is 
prisa, si no puedo hacer ei hoy no importa. 
hurry, if not I-can do ei today not it-matter. 

The lack of variation or, most relevantly, the generalization in 
the use of the zero verbal morpheme in these contexts in Basque 
Spanish follows straightforwardly from the specification of the 
morpheme, since clauses and, with a few exceptions, direct objects 
of ditransitive verbs are always [-animate, +3rd person). 

7. the recovery of features and the parametrization of licensing 
heads. Rizzi (1986:546) proposes that "pro is formally licensed 
through Case assignment by a designated head. The membership of 
the set of licensing heads defines a parameter whose values range 
from the empty set ( ••. ) to the set including all the Case 
assigning heads". English, for instance, would have no licensing 
heads, whereas Italian would have Infl and V as possible licensing 
heads of pro. As for the identification of the phi features, Rizzi 
claims that it "is done through (non-standard) binding from the 
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licensing head (p. 547)". In this way, the arbitrary 
interpretation of object pro in Italian would be sanctioned 
through an arb slot in the theta-grid of the verb which is, 
according to Rizzi, the licensing head of object pros in that 
language. Rizzi also argues that Theta Theory and ultimately the 
nature of the theta-grid of the verb are crucial for the 
semantic recovery of arb null objects in Italian. In broad lines, 
Rizzi distinguishes two types of themes and shows that Theme-roles 
that are unaffected by the verb action cannot function as 
arbitrary null objects in Italian. This phenomenon, known as the 
Affectedness Constraint, is illustrated by the contrast between 
(29) 	 and (30) «79) and (80) in Rizzi (1986»: 

(29) 	 Gianni fotografa earb nudi. 

Gianni photographs earb nude. 


(30) 	 *Gianni vede earb arrabiati. 

Gianni sees earb angry. 


Interestingly, Maia (1991) has also observed some Affectedness 
Constraint effects for referential null objects in Brazilian 
Portuguese. In this regard, he states in relation to the contrast 
exemplified by (31) and (32), that only "sentences in which 
affected theta-roles are assigned allow null objects to be 
anteceded by an element in A-position": 

(31) 	 Maria; nao quer que voce fotografe ej nua. 
Maria; not want that you photograph e; naked. 

(32) 	*Joaoj disse que Maria viu e;. 

JO!Oj said that Maria saw ei' 


Basque Spanish, on the other hand, does not exhibit any 
effects of this Affectedness Constraint for constructions with 
referential null objects, as (33) illustrates, which suggests 
that this variety utilizes a recovery procedure for object pro 
features independently from theta-roles: 

(33) 	 Juan trajo el cochei para que Maria viera ej 
Juan brought the carl so that Maria saw ej 
antes de irse. 
before leaving. 

The strategy of feature recovery, outlined in section six, 
consists of having the members of the object clitic paradigm 
including the 'zero morpheme', as the agreement heads (AGRo) of 
the object-agreement phrase (AGRPO), in the flavor of Franco 
(1991). This approach would make object agreement (Infl) be the 
licenSing head and the identifier for the null object at the same 
time. Consequently, in parametric terms, Basque Spanish only needs 
one licensing head for pro, that is, Infl and, under our analysis, 
the occurrence of pro can be restricted to an agreement relation. 
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8. Summary. In this study, we have given two different 
categorizations for arbitrary null objects and referential null 
objects in Basque Spanish. Thus, arbitrary null objects are 
variables licensed by a grammaticalized aspect and identified by 
an abstract operator, whereas referential inanimate null objects 
are instances of pro identified and licensed by a zero 
clitic/object-verbal agreement morpheme. Evidence for this formal 
distinction is illustrated by their differences in behavior which 
are summarized in (34): 

arb 	null ob'ects ref. null objects 
yes no 
yes no 

nstraints yes no 

Also, within the null hypothesis, the analysis proposed here keeps 
the licensing of object empty categories to a strict government 
relation from a head which can be either Aspect or AGR depending 
on the referential status of the null element. Most likely, this 
government relation, on the one hand, and the nature of object 
agreement, on the other, are what makes the null object parameter 
in Basque Spanish so different from the null subject parameter. 

Notes 

* We are especially grateful for fruitful discussion on previous 
versions of this paper to Joseph Aoun, Bernard Comrie, Audrey Li, 
Mario Saltarelli and Carmen Silva-Corvalin. 

1. To our knowledge, there is only one other variety of Spanish 
that allows referential null objects in its grammar, that is, 
Quitefio Spanish. The phenomenon of null objects in Quiteno has 
been attested in Suner and Yepez (1988). 

2. Leismo is the replacement of DO-CL forms (!Qi!l 'it/him/them 
(masc)', lAi§l 'it, her, them (fern)') by the etymological IO-CL 
forms (lIL§). Laismo, on the contrary, is the replacement of IO-CL 
forms (lIL§) with feminine value by the etymological DO-CL forms 
(1AL§), and loIsmo is the replacement of Io-CL forms (lila) with 
masculine value by the etymological DO-CL forms (l2L§). 

3. Basque Spanish is a partially leista dialect in the sense that 
the etymological IO-CLs (~) replace the DO-CLs that refer to 
animate DOS, and only very rarely the ones that refer to inanimate 
DOs for which the zero phonological option or the overt DO-CLs are 
available: 

(i) 	Hi hermano compr6 un cochej Y al cabo de 6 meses 
my brother bought a car; and after 6 months 
(10) I*le; vendi6. 

DO-CL/*IO-CLi he sold. 
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4. Similarly, it could be suggested that the same kind of feature 
oppositions for object agreement that hold for Basque Spanish take 
place in Quiteno Spanish, since not only do null objects occur in 
both dialects, but also the leismo and clitic-doubling phenomena 
are shared by these two geographically far-apart Spanish varieties. 
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Weak Crossover in Shuswap Salish 

Dwight Gardiner 

Simon Fraser University/Secw~pemc Cultural Education Society (SCES/SFU) 


O. Introduction 

In a series of papers Kenneth Hale (1982, 1983, 1985) presented a set of facts from the central Aus
tralian language Warlpiri, suggesting that there was a type of language called a non-configurational 
language. In a non-configurational language the grammatical relations of subject (the external argu
ment) and object (the internal argument) are not hierarchically distinguished. Hale also proposed a 
cluster of properties of non-configurationallanguages that could serve as diagnostics. 

Recent work on diverse languages has focused on the syntactic properties of binding, weak cross
over (see SailO and Hoji (1983) and Farmer, Hale and Tsujimura (1986) for Japanese) and long dis
tance extraction 1• These syntactic properties can be used as tests of configurationality. In this paper 
I would like 10 present the results of research on Shuswap Salish2 regarding weak crossover effects. 
They are, 10 my knowledge the first published results of this type of research for Salish. Native 
speaker judgements indicate that there are weak crossover effects in Shuswap which provides evi
dence that the language has a degree of configurationality. These results are important given the fact 
that Shuswap, a language with relatively free word order, lacks standard VP constituency tests, and 
that the binding facts are obscured by other principles of the grammar. 

1.0 Properties or Non-configurational Languages 

Hale (1983) proposes the following cluster of properties as common 10 non-configurational languag
3es : 

(1) (a) 	 free word order 
(b) syntactically discontinuous expressions 
(c) null anaphora 

The properties of non-configurationality are demonstrated in the following Warlpiri sentences. 

(2) 	 ngarrlca-ngku ka waWlITl panti-mi 

man-erg aux kangaroo spear-non-past4 


The man is spearing the kangaroo. 

In sentence (2) the constituents can occur in any order, with the exception of the auxiliary which 
must occur in second position. This is shown in (3). 

(3) 	 ngarrlca-ngku ka panti-rni wawirri 

wawirri ka ngarrka-ngku panti-rni 

wawirri ka panti-rni ngarrka-ngku 

panti-mi ka wawirri ngarrka-ngku 

panti-mi ka ngarrka-ngku wawirri 


Thus, Warlpiri is argued 10 have free word order. Discontinuous constituency is shown in (4)-(5). 

(4) 	 wawun yalumpu bpi-rna panti-mi 

kangaroo that aux spear-non-past 


I will spear that kangaroo. 
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(5) wawini kapi-rna panti-mi yalumpu 
kangaroo aWt spear-non-past that 
I will spear that kangaroo. 

In sentence (4) the fonns Iwawirri/ and Iyalumpu/ constitute a single constituent in that the AUX is 
in second position. The fonns /wawirri/ and /yalumpuj in sentence (5) demonstrate a discontinuous 
constituent 

Sentences (6)-(8) demonstrate null anaphora, or missing arguments in various positions. 

(6) 	 ngarrka-ngku ka panti-mi 
man-erg aux spear-non-past 
The man is spearing it. 

(7) 	 wawini ka panti-mi 
kangaroo aux spear-non-past 
He/she is spearing the kangaroo. 

(8) 	 panti-mi ka 
spear-non-past aux 
He/she is spearing him/her/it. 

In (6) the object is dropped, in (7) the subject, and in (8) both the subject and the object are missing. 

Shuswap is similar to Warlpiri regarding the properties of word order and null anapbora. There is 
considerable freedom of word order due to an elaborate focussing device in which arguments scram
ble out of their underlying positions. (9)-(12) can all mean 'Mary likes her father'. As this paper is 
concerned with binding and ultimately variable binding the constructions which foUow are judged 
for co-referential interpretations.s 

(9) 	 l5 wi-st-0-is T-Mary T-qerc;rs 
like-caus-3abs-3erg det-Mary det-father-3poss 
Mary likes her father. 
"Her father likes Mary. 

(10) 	 T-Mary l5 wi-st-0-is T-qE1C"-S 
det-Mary like-caus-3abs-3erg det-father-3poss 
Mary likes her father. 
"Her father likes M. 

(9) reflects the surface VSO w(X'd order but of near equal frequency in direct elicitation is SVO order 
in (IO) where the subject occurs in pre-verbal position. There is a strong tendency to interpret the 
proper noun as the experiencer rather than the possessive in these constructions. (11 )-(12) indicate 
surface VOS and OSV orders respectively. 

(11) 	 l5 wi-st-0-is T-qerc;rs T-Mary 
like-caus-3abs-3erg det-father-3poss del-Mary 
Mary likes her father. 
"Her father likes Mary. 

(12) 	 -r-qerc;rs ~wi-SI-0-is T-Mary 

det-father-3poss like-caus-3abs-3erg det-Mary 

Mary likes her father. 
"Her father likes Mary. 
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A co-referential interpretation for 'Her father likes Mary' in (12) is expressed by a passive shown in 
(13). 

(13) 	 ~ Wi-st-(O-im ~C3-S Y-Mary 


like-caus-3abs-pass obl-father-3poss det-Mary 


Mary is liked by her father. 

Wh-question constructions exhibit the same freedom of word order in Shuswap. The wh-word 
moves into sentence initial position and one of the arguments may scramble into pre-verbal poSition. 

(14) 	 swety k-~ Wi-st-(O-ts Y-qE?C3-S 


who irr-like-caus-3abs-3erg det-father-3poss 


Who likes her father? 

(15) 	 swily y-qi?c:;)-s k-)!. Wi-st-(O-ts 


who det-father-3poss irr -like-caus-3abs-3erg 


Who likes her father? 

-Who does her father like? 


Hale has also noted thai free word order is not criteria! of non-configurationality given that possible 
non-configurationallanguages such as Navaho lack free word order. II should also be nOled thai in 
current theory linear precedence relations are treated as distinct from dominance relations. There is 
evidence however that precedence relations as well as dominance may be involved in binding in Jap
anese (Saito and Hoji (1983). Farmer. Hale and Tsujimura (1986» and in Palauan (Georgopoulos 
(1991». Precedence does not appear to involved in binding in ShUswap. I now tum to the distribution 
of empty pronominals in Shuswap. 

Shuswap. like Walpiri. allows pro-drop. Overt pronominals are only used for emphasis. There is also 
a split- ergative person marking system for person with third person behaving as .ergatives/absolu
tives.6 This is shown in(16)-(l7). 

(16) 	 cntEs 

kw-n+(o-is 

punch-fc-tr-3abs-3erg 


He punched him. 

(17) 	 cntim 

punch-fc-tr-3abs-pass 


He was punched. 

In the Wh-questions (18)-(19) when it is the absolutive that is questioned the verbal morphology is 
the same as in (16)-(17). 

(18) 	 swity k-entis 

swity k-eu-n-t-0-is 

who irr-punch-fc-tr-3abs-3erg 


Whom did he punch? 

(19) 	 swety k-cntim 

swety k-eu-n+0-im 

who irr-punch·fc-tr-3abs-pass 


Who was punched? 
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There is reason to suppose that a focussing device is also opernting within the pronominal system. 
When it is the ergative that is questioned the predicate is detransitivized and the clitic sequence tw
~isadded. 

(20) 	 swity k-cntEm~s 

swity k-cu-n-t-0-tm-w-~s 


who irr-punch-fc-tr-3abs-pass-?-3nom 


Who punched him? 


J>ro.drop is not entirely free. When there is a single post-verbal nominal it will be interpreted as the 
absolutive.1 

(21) 	 ;i-st-0-is T-John 

like-caus-3abs-3erg det-John 


She likes John. 

·John likes her. 

(21) has only one interpretation in which the empty pronominal is linked to the ergative and the oven 
nominal is linked to the absolutive. Sentence (22) is felt to be incomplete by Shuswap speakers . 

. (22) ·T-John ;istES 

In Order to express the interpretation 'John likes her' (23) would be used. 

(23) 	 t:>-John ; wi-st-0-Em-~s 


obI-John like-caus-3abs-pass-3nom 


John likes her. 


It is likely that a topic hierarchy has something to do with the conditions on pro-drop in that subjects 
are most likely to be topics. 

In this section it has been shown that Shuswap has some of the propenies associated with non-con
figurntionality. Both the scrnmbling of arguments and the distribution ofempty pronominals are part 
of a focus system. I now tum to weak crossover. 

2.0 Weak Crossover 

Weak crossover effects occur when a quantifier moves across a pronoun with which it is indexed. 
Neither the resulting variable nor the pronoun c-command each other. This is shown in (24). 

(24) 	 ·Who. does his. mother love t.? 
1 1 1 

Under current theoretical assumptions the behaviour of constructions like (24) that exhibit weak 
crossover effects provide evidence for traces and for VP constituency. Notice that when the Wh
quantifier is extracted from subject position there are no weak crossover effects and two interpreta
tions are available. 

(25) 	 Who. t loves his. mother? 
11 1 

(25) represents a distributive interpretation whereas it is also possible to interpret the pronoun as a 
deictic. Wh-quantification is an example of syntactic movement in English. Asswning movement at 
LF for quantifier raising and focus the contrasts in (26)-(27) show the same behaviour regarding 
weak crossover effects. 

(26) ·His mother loves everyone
j 	 r 

Everyone. loves his. mother. 
1 1 
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(27) 	 *His. mother loves JOHN.. 
I I 

JOHN. loves his. mother. 
I I 

The unacceptable interpretations in (26)-(27) are parallel to (24) assuming movement at LF. These 
are represented in (28). 

(28) 	 *[Everyone [hisi mother loves till. i 

*(JOHN [hisi mother loves till. 
i 

These weak crossover constructions are standardly ruled out in a number of ways. Chomsky (1975) 
ruled them out by linear precedence relations. This was stated as the Leftness Condition given in 
(29). 

(29) 	 LEFINESS CONDITION 

A variable cannot be the antecedent of a pronoun to its left 


On the other hand Koopman and Sportiche (1983) ruled out these constructions by conditions on the 
binding of variables by operators. This was stated as the Bijection Principle given in (30). 

(30) 	 BUECTION PRINCIPLE 
Every operator must locally bind exactly one variable, and every variable must be 
locally bound by exactly one operator. 

There have been other proposals such as a binding condition that the variable must c-command the 
pronoun (see Georgopoulos (1991». Precedence may be necessary in the statement of the behaviour 
of anaphors and pronouns in Japanese (Saito and Hoji (1983». Georgopoulos (1991) argues that in 
Palauan both precedence and c-command of the antecedent are necessary and ultimately derives the 
weak crossover effects from an extension of the ECP. As precedence does not appear to be a factor 
in Shuswap I shall assume the Bijection Principle, returning to some of the predictions made by 
Georgopoulos in the conclusion. (30) repeats the standard weak crossover case for English. 

(31) 	 *Who. does his. mother love t.? 
I 	 I I 

(31) will be ruled out by the Bijection Principle in the following manner. The Wh-quantifier binds 
its trace (which is not c-commanded by the possessive pronoun contained in the complex noun 

phrase). The trace is therefore A-bound and is a variable. The possessive pronoun is in subject p0

sition and (assuming a VP) is not bound by the trace in argument position. The possessive pronoun 
is therefore also a variable by this account. This construction will be ruled out given (31) which forc
es the uniqueness of operator binding. On the other hand there is nothing to rule out (32). 

(32) 	 Who. t. loves his. mother? 
I I I 

In this construction the Wh-operator A-binds its trace, which functions as a variable. However the 
trace which is in an argument position A-binds the possessive pronoun, which is therefore a bound 
pronoun. The construction is penniued because the operator only binds one variable. The quantifier 
raising (26) and focus constructions (27)·can receive a parallel analysis. 

The analysis of the English constructions is based on the assumption that there is a VP in English. 
Should there be no VP (33) should have a possible interpretation and not exhibit weak crosSover ef
fects. 

(33) 	 Who. does his. mother love t.? 
1 	 I 1 

Assuming that there is no VP the Wh-operator would A -bind its trace which would then be in a con
figuration to A-bind the possessive pronoun. This interpretation is apparently available in Warlpiri. 
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(34) 	 Ngana ka nyanungu-nyangu maliki-rli wajilipi-nyi? 
whom pres he-poss dog-erg chase-non-past 

Who is his dog chasing? 
i i 

In (34) the Wb-operator can be interpreted as co-referential to the possessive pronoun. This consti
tutes importance evidence bearing on the status of configurationality in Warlpiri. Similarly Hungar
ian apparently lacks weak crossover. 

(35) 	 kiti sum \ az proi anyja 

whom loves the mother-his 

Whom. does his. mother love? 
I I 

(36) mindenkit. 
I 

suret t 
I 

az proi anyja 

everybody-ace loves the mother-his 

His mother loves everybodYr i 

See Georgopoulos (1991) and Speas (1991) for a discussion of languages that do not exhibit weak 
crossover effects. I now tum to the Shuswap facts. 

3.0 Weak Crossover in Shuswap 

3.1 Wh-Quantification 

(37) is a construction in which the Wb-operator binds a variable that is interpreted as the subject. 

(37) 	 swety k-~"'i-st-0-Es T-qUC~S 
who irr-like-caus-3abs-3erg det-father-3poss 

Who likes her father? 

The construction is judged to be ambiguous by speakers of Shuswap. Under one reading the posses
sive pronoun can have a deictic interpretation although the preferred reading is one where the pos
sessive pronoun and the variable are coindexed giving a distributive interpretation.S This is 
represented in (38). 

(38) 	 swety i ti k-~ "'i-st-0-EST-qUcH
i 

(39) is a construction in which the Wb-operator binds a variable that is interpreted as the object 

(39) 	 SWEty T-qUCH k-~Wi-st-0-is 
who det-fatber-3poss irr-like..caus-3abs-3erg 

Who does her father like? 

This construction has only one interpretation available, that in which the possessive pronoun is given 
a deictic interpretation. The impossible reading is represented in (40). 

(40) 	 ·swetYi Y-q£7CHj k-~Wi-st-0-~ \ 

That this construction is impossible is predicted by the Bijection Principle. The operator would bind 
both the possessive pronoun and its variable. 

3.1 Quantiner Raising 


The following constructions provide examples of quantification. 
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(41) 	 ~W~~Wiyt t'-swet ~Wi-st-0-ts T-qi?C~s 

everybody like-caus-3abs-3erg det-father-3poss 

Everybody likes her father. 

In (41) there are two interpretations available. One interpretation has a deictic reading and the other 
has a distributive reading where there is coreference between the variable and the possessive pro
noun. The distributive reading is represented in (42). 

(42) 	 l!- w~l!- wiyt t' -swel li ~ WistiST-qi?C~-si
i 

On the other hand when the quantifier binds a variable in object position it is impossible to interpret 
the possessive pronoun as coreferential. 

(43) T-qi?C~S ~wistis 

det-father-3poss like-caus-3abs-3erg 

Her father likes everybody. 

;W~;Wiyt 

everybody 

t'-swet 

This can be represented as (44). 

(44) 

3.3 Focus Constructions 

(45)-(47) are focus constructions in which the focussed element is a subject In each of these con
structions the preferred reading is one in which the possessive pronoun refers to 'Mary', although a 
deictic reading is possible. 

(45) 	 T-Mary Ti? ~wi-st-0-is T-qi?Ca-S 

Mary deic like-caus-3abs-3erg det-father-3poss 

MARY likes her father. 

(46) 	 y~Yiy Y-Mary ; Wi-st-0-ts y-qi?c~-s 

deic Mary like-caus-3abs-3erg det-father-3poss 

MARY likes her father. 

(47) 	 y-Mary yi? y-qi?c~-s ~Wi-st-0-is 

Mary deic det-father-3poss like-caus-3abs-3erg 

MARY likes her father. 

It is not possible to interpret (47) as 'It is Mary that her father likes.' The focus construction would 
be a passive (see Gardiner (1991», 

(48) 	 y-Mary 1i1 ; Wi-st-0-im b-qi?c~S 

det Mary deic like-caus-3abs-pass obl-father-3poss 

MARY is the one who is liked by her father. 

Focus constructions in Shuswap, due to conditions on co-reference and disjoint reference, therefore 
lack the relevant configurations UlaI. are el\petted to be associated with weak crossover. 

To summarize, Shuswap has weak crossover effects in Wh-question and quantifier constructions 
with variables in object position. These provide evidence of VP constituency and coofigurationality 
in Shuswap. 
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4. 	 COIIclusiOll 

It should be noted that the facts for Palauan (Georgopoulos (1991» pose problems for the Bijection 
Principle and other aceounts of weak crossover. In (49)-(50) the quantifier binds the pronoun and 
the variable (balh in non-c-commanding A positions). 

(49) ng-te'a a Iilsa ; a rtonaryi er ngii
i i 

who 3-saw-3S neighbors P her 
Who did her neighbors see -i?

j i 
(50) ng-te\ a longull er ngii a rengelekel proi i 

who 3-respect P her children-3S 
Whoj do herj children respect;? 

These constructions are grammatical in Palauan and show no weak crossover effects. Georgopoulos 
argues that weak crossover can be derived by a conjunctive version (bead and antecedent govern
ment) of Ihe ECP. She further argues Ihat variables are [-pronominal] and must be licenced by Ihe 
ECP. 1be Canonical Government Configuration (CGC) establishes Ihe directionality of govern
ment. For Palauan a VOS language it can be seen that Ihe CGC is to the right and that the Specifier 
is canonically governed in Ihe same direction as Ihe complement It is the fact that bolh Ihe variable 
and Ihe pronoun are properly governed that allows lIlese constructions to escape weak crossover ef
fects. 

It is standardly assumed that Ihere are no underlying VSO languages. These languages are Ihought 
to result by eilher verb movement or V -adjunction of the subject. Shuswap, a surface VSO language 
has a CGC to Ihe right Georgopoulos predicts Ihat in an underlying SVO language Ihere ought to be 
weak crossover effects due to Ihe Specifier not being in Ihe CGC and Ihus not being properly gov
erned. Interestingly Ihis makes Ihe right predictions for Shuswap and may provide an argument for 
underlying SVO order. 

In Ihis paper I have presented evidence that Shuswap, a language wilh relatively free word order, has 
weak crossover effects. This provides an argument for a VP constituent in Shuswap and that subjects 
and objects must be hierarchically distinguished. 

Notes 

I A good summary is provided in Speas (1991). 


2 	 Shuswap is spoken on the Interior Plateau of British Columbia and is Ihe northernmost 
member of Ihe Interior Salish language family. It is a surface VSO language with a system 
of pronominal person marking on the predicate. Shuswap is spoken with several minor di
alectal differences. The data in this paper is representative of the Deadman's CreekIKam
loops area I would like to thank in particular Leslie Jules ofKamloops, Mona Jules of Chu 
Chua, Annie-May Jules, Basile Deneau of Skeetchestn, and Joe Michel of Adams Lake, 
who have helped me to IUlderstand their language. I would also like to thank Ewa Cm
ykowska-Higgins, Henry Davis, Donna Gerdts, Mandy Jimmie, and M. Dale Kinkade for 
participating in a worldng group on the syntax of Interior Salish and for helpful comments 
on a presentation of this data. Ross Saunders has also provided considerable advice and 
suppon. Any errors however, remain wilh the author. Research for some of this work has 
been funded by Ihe Melville and Elizabelh Jacobs Fund, and the Phillips Fund of the Amer
ican Philosophical Society. 

3 	 This set of diagnostics is from Hale (1983). In Hale (1982) a larger set of diagnostics was 
proposed. 

4 	 1be following abbreviations have been used: abs (absolutive), ace (accusative), appl (ap
plicative), aux (auxiliary), caus (causative), compl (completive), deic (deictic), det (deter
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miner), emph (emphatic pronoun), erg (ergative), exp (expectational), fc (full control), 
incompl (incompletive), irr (irrealis), inv (invisible), nom (nominative), obI (oblique), P 
(preposition), pass (passive), pass (possessive), qu (question), tr (transitive). 

s 	 Some speakers will accept 'Her father likes Mary' with disjoint reference. Others will not 
accept it at all with either interpretation and offer passives. For disjoint reference in con
structions like 'Mary likes her father' an applicative is often selected rather than a causative. 

6 	 Split ergativity is treated extensively in Gardiner and Saunders (1991). 

7 This rule was proposed by Gerdts (1988) for Halkomelem. 


8 Speakers suggest that the following construction would be used for disjoint reference: 


(51) 	 swity k-~ wQy-xi~t-0-m-~ t:Hli?CQS 

who irr-like-appl-tr-3abs-pass-3nom obl-fatber-3poss 


Who likes her father? 
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TWO TYPES OF OBLIQUE APPLICA TlVES IN KINYARWANDA * 

Donna B. Gerdts 

Simon Fraser University 


Lindsay Whaley 
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1. Locatives and Instrumentals as Objects. 
In the Bantu language Kinyarwanda. as Kimenyi (1980) demonstrates, many 

"obliques"-such as the Locatives in (1) and the Instrumentals in (2)-can be expressed 
either as prepositional phrases, as in (la) and (2a), or as objects in an applicative 
construction, as in (Ib) and (2b).1 

(I) a. Umug6re y-oohere-je umubooyi kw'iis6ko. 
woman she-send-asp cook to market 
"The woman sent the cook to market." 

b. Umug6re y-oohere-je-ho is6ko umubooyi.2 

woman she-send-asp-to market cook 
"The woman sent the cook to market." 

(2) a. Umugabo a-ra-andik-a ibaruwa n'iikAramu. 
man he-pres-write-asp letter with pen 
"The man is writing a letter with the pen." 

b. Umugabo a-ra-andik-iish-a ibaruwa ikaramu. 
man he-pres-write-instr-asp letter pen 
"The man is writing a letter with the pen." 

Kimenyi (pp. 81-82; 94-96) shows that the "obliques" in (Ib) and (2b) are objects by a 
variety of tests, including passivization, pronoun incorporation, and relativization, as shown 
in (3) for Locatives and (4) for Instrumentals. 

(3) 	 a. Iposita y-oohere-j-w-e-ho ibaruwa n'funugabo. 
post office it-send-asp-pass-asp-to letter by man 
"The post office was sent a letter to by the man." 

b. 	 Umwaalimu y-a-ry-OOhere-je-1lo igitabo. 

teacher he-pst-it-Send-asp-to book 
"The teacher sent the book to iL" 

c. 	 ishufiri umw3alimu y-oohere-je-ho igitabo 
school teacher he-rel-send-asp-to book 
"the school that the teacher sent the book to" 

(4) a. 	 ikaramu i-ra-andik-iish-w-a ibMliwa n'funugabo. 

pen it-pres-write-instr-pass-asp letter by man 
"The pen is used to write a letter by the man." 

b. 	 Umwaaifmu a-ra-y-aandik-iish-a lbaniwa. 
teacher he-pres-it-write-instr~asp letter 
"The teacher is wri ting a letter with it." 
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c. 	Dore ikanimu umugabo y-aandik-iish-a iMrUwa 

look pen man he-rel-write-instr-asp letter 

"This is the pen that the man uses to write the letter," 


The structure of (Ib) and (2b) has sparked much discussion, since, as noted by 
Kimenyi, the initial direct Object in (2b) retains its object properties, For example, it 
undergoes passivization, pronoun incorporation and relativization, as seen in (5). 

(5) a. 	 ibaruwa i-ra-andik-iish-w-a fkararnu. 

letter it-pres-write-instr-pass-asp pen 

"The letter is being written with a pen." 


b. 	 Umugabo a-ra-y-andik-iish-a fkararnu. 

man he-pres-it-write-instr-asp pen 

"The man is writing it with a pen." 


c. 	 lbaniwa umugabo y-aandik-iish-a fkaramu 

letter man he-write-instr-asp pen 

"the letter that the man is writing with a pen" 


Since the Instrumentals in (2b) also show object properties, researchers (including Gary and 
Keenan (1977), Kimenyi (1980), and Bresnan and Moshi (1990}) have been led to the 
conclusion that such clauses have more than one direct object, thus violating the Stratal 
Uniqueness Law of Relational Grammar (perlmutter and Postal (1983)): 

(6) Stratal Uniqueness Law 
Let 'tennx' be a variable over the class of R-signs, that is 'I', '2', or '3', Then: If arcs 

A and B are both members of the Ck stratum and A and B are both tennx arcs, then 

A=B. 

Stated infonnally, the Stratal Uniqueness Law prohibits more than one nominal bearing the 
same tenn relation (I, 2, or 3) per stratum. 

In contrast, the initial direct object in the locative appJicative in (1 b) loses its object 
properties, as the data in (7) show, and so has been claimed by Kimenyi (1980) to be a 
~. 

(7) 	 a. *Igitabo cy-oohere-j-w-e-ho Ishuiiri n'ulirnwl1al1mu. 
book it-send-asp-pass-asp-to school by teacher 
''The book was sent to school by the teacher." 

b. 	 *UmwaaHmu y-a-cy-oohere-je-ho fshuiiri. 

teacher he-pst-it-send-asp-to school 

''The teacher sent it to school." 


c. 	 *igitabo umwaatirnu y-oohere-je-ho ishuiiri 
book teacher he-send-asp-to school 

"the book that the teacher sent to school" 


No Stratal Uniqueness Law violation is posited in the case of Locative appticatives.3 

Thus, for Kimenyi there are two types of oblique-to-object advancement in 
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Kinyarwanda: those like lnstr-to-object that result in double objects, as represented in the 
stratal chart in (8), and those like Loc-to-object that result in the chOmage of the initial 
object, as represented in the stratal chart in (9). 

(8) P 2 INSTR (9) P 2 LOC 
P 2 2 P CHO 2 

man write letter pen woman sent cook market 

Kimenyi's analysis raises two important questions. First, is there an alternative analysis 
which posits structures which conform to the Stratal Uniqueness Law? Second, why is there 
this difference between Instrumental and Locative applicatives? After all, if two object 
positions are available in Kinyarwanda, as necessary for (8) under Kimenyi's approach, why 
not make use of both object positions in Locative applicatives? Or alternatively, if 
Kinyarwanda has a way of licensing 2-chOmeurs in Locative applicatives, why not make use 
of this relation in Instrumental applicatives? 

This paper seeks to answer both of these questions. To address the issue of Stratal 
Uniqueness fIrSt, an alternative to Kimenyi's analysis is immediately apparent (cf. Perlmutter 
and Postal 1983). Instrumentals in applicatives are not direct objects, as posited by Kimenyi, 
but rather indirect objects, as represented in (10). 

(10) P 2 INSTR (11) P 2 LOC 
P 2 3 P CHO .2 

man write letter pen woman sent cook market 

This proposal is consistent with what we know about indirect objects in Kinyarwanda. As 
Kimenyi (pp. 64-68) notes, both the direct object and the indirect object of ditransitive 
clauses like (12) exhibit object properties. 

(12) 	 Umuhuiingu y-a-haa-ye umuk06bwa igitabo 
boy he-pst-give-asp girl book 
"The boy gave the book to the girl." 

Following Dryer (1983), we represent (12) as:4 

(13) 	 I P 3 2 
boy give girl book 

As (14) and (15) show. both the direct object and the indirect object can passivize, appear as 
incorporated pronouns. and relativize. 

(14) 	a. Igitabo cy-a-baa-w-e umug6re n'Qmugabo 
book it-pst-give-pass-asp woman by man 
"The book was given to the woman by the man." 

b. 	 Umugabo y-a-ki-haa-ye umug6re. 
man he-pst-it-give-asp woman 
"The man gave it to the woman." 
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c. 	 igitabo umuhuungu y-a-haa-ye umuk06bwa 

book boy he-pst-give-asp girl 

"the book which the boy gave the girl" 


(15) 	a. Umug6re y-a-haa-w-e igitabo n'umugabo 
woman she-pst-give-pass-asp book by man 
"The woman was given the book by the man." 

b. 	 Umug6re y-a-mu-haa-ye igitabo. 

woman she-pst-him-give-asp book 

"The woman gave him a book." 


c. 	 umuk06bwa umuhuiingu y-a-haa-ye igitabo 

girl boy he-pst-give-asp book 

"the girl to whom the boy gave the book" 


The direct object and indirect object do differ in several respects. For example, as Kimenyi 
(p. 182) points out, when both the direct object and indirect object are incorporated pronouns, 
the direct object precedes the indirect object, as (16) shows. The alternative order-that is, 
the incorporated indirect object preceding the direct object-is impossible. 

(16) 	 Umugabo y-a-ya-b-eerets-e 
man he-pst-them-tbem-show-asp 
"The man showed them [pictures] to tbem [people]." 

We see that pronoun incorporation also supports our claim that the applied instrumental is a 
final indirect object. As an incorporated pronoun it must follow the incorporated form of the 
direct object, as (17) shows. 

(17) 	 Umugabo a-ra-yi-y-aandik-iish-a. 
man he-pres-it-it-write-instr-asp 
"The man is writing it with it." 

We see then that an analysis positing final 3-hood for the instrumental in applicatives is 
consistent with the Kinyarwanda data. This analysis not only conforms with the Stratal 
Uniqueness Law, but it also allows a means for differentiating Instrumental applicatives from 
Locative applicatives, as discussed further below. 

Let's tum next to the second problem: Why are Instrumental and Locative applicatives 
different? 

2. 	 Locatives vs. Instrumentals. 
We propose that the applicative constructions in (1b) and (2b) differ because the 

structures that underlie them (i.e. (la) and (2a)) differ. Contrary to other researchers' 
assumptions that both Locatives and Instrumentals are "oblique" nominals in initial structure, 
we claim that only Locatives, although they are obliques are nonetheless arguments of the 
predicate. Instrumentals, we claim, are not arguments of the main predicate in initial 
slructure, but rather are adjuncts, and in RG terms, they constitute a predicate domain of their 
own. First, we give a number of ways in which Locatives and Instrumentals differ. Afterwards, 
we make our analyses of initial Locatives and Instrumentals more precise and show how the 
effects in section 2 are predicted. Furthermore, we show how the different initial structures 
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lead to applicatives with the different propenies discussed above. 

2.1 Oblique pronoun incorporation. 
As illustrated above, object pronouns are incorporated into the verb complex in 

Kinyarwanda. An incorporated pronoun form -ha also exists to refer to Locatives: 

(18) 	 Ba-ra-ki-ha-shyir-a. 
they -pres-it -there-put -asp 
"They put it there." 

In contrast, there is no form of incorporated pronouns for unadvanced Instrumentals, but only 
advanced Instrumentals in appJicative structures like (2b) can be incorporated pronouns. 

2.2 Oblique Subjects. 
Kimenyi (pp. 129-130) shows that Locatives can be directly passivized, without being 

first advanced to object. In such passives, as in (19), the Locative appears with its preposition 
in subject position and the verb takes locative agreement.S 

(19) 	 Kw'iiposita h-ooherej-w-e fblinlwa n'Umugabo. 
to post office it-send-pass-asp letter by man 
"To the post office was sent the letter by the man." 

Instrumentals, however, do not appear as subjects in such constructions: 

(20) *N'fiklinlrnu i-ra-andik-w-a ibaruwa n'iimugabo. 
with pen it-pres-write-pass-asp letter by man 
"With the pen is written the letter by the man." 

Unlike Locatives, Instrumentals appear as subjects only in applied constructions, as in (4a). 

2.3 Object/subject reversal. 
Kimenyi (pp. 141-146) discusses a structure in which the word order of the subject and 

the object nominals is reversed, giving the sentence a "passive reading". No passive 
morphology appears on the verb or on the postposed subject. The verb in such clauses agrees 
with the preposed object, as illustrated in (21b). 

(21) 	a. Umuhuilngu a-ra-som-a igitabo. 
boy he-pres-read-asp book 
"The boy is reading the book." 

b. 	 Igitabo cyi-ra-som-a umuhuilngu. 
book it-pres-read-asp boy 
"The book is being read by the boy." 

Locatives behave like objects with respect to objecl/subject reversal, since they can appear 
in preverbal position, as in (22). In this case the verb takes locative agreement (see Kimenyi, 
pp.141-142). 
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(22) Kw'iishuiui ha-gii-ye umunyeeshuftri. 
10 school it-go-asp student 
"To school went the student." 

Unadvanced Instrumentals, however, cannot appear in preverbal position in a reversal 
construction, as (*23) shows. 

(23) 	 *N'iOOinimu i-ra-andik-a Umwll.alimu. 
with pen it-pres-write-asp teacher 
"With pen writes the reacher." 

2.4 TopicalizatioD strategies. 
As Kimenyi (pp. 191-196) points out, Locatives and Instrumentals are IOpicalized using 

different strategies. Locatives, like subjects, objects, indirect objects, and benefactives, are 
topicalized directly: the phrase appears to the left of the clause and the verb takes 
agreement/incorporation cross-referencing the preposed element. An example of a lOpicalized 
direct object appears in (24) and of a IOpicalized Locative in (25). 

(24) 	 Igitabo, umwaana a-ra-gi-som-ye. 
book, child he-pres-it-read-asp 
"The book, the child has JUSt read it." 

(25) 	 Kuu ntebe, abaana ba-ra-h-iica-ye. 
on chair children they-pres-there-sit-asp 
"On the chair, the children are sitting on it." 

The Locative appears with its preposition and the verb shows locative agreement. 
In contrast, Instrumentals cannot be IOpicalized in this fashion: 

(26) 	 *N'iOOinimu, umukoobwa a-ra-y-andik-a ibarUwa. 
pen girl she-pres-it-write-asp letter 
"The pen. the girl is writing a letter with it." 

Instead, a second strategy, involving a resumptive pronoun. is used to IOpicalize 
Instrumentals: 

(27) ikarl1mu, umukoobwa a-ra-andik-a ibaruwa 811 yo. 

pen girl she-pres-write-asp letter with it 
"The pen. the girl is writing a letter with it." 

This strategy is used 10 IOpicalize other elements. including possessors and nominals within 
relative clauses. However. Locatives cannot be lOpicalized in this manner, as (*28) shows. 

(28) 	 *intebe. umukoobwa a-z-iicar-a kUri yo. 

chair girl she-fut-sit-asp on it 
"The chair. the girl will sit on it." 
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2.5 Possessor ascension bosts. 
As proposed by Kimenyi (pp. 97-98) and refined by Bickford (1986), Kinyarwanda has 

possessor ascension, where a possessor ascends to take on an object role.6 As seen in (29a), 
possessors typically follow their heads and are introduced by a preposition, but when they 
ascend to object, as in (29b) , they precede their heads and appear without a preposition. 

(29) 	a. Umuhuungu y-a-twaa-ye igitabo cy'iimukoobwa. 
boy he-pst-take-asp book of girl 
"The boy took the book of the girl." 

b. 	 Umuhuiingu y-a-twaa-ye umukoobwa igitabo. 
boy he-pst-take-asp girl book 
"The boy took the girl's book." 

In the above example, the object serves as the host for possessor ascension. Locatives can 
also host ascension, as (30b) shows. 

(30) a. Umwaana y-a-andits-e izina rye mu igitabo cy'umugabo. 

child he-pst· write-asp name his in 
"The child wrote his name in the man's book." 

book of man 

b. Umwaana y-a-andits-e umugabo mu igitabo izirui rye. 

child he-pst-write-asp man in 
"The child wrote his name in the man's book." 

book name his 

In contrast, unadvancOO Instrumentals cannot serve as possessor ascension hosts: 

(31) 	a. Umuhuungu y-a-andits-e ibliniwa n'iilWamu y'iimukoobwa. 
boy he-pst-write-asp letter with pen of girl 

b. 	 "Umuhuungu y-a-andik-i-ye ibliniwa umukoobwa n'ii.k2nimu. 
boy he-pst-write-appl-asp letter girl with pen 
"The boy wrote the letter with the girl's pen." 

2.6 Derivational causatives. 
Kimenyi (pp. 164-165) discusses causatives fonned with the derivational affix -ilib.. In 

such causatives, the causee appears immediately after the verb: 7 

(32) 	 Umugabo a-ra-som-eesh-a 4buna ibitabo. 
man he-pres-read-caus~asp children books 
"The man is making the children read the books." 

As (33) shows, derivational causatives can be fonned on a clause containing a Locative. 

(33) 	 Umug6re y-iica-j-e umwaana lruli ntebe. 

woman she-sit-caus-asp child on chair 
"The woman made the child sit on the chair." 

In contrast, derivational causatives cannot be fonned on clauses that contain Instrumentals: 
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(34) "'Umwaalimu a-ra-andik-iish-a umunyeeshufiri n'iikarlimu. 

teacher he-pres-write-caus-asp student with pen 
"The teacher made the student write with a pen." 

2.7 	 Summary. 
We have shown that Locatives and Instrumentals differ systematically in a variety of 

constructions. Locatives have a more privileged status than Instrumentals in that they can 
appear as incorporated pronouns, subjects in passives, preposed nominals in subject reversal 
constructions, direct topics, possessor ascension hosts, and as an element in the inner 
structure of a derivational causative. Locatives do many, though not all, of things that direct 
and indirect objects do, though they often require special morphology to do so. This sets up a 
three way distinction in argument struture for Kinyarwanda. There are two classes of 
arguments: direct arguments (like direct and indirect objects), oblique arguments 
(like the locatives discussed here). and non-argument adjuncts (like instrumentals). 

3. 	 Our analysis. 
Next we tum to the problem of assigning relational structures to Locatives and 

Instrumentals and showing how these structures relate to applicative constructions. 
The discussion above has led to the conclusion that unadvanced Locatives, like those in 

(Ia) above, are oblique arguments of the predicate, and thus are appropriately represented by 
the structure in (35). 

(35) 	 P 2 LOC 
woman send cook market 

Given that locatives are initially oblique, we account for locativt: applicatives like (lb) by 
positing advancement. To make our claim precise, we posit that Locative advancement in 
Kinyarwanda involves frrst an advancement to 3 and then an advancement to 2. Evidence for 
this claim comes from examples like (36b) where Locative advancement takes place in a 
clause which contains an initial indirect object. 

(36) 	a. Umugore a-ra-he-er-a umuhuiingu ibitabo mw'iishuiiri. 
woman she-pres-give-appl-asp boy books in school 
"The woman gave the boy books in school." 

b. 	 Umugore a-ra-he-er-a-mo ishuiiri umuhuiingu ibitabo. 
woman she-pres-give-appl-asp-)oc school boy books 
"The woman gave the boy books in school." 

Not only is the direct object placed en ch/)mage, as in (7) above, but, as Kimenyi (p. 96) 
notes, the indirect object also loses its object properties. For, example, it does not passivize 
(37a), nor is it referred to by an incorporated pronoun (37b).8 

(37) 	a. *Umuhuungu a-ra-M-er-w-a-mo ishuUri ibitabo n'funug6re. 
boy he-pres-give-appl-pass-asp-in school books by woman 
"The boy is given the books in the school by the woman." 
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b. 	 *Umug6re a-ra-mu-he-er-a-mo ishuUri ibitabo 
woman she-pres-him-give-appl-asp-Ioc school books 
"The woman is giving him the books in the school." 

Thus, we posit Loc-3-2 advancement for examples like (36b), as represented in (38). 

(38) p 2 3 LOC 
p 2 CHO 3 
p CHO CHO 2 

woman give books boy school 

To put this in other terms, assigning the Locative a direct argument position is only possible 
if other direct arguments are delinked or dumped from their positions. 

Instrumental applicatives are very different in this respect. Instrumentals are not 
arguments of the main predicate in initial structure but rather are adjuncts constituting a 
predicate domain of their own that is linked to the main clause to form a sentence, as 
represented by the bracketed structure for (2a) given in (39). 

(39) [[Umugabo arandika ibaniwa][n'iik3r.imu.]]" 

The adjunct domain is island-like with respect to constructions affecting argument structure. 
Thus, Instrumentals cannot appear as incorporated pronouns. subjects in passives, preposed 
nominals in object/subject reversal constructions, direct topics, and possessor ascension hosts. 
Also, Instrumentals are predicted not to be able to form Causatives, since derivational 
causatives in Kinyarwanda are not formed on complex structures. 

Funhermore , Instrumentals are also ineligible for advancement Ot object. Thus an 
advancement analysis of Instrumental applicatives like (2b). like those posited in (8) or (10) 
above, are inappropriate. However, a construction is available in RG that appropriately allows 
structure sharing between two predicate domains: the multipredicate clause, as posited by 
Davies and Rosen (1988). Multipredicate clauses, which are a reworking of the notion of 
Clause Union in classic RG, have been posited in the analysis of many kinds of structure
sharing constructions, including Causatives, Desideratives, Resultatives, Adversity Passives, 
Light Verbs. Serial Verbs, Possessive Ascension, Noun Incorporation and Duration/Frequency 
adverbs (see Gerdts 1988, in press, and references therein). We suggest that this concept can 
also be used in the treatment of Instrumental appJicatives. 

First, we illustrate the notion of multipredicate clause by discussing derivational 
causatives in Kinyarwanda. For a Causative such as (40), we propose the structure in (41). 

(40) 	 Umugabo a-r-uubak-iish-a ab4kozi inzu. 
man he-pres-build-cause-asp wodters house 
"The man is making the wodters build the house." 

(41) P 1 2 

P 	 P 3 2 

man build -iish wcrk.ers house 

The analysis in (41) claims that (40) is a single clause with two predicate domains. The first 
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predicate -ubak "build" has two arguments: a subject and a direct object. The Causative 
morpheme is the second predicate. Besides having a subject of its own (the "causer"), the 
second predicate also inherits the direct object from the inner clause. Furthermore, the 
subject of the first predicate is revalued as the indirect object of the second predicate. Thus, 
the Causative morpheme has the effect of increasing the valence of -ubak "build" from a 
two-place predicate to a three-place one. The claim then is that Kinyarwanda causatives, like 
causatives in French, Georgian, IIokano, Turkish, and many other languages, are structure 
building. These languages contrast with Chamorro, Choctaw, Halkomelem, Swahili, and 
many other languages, whose causatives are not structure building (see Gerdts in press, and 
references therein). Positing the fIrst type of causative for Kinyarwanda is consistent with the 
fact that both the causee (cf. 42) and the initial direct object (cf. 43) have object properties 
(Kimenyi, pp. 170-171); for example, they passivize and can appear as incorporated 
pronouns: 

(42) 	a. AbAkozi ba-r-uubak-iish-w-a inzu n'Umugabo. 
workers they-pres-build-caus-pass-asp house by man 
"The workers are made to build the house by the man." 

b. 	 Umugabo a-ra-b-uubak-iish-a inzu. 
man he-pres-them-build-caus-asp house 
"The man is making them build the house." 

(43) 	a. Inzu f-r-uubak-iish-w-a abAkozi n'Umugabo. 
house it-pres-build-caus-pass-asp workers by man 
"The house is being made to be built by the workers by the man." 

b. 	 Umugabo a-ra-y-uubak-iish-a abAkozi. 
man he-pres-it-build-caus-asp workers 
"The man is making the workers build iL" 

We claim that Instrumental applicatives likewise involve a multipredicate clause.9 In 
fact, this is a multipredicate clause with the same structure, and also the same morphology as 

a causative. I 0 Thus, we would also represent (2b) as in (44); the Instrumental is the subject 

of a first predicate that is revalued to 3, while the direct object of the fIrst predicate inherits 
its role. I I 

(44) P I 2 

P P 3 2 

man write -iish pen letter 

The structure in (44), since it posits that both the Instrumental and the direct object are final 
objects, explains why both nominals have object properties (cf. (4) and (5) above). 

There are several ways in which the Causee in derivational Causatives and the 
Instrumental in applicatives behave like indirect objects rather than direct objects, thereby 
supporting this analysis. Recall that, when both direct objects and indirect objects appear as 
incorporated pronouns, the indirect object follows the direct object, as (45); 

(45) 	 Umugabo y-a-ya-b-eerets-e 
man he-pst-them-tbem-show-asp 
"The man showed them [pictures] to tbem [people]." 
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The incorporated pronoun referring to the Causee in (46) and the Insuumental in (47) appears 
after the pronoun referring to the direct object, as predicted by (41)/(44). 

(46) 	 Umugabo a-ra-yi-b-uubak-iish-a. 
man he-pres-it-tbem-build-caus-asp 
"The man is making them build it." 

(47) 	 Umugabo a-ra-yi-y-aandik-iish-a. 
man he-pres-it-it-write-instr-asp 
"The man is writing it with it." 

In summary, we claim that Insuumental applicatives do not involve Insuumental 
adjuncts in initial structure. Rather, they are multipredicate clauses having the same 
suuctures as derivational Causatives in Kinyarwanda. These are sUUcture building. therefore 
instrumental applicatives are finally ditransitive. 

4. Multiple Applicatives. 
Our analysis differs Significantly from Kimenyi's in several respects. For example. it 

does not posit that both Locatives and Insuumentals in applicative consuuctions are initial 
obliques as Kimenyi's does. The difference in the two analyses becomes clearer when we 
consider cases of multiple applicatives, that is, examples like (48) which are sirnullaneously 
both an insuumental applicative and a locative applicative. 

(48) 	 Umwaalimu y-a-andik-iish-ije-bo ikibaho imibare ingwa. 

teacher he-pst-write-instr-asp-on board math chalk 
"The teacher wrote math on the blackboard with chalk." 

In the initial sUUcture assigned to such clauses by Kimenyi both the Locative and the 
instrumental of initial obliques and both advance to object. A priori, either instrumental 
advancement could be earlier than locative advancement, as represented in (49a), or vice 
versa as represented in (49b). 

(49) Prediction under Kimenyi's analysis: 
a. 1 P 2 LOC INSTR 

P 2 LOC 2 
P CHO 2 CHO 

teacher write math board chalk 

b. 	 P 2 LOC INSTR 
P CHO 2 INSTR 
P CHO 2 2 

teacher write math board chalk 

In fact. Kimenyi supplies the data that allows us to choose between these analyses. As 
predicted by (49a) but not (49b). only the Locative nominal shows the propenies of final 
object in multiple applicatives. So, for example, the locative can be the subject of a passive, 
as in (50), but the insuumental and the initial object cannot be, as (*51) and (*52) show. 
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(50) 	 Ildbaho cy·a-andik·iish·ij-w-e-ho imibare ingwa n 'uumwWilimu. 
board it-pst-write-instr-asp-pass-asp-on math chalk by teacher 
"The blackboard was 'lVTitten math on with chalk by the teacher." 

(51) 	 *ingwa y-a-andik-iish-ij-w-e-ho ikibano imibare n 'uUmwaaIimu. 

chalk it-pst-write-instr-asp-pass-asp-on board math by teacher 
"The chalk was used to write math on the board by the teacher." 

(52) 	 *Imibare y-a-andik-iish-ij-w-e-ho ikibano ingwa n·uUmwWilimu. 
math it-pst-write-instr-asp-pass-asp-on board chalk by teacher 
"Math was written on the board with the chalk by the teacher." 

Kimenyi's analysis (49a) thus accommodates the correct results. 12 However, there is no 
rationale given for the prohibition of (49b). Apparently. this must be stipulated in the 
grammar. 

Our grammar fares better in this respect. The analysis in (53) involving first the 
revaluation in the multipredicate clause and then Locative advancement predicts the correct 
array of data: only Locatives show final object properties. 

(53) Prediction under our analysis: 
p I 2 LOC 

P p 3 2 LOC 

P p CHO 2 3 

P P CHO CHO 2 

teacher 'lVTite Hsh chalk math board 

Furthermore, an alternative analysis which would require Locative advancement in the inner 
stratum and revaluation in a latter stratum is independenly ruled but for Kinyarwanda. In 
Kinyarwanda there is a general prohibition on argument restructurlng rules in the inner 
predicate domain of any multi predicate construction. For example, pjlssives. reflexives, and 
objecl/subject reversals are all ruled out in the inner domain of Causatives or Instrumental 

applicatives in Kinyarwanda. 13 Given the general inner freeze for Kinyarwanda, nothing 
further needs to be said about multiple applicatives like (48). 

5. Conclusion. 
We have shown that Locatives and Instrumentals in Kinyarwanda have different 

structures: Locatives are oblique arguments; Instrumentals are adjuncts. This posited 
difference in structure explains why Locative applicatives and Instrumental applicatives 
differ. Locative applicatives involve the advancement' of an oblique to object; the initial 
direct object is a chomeur as expected in Locative applicatives. Instrumental applicatives. 
however. do not involve lnstrumental adjuncts in initial structure. Rather, they are 
multipredicate clauses having the same structures as derivational Causatives in Kinyarwanda. 

Our analysis motivates a difference between Locative and Instrumental applicatives that 
follows from their initial structures. The difference between these structures under Kimenyi's 
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analysis was merely stipulated. Under our analysis this difference is expected. Moreover, the 
constructions we posit for Kinyarwanda, namely oblique advancements creating ch6meurs 
and valence-increasing multipredicate clauses. are well attested in languages of the world. 

Furthermore, given that Kinyarwanda has inner clause freeze effects in multipredicate 
clauses, we make the correct prediction concerning the multiple applicative construction. As 
the analysis in (53) shows, revaluation in the multipredicate clause precedesLocative 
advancement; thus, only the locative nominal exhibits object properties 

A further feature of our analysis is that it accommodates the Kinyarwanda data without 
violating the Stratal Uniqueness Law. We propose then that Kinyarwanda is not a multiple 
object language, as claimed by Gary and Keenan, Kimenyi, and others, and it cannot be used 
to motivate the concept of multiple object languages in universal grammar. 

Notes. 
·We thank Pierre Mvuyekure for his assistance with the Kinyarwanda data, the WECOL 

audience for their questions and comments, and Charles Ulrich for his many suggestions. Our 
research on Kinyarwanda was supported in part by the Department of Linguistics, SUNY at 
Buffalo and by SSHRC grant # 2063. 

IMuch of the data in this paper is from Kimenyi (1980). We have followed his system 
of interlinear glosses, which he gives on p. xv. The following Relational Grammar 
abbreviations are used: 1 subject, 2 object, 3 indirect object, CHO Ch6meur, INSTR 

Instrumental. LOC Locative, P Predicate. and PP-ch6meur. 

20ur Kinyarwanda consultant thinks that sentences like (1b) are somewhat artificial. He 
considers the sentences in (3) to be less so. 

3In the parlance of Bresnan and Moshi (1990), Kinyarwanda is a symmetrical language 
if (2b) is considered but an asymmetrical language if (lb) is considered. 

4This contrasts with an analysis for (12) involving retreat (perlmutter and Postal 1983, 
Perlmutter 1989), as represented in (i): 

(i) P 2 3 
P 3 2 

boy give book girl 

See Gerdts and Wbaley (1991) for a brief discussion. 
SBresnan and Kanerva (1989) give an extensive discussion of the same phenomenon in 

Chichewa. 

6Bickford (1986) argues that inalienable possessors ascend to 2 while alienable 
possessors ascend to 3. 

7 A variety of forms mark the causative, including -eesh and -j. 

8Kimenyi's data and those of our consultant thus contradict the data in Dryer (1983). 
9This claim is the RG equivalent of the structure for English instrumentals posited by 

Lakoff (1968). Lakoff's analysis, however, is a biclausaJ one while ours is monoclausaJ. 

lONoting that Instrumental applicatives and Causatives take the same verbal 
morphology -iish, Kimenyi (p. 164) suggests: "Causatives and instrumentals are in fact 
drawn from the same structure, the only difference being that while subjects of causatives are 
always animate, those of instrumentals are inanimate." However. he does not give a 
reanalysis of instrumental applicatives along these lines. 
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II Revaluation in KJnyarwanda is actually more complicated !han this, as discussed in 
Gerdts and Whaley (in preparation). The inner I is revalued as a 2, 3, or 4, depending on !he 
valence of !he second predicate. 

12However. the data in (50)-(52) are problematical for the analysis of multiple 
applicatives given by Perlmutter (1989). Perlmutter posits !hat Instrumental applicatives 
involve retreat-inducing advancements to 2, while Locative applicatives involve ch6mage
inducing advancements to 2, and posits !he following structure for sentences like (48): 

(i) P 2 [NSTR LOC 
P 3 2 LOC 
P 3 CHO 2 

teacher write math chalk blackboard 

Thus, both !he theme and !he locative nominals should exhibit object properties and (52) is 
incorrectly predicted to be grammatical. 

BDue to lack of space, we give no discussion of inner freeze effects here. See Gerdts 
and Whaley (in preparation) for data and discussion. 
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RECIPROCITY IN SPANISH: A PUZZLE OF SCOPE 
Henry Gerfen 


University of Arizona 


1.0. Introduction'. Heim, Lasnik, and May (1991a, 
henceforth HLMa) note an interesting contrast in the 
behavior of the following sentences in English (their 
78a-b) : 

1. 	a) They look like each other. 
b) They look alike. 

As HLMa point out, when embedded, the two sentences 
have distinct properties (their 79a-b): 

2. 	a) John and Mary think they look like each other. 
b) John and Mary think they look alike. 

Sentence (2a) is ambiguous between broad and narrow scope 
interpretations. Thus, (2a) can either mean 'John thinks 
he looks like Mary, and Mary thinks that she looks like 
John' (the broad reading) or 'John and Mary think they 
(John and Mary) look like each other'(the narrow 
reading). In contrast, (2b) can only be construed with 
narrow scope. For HLMa the ambiguity of (2a) receives an 
explanation in terms of the morphological complexity of 
the reciprocal expression "each other". Specifically, the 
quantificational distribution element "each" is adjoined 
to an antecedent, which is then subject to QR via the 
rule move-a at logical form (see May 1977, 1985). Put 
simply, this allows for different scope interpretations, 
depending on how far up the phrase marker "each" is 
moved. In contrast, the morphologically simplex "alike" 
contains no detachable distribution element, and, as a 
result, only the narrow scope reading is available. 

Of interest here is the fact that HLMa base their 
argument on the distinction between reciprocal meaning 
that is incorporated within a morphologically simplex 
versus a morphologically complex item. In support of this 
claim, they offer the following minimal pair of sentences 
from Italian (attributed to Luigi Rizzi):2 

3. 	a) I due pensano [di essersi battuti] 
the two thought be-each other-clitic beaten 

b) 	 I due pensano [di avere prevalso l'uno sull'altro] 
the two thought have prevailed the one over the other 

HLMa note that when taken by themselves, the 
embedded clauses in (3a-b) are both contradictory, but 
that only (3b) receives a non-contradictory reading in 
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the embedded construction. In a manner analogous to their 
treatment of the English data in (1-2), HLMa claim that 
this distinction is attributable to the fact that the 
clitic in (3a) forms a morphological unit with the verb 
to which it is attached and, thus, cannot be moved at LF. 
In contrast, they follow Belletti (1982) in arguing that 
the full form of the Italian reciprocal "l'uno ..• l'altro· 
includes a distributor "l'uno" which can be detached and 
moved at LF. Though no specific analysis is provided, it 
is assumed that the broad scope, and hence non
contradictory, construal of (3b) stems from the 
adjunction of "l'uno" to the antecedent "I due". 

With these facts in mind, I consider the question of 
scope in Spanish reciprocal constructions. In sections 2 
and 3, I present a surprising scope asymmetry between 
non-full (clitic) and full reciprocal constructions, 
which indicates that unlike English, the full reciprocal 
Mel uno al otro· in Spanish does not allow for broad 
scope interpretation when embedded. In section 4, I argue 
that "el uno al otro" in Spanish is best analyzed as an 
adjunct, rather than ~s the subcategorized argument of 
the verb. And In section 5, I explore HLM's (1991b) 
"each-binding" variant of the movement analysis in HLMa. 
In 5, I argue that the above asymmetry can be accounted 
for in terms of the obligatory local A'-binding of the 
variable "el uno" of the adjoined "full form". 
2.0 Scope Ambiguities ana Spanish ·se". In looking at 
Spanish reciprocals, then, HLMa's analysis predicts that 
we should encounter similar scope restrictions for non
full reciprocal forms, that is, constructions containing 
only the reciprocal clitic3 • Quite simply, if the clitic 
forms a morphological unit with the verb, no distribution 
element such as the English ·each" is available for 
movement. Thus, embedded non-full reciprocals should be 
limited to narrow scope interpretations. In fact, this is 
not the case. Embedded clitic reciprocal constructions in 
Spanish systematically permit broad scope 
interpretations. Consider, for example, the data in 4-5, 
where (4b and 5b) can be considered structurally 
analogous to the Italian (3a). 

4.a) Juan y Maria creian que pro ~ habian visto. 
J and M thought that cl.had seen 
'Juan and Maria thought they had seen each other' 

b) Juan y Maria creian PRO haberse visto. 
J and M thought have-cl seen 

'Juan and Maria thought they had seen each other' 
5.a) Franco y Carrillo juraban que pro ~ odiaban. 

F and C swore that cl-hate 
'Franco and Carrillo swore that they hated each other.' 
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b) Franco y Carrillo juraban PRO odiar~. 
F and C swore hate-cl 

'Franco and Carrillo swore that they hated each other.' 

Both (4) and (5) are clearly ambiguous between broad 
and narrow construals. Thus, (4) can be interpreted as 
follows: 1) Juan thought he saw Maria, and Maria thought 
she saw Juan (broad scope); 2) Juan and Maria thought 
they (Juan and Maria) saw each other (narrow scope). 
Likewise, (5) can either mean: 1) Franco swore that he 
hated Carrillo, and Carrillo swore that he hated Franco; 
or 2) both men swore that they (both of them) hated each 
other. 

More evidence in support of the availability of wide 
scope interpretations is found in the Spanish analogue to 
(3a). HLMa claim that Spanish speakers "spontaneously 
reject" the Spanish analogue to this sentence as "somehow 
deviant·. However, they do not speci fy which of the 
possible analogues they provided for their informants. 
The data in (6-7) can both be considered analogues of 
(3a), and both are ambiguous between contradictory 
(narrow scope) and non-contradictory (broad scope) 
interpretations. 

6. 	Emilio y Pedro creian PRO haber~ vencido. 
E and P thought have-cl defeated 
'Emilio and Pedro thought they had defeated each 

other' 
7. 	Emilio y Pedro creian PRO haber~ ganado. 

E and P thought have-cl won 
'Emilio and Pedro thought they had won (over) each 

other' 

In contrast to Italian, then, it is clear that 
Spanish systematically allows for broad scope construals 
of embedded clitic reciprocals. 
3.0 Scope and the Full Reciprocal -81 uno al otro·. 

The ability of clitic reciprocals to take wide scope 
is, in fact, recognized by HLMa in a footnote (n.17). 
They provide the following example: 

8. Juan y Maria me confesaron secretamente que ~ 
gustaban. Ambos piensan que no son correspondidos. 

'Juan and Maria confessed to me secretly that they 
(clitic) liked each other. Both think that their feelings 
(lit.: they) are unrequited. 

Obviously, a broad construal must be available here; 
otherwise, the assertion that each believes that s/he is 
unrequited would be anomalous. Of particular interest, 
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however, is that HLM claim that the circumstances under 
which clitics can take wide scope are distinct from those 
under which wide scope is available for their non-clitic 
counterparts. As I have argued above, clitic reciprocals· 
regularly take broad scope. Ironically, however, it is 
not clear that non-clitic reciprocals in Spanish do, in 
fact, permit regular broad scope construals when 
embedded. Consider the data in (9). Note that unlike 
Italian, the reciprocal clitic obligatorily doubles the 
reciprocal pronoun WeI uno al otro· in the full form. 
This issue is addressed in section 4 below. 

9. 	a) Juan y Maria creian que pro habian visto e1 uno a1 otro 
J and M thought that . had seen the one the other 
'Juan and Maria thought they had seen each other' 

b) 	 Juan y Maria creian PRO haberse visto e1 uno a1 otro. 
J and M thought to have-cl seen the one the other 
'Juan and Maria thought they had seen each other' 

In contrast to the ambiguous readings available for 
(4a-b) above, (9a-b) can only be construed with narrow 
scope. That is, the sentences in (9) can only mean that 
"Juan and Maria thought that they (Juan and Maria) saw 
each other.· If, by analogy with English and Italian 
(Belletti 1982), we maintain that the full reciprocal 
contains an autonomous distributor "el uno·, the lack of 
a wide scope interpretation for (9) is surprising. 
Paradoxically, in fact, the presence of the full form 
enforces a narrow interpretation in sentences with 
embedded reciprocals. This is seen clearly in the 
following "full forms· corresponding to (6-7) above. 

10. 	Emilio y Pedro creian PRO 
E and P thought 
"Emilio and Pedro thought 

11. 	Emilio y Pedro creian PRO 
E and P thought 
"Emilio and Pedro thought 

haberse vencido e1 uno al otro. 
have-CT defeated the one the other 
they had defeated each other" 
haberse ganado el uno a1 otro. 
have-CT won the one the other 
they had won (over) each other" 

Contrary to what is predicted by HLMa on the basis 
of the Italian data in (3), only contradictory 
interpretations are available in (10-11). In short, the 
Spanish reciprocal is doubly puzzling: clitic reciprocals 
permit scope ambiguity in embedded sentences, while full 
reciprocals are only be interpreted with narrow scope. 
4.0 The Structure of the Reciprocal. In order to treat 
the issue of why full reciprocals prohibit broad scope 
interpretations, it is useful to consider the structure 
of the full reciprocal form. As noted above. full 
reciprocals require eli tic doubling in Spanish, 
regardless of whether the verb subcategorizes for an 
accusative or a dative object. In this sense, full 
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reciprocal (and reflexive) forms pattern with pronouns in 
triggering obligatory clitic doubling. Consider, for 
example, the familiar paradigms for non-reciprocal 
clitics: 

12. 	Accusative Clities Dative Cliries 
a. 	Juan corte e1 pan. d. Pedro 1e pege a Juan. 

Juan 	cut the bread. Pedro c1-dat. hit Juan 
'Pedro hit John' 

b. 	Juan 10 corte e. e. Pedro 1e pege e. 
Juan c1-acc. cut Pedro cl-dat. hit 
'Juan cut it' 'Pedro hit him' 

c. 	 "Juan 10 corte e1 pan. t. "Pedro pege a Juan. 
John c1-acc cut the bread 'Pedro hit Juan' 
'John cut the bread 

With respect to clitic doubling, accusative R
expression objects cannot be doubled, while dative R
expression objects must be doubled. 4 In (12a-c), the 
verb 'cortar' takes an accusative object. ThUS, the 
accusative clitic "10" cannot double the direct object 
"el pan", as seen in (12c). In contrast, the verb "pegar" 
in (12d-f) subcategorizes for a dative object. Here, the 
clitic must double the indirect object, as seen by the 
ungramrnaticality of (12f). In both cases, the clitic 
surfaces when the object is an empty category, a fact 
which has led researchers such as Jaeggli (1986) to argue 

sthat clitics in Spanish can absorb case.
Interestingly, the distinction between "accusative" 

and ·dative" verbs with regard to elitic doubling is lost 
when the "argument" of the verb is a pronoun. As shown in 
(12), the accusative assigning 'ver' and the dative 
assigning 'pegar' must surface with a clitic when they 
take pronominal objects. 

13 . 
a. 

Accusative Clitics 
La vi 
cl-acc. saw-I 
'I saw her' 

a ella. 
her 

Dative Clitics 
d. Le pegue 

cl-dat. hit-I 
'I hit him' 

.a 
him 

el. 

b. 	Vi a Maria. e. Le pegue a Juan. 
saw-I Maria cl-dat. hit-I John 
'I saw Mary' 'I hit John' 

c. 	"'Vi a ella. f. "'Pegue a el. 
saw-I her hit-I him 

, I saw her' 'I 	hit him 

Of interest is the fact that in accusative forms, 
the appearance of a clitic is obligatory in two 
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environments: 1) when the argument of the verb is 
missing, as in (12b); and 2) when the argument of the 
verb is pronominal, as seen in the contrast between (13a) 
and (13c). Additionally, it is important to note that 
both dative and accusative clitic doubled pronominal 
objects are marked constructions in Spanish. The full 
pronoun is primarily used to mark a referential contrast 
(see Jelinek 1984; Pii'lar 1991), and is thus given a 
phonological prominence not found for non-pronominal 
objects. It is not unreasonable, then, to hypothesize 
that pronominal objects are not actually arguments, but 
rather, adjuncts to the verb phrase, as Jelinek (1984) 
argues. If this is the case, the seemingly odd fact that 
accusative clitics must double post-verbal pronominal 
objects, but cannot double R-expression objects, receives 
a simple explanation. The two environments licensing 
clitic doubling in accusatives are collapsed into one: 
accusative clitics must surface when the subcategorized 
argument is not overt. (13a) can thus be represented as 
in (14), where, following standard assumptions (e.g. 
Rizzi 1986), the clitic forms a chain with a coindexed 
empty category. 

14. 	La l vi e l [a ella] 
cl-acc. saw-I e her 
'I saw her' 

Returning to the issue of the reciprocal 
construction, we recall that the full form WeI uno al 
otro· is obligatorily doubled by the reciprocal/reflexive 
clitic, as shown in (15): 

lS.a) Juana y Pepe se vieron el uno al otro. 
Juana and Pepe cl saw the one the other 
Juana and Pepe saw each other 

b) *Juana y Pepe vieron el uno al otro. 
Juana and Pepe saw the one the other. 

The ungrammaticality of (lSb) shows that "el uno a1 otro" 
patterns with object pronouns in triggering obligatory 
"clitic doubling." And, as with the pro~ouns, the "full 
form" of the reciprocal is marked in Spanish, insofar as 
its primary role is to disambiguate, that is, to 
distinguish between possible reflexive or reciprocal 
interpretations. (lSa) can thus be assigned the structure 
in (16), where "el uno al otro" is adjoined to VP. 

16) IP[Juana y Pepe l w[ [se l vieron edllpel uno al otroll 
J and P cl saw the one the other 

'Juana and Pepe saw each other' 
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In contrast, the non-full or clitic reciprocal is 
assigned the structure in (17), (see Rizzi 1986 and 
Manzini 1986 for a similar treatment of Italian 'siO): 

17) lP[Juana y Pepel yp[sel vieron elll 
J and P cl saw 
'Juana and Pepe saw each other' 

Note that if this analysis is on the right track, 
the descriptive generalization that emerges for Spanish 
is that only R-expressions can appear as overt arguments 
of the verb. Non-R-Expressions arguments are represented 
in terms of a chain consisting of an empty element and 
either a pronominal or an anaphoric clitic, with the 
clitic pronoun constituting the overt instantiation of 
the subcategorized argument. As I will show, the 
treatment of the full reciprocal °el uno al otro· as an 
adjunct allows for a straightforward account of the 
puzzle of scope described above. 
5.0 Accounting for the Scope Asymmetry. As pointed out 
in (2), the fact that c1itic reciprocals permit wide 
scope readings poses technical problems for the °each
movement" type of analysis of HLMa. However, responding 
to Williams (1991). Heim, Lasnik and May (1991b; 
henceforth HLMb) propose an alternative analysis for 
English reciprocals, in which "each" is not moved, but 
rather, A'-bound by a distribution operator "0" adjoined 
to an antecedent of the reciprocal. Different scopes thus 
arise as a function of the distance between the variable 
"eachO and its binder. If "each" is bound by an operator 
in the matrix clause, a wide scope interpretation 
obtains, while binding by an operator in the embedded 
clause accounts for the narrow reading. This is shown in 
(18): (their 7) 

18.a) [[John and Maryll 02J. think they. like [each. 
other)) 

b) [[John and Maryh 0 414 think [[theyd 02h like 
[each. other1 ) 

Here, (18a) represents the broad construal, as the 
variable "each" is bound by the O-operator adjoined to 
the matrix subject [John and Mary). (18b) represents the 
narrow reading, as "each"· is bound by the operator 
adjoined to the subject of the embedded clause. 

In looking at the questions raised by the Spanish 
reciprocal, I will adopt the essential insight of the 
HLMb analysis of English. Specifically, I will argue that 
the constituent °el uno' patterns analogously with the 
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English "each" in functioning as a bound variable which 
provides the contrast argument for "el otro" (see HLMa 
for details relating to the semantics of the reciprocal 
construction). Unlike English "each other", however, the 
full reciprocal Mel uno al otro" is an adjunct rather 
than an argument, and, as a consequence, the bound 
variable Mel uno· is subject to strict locality 
conditions. In contrast to the full form, I argue that 
the morphologically "simplex' clitic reciprocal contains 
no bound variable and is analyzed as an anaphor, subject 
only to Condition A of the Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981, 
1986, etc.). Scope ambiguities involving the clitic form 
follow simply from whether the A-binder of the clitic 
chain is itself a product of bound variable or 
coreference anaphora. 
5.1 Clitic Scope. Let us first address the case of the 
non-full reciprocal. Consider the data in (4), here 
repeated as (19); 

19.a) Juan y Maria creian que pro se, habian visto e j • 

J and M thought that cl. had seen e 
'Juan and Maria thought they had seen each other' 

Simplifying somewhat from Chomsky (1986), if the chain 
consisting of the reciprocal clitic and its coindexed 
empty category is an anaphor, it must be bound in the 
least complete functional complex (eFC) containing a 
possible antecedent. In this case, the anaphoric chain 
(se i , e , ) must be bound within the IP containing "pro", 
which c-commands the empty category and constitutes a 
possible antecedent. Recalling the examples in (18), two 
possible representations are available for the IP 
containing pro. These are shown in (20): 

20. a) [[Juan y MariaLD]., creian que pro2 se., habian 
visto e 2 • 

b) [Juan y Maria]l creian que [[prod D2 J2 8e2 habian 
visto e.,. 

J and M thought that pro cl had 
seen e 
'Juan and Maria thought they had seen each other' 

Scope ambiguity is thus accounted for as follows. 
(20a) exemplifies the broad construal. Specifically, 
·pro· receives its interpretation via bound variable 
anaphora with the distributed matrix subject, as it bears 
the index of the entire distributed NP. Given Condition 
A, ·pro· must be coindexed with the anaphoric chain 
(se2 ,e2 ). As a result, the distributed NP of the matrix 
clause takes scope over the whole sentence, thus 
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producing the broad reading. In (2 Ob). however, the 
interpretation of 'pro" is derived via its coreferential 
indexation with the non-distributed [Juan y Maria]. In 
turn, 'pro' itself is subject to distribution by the 
operator D. Finally. the anaphoric chain. pace Condition 
A. is coindexed with the entire distributed NP 
[ [pro! JD2 12 , thus providing the narrow construal. In 
short, broad scope obtains when the anaphoric chain is 
coindexed with an antecedent which receives its 
interpretation via bound variable anaphora. And narrow 
scope is accounted for via the coindexation of the 
anaphor with an antecedent subject to distribution under 
D. Note in (20b) that (se,.e,) cannot be coindexed with 
'pro' itself. as 'pro' is not an argument, but rather. a 
constituent of the argument [[prodD,12. and thus does 
not constitute a potential A-binder of the anaphor. 
5.2 Full Reciprocal Scope. Given the analysis here. the 
full reciprocal construction contains an anaphoric chain 
(sei,ei) as well as the adjunct "el uno al otro". Like 
the English "each other" on the HLMb analysis. I argue 
that the full form contains a variable, "el uno" which 
must be A'-bound by a distribution operator. Recall that 
unlike "each other", however, the NP "el uno al otro' is 
an adjunct to VP, rather than an argument. Consider, 
then, (9a), here repeated as (21). 

21. Juan y Maria creian que pro habian visto el uno~ 
al otro. 

J and M thought that cl. had seen the one 
the other 

'John and Mary thought they had seen each other' 

Following HLMh's treatment of "each other', (21) can 
be structurally represented as in (22): 

22.a) *[[Juan y MarialtD,l, creian que pro, yp[[se2 habian 
visto e,l NP[el uno, al otrohl. 

b) [Juan y Mariall creian que [[prodD2l, YP[[se2 habian 
visto ell NP[el un02 al otrohl. 

'Juan and Maria thought they had seen each other' 

As in (20), the indexation in (22) satisfies Condition A 
with respect to the A-binding of the anaphor (se2 ,el ) by 
the subject of the embedded clause. In addition, however, 
the variable "el uno" must also be properly bound by an 
operator in A' position. In (22a), the closest A'-binder 
is the D operator adjoined to the matrix subject. Since 
the broad scope construal is not possible with embedded 
full reciprocals, I conclude that the variable "el uno" 
is subject to a strict locality condition. Specifically, 
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I claim it must be antecedent governed by its binder. 
Thus, the unavailability of the wide scope interpretation 
represented in (22a) is due to the fact that the bound 
variable is not antecedent governed by its binder, the D 
operator adjoined to the matrix subject6 

• 

Clearly, the possibility of wide scope 
interpretation in the English analogue to (22a) indicates 
that English permits long distance binding of the 
variable "each", while Spanish does not. An explanation 
for this difference lies in the argument/adjunct 
distinction. As a variable within an adjunct it is not. 
unreasonable to expect that "el uno" should be subject to 
strict locality constraints, similar to those found for 
movement from adjuncts. Consider, for example, parallels 
to wh-extraction from adjuncts (see Lasnik and Saito 
1984, Chomsky 1986b, etc.): 

23) *How do you wonder who fixed the car t 
24) *How did John announce a plan to fix the car t 

Interestingly, though the embedded Spanish full 
reciprocal does not involve movement, the same adjunct 
island effects seen in (23-24) seem to obtain. 

In contrast to (22a), the closest A'-binder in (22b) 
is adjoined to the subject NP of the embedded clause. 
Here, the clitic chain is A-bound by the. embedded subject 
"pro" under distribution by D. The variable "el uno" is 
A' -bound and antecedent governed by the D adjoined to the 
embedded subject "pro·. And the result is the narrow 
interpretation. 
6.0 Conclusions. The data in this paper reveal a 
surprising scope asymmetry between full reciprocal and 
reduced or clitic reciprocal constructions in Spanish. 
Embedded clitic reciprocals permit both broad and narrow 
scope interpretations, while embedded full reciprocals 
are limited to narrow construals. This asymmetry is not 
predicted by the "each movement" theory of HLMa, and the 
fact that the Spanish data are more easily accommodated 
within the context of the "each-binding" framework of 
HLMb, constitutes an -argument in favor of the latter 
approach. 

Under my analysis, the lack of broad scope in 
embedded full reciprocal constructions finds an 
explanation in the argument adjunct distinction. The full 
reciprocal "el uno al otro' is analyzed as an adjunct to 
VP, with a variable Mel uno" providing the contrast 
argument for "el otro". This variable must be bound by 
a distribution operator D, under strict locality 
conditions. Drawing parallels to wh-extraction from 
adjuncts, I claim that the D operator must antecedent 
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govern the variable, thus blocking broad scope 
construals. The clitic reciprocal contains no bound 
variable and is analyzed as an anaphor, subject only to 
Condition A of the Binding Theory. Scope ambiguities 
involving clitic reciprocals are derived 
straightforwardly from whether the A-binder of the clitic 
chain is itself interpreted via bound variable or 
coreference anaphora. 

Notes 
1. I would like to thank Andy Barss, Molly Diesing, Pilar 
Pinar, and Laura Conway for help with the issues 
addressed here. I also thank Pilar Pinar, Montse Sans, 
Rosa Garcia, Raquel Mejia, Jorge Lemus and Esther Lemus 
for their native speaker intuitions on the examples used 
throughout. All errors are, of course, my own. 

2. It is not altogether clear what is meant by 'minimal 
pair" here. A significant difference between the two 
sentences would seem to be that the embedded verb meaning 
'beat' in (3a) subcategorizes for an accusative NP, while 
the verb meaning 'prevail' does not take an NP 
complement. The presence of the reciprocal clitic would 
thus be impossible in (3b). The question of whether a 
non-contradictory construal of (3a) is available with the 
full reciprocal remains open. 

3. As with other romance languages such as French and 
Italian, the reciprocal clitic is homophonous with the 
reflexive clitic. For simplicity, I refer only to the 3rd 
person clitic 'se" throughout. 

4. In the description of the data here, I limit myself to 
standard Peninsular Spanish, which does not allow clitic 
doubling of accusative objects. See Jaeggli (1982,1986). 

5. See Suner (1987, 1988) for a different perspec.tive on 
the role of clitics. 

6. Apparently, when there is no c-commanding long 
distance binder, a broad construal is available. Consider 
the following: 

i. Sus) entrenadores dijeron que pro! se! ganarian e! tel 
unO I al otrol 

'Their coaches said they would beat each other.' 

Here, 'pro' is coindexed with the non-c-commanding 
possessive • sus', and a non-contradictory reading is 
permitted. I leave this question for further research. 
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Palatalized Velars and the Representation of Front Vowels 

Alicja Gorecka, USC 


1. Introduction 

In this paper, , discuss the question of the representation of the so 
called front or palatalized velars, and its relevance to the question of the 
representation of front vowels. 

First, I argue, on the basis of phonetic and phonological evidence, 
that palatalized velars do not exist, not in the sense in which there are 
palatalized labials or palatalized coronals. In other words, I argue that 
there are no complex segments with the primary velar articulation and 
the secondary articulation of a front vowel. Given this position, the 
question arises as to the representation of the sounds heard in words like 
"cat", 'Kevin', or 'keep' The answer I offer is neither novel nor 
controversial: I argue that these sounds are single dorsals which contrast 
with ordinary velars by being [-back). 

Second. I consider the velar issue in the context of recent 
proposals concerning the representation of front vowels. In general, 
these proposals fall into two categories: those that treat front vowels as 
dorsal (Halle (1983), Sagey (1986), Gorecka (1989», and those that treat 
front vowels as coronal (Clements (1979, 1990), Hume (1989». Since 
the proposals due to Clements and Hume represent velars as dorsal, 
and front vowels as coronal, they predict that there should be complex 
segments which are velar, and which have the secondary front vowel 
articulation: in fact they predict that there should be segments like 
palatalized velars, which would pattern with palatalized coronals, 
palatalized labials and so on. 1 This prediction is a consequence of the 
fact, observed by Halle (1983), and Sagey (1986), that any two 
independent articulators can be combined into a complex segment. 

The proposals which treat front vowels as dorsal, on the other 
hand, predict that palatalized velars should not exist: if both front vowels 
and velar consonants are coronal, then, palatalized velars are blocked 
on the assumption that a single articulator cannot produce two 
constrictions simultaneously. 

Since the proposals that treat front vowels as coronal cannot 
account for the fronted velar facts, and the proposals which treat front 
vowels as dorsal can, I submit these facts as evidence that front vowels 
are phonologically dorsal. 

Finally, I consider the arguments for treating front vowels as 
coronal. I argue that both the facts which have motivated these 
proposals, as well as the fronted velar facts can be explained in a feature 
system which recognizes passive articulator features such as palatal or 
velar, in addition to active articulator features like coronal or dorsal. This 
is the feature system proposed in my dissertation (Gorecka (1989». I 
argued for it on the basis of palatalization, velarization, and other 
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phenomena in which sounds form natural classes in terms of constriction 
location features rather than in terms of active articulators. 

2. Fronted and palatalized velars are not different sounds: 

Let us begin with the question of palatalized vs. fronted velars. In 
phonetics. the two labels are often distinguished as follows: palatalized 
velars are posited in languages which have an underlying contrast 
between the front and the plain velar. fronted velars are considered 
allophones of velars before front vowels. 

Keating and Lahiri (1990) present acoustic and articulatory 
evidence that the labels "palatalized velars· and "fronted velars" refer to 
the same phonetic type: a sound produced with the constriction in the 
back of the hard palate. Fronted and palatalized velars are also 
acoustically identical: when they precede a front vowel (which is the only 
position in which they can be compared. since fronted velars do not 
occur anywhere else). their spectral prominence corresponds to the third 
formant of the voweLl Given these findings. there is no reason to 
distinguish between fronted and palatalized velars in articulatory terms; 
therefore. from here on I will refer to both underlying and derived variants 
as "fronted velars" --for short. 

~ a single or a complex segment? 

Even with the issue of fronted vs. palatalized velars resolved, the 
question that remains is whether fronted velars are to be treated as [
back) dorsals or as palatalized dorsals3, with the secondary front vowel 
constriction. The two options are sketched out in (1): 

(1 ) 
(a) k'; (b) .ki: 

Place Place 

I A 

dorsal coronal dorsal 

I 
- back 

As already pointed out, it is not the case that the two 
representations in (1) can be generated simultaneously and compared 
within any currently available feature model. Instead. the different models 
that are available make different predictions on this subject. Let us 
consider these predictions. 
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Even though a number of views on segment representation have 
been presented in recent literature, as far as the treatment of front vowels 
is concerned, most of these views can be divided into two categories: the 
first category consists of proposals which assume that front vowels are 
dorsal; in the second category are the proposals which treat front vowels 
as coronal. 

The proposals which assume that the active articulator in front 
vowels is the tongue body, must represent fronted velars as single 
segments, namely [-back] dorsals. They are incapable of representing 
these sounds as complex segments, because they treat both velars and 
front vowels as dorsal. and there cannot be simultaneous complex 
articulations produced with a single articulator. For the same reason 
there are no labialized labials or coronalized coronals. 

The proposals which assume that front vowels are coronal must 
represent fronted velars as complex segments: these proposals eliminate 
the feature [back], and replace it with the coronal node. Consequently, 
they treat [-back] harmony as a coronal harmony. Since fronted velars 
can trigger (-back) harmony (e.g., in Turkish) it follows that they must be 
coronal, in addition to being dorsal. 

Both phonetic and phonological evidence supports the single 
articulation view of fronted velars. As pointed out by Keating and Lahiri 
(1990), fronted velars do not look like doubly articulated sounds on X
rays: they do not involve two constrictions nor one long constriction, 
typical of complex segments such as palatalized coronals or labials; 
rather, their constriction is of the same length as in other velars. 

Next, consider the phonological patterning of fronted velars, as 
observed in Russian and Bulgarian. Both these languages have fronted 
velars in the underlying inventory. as well as the full series of palatalized 
consonants. They also have phonological processes which manipulate 
palatalized segments. Thus they provide an excellent base for testing the 
different hypotheses about fronted velars. 

Russian has a well known rule which spreads secondary 
palatalization from any palatalized segment onto the sibilants lsi and Izi. 
The data are shown in (3) (the segment inventory of Russian is shown in 
(2»: 

(2) Segment inventory of Russian (Jones and Ward (1969)): p. pi, b, 
bi , f, f i, v, vi, m, mi, t, ti, d, di , ts, s, Si, Z, Zi, n, ni, I, Ii, r, ,-I, C, 5, 
Z, k, g, 1<', x, i, +, u, e, 0, fl. 

(3) 	 sp + ati --> spati sp + it -> slpiit 'sleep' 
jazv + a --> jazve jazv + e -> jaz1v1e 'Ulcer' 
kresl + 0 --> kriesle kresl + e _.> kriesijie 'armchair' 
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(3) illustrates the effects of two rules: one spreading palatalization from a 
front vowel onto the preceding consonant, and the second rule, 
spreading palatalization from the consonant onto the preceding sibilant 

Next, let us examine the way in which these rules treat velars, First, we 
observe in (4) that velars become fronted (or palatalized) before front 
vowels: 

(4) 	 knig + a --> kniige knig ... e --> kniig'e 'book' 
ruk ... a --> ruka ruk ... e --> rUk'e 'hand' 

This could be viewed as a sign that they are subject to the same rule 
which affects labia Is, coronals, etc. However, note that after having been 
fronted (or palatalized), they do not have the palatalizing effect on the 
preceding sibilants. This is shown in (5): 

(5) 	 mask + a --> maska mask + e --> mask' e 'mask' 
mezg ... a --> miezga mezg ... e --> miezg'e 'pulp' 

let us summarize the facts: we observe that the trigger of the rule which 
spreads palatalization onto sibilants is any palatalized segment. This rule 
does not treat fronted velars as palatalized, 

Note: while the facts in (5) could be accounted for in terms of rule 
ordering (perhaps velars are not palatalized at the point when 
palatalization spread applies), this solution only shifts the peculiarity of 
velars elsewhere: it requires that they be immune to the rule which 
spreads palatalization from a front vowel onto a labial or coronal. 

Another possibility that must be ruled out is that velars have a 
depalatalizing effect on palatalized sibilants, The following data indicate 
that underlying palatalized Sibilants are not affected by the following 
velars, fronted or otherwise: 

(6) 	 siisika sjisik'i 'boobies' 
mosika mosik'i 'little dogs' 
avosika avosik'j 'little bags' 
osika osik'i 'little axis' 

There is yet another way in which velars in Russian fail to pattern 
with other segments under palatalization, In the context of cyclic 
palatalization, virtually all consonants of Russian turn into their 
palatalized counterparts. Examples illustrating the effect of the cyclic 
suffix /-iti/4 on stem-final consonants are shown in (7): 

(7) 	 sposob + 0 --> sposap pri + sposob + iti -> priisp"sobiiti 
way n. sg. 'way' prep. way V 'to adapt' 

molot + 0 ••> molet molot + iti --> mel"tiiti 
hammer n,59, 'hammer' hammer V 'to thresh' 
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mir + 0 _A> miir 
peace n.sg. 'peace' 

oxran + a --> IIxrana 
protection n.sg. 'protection' 
bel + ij _A> bielij 
white n.sg. 'white' 

gotov + ij --> glltovij 
ready n.sg. 'ready' 

groz + a --> grllza 
storm n.sg. 'storm' 

mir + iti --> l'l'Jiiriiti 
peace V 'to reconcile' 
oxran + iti _A> IIxrllniiti 
protection V 'to protect' 

bel + iti --> bieliiti 
white V 'to whitewash' 
gotov + iti --> gatoviiti 
ready V 'prepare' 
groz + iti --> grllziiti 
storm V 'to threaten' 

Let us now consider the effect of cyclic palatalization on the voiceless 
velar stop. This segment has a fronted counterpart in the UR, as 
demonstrated in (8): 

(8) 	 Underlying 11<'1 in Russian (Jones and Ward (1969)): 

tk'ot 'weaves' • luk'anaf 'proper name' 
k'uvietka 'tray' k'osk'er 'kiosk attendant' 

Now. if fronted velars were indeed palatalized counterparts of plain 
velars, then, given that cyclic palatalization is structure preserving. we 
would expect it to derive fronted velars. This effect is observed commonly 
across languages: if the segment inventory of a language contains a 
palatalized counterpart (e.g .. Itil) of the segment targeted for palataliza
tion (III), the result of palatalization is the palatalized counterpart (/til) (see 
Gorecka (1991) for further discussion). Contrary to this expectation. in 
Russian. velars turn into palato-alveolars under cyclic palatalization: 

(9) 	 ruk + a --> ruka po + ruk + i~ --> peruciti 
hand n.sg. 'hand' prep. hand V 'entrust' 

muk + a --> muke muk + iV --> mueiti 
torture n.sg. 'torture' torture V 'to torture" 

drug + 0 --> druk drug + iti .-> dn..aiti 
friend n.sg. 'friend' friend V 'to be friendly' 

Clearly, as shown in (9). the phonology of Russian does not treat fronted 
velars on a par with palatalized segments. 

Next, let us consider the facts of Bulgarian. The segment inventory 
of the language is shown in (10): 
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(10) Segment inventory of Bulgarian (Scatton (1984)): p, pi, b, bJ, f,
jf i , v, vi, m, mi, t, t J , d, di , ts, 1Si , 5, 5), Z, zj, n, n , 1, Ii, r,~, C, di, 

S, i, k, k', g, g', x, x', i, t, e, u, 0, a) 

Bulgarian has a process which depalatalizes palatalized consonants 
before front vowels. Effects of this process are shown in (11). In (11a) 
stems which end in palatalized consonants are followed by non-front 
vowels; here, the palatalization is preserved; in (11b), the same stems 
are followed by front vowel suffixes; here the palatalization is no longer 
present. Finally, examples in (12) show that palatalized and plain 
consonants contrast before non-front vowels: 

(11 )(a) konj + 0 --> konio (b) kon! + e --> kone 'horse' 
uCiteP + at --> uciteliat uclteli + I --> uclteli 'teacher' 

(12) 	 ston + i --> stonit 'the moan' 
koni + j --> koniit 'the horse' 

In the environment in which palatalized consonants are depalatalized, 
velars are fronted5: 

(13) 	 Mag + B --> b+ag Mag + i --> Mag'i 'sweet' 
knig + a --> kniga knig + i --> knig'i 'book' 

The same is true of underlying fronted velars: they remain fronted before 
front vowels6: 

(14) 	 telk' + a ..> telk'a telk' + i --> telk'i ,'axe' 

Here, again we are faced with the behavior of fronted velars which does 
not parallel the behavior of palatalized consonants. Simply put, fronted 
velars look like they are structurally distinct from palatalized segments. 

Let us summarize the observations made so far: first, we have 
considered the articulatory evidence, and noted that it does not support 
the complex articulation view of fronted velars. Second, we have 
examined the behavior of fronted velars in RUSsian and Bulgarian, and 
concluded that fronted velars in these languages do not behave like 
palatalized segments. 

At this point someone could argue against making universal 
claims on the basis ofthe phonologies of two languages, which, to make 
things more difficult, are genetically related. However, it is not the case 
that we must rely solely on Russian and Bulgarian for evidence about 
fronted velars: Consider something as common as velar fronting. It 
should not be dismissed from phonology as an automatic process, as 
there are languages which do not have it, and even in languages which 
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do have it, not all velars are subject to it. For example, in Polish the 
voiceless velar fricative is not fronted. 

Let me now point out the following: if velar fronting were indeed an 
example of palatalization (as it is implied by the theories which treat front 
vowels as coronal), there would be no explanation for the fact that it 
occurs so commonly, and, most of the time, in the absence of other 
palatalization phenomena. 

The frequency of velar fronting suggests that there is an intimate 
relationship between velars and front vowels. In the next section I will 
show that this intimacy is easily explained if both types of segments are 
assumed to be dorsal. 

4. Are front vowels coronal? 

By now, I have conSidered a whole range of arguments against 
treating fronted velars as complex segments, structurally parallel to 
palatalized segments. The same arguments, viewed together with the 
fact that the traditional labels "fronted velar" and "palatalized velar" map 
onto one phonetic type, lead us to conclude that palatalized velars do not 
exist. Not in the sense in which the word "palatalized" implies secondary 
front vowel articulation. 

As I have pOinted out earlier, this state of affairs is difficult to 
explain under the assumption that front vowels are coronal. This is 
because there cannot be a universal prohibition against segments which 
are both coronal and dorsal, as velarized coronals do occur: for example, 
in RUSSian, all consonants which are not palatalized, are by default 
velarized; this includes all coronals. Similarly, Shona has velarized 
coronals. By contrast, the theories which treat both velars and front 
vowels as dorsals actually predict that there should not be palatalized 
velars, as such segments would necessarily involve the dorsal articulator 
executing two constrictions simultaneously. The representation which 
such theories assign to a fronted velar is that of a [-back) dorsat. This 
representation accounts straightforwardly for the behavior of fronted 
velars reported in this paper: if fronted velars are [-back) dorsals, then 
they are segments with a Single articulation, and should not be expected 
to act like complex segments. 

This representation also makes it easy to understand the facts of 
velar fronting: If fronted velars are [-back] dorsals, then it follows that they 
are derived through the spreading of the feature (-back) from a front 
vowel onto the dorsal node of a plain velar. Clearly, such a process does 
not involve the creation of a complex segment. This is a highly desirable 
result, as the phenomena which create complex segments have a rather 
marked status in the languages of the world; palatalization of a labial or a 
coronal is nowhere near as common as velar fronting. 

Another advantage of this treatment of fronted velars, and the 
analysis of velar fronting which it entails, is that it explains why velar 
fronting stands in no relationship to palatalization phenomena in any 
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given language. It predicts that there should be languages which have 
velar fronting and no palatalization, and this is true of languages such as 
French, Spanish, German, and many more. 

5. Dealing with the facts on which the coronality of front vowels has been 
~d: constriction location features 

Let us now turn again to the question of the representation of front 
vowels. If the fronted velar facts are viewed as evidence for treating front 
vowels as dorsal, then it is natural to ask how the phonological theory is 
to account for some of the phenomena which are dealt with within the 
proposals to treat front vowels as coronal. In particular, the question is 
how the consonant vowel interaction facts, such as palatalization, or 
pharyngealization are to be accounted for. 

Consider, as an example, the issue of palatalization, beginning 
with a simple case of a dental/alveolar turning into a palato-alveolar 
before a high front vowel in Japanese: 

(15)(a) Segment inventory of Japanese (Maddieson (1 9B4»: 
i, w, E, ::l, a, p, p:, b, t, t:, cr: ts, s, s:, z, n, C, C, c:, dz, S, s:, If:, L 
k, k:, g, r], ~, w, h. 

(b) tatami 'mat' tegami 'letter' 
eie; 'father' sita 'under' 
natsu ~summer' kata 'person' 
cizu 'map' uei 'house' 

If front vowels are dorsal and palato-alveolars are coronal, then how is 
the palatalization process to be represented? In the original SPE model, 
there were linking rules which basically interpreted [-back) [+anterior 
coronals] as [-anterior) coronals. However. as pointed out by Clements 
(1976). these rules somehow failed to capture the intuition that 
palatalization is an assimilatory process. 

This intuition is well rooted in phonetic evidence: the palato
alveolar and the front vowel do share an articulatory property: they are 
both produced with a constriction against the hard palate! 

In a system which adheres closely to the SPE feature inventory, 
such as Sagey (1986). this similarity between palata-alveolars and front 
vowels cannot be represented. because in such a system only the 
coronal sounds can be characterized as articulated against the hard 
palate; only the coronal sounds can be characterized as [-anterior). 

Suppose, however, that we free the feature [-anterior] from its 
dependency on coronal; suppose that we make it a privative feature, say, 
·palatal". and make it accessible to both the coronal and the dorsal 
articulator--we will get a system capable of representing palatalization as 
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an assimilatory process, without having to posit the coronality of front 
vowels. 

This way of accounting for palatalization, when extended to 
natural class phenomena which group together sounds like velar 
consonants and back rounded vowels, or pharyngeal consonants and 
low vowels, leads to a view of segment representation in which all 
sounds are specified in terms of passive articulators. This is the system 
for which I have argued in my dissertation. The general schema for 
representing the point of articulation in such a system is shown in (16): 

(16) 
Place 

I 
Constriction 

/'-...
Site Arti:;ulata 

[""-FI 
Site: {labial, anterior, palatal, velar, pharyngeal} 
Articulator: {lower lip, coronal, dorsal, radical} 
F: {[high], [back], [ATA], [distributed]} 

Let us now consider the representations which.a palato-alveolar, a front 
vowel, a plain velar, and a fronted velar receive in this model: 

(17) 

Ie/ iii Ik/: Ik'/: 

Place PlrCe Place 

I I 

c C C 

/'-... /'-... /'-... 
Palalal 000!aI v* 000!aI 

A 
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form a complex segment, on the assumption that one articulator cannot 
execute two constrictions simultaneously (Halle (1983), Sagey (1986». 
By the same token, cyclic palatalization facts in Russian are explained: if 
the spread of palatal constriction onto a velar cannot result in a complex 
segment, then it follows that the output of such a process must be a 
simple segment. In the case of Russian, reanalysis produces a palato
alveolar: a palatal sound executed with the coronal articulator, because 
Russian does not have the palatal stop: a palatal sound produced with 
the dorsal articulator. 

Let us now turn to velar fronting. Earlier, I have accounted for it in 
terms of the spread of [-back] from the front vowel onto the dorsal node of 
the velar consonant. However, with the representations which allow site 
features, a better explanation suggests itself. Consider the number of 
articulators that can form a constriction against the soft palate: there is 
just one: the dorsal articulator. This means that under any theory of 
underspecification (cf. Archangeli (1984), Archangeli and Pulleyblank 
(1986), Steriade (1987)), velars do not need to be specified as dorsal in 
the Underlying Representation. Given this, velar fronting and in fact all 
cases of velars tracking the articulatory configuration of the tongue body 
in a vowel can be treated as derived through feature filling spreading of 
the dorsal articulator onto a velar constriction. This process is illustrated 
in (18): 

(18) Velar fronting: 

iii IkI 

Place 
I 
c 

Place 
I 

c 

PaIaIal 0crsaI 
A 

-back +high 

Finally, in order to account for the fact that velar fronting is such a 
common phenomenon, I assume, primarily on the basis of compensatory 
lengthening facts, that rules which fill in features by spreading take 
precedence over the rules which assign default values. 

2. Summary: 

Let me now summarize briefly the points made in this paper. I 
have addressed here the question of the representation of fronted velars 
and its relevance for the representation of front vowels. I have argued 
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that fronted velars cannot be treated as palatalized segments, and I have 
shown that the absence of palatalized velars is best explained on the 
assumption that front vowels and velar consonants are both produced 
with the dorsal articulator. I have then considered the question of how the 
theory which treats front vowels as dorsal might account for the facts that 
are dealt with within the theories which treat front vowels as coronal. I 
have suggested that both these facts and the fronted velar facts receive 
natural explanation within the model of segment representation which 
recognizes constriction location features. 

JAnhough not considered in this paper, the proposals to represent sounds solely in 

terms of constriction location features, or equivalent (e.g., Hulst (1989), Kaye 

Lowenstamm and Vergnaud (1985)), make the same predictions w~h respect to 

palatalized velars. Or, more accurately, they lack the capacity to rule out such segments. 

2 According to Keating and Lahiri (1990), before back vowels "palatalized velars" have mid 

frequency peak. 

3Where palatalization is assumed to be coronalizalion. 

4/_itil is really composed of I-i/, a denominal suffix, and I-IiI, the infinitival suffix. This 

detail is omitted in the analysis, as it it has no consequence for the interpretation of the 

facts. 

5 Before cyclic suffixes all velars turn into palato-alveolars. 


6 Stam-final fronted velars are not very common in Bulgarian. I owe this particular example 

to Ernest Scatton, p.c. 
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Compounding Verbs in Sekani 
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Introduction: Sekani (Athapaskan) Verbs 

The morphology of Athapaskan verbs is rather remarkably complex. It is per
haps most simply described, from an atheoretical point of view, in terms of 
a template consisting of various slots or positions into which the verb stem 
and various classes of affixes may be inserted. 1•2 There have been a variety of 
attempts to integrate this complexity into current linguistic theory, including 
the works by Rice, Speas, McDonough, and Hargus cited in the references. 
In a sense, the most ambitious of these was that by Hargus, whose model of 
the Sekani verb closely parallels the analysis of English proposed by Kiparksy 
and by Mohanan as well as others working within the framework of Lexical 
Phonology. The basic starting point for this model, and many other morpho
logical theories, is the assumption that the stem forms the core of the verb 
to which affixes are successively attached, in an order partly determined by 
the levels to which they have been assigned, as indicated in (1). The main 
point of the present paper is to argue that in fact we must recognize a different 
constituency for the Sekani verb, one according to which the set of morphemes 
known as the conjunct prefixes are combined with one another to form a con
stituent which does not include the verb stem; instead, the verb stem and this 
conjunct constituent form a sort of compound, as in (2). I will refer to these 
two analyses as the stem-core hypothesis and the compounding hypothesis 
respectively. 

(1) The Stem-Core analysis: 

/~
[,uy;) ,;) z gW;)t 1 "they poked them" (p. 127) 

I,uy;) 'p s gw;)t I 
3pO 3pS cnj poke 

7 8 10 stem 

(2) The Compounding analysis:. 
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A fundamental premise of this paper is that the domains within which 
phonological processes apply constitute prosodic constituents (see Nespor and 
Vogel 1986 for an introduction to the Prosodic Hierarchy). That this is true for 
the phonology of words as well as the phonology of phrases has been argued by 
Inkelas (1989), as well as Booij and Rubach (1984), Nespor and Vogel (1986) 
and Cohn (1989). I will show that the constituency of the stem-core model 
makes a variety of incorrect predictions regarding rule domains in Sekani and 
must be replaced by the compounding modeL This conclusion complements 
McDonough (1990)'5 analysis of Navajo by adding a discussion of the domains 
of phonological rules to her observations regarding syllable structure. Towards 
the end of the paper, I will discuss the manner in which the constituency of 
the compounding hypothesis is to be derived. 

A brief O\'en'iew of the Sekani verb will be helpful. From the examples in 
(3), we can see that the verb stem comes basically at the end of the entire verb, 
followed only by an aspectual suffix which will not concern us here. Preceding 
the verb are a potentially large number of prefixes which can be broken down 
into a number of different classes based on their order, function and phonologi
cal properties. The classification. of prefixes can be summarized in the chart or 
template given at the end of the paper, where the order of classes, the major 
phonological boundaries, and their membership are indicated. Also indicated 
are the levels of Hargus's lexical phonology model and the separation of pre
fixes into the conjunct and disjunct regions. A note on notational conventions: 
in sqaure brackets are the surface (phonetic) forms; below are morpheme-by· 
morpheme indications of the assumed underlying representation, a gloss, and 
the position class to which the morpheme belongs. 

(3) a. 	 [ chechusdd;mlt'ats J3 "we two walked into the water" (p.136) 
/che chu Sd dd nd d fats/ 

into.water 	 water IdS der cnj IdS elf dual go 
2 3 8 9 10 12 13 stem 

b. [ dadawhets'dniti\l J "we started to set snares, one by one" 
/dah da whe tS'd nd i n tl'\// 
up dstr incp IpS der der Pf tie 
2 4 6 8 9 9 11 stem (p.138) 

One final preliminary comment: I will not be analyzing the disjunct pre
fixes, which are the least tightly attached of the morphemes in the verb. 
assume, as is common in the analysis of Athapaskan languages, that they are 
attached after the rest of the verb is formed (that is, they are only part of 
the outermost constituent of the verb); I will have nothing more to say about 
them here. 

I 
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The Stem-Core hypothesis and Bracket Era
sure 

There is a significant problem with the stem-core approach, in that, as dis
cussed at length by Hargus, it requires a rather massive violation of bracket 
erasure in order to determine the applicability of various rules. In this section, 
I will discuss two such rules, Epenthesis and Voicing Assimilation. 

Epenthesis applies to ensure that there is at least one syllabic element in 
the conjunct portion of the verb. That is, if there is no syllabic element due 
to a prefix from positions 7 to 12, a schwa is inserted. This is illustrated in (4) 
and (5), where the underlined schwa in these examples is not associable with 
any morpheme. 

(4) [!1l.iin ] "S/he sings.~ (p.280) 

/ d yh;;)n / 

eLF sing 


13 stem 


(5) [ I'QZ\l sQh2li 1 "S/he takes good care of me." (p.283) 

/ 1'QZIJ s;;) I'Qh Ii / 

well IsO P be 


1 stem 


Epenthesis, Hargus shows, is not triggered by the overall metrical structure 
nor by morphological properties of the verb. It really needs to be stated with 
respect to the conjunct prefixes; if there is no syllabic element due to a conjunct 
prefix, a schwa is inserted. If the conjunct prefixes belong to several different 
levels, as Hargus argues based on the fact that they act differently with respect 
to various rules, then the imposition of this condition on the epenthesis rule 
requires a clear violation of bracket erasure, given the stem-core hypothesis. 
To quote her, the problem is that various rules 

... must refer to the external bracketing of level 1 when [they apply] 
on levels 3 [or later]. If Bracketing Erasure applies at the end of level 
2 as predicted, this information about the extent of level! will be lost. 
(pp. 249-50) 

She proposes that certain morphological boundaries can be exceptions to 
bracket erasure, here specifically those of levell, so that Epenthesis can be 
stated as in (6): a schwa is inserted at the beginning of the word if no vowels 
intervene between the outer conjunct bracket and a level 1 bracket. The rule 
then applies at level 5. 
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(6) ¢ -+ d I __ [ C' [I 

Another rule which leads to the same problem is that of Voicing Assimila
tion. The voicing of stem-initial fricatives in verbs is predictable on the basis 
of the preceding segment: they agree. This can be seen in contrasts such as in 
(7) and (8), where the initial fricative of the stem appears unvoiced after an 
unvoiced segment and voiced after a voiced segment. 

(7) I lone 
out 
2 

dd 
der 
9 

s so, I -+ [lOneddSllOiJ 
IsS spit 
12 stem "I spit." (p. 93) 

(8) I lone 
out 
1 

dd 
der 
9 

SO"I I 
spit 
stem "S/he spits." (p.93) 

It turns out that the voicing may be triggered by material from any level of 
the morphology, as seen in (9) and (10), where it is induced by the epenthetic 
d) added at level 5 according to Hargus, or by a vowel from a disjunct prefix, 
also added at level 5. 

(9) I d xQ I -+ [dIQJ 
kilLpLO 

epen stem "S/he kills [pi OJ'' (p. 94) 

(10) "s/he walks fast" (p.94 ) 

I na wh~t I 
cont walkj"ast 
2 stem 

(cp. [naswh~tl "I walk fast" p. 94) 

These examples show that VA must apply late in the derivation, after 
epenthesis and after the combination of disjunct prefixes and stems; in Har
gus's terms, this means at level 5. yet it applies only to; fricatives in the 
verb stem and not in the prefixes, as seen in (11).4 The question is how, at 
level 5, we can distinguish stem-initial fricatives from fricatives added at levels 
2-4. The derivations in (12) show that voicing assimilation would overapply, 
assuming bracket erasure as usual. 

(11) [h4;)1"its'1] "s/he pinched me" (p. 95) 

I ha Sd /,d n ts'l I 
adv IsO cnj Pf pinch 
2 7 10 11 stem 
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(12) [wh~1 J [sd'"Yi7as J output of level 4 
[ na~what J J [ha[sd'"Yi7as 11 level 5 affixation 

w z VoL Ass. 

*[ haz.d"Yi7as 1 
(should be [hasd"Yi7as]) 

The solution to this proposed by Hargus is again to retain level 1 brackets 
(that is, make them exceptions to the BEC) and formulate the rules to make 
reference to these brackets, as indicated in the formulation of VA given in (13). 
Voicing spreads onto a fricative following a retained stem bracket. 

(13) Hargus's formulation of Voicing Assimilation: 

C 
- -- -I 

[+voi] [ +cont 
-sont 1.stem 

In addition to Epenthesis ana Voicing Assimilation, the rest of the rules 
in (14) would, under the stem-core hypothesis, require retention of level 1 
brackets. 

(14) Rules which require retention of level 1 brackets 

Epenthesis 
Voicing Assimilation 
Conjugation d Deletion 
Continuant Voicing 
Gamma Lowering 
L Deletion 
Perambulative Reduction 
5 Voicing 
Suffix Vowel Deletion 

Allowing such extensive exceptions to bracket erasure is clearly a step in 
the wrong direction for a cyclic model of morphology and phonology, yet this 
is the inevitable conclusion, given the stem-core hypothesis. 

An alternative: compounding 

Consider how these conclusions can be modified given the compounding struc
ture suggested in (2), where the conjunct prefixes form a constituent which is 
sister to the verb stem. We can reformulate Voicing Assimilation to refer to 
the juncture between the compound elements, as in (15). I assume that the 
compound juncture represents a prosodic constituency and therefore persists 

3 
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despite bracket erasure, which is a condition on morphological representations. 
A similar revision is possible with Epenthesis, as in (16), where the condition 
on schwa insertion becomes one stated purely on the conjunct constituent; this 
rule is a sort of minimality satisfaction, as per McDonough (1990). 

(15) Voicing Assimilation revised: 

x ][ ,C
I I,/".r 

[+voi] [ =:::t ] 

where ][ is a compound boundary 

(16) Epenthesis revised: 

¢ ---4 d/ [ __ C· I 
(where [ ... } is a stem - see McDonough 1990) 

The theoretical advantage is clear: no internal brackets need to be retained 
from level to level; this is the initial motivation for preferring the compounding 
hypothesis to the stem-core hypothesis. Though there are some complications, 
all of the rules in (15) can be reanalyzed along the lines in (16). 

Evaluating the compounding hypothesis 

However successful these reformulations, we must consider whether there is 
any independent motivation for the compounding hypothesis. In fact, we 
can identify two substantive predictions made by the compounding hypothesis 
which I will argue are correct and therefore support the model. The predictions 
are the following: 

• 	 First, we predict that the conjunct prefixes will form a domain for the 
application of various rules . 

• 	 Second, we predict that there will be no constituent, and therefore no 
rule domain, consisting of the verb stem and a proper subset of the 
conjunct prefixes. 

These predictions constitute not only cases where the compounding hy
pothesis could a priori be disproved, but also, if correct, indications of failings 
of the stem-core hypothesis, since it would have to treat them as accidents, 
rather than derivable properties of the grammar. 
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4.1 	 Arguments for a conjunct prefix domain and a 
stem plus classifier domain 

Regarding the first of these predictions, the conjunct prefixes form a domain 
for the application of several rules, listed in (17). 

(17) Rules which treat the conjunct prefixes as a domain: 

Conjugation;) Deletion 
Prefix Vowel Deletion 
Vocalization 
Conjugation Tone Mapping 
n;) Absorption 

These rules must satisfy their structural descriptions entirely within the 
conjunct prefixes, supporting the claim that these domains constitute mor
phological constituents. This is illustrated by the case of Conjugation Schwa 
Deletion. Simplifying a bit, the conjugation morphemes (position 10) are re
alized as C when they are final in the conjunct domain and are preceded by 
other conjunct prefixes. Otherwise, they surface as C;). This alternation is 
illustrated in (18) and (19),5 

(18) [chuna7;)ts';)~k'~tsl "We washed (0)" (p. 143) 

I chu 
water 

na 
rev 

7;) 
unspO 

ts';) 
IpS 

s;) 
cnj 

d 
clf 

k'~ts 

wash 
/ 

3 5 7 8 10 13 stem 

(19) [chunanglk'~tsl "I washed (0)" (p. 143) 

I chu na 7;) s;) s d k';')ts I 
water rev unspO cnj IsS elf wash_OBJ 

3 5 7 10 12 13 stem 

Hargus's version of the rule makes reference to level 1 brackets, but we 
can treat this as an alternation which is sensitive to the edge of the conjunct 
constituent, rather than brackets around the stem, as in (21). The Conjugation 
schwa alternation and the other rules in (19) confirm the first prediction. 

(20) Hargus's formulation: 

if> I V {s,n,,,),} 
[+cnjj } 

{ [+mod) 

(applies at level 4) 
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(21) Compounding analysis: 

<l--+<f>/V {s,n,'Y} ]conjunct 

[+cnjj } 
{ [+modj 

(applies at the end of the formation of the conjunct 
constit uent) 

4.2 No inner-prefix plus stem domain 

As for the second prediction. In order to demonstrate the existence of a rule 
domain consisting of inner prefixes plus the stern, what would be needed is 
a rule which satisfies its structural description with elements from the stem 
and elements from some inner conjunct prefixes, but not other, outer prefixes. 
The potentially relevant rules are those which Hargus assigns to level 2 but 
not (also) to. level 3 or 4. There are not many such rules, but those which 
there are do not meet these requirements. Rules applying on level 2 but not 3 
or 4 are given in (22). 

(22) Rules applying on level 2 but not 3 or 4 (after Hargus 1988) 

s Conjugation <l Fronting 
n Conjugation <l Fronting 
L Deletion 

The situations regarding the Conjugation d Fronting rules and for L Dele
tion are somewhat different. The Fronting rules make no reference to the stem 
and satisfy their structural descriptions entirely within the conjunct prefixes; 
as such, they offer no support for inner prefixes and the stem forming a con
stituent, though they do indicate something about the internal constituency 
of the conjunct constituent. They are consistent wit.h our prediction. The 
L Deletion rule actually provides a stronger argument in favor of the second 
prediction, despite the fact that Hargus' description of the rule makes refer
ence to the stem, or at least to its bracketing. L Deletion deletes all but the 
last low tone of the conjunct domain, as seen in (23), where the low tone due 
to the conjugation morpheme in position 10 would be expected to surface on 
the underlined schwa but because the subject marker in position 12 has a low 
tone, the conjugation tone is deleted. 

(23) [ chechusdd;~nit'ats 1 "we two walked into the water" (p.136) 

/ ehe chu S<l dd n<l J d 1ats/ 
into_water water IdS der cnj IdS elf dual go 

2 3 8 9 10 12 13 stem 

Neither low tones from the disjunct prefixes nor from the verb stem are relevant 
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to this rule, as shown in (24), where the conjugation low surfaces despite Jow 
tones on the disjunct prefix in position 2 and the low tone on the stem, 

(24) [ tas~sihcheh ] "you [sg] carry me uphill" (p,13i) 

/ tit Sd 5<1 n h cheh I 
up IsO cnj 2sS elf handle.-animate..ob ject 
2 7 10 12 13 stem 

Hargus's statement of the rule is as in (25), A low tone is deleted before 
another low preceding a level 1 bracket. This rule applies before the addition 
of the disjunct prefixes. 

(25) Hargus' L Deletion 

L->¢/ __ Lh 

She is quite elear about the reason for including reference to level 1 bracket: 
"[this] version of L Deletion ... will ensure that no stem tones trigger the 
deletion of low tones in prefixes" (p. 137). That is, reference to the stem serves 
to prevent the rule from satisfying its structural description with low tones 
from the stem. Under the compounding hypothesis, a simpler explanation is 
available: L Deletion doesn't apply to the stem because it applies before the 
stem has been combined with the conjunct prefixes. We can state the rule as 
in (26), where the operation is the same but we omit the level 1 bracket. 

(26) 	 L Deletion revised: 

L -> <P I _ L (applies wi~hin the conjunct domain) 

This rule not only does not support the inner prefixes+stem constituency 
but is simplified if we assume the constituency of the compounding hypothesis. 

4.3 Syllabification and the licensing of codas 

So far, we have seen that the compounding analysis would allow us to avoid 
the retention of morphological brackets from level to level. However, this 
rather theory-internal issue has been the only argument against the stem-core 
analysis. There hasn't been any empirical problem with it. There are, how
ever, some empirical data which are problematic for the stem-core treatment. 
McDonough (1990) noted a very significant generalization regarding the dis
tribution of codas in Navajo which appears to hold true of Sekani as well: the 
basic syllable is CV, with codas appearing in only two places: at the end of 
stems, and at the end of the conjunct domain (immediately before the stem). 
See examples (7), (18), (19), (24), (29) and (30) for conjunct-final codas. The 
licensing of a word (or stem) final coda is not so surprising; many languages 
permit codas only word-finally. The licensing of a coda immediately before 
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the stem is. however, a very strange fact under the stem-core analysis. One 
could conceivably claim that there was a rule which adjoined a consonant into 
a syllable immediately before the stem boundary, but this is an odd rule in
deed. Worse, it fails to generalize across the two distributions. As McDonough 
points out, under the compounding analysis, the facts are easily explained: the 
parts of the compound are symmetric, and each allows an appendix coda. The 
distribution of codas then is one way in which the compounding analysis is 
more empirically successful than the stem-core analysis. 

4.4 The status of classifiers 

There is one set of affixes, namely the position 13 classifiers, which are some
what ambiguous with respect to whether they count as part of the verb stem 
or as part of the conjunct domain. On the basis of two rules (D-effect and 
Palatalization), Hargus assigned them to level 1; that is, they attach to the 
stem more tightly than any other prefix. The fact that they trigger the D
effect and Palatalization, rules which only apply between the classifiers and 
verb stems, is explained by assigning both the morphemes and the rules to 
level!. One way to interpret this, under the compound analysis, is to treat 
the classifiers as part of the stem constituent, rather than the conjunct con
stituent. That is, an example such as (27) should receive the analysis in (28). 

(27) 	 [;;.sjin] "I sing." (p. 280) 

/ s d yh;;.n /
IsS elf sing 

12 13 stem 


(28) 	 [ [ S ]conjunct [ d yh;;.n l.tem J 

However, this causes problems for the description of several alternations 
in the surface form of the subject markers and the conjugation morphemes. 
The surface form of the s-conjugation morpheme and of the subject markers, 
when they are the final morpheme in the conjunct domain, is sensitive to the 
identity of the following classifier or to its absence; the alternations in question 
involve the rules of S-Voicing and Aspiration (p. 90), details of the application 
of the Conjugation schwa Deletion rules (pp. 142-51) and allomorphy of the 
subject markers (p. 89). I will exemplify only the alternation Hargus dubs § 

Voicing; the other alternations raise similar issues. 
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(29) "s/he lost (a compact object)" (p. 91) 

I ta dd 70 I 
lose der cnj handle-compact-object. 

2 9 10 stem 

(30) [t(;malidah] "s/he goes back uphill" (p. 149) 

I tQ na d dah I 
up rev cnj clf go 
2 5 10 13 stem 

As seen in the preceding examples, the conjugation prefix (position 10) 
appears as [zj immediately before the stem, but [s] before the d-classifier. 
That the underlying representation of the s-conjugation morpheme has an /sl 
rather than a Izl is indicated by the fact that it surfaces as [' ad] when not 
the final conjunct morpheme - see (21). Given the stem-core analysis, the 
rule (be it phonological or allomorphic) which accomplishes the voicing would 
have to be able to make referedce to the stem, or be able to identify the 
classifier prefixes, once again requiring retention of level 1 brackets. Hargus's 
formulation is giyen in (31). 

(31) Hargus's formulation of SNoicing 

s --+ Z / __ [ stem 

If, under the compounding analysis, we treat the classifier prefix as part of 
the conjunct constituent instead, then we are in a position to reformulate the 
rule such that it voices the conjugation Is/ if it is strictly final in the conjunct 
domain: 
(32) Compounding reformulation of S-Voicing 

s --+ z/ 

[+cnjj 


Similar issues arise with the other alternations mentioned in this section; 
the allomorphy of position 12 subject markers and the deletion of conjugation 
schwa are sensitive to the identity of the classifier, if any. Aspiration (changing 
conjugation 15/ to [h]) applies before the 1- and h-classifiers. The classifiers are 
not associable with any particular morphosyntactic properties,s so it must be 
the classifier morphemes themselves which are relevant to these alternations. 
If the classifiers form part of the stem constituent, then these alternations 
require access to the internal structure of the stem constituent to determine 
the applicability of rules to the conjunct constituent, at odds with the claims 
of the compounding analysis regarding rule domains and the accessibility of 
morphological structure. I conclude that the classifiers should be treated as 
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part of the conjunct constituent, leading the analysis of (27) as in (33), rather 
than (28): 

(33) [ [ s d jcon)unct [yhan l.tcm J 

This conclusion requires some rethinking of the analysis of the D-effect, 
and Palatalization. If the classifiers, except for the h-classifier, are treated 
as floating autosegments (the d-classifier being [-cont], as suggested in Shaw 
1991) and the I-classifier being [+voiJ as suggested by Hargus 1988:87), then 
they may be treated as floating off the end of the conjunct constituent, with 
the possibility of being linked to the beginning of the verb stem if appropriate. 
The h-c1assifier is arguably an underlying jh/ which can surface in the coda 
of the conjunct constituent. 

Conclusion 

\\le have seen three arguments for treating the Sekani verb as involving a com
pounding of the verb stem with a constituent containing the conjunct mor
phemes: one. it makes it possible to treat the rules which required exceptions 
to Bracket Erasure as rules which refer to the juncture between the parts of 
the compound: two, it correctly predicts that various rules will operate on a 
domain consisting of the conjunct morphemes alone; and three, it explains the 
absence of rules which apply to inner conjunct prefixes plus the verb stem. Put 
another way. the constituency of the compounding analysis is used for rules 
of domain juncture (Voicing Assimilation), domain limit (Conjugation Schwa 
Deletion), domain span (L Deletion), and for minimality conditions (Epenthe
sis), as well as explaining facts about phonotactics and the Distribution of 
closed syllables, as argued by !l'lcDonough (1990) for Navajo. 

Additional support for this position comes from the need for similar analy
ses in other languages. The verb in Nimboran, as analyzed by Sharon Inkelas 
(1991), consists of a verb stem followed by various bound forms which are sep
arated from the stem by a significant phonological or morphological boundary. 
Inkelas argues persuasively against a templatic account as well as a stem-core 
account in favor of a view consistent with the compounding hypothesis. 

Evidence for affixes forming separate prosodic domains also comes from 
from Polish, Italian, Japanese, and perhaps also from English. See Poser 
(1990), Booij and Rubach (1984), and Nespor and Vogel (1986). A final study 
to mention is that of Simpson and Withgott (1986), who argue that pronominal 
c1itics often form a morphological constituent amongst themselves, prior to 
their attachment to their host. 

There is one final question I would like to raise, though I will leave it un
reseolved. I have suggested that the Sekani verb is a compound, yet I have 
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said very little about what that means in terms of the grammar. What sort 
of compound is it? The arguments have primarily involved prosodic con
stituency and phonological rule domains. What about its morphological or 
syntactic constituency? The default assumption would seem to be that they 
should be the same as the phonological constituency, yet a variety of work has 
shown that this is not always the case. See Kiparsky (1982) for a discussion of 
bracketing paradoxes, Inkelas (1989) for a general discussion of morphological 
and phonological mismatches, and Booij and Rubach (1984), Nespor and Vo
gel (1986), Cohn (1989) and Poser (1990) for discussions of affixes and stems 
forming separate prosodic domains, at odds with their morphological struc
ture. The compounding hypothesis could be true of prosodic structure but 
the morphosyntactic structure could reflect the stem-core hypothesis. This is 
roughly the position adopted by Rice (1990) with respect to Slave. Alterna
tively, the morphosyntactic structure could match the prosodic structure more 
closely, leading to an analysis such as that of Speas (1990) or Inkelas (1991) 
according to which the conjunct morphemes are combined with one another 
morphologically before they combine with the stem. There is some support for 
the latter position, in that the affixes in positions 9-12 do undergo a variety 
of unproductive alternations which might best be interpreted as evidence for 
their forming a morphological constituent or even a portmanteau morpheme, 
as proposed by McDonough (1990) for Navajo. This remains an issue for 
further research. 

Endnotes 
ISuch a template is given at the end of the paper. 
2This paper is greatly indebted to Sharon Hargus's exemplary disserta

tion, which is the source of all the Sekani data cited here. Although I will be 
arguing against her conclusions regarding the overall structure of the Sekani 
verb, it is the thoroughness of her analysis which has made this paper pos
sible. In the current draft, I have assumed that she is essentially correct 
regarding underlying representations and operations, and have restricted my 
investigations to the domains of rule application. Others who deserve thanks 
for discussion and suggestions include Pat Shaw, Sharon Inkelas, Bill Poser, 
and Diana ArchangeIi. 

3Some transcription conventions: 
wh = voiceless labiovelar frie. ts' = alveolar ejective 
ch voiceless palatal stop k' velar ejective 
1= voiceless lateral fricative dz = voiced alveolar stop 
j = voiced palatal stop y = voiced palatal fricative 
Y= nasalized vowel V= low toned vowel (syllable) 
tI' = lateral ejective 

4If the voicedness of vowels, as a redundant specification, is not available 
ea.rly in a derivation, then Voicing Assimilation would have to apply la.te (at 
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or after le\'el 5) e"en when the trigger is part of an affix added at an early 
le\'el, as in (31). 

sUnder certain combinations of classifiers and disjunct morphemes this rule 
will apply e\'en without a preceding vowel. The details are unclear, 

6 As Hargus says, h[i]n many forms which contain classifiers, the classifier 
appears to ha\'e no synchronic function, but is simply lexically specified [by 
the verb stem]" (p, 80). 
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naxa <lJ a.h/a 
wha u 
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naXil 7,;) 1.0 -o 

1 u/ya na 
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la 

wa!1o 
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Key: 	 P incorporated postposition +nronolln object) DSA deictic suhject agreement 

ADV adverbial elements DBR derivational, aspect.ual, 

IS incorporated stem CN.J conjugation 

DIST distributive MODE mode, aspect 
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I. Introduction 

Much has been written recently about "incorporated" 
structures, especially in the years since the appearance 
of Mithun's (1984) comprehensive discussion, which 
brought to light both the widespread nature of these 
structures and their historical development. This paper 
relies on insights from two important analyses of 
incorporation: Baker's (1988) carefully motivated 
analysis in terms of syntactic head-movement, and 
Sadock's (1985) claim that two alternative analyses can 
be assigned to a single string of elements. To these we 
add a third treatment of our own, which involves 
manipulating syntactic structures by a process we call 
"Restructuring". At the moment, we exclude discussion 
of Grimshaw and Mester's (1988) important syntactic 
analysis of Japanese forms similar to those we deal with 
in section 2 of this paper, because their data crucially 
ignore the lexicalized kind of examples which are of 
central concern to us. 

Briefly, then, the universe of analyses we will be 
working with looks like (1): 

(1) Three Alternative Proposals: 
a. Baker (1988): Syntactic Head-Movement 
b. Sadock (1985): Dual Structure Assignment 
c. Heny/Samiian (1991): Restructuring 

We will begin with the examination of N-V compound 
structures in Modern Persian, which superficially 
resemble Baker's case of noun incorporation (1988). 
However, we will show that the Persian facts fail to 
justify the appeal to 'as strong a tool as syntactic 
movement. In fact, the Restructuring analysis we adapt 
is reminiscent of Sadock's assignment of dual 
morphological and syntactic structures to a single 
string of words, since we could easily claim that the 
speaker has available both original and "restructured" 
versions for any given string. However, we leave our 
rule unspecified as to membership in a given component 
of grammar (morphology or syntax). The status of both 
input and output structures we also leave unspecified, 
to be determined by independent principles. 
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We illustrate our analysis using incorporation-like 
N-V structures in Section II. In sections III and IV, 
we apply this process to two other structures in 
Persian, showing that it is capable of treating a broad 
range of seemingly dissimilar facts. 

II. 	 Case One: Dual-Structure Compound Verbs 

Baker's "noun incorporation" moves the head noun of 
a complement (typically a direct object) into a position 
clearly inside the verbal morphology, forming a new 
compound-like unit with the verb. The process is very 
productive for the languages which Baker stresses, such 
as Mohawk and Southern Tiwa. The syntactic nature of the 
process shows up most clearly in cases where the head 
leaves behind a possessive, numeral, or adjectival 
modifier, as in (2): 

2. 	 Incorporation (Baker 1988) 
2a. 	 Wa-hi- nuhs- ahni:nu: John 

AOR-lsS/3M-house-buy John 
"I bought John's house" (Oneida, p. 96) 

2b. 	 Wisi be-seuan-mu-ban 
two 1sS:B-man-see-PAST 
"I saw two men" (Southern Tiwa, p. 94) 

In (2a), from Oneida, the possessor "John" is 
stranded in normal direct object position. In (2b), 
from Southern Tiwa, the numeral "two" is likewise left 
on its own by the movement of its head noun "men" into 
the verb: this kind of example provides strong evidence 
for incorporation as movement of a nominal head from a 
direct object NP. 

Baker further argues for the syntactic nature of 
the process forming configurations like (2) on several 
grounds. The process is highly productive in the 
languages he considers, applying to virtually any ·verb
object pair; this productivity is, of course, a 
traditional hallmark of syntax and notoriously lacking 
in many morphological processes. Furthermore, the 
incorporated no·,10 can be specific in reference, even 
potentially serving as the first reference to the object 
it names (but see Ouhalla 1990 and Williams 1989 for 
some criticism of this latter claim). Again, this 
points away from the lexicon; it has often been noted, 
for instance, that the reference of nouns inside 
compounds cannot be construed as specific, and such a 
noun cannot serve as antecedent to a personal pronoun 
(ef. "I went to a ball game last week and the first 
batter hit it"). 
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Consider, now, in contrast, the characteristics of 
a superficially similar set of Persian N-V compounds, 
formed from a noun which could be thought of as the 
direct object, in some sense, of the verb with which it 
is compounded. But beyond the surface similarity, this 
kind of construction is totally different, as summarized 
in (3). First, these forms involve only a handful of 
verbs, whose semantic contribution to the compound is 
minimal (cf. English "take a walk" or "have a bath"). 
Furthermore, Baker's other arguments for incorporation 
as a syntactic process do no hold: since modifier
stranding of the type in (2) is impossible in Persian, 
no air-tight case for movement can be made on syntactic 
grounds. Semantically, too, these forms contrast with 
those of Mohawk, Oneida and Southern Tiwa: the 
incorporated N can never be specific in reference or 
show any of the signs of specific or definite reference. 

3. Persian Dual-Structure N-V Compounds: 
a. 	 Non-productive (formed only with a small 

set of semantically neutral verbs, e.g. 
kardan, "to do" 

b. 	 No modifier-stranding possible. 
c. 	 No specific reference or first-mention 

possible in interpreting N. 

Added to this is the lack of clear proof for 
syntactic movement elsewhere in the language; all in 
all, we conclude that a syntactic analysis of these 
forms, illustrated in (4), runs into significant 
empirical problems, and complicates the grammar of 
Persian unnecessarily. 

Obviously, an alternative account is preferable. 
Although we will have little occasion to repeat this 
later in this paper, it is clear from the facts in (3) 
that the process we propose must be capable of producing 
"words". In fact, we will claim that Restructuring of 
the sort we envision can produce output on both the word 
and phrasal levels, depending on the operation of other 
highly general principles which constrain the process as 
well as its output. 

First, consider the straightforward examples of 
Persian N-V compounds in (4): 

4a. Ba dust- an-es harf-zad 0 ba'd raft 
with 	friend-pl-clit word-strike/pst/3s & then 
left 
"He spoke with his friends and then left" 
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4b. 	Bush dar in jalase tasmim ~ereft ke ... 
Bush in this meeting decis10n take/pst/3s 
that •.. 
"In this meeting, Bush decided that ... " 

4c. Hasan dar naql -e in dastan estebah-kard 
Hasan in telling-EZ this story mistake 
make/pst/3s 
"In 	telling this story, Hasan made a mistake 

Like their counterparts in Oneida, Southern Tiwa 
and Mohawk, the N-V constructions we are focusing on 
have counterparts clearly involving an NP-plus-V 
syntactic formation; the counterparts to (4a-c) are 
given in (5): 

5a. 	Harf-ha-yas-ra ba dustan-es zad 0 ba'd raft 
word-pl-ciit-obj 
"He said what he had to say to his friends, 

then left". 

5b. 	Bush tasmin-e mohemm-i dar in jalase gereft 
ke .••• 
decision-EZ-important-indef 
"Bush took an important decision at this 
meeting that .• " 

5c. Hasan estebah-at-e faravan-i dar naql-e in 
dastan kard 

mistake-pl-EZ many-indef 
"Hasan made many errors in telling this story" 

Striking here is the intervention of other material 
between N and V, as well as the modification of N (by 
possessive, plural, and object markers in (5a), by 
adjectival modifiers and the indefinite marker in (5b) 
and (5c). The appearance of adjectives and possessors 
makes it clear that we are dealing with NP here, not N; 
and the presence of the object maker -ra in (5a) places 
these constructions clearly on the level of syntactic 
VP, not compound verb. A systematic treatment of the 
compound-phrasal differences can be found in Heny 
(1985), which outlines tests for compound status 
involving the appearance of clitics, nominalization 
types and SUbjunctive form as well as semantic 
transparency. 

Now, to reiterate and illustrate our earlier claim, 
the head nouns in (5) cannot be extracted to form N-V 
units by incorporation Oneida-or-Mohawk style. Any 
attempt to extract N from its phrase results in instant, 
serious ungrammaticality, as in (6): 
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6. 	 *Bush [el -e mohemm-i dar in jalase tasmini 
gereft .. (cL 5b) 

Thus, there is no mechanism for incorporation in 
NP-V structures containing anr syntactic elaboration of 
Ni even markers of inflect~onal morphology such as 
plural block the formation of a clear compound-like 
form. However, surprisingly enough, the converse seems 
also to be true: a non-elaborated "bare" noun cannot 
occur in the clearly phrasal kind of environment found 
in (5). No material may intervene between N and V if N 
is unmodified, as shown in (7). 

7a. *harf ba dustan-es zad 0 ba'd raft 
7b. *Bush tasmin dar in~ase gereft ke •• 
7c. *Hasan estebah dar naql-e in dastan kard 

The problem with (7a-c) lies not in the elements 
that make them up, since the words are identical with 
those in (4a-c). Nor are bare, uncompounded, and 
unmodified direct objects banned in Persian i (8) below 
is superficially similar to (7c) above, except that it 
contains no potentially compoundable N-V pair; this 
again suggests the need for some way to allow the 
idiosyncracies of word formation~be accessible to the 
analysis of (4) through (7): 

8. 	 Hasan masin az in mard xarid 

Hasan car from this man buy-pst-3s 

"Hasan bought a car from this man". 


To explain (7), one needs some consistent notion of 
basic VP-internal word order; unfortunately, there is no 
unanimity on this point in Persian. There are obviously 
two possibilities for the type of head-final VP in (7), 
and those are given in (9): 

9a. NP - PP - V 

9b. PP - NP - V 


Neither structure yields a comfortable solution to 
the ungrammaticality of (7). (9al would force us to 
explain why unmodified NP's must move out of basic 
position to a place immediatery- adjoining the verb. 
(9b), on the other hand, would require a constraint 
barring the "scrambling" of just one particular set of 
unmodified NP's. 

Given the difficulty of using a syntactic analysis 
here for the reasons already stated, we can turn at this 
point to a solution adapted from Sadock' s "Autolexical 
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Syntax" ; this approach allows implicitly direct access 
to the word list in the lexicon in cases where 
compounding is less than fully productive. Taking 
structure (9b) as the syntactic base, we can adapt this 
view to claim that the native speaker assigns 
independent morphological and syntactic structures to 
the relevant N-V strings, as in the simplified version 
of (7c) in (10): 

10: 

/V~ 
N N V 

I I I 
Hasan estebah... kard 

I I 
NP NP V 

~vp/ 
The syntax sees estebah kard as a VP; the 

morphology analyzes it as a verbal compound. The 
inflexibility in order is explained directly by Sadock: 

11 .•..morpheme ordering is -generally completely 
rigid and in any case in much stricter than 
phrasal ordering. Thus, where there is a 
conflict between the two, it will be the 
principles of morpheme ordering that win out. 
(Sadock 1985, P. 407) 

Applying this principle, we could easily reach the 
conclusion that (7) is ungrammatical because it gives 
precedence to the demands of syntax instead of 
morphology. And overall, this view seems closer to 
capturing the dual structures we end up with in the 
language. However, two problems occur. First, it has 
been argued in detail elsewhere (Beny 1985) that Persian 
verbal compounds show the characteristics of V-Bar, not 
zero-level, lexical verbs, and that morphological theory 
must be formulated in such a way as to allow such 
formations. It is hard to imagine deriving the 
characteristics of this lexical-but-V-Bar status from 
the dual structure in (10). 
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The second problem with this approach -- or rather, 
the comparable strength of the Restructuring approach, 
will be dealt with in the last section. Meanwhile, we 
present here our own analysis-in-progress of this data, 
which involves rule (12): 

12. 	Restructuring 
Restructure non-branching N with its unique 
sister, where "non-branching" N refers to the 
structure: 

N" 

N' 
I 
N 

The term "restructure" itself must be dealt with in 
more detail. For now, applied to the cases we are 
considering, it can be read as an instruction to make N 
the sister of V in the most efficient way. This means 
pruning the N" and Nt labels, turning (13a) into (I3b) 
below: 

13a. V' 	 13b. V' 

N/ ~Vr("\

N' 
I 
N V 

The compound retains V' status, although it 
functions semantically etc. as a word, possibly by 
virtue of its lexical specification. In fact, this rule 
reflects an asymmetry among verbal compounds in Persian. 
Forms like (10) are paralleled by others, such as PP-V 
compounds, where V-Bar status is more obvious at the 
surface by virtue of the existence of an already formed 
prepositional phrase (for example, be-kar bordan, 
literally "to-work-bring", meaning "to use"). 

The "unique sister" specification in (12) will 
explain the occurrence of cases like (B); typically, 
structures which involve the sequence bare-N plus PP 
plus V are indirect object structures. Thus, they fail 
to meet the environment for restructuring, since the 
non-branching in such structures has no "unique" sister. 
This question needs further work, including detailed 
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examination of any other potential sequences which allow 
bare nouns as direct objects. 

To summarize, the Restructuring approach seems to 
us more appropriate for the Persian data than Baker's 
incorporation analysis, since it avoids the undesirable 
consequences of involving syntactic movement where so 
few typically syntactic characteristics can be found. 
Furthermore, although a multiple-structures analysis 
like Sadock's seems close to the present approach, this 
framework seems to lead to two problems. First, it seems 
to offer little to distinguish between (7) and (B). 
Second, it implies a division between syntax and 
morphology stronger than we wish to defend at this 
stage. 

As a final comment here, it is worth pointing out 
that the process we are calling "Restructuring", however 
nebulous it may be at this point, is unlikely to add 
anything significant to the power of a grammar. In 
fact, some such process will be needed to deal with 
traditional "pruning", and also to account for its 
namesake, the well-known "restructuring" of the marginal 
take advantage of type in English. We are assuming 
that, with the--proper. constraints built in, this 
proposal need add no special new power to a grammar. In 
fact, we will proceed in the next two sections to show 
that this simple proposal has the added advantage of 
being applicable to configurations which, on the 
surface, are quite dissimilar. 

III. Case Two: P-N Adjectives 

Restructuring will extend quite neatly to encompass 
P-N adjectival compounds such as those in (14): 

14. 	 a. por-rang ("full" + "color"): "richly 
colored, strong (tea)" 

b. 	 por-qovvat ("full" + "power"): "powerful" 
c. 	 bi-xab ("without" + "sleep"): "sleepl~ss· 
d. 	 bi-care ("without" + ;'recourse"): 

"unfortunate" 
e. 	 ba-deqqat ("with" + "care"): "careful" 
f. 	 ba-hus ("with" + "intelligence"): 

"intelligent" 

Note that, although on the surface different, these 
are precisely the kinds of forms we have been dealing 
with: a normally Case-assigning head, accompanied by 
its normal (nominal) complement type, in the usual order 
(here, N following P). In fact, it is surprisingly 
difficult, for many of these forms, to distinguish 
between PP and Adjective, since the two have virtually 
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identical ranges of occurrence, and they are often 
virtually identical in meaning. But, as with the verbal 
compounds considered in section II, the native speaker 
intuitively "feels" a difference: she knows that the 
forms in (14) are adjectives, while identical forms with 
modified nouns would be prepositional phrases, carrying 
meanings like "with animal-like intelligence", "with the 
greatest care", etc. 

A straightforward application of Restructuring 
works to explain this native intuition, and the ease 
with which forms like this become lexicalized, as do 
their verbal counterparts though the precise 
relationship between the process we are studying and the 
lexicon remains unclear. This time, the process looks 
something like (15): 

l5a. l5b. 

Again, a non-branching nominal complement triggers 
the simplification process; again, a lexicalized 
formation is the end result. But this time, the 
categorial label itself seems to be 
problematic, since the original phrasal type should have 
been Prepositional. The answer to this categorial 
problem lies outside 
the scope of this paper. For the moment, we have 
adopted the notation "alpha-features" to refer to the 
single clear similarity in the traditional feature 
specifications for preposition and adjective, i.e. [-V,
N] and [+V,+Nj respectively. 

IV. Case Three: NP-Internal Structure 

Samiian (1983 and forthcoming) outlines in detail 
the occurrence of the paricle -e, called "ezafe", to 
link various modifiers within an non-verbal category 
projections in Persian. To take NP as example, (16) 
illustrates the range of this particle, which occurs 
with adjectives, possessor, and locative prepositional 
phrases: 

l6a.ketab-e bozorg 

book-EZ big 
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"A big book" 

16b. ketab-e Ali 

"Ali's book" 


16c.ketab-e ru-ye-miz 

on EZ table 


"The book on the table" 


One notable feature of the ezafe, however, concerns 
us here: it never occurs within NP preceding a 
prepositional phrase which would be regarded as 
"subcategorized" , a complement or closely linked 
argument to the Head Noun. Note the ungrammaticality of 
the second particle in both (17a) and (17b): 

17a.bahs- e jaleb (e*) ba 
Shirin discussion-EZ interesting-EZ 
with Shirin "The interesting discussion with 
Shirin" 

17b.dadan-e pul (*e) be dustan 

give -EZ money EZ to friend 

(inf) 


Samiian has explained this by reference to NP
internal structure, claiming that the N-Bar level is the 
domain of ezafe insertion. Restrictive modifiers such 
as adjectives occur at this level; but the prepositional 
complements in (17) are joined at the higher level of 
NP. Thus, the basic structure for (17a) is given in 
(18) : 

18. 	 N" 

N'~ 
~PP----

N / -- Adj P 	 NP 
I I I 	 I 

bahs jaleb ba 	 Shirin 

Now, a baffling counterexample occurs in (19), 
which is fully grammatical with ezafe preceding just the 
kind of element it normally cannot accompany; in fact, 
(19) is identical to (17a) -~ except for the absence of 
the adjective jaleb, "interesting"" 

19. 	 bahs-e-ba Shirin 

"a discussion with Shirin" 
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But the in (12), with only a slight 
modification, us a very straightforward 
explanation for The structure in (18), precisely 
because it lacks the modifier, strikes us as satisfying 
the spirit of rule (12), which is trying to identify and 
simplify non-branching nominal structures at the right 
level. The main difference in this case is that the N 
we are dealing with is a head, rather than a complement; 
it seems reasonable to assume that heads should be 
treated differently, either by general principle or by 
revision of the original rule, now re-stated as in (12') 
to allow for non-branching N-bar to be the triggering 
factor for heads. 

12'. Restructuring (Revised) 
Restructure 	non-branching N with its unique 
sister, where "non-branching" N refers 
to structure (a) for non-head N, and 
structure (b) for head N: 

(a) 	 N" (b) N' 
I I 

N' 	 N 
I 
N 

The output of Restructuring, too, will be 
affected in particular, the maximal projection N" 
here cannot be "pruned out" as it could in the first two 
cases. This, again seems reasonable; note that all we 
are doing here is excluding the maximal projection from 
playing a role in both input and output structures. 

At any rate, the crucial feature of Restructuring, 
to make Nand PP sisters, should remain, producing 
something like (20): 

20. 
N" 
I 

N' 

N/ ----PP 

r 
bahs 

p/ 
l 
ba 

""NP 

I 
Shirin 

Like the two caseS above, the immediately 
dominating output node we propose is at a single-Bar 
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level. However, unlike these, there is no way for this 
structure to be lexicalized, since it contains itself a 
full phrasal category. Williams (1989) is not alone in 
emphasizing that morphology has no place for the level 
XP. while both earlier applications of rule (12) 
could to lexicalized constructions, this one must 
create a phrase, because of well-known, presumably 
universal, principles. 

In cases like (17b), the restrictive (or N-Bar 
level) modifier must be present, since the verb "give" 
obligatorily carries its full argument structure in the 
infinitival form. Thus, there will never be an 
exception to the ban on ezafe in this type of example. 

It is worth mentioning at this stage an alternative 
analysis of (19) which has been explored Samiian and 
others, involving a small [pro] element the PP. 
with such an approach, the two cases in (21) would be 
analyzed in parallel fashion: 

21a. bahs-e- Ali ba Shirin "Ali's discussion with 
Shirin" 

2lb. bahs-e- [pro] ba Shiri!!' "[pro]' s discussion 
with Shirln" 

Of course, if the structure in (2lb) were 
plausible, the invisible NP represented by [pro] would 
be the trigger for the ezafe; like Ali in (21a), this 
[pro] would be attached at N-Bar leve~ Thus, the ezafe 
would simply be showing up in its normal domain, and 
there would be nothing more to explain. But a 
convincing argument against this proposal can be based 
on the degree of exceptionality it requires in terms of 
the distribution of [pro]. This null pronominal form 
has not been convincingly shown to be necessary 
inside the NP in Persian. The analysis raises 
problems as well, since the occurrence of just 
of [pro] within the N-Bar level would 
presence of a PP modifier at N" level, to 
like (22), where the NP ends in [pro], hence ends 
phonologically in ezafe. 

22. *bahs-e [pro] 

V. Conclusion 

We have shown that an interesting set of seemingly 
disparate phenomena can be explained by reference to 
one, quite simply stated rule of Restructuring, which is 
likely to be needed independently in the grammars of 
most languages. Though more work is needed to 
the constraints which must apply to this process 
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serve as its input and output, we feel 
and potentially flexible tool to 

frameworks which assume some 
boundary between syntactic and 

morphological 
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Pronominal arguments in Gitksan?l 

Katharine Hunt 


CSUF/uBC 


In this paper I consider the status of person-marking affixes in Gitksan, a 
Tsimshianic language of the Pacific Northwest. I conclude thar these affixes 
function as agreement rather than as arguments, and that therefore Gitksan should 
not be classed as a pronominal argument language (Jelinek 19X4). 

I. The dala 
Gitksan has the following series of person marking suffixes which can attach to 

any lexical head: 

0.) 
1 
2 
3 

sing 
-y 
-n 
-( 

pIu;a! 
-m 
-sim' 
-Ii: (3 

~JI 

of! 

-f 

2 -m 
-sim' 
-diif 

The distribution of Ihese person markers is illustrated in (2) through (7) using the 
1st person singular suffix loy'/. Attached to a noun, as in (2), the suffix indicates 
the possessor. Attached to a preposition, it may realise an oblique argument of a 
verb, as in (3), orthe object of a preposition, as in (4). Attached to a verb it may 
indicate either a subject, as in (5) - (6), or an object, as in (7). 4 

(2.) wlip - y' 
house - Isg 
"my house" wi/bi)" 

(3.) klln'am II - t ! 't.ina:x 10: • y' 
give - erg-3 cn bread prep - !sg 
"Slbe gave me the bread" gin'ami/hl anaar loay' 

(4.) w'itx W - t John qul y' 
come -en at Isg 
"lohn came to my place" w';ttwi John f,o'oy' 

(5,) kup - II y' ! hon 
eat - erg-! sg-cn fish 
"\ ate the fish" gubly'hl hon 

(6.) ne: - ti: w'itxW y' 
not -contr come - 1sg 
"I didn't come" needii ",'iIX",jy' 

(7.) ne:ti: t kal- y' 
not 3 see lsg 
"Slbe didn't see me" neediil ga'ay' 

Two types of evidence seem to suggest that these suffixes serve the same 
function as full NPs, First, the suffixes OCCur in the same string pos;tions as 
nominals with the same grammatical function - immediately after a lexical head. 
This can be seen by comparing (2) (7) with (R) - (13) below, which have nominal 
arguments, 
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(8.) wilp - s - I Mary 
house -case en 
"Mary's house" wilps Mary 

(9.) k"n'am - " - I I 'lana:x 7a S - I Mary 
give erg- 3 -en bread prep -case-en 
"S/he gave Mary the bread" gin'ami/hi anaax as Mary 

(10.) w'itx'" - I John qu~ - s - I Mary 
come - en al -case-cn 
"John came to Mary's place" ",'ilXwl John Zp?os Mary 

(11.) kup -" - S I Mary - I hon 
eal - erg-ease-en -en fish 
"Mary ale the fish" gubis Maryhl han 

(12.) ne: - Ii: w'itxW - stMary 
not -contr come case-en 
"Mary didn't come" needii w'itxws Mary 

(13.) ne: - Ii: - t ka2 - s - I Marv 
nOI -contr - 3 see - case- cn • 
"S/he didn't see Mary"5 neediiI ga'as Mary 

Secondly, the suffixes appear to be in complementary distribution with full 
nominals. This is illustrated in (4) (16) with the possessor argument of a 
nominal. In (14) Ihe possessor is realized by Ihe 3rd person suffix /11, while in (15) 
the possessor is realized by the nominal "John". It is ungrammatical for the /11 
suffix and the nominal to cooccur, as in (16). 

(14.) wilp-\ 
house - 3 
"his/her house" wi/PI 

(15.) wilp • s -I John 
house -case-en 
"John's house" wi/ps John 

(16.) ·wilp - II- s -t Johnl 

Similar distributional restrictions can be observed with the arguments of verbs. 
In (17) and (20) the subject is realized by the N suffix, while in (18) and (21) it is 
realized by a full nominal. It is ungrammatical for the suffix and the coreferential 
nominal to cooccur, as in (19) and (22). 

(17.) llamo: ' a ' 1 I - I Peterj 
help - erg 3 - en 
"S/he helped Peler" hliffll}()yitt Perer 

(18,) llamo: -a's - t Johnl - I Peler) 
help - erg - case-cn ' en 
"John helped Pelet" hlinwoyis JohnJ Perer 

(19,) *lamo: "a - II - S I JOhnl- t Peterj 

I 
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(20.) 	 naks - XW - a - Ij - t Johnj 
spouse-pass-erg-3 -cn 
"S/he married John" 1IIlksxwill John 

(21.) 	 naks - XW - a - I hanaq' I-x""slj - t Johnj 
spouse-pass-erg-cn woman cn-that - cn 
"That woman married John" naksxwihl hanaq' lusll John 

(22.) 	 'naks - XW - " - Ij - I hanaq' I-x,."slj - t Johnj 

2. An 	 incorporalion analysis? 
The disoibutional facts just described could be accounted for by claiming that 

person-marking affixes and nominals are generated in the same StruCTUral positions. 
This proposal automatically accounts for the fact that the suffixes cannot cooccur 
with NPs, and for the fact that the person markers have the same linear position as 
the l\'Ps. The person-marking affixes could subsequently be phonologically 
incorporated onto the preceding head, as in Anderson's (1982) analysis of Breton 
person marking affixes.6 

Clearly, however, such an analysis predicts that person marking suffixes will 
not cooccur with coreferential nominals. The analysis is thus challenged by 
sentences such as the following: 

(23) 	 "'mo: - a - Ii -!W - s -t KalhYi - t John 

help -erg - 3 -rep -case-cn -cn John 

"Apparently Kathy helped John" 


hlimooyili,als KalhYI John 
(24.) 	 naks - XW -" - Ij - WlL- I hanaq' I -x""slj - t John 

spouse-pass-erg- 3 - rep -cn woman cn- that - cn 
"Apparently that woman married John" 

1IIlksxwili,alhl hanaq' ruslI John 
(25.) ne: - ti: ye: - Ij - allli! - s - t Johnj quO -I Vancouver 

not -contr go - 3 - dub -case-cn to -cn 
"John probably didn't go to Vancouver" 

needii yeedimlls John i,o'ohl Vancouver 

Sentences of this type, which contain postverbal evidential enclitics 
(underlined), allow the It! suffix to cooccur with a coreferential NP - "Kathy" in 
(23), /hanaq! ("woman") in (24), and "John" in (25). These sentences cannot be 
accounted for under an analysis which generates person marking affixes and 
nominals in the same StruCTUral positions. 

The conrrast between, on the one hand, sentences such as (19) and (22), in 
which nominals may not cooccur with a coreferential suffix and, on the other, 
sentences such as (23)-(25), in which nominals must be accompanied by a 
coreferential pronominal suffix, clearly presents an analytical problem. A solution 
to this problem, which I adopt in principle, is proposed by Tarpent (1988). 
Tarpent's analysis is based on data from Nisgha, a language closely related to 
Gitksan. However, as I iIlusrrate below, the analysis can also be applied to 
Gitksan. 

Tarpent claims that the It! suffix is always present underlyingly when there is 
3rd person nominal argument. Under this analysis, surface forms such as those in 
(23)-(25), in which the suffIX cooccurs with the nominal, pattern as expected, and it 
is sentences such as (19) and (22), in which the sufftx cannot surface, which pose a 
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problem. Tarpent attributes the absence of the It! suffix in such sentences to a 
phonological process of It! deletion which can be represented informally as follows: 

(26.) I-deletion rule7 

t -> pI _ :Is? 

lJ! 


My data suggest that the deletion ptocess is more restriCted in Gitksan than in 
Nisgha, applying obligatorily only when the It! is the 3rd person morpheme. Thus 
I modify the rule to encode this restriction: 

(27.) Revised t-deletion rule 

t->0/_-ls1 


[3J III 


Under this analysis, the underlying representations of sentences such as (18) 
and (21) are the following: 

(28.) \Qmo: -" -lj - S -I John; - I Peterj 
help - erg - 3 -case-cn - cn 
"John helped Peter" 

(29.) naks - x'" -" -11- I hanaq' t-x"'"st; - t John) 
spouse-pass-erg- 3 -cn woman cn-that-cn 
"That woman married John" 

However, on the surface, the It! person mmers (underlined) are not realized, 
because the lsi morpheme in (28) and the /II morpheme in (29), which follow the /tI 
suffix. trigger It! deletion. 

Two features of Nisgha and Gitksan morphosyntax conspire 10 ensure that this 
rule almost always operates 10 delete a It! person marker when il is coreferential 
with a following nominal. First, no phrasal constituent may intervene between a 
lexical head, which hosts person affixes, and its nominal arguments. Secondly, a 
nominal which is coreferential with a person suffix is always pteCeded by a 
connective which has the form lsi or /II. As a result, in almost all cases in which a 
It! person suffix cooccurs with a coreferential nominal, the suffix is immediately 
followed by a connective which has the form Is! or /II, and the suffix is thus deleted 
by (27). 

The crucial feature of sentences such as (23) - (25) which allows the It! suffix 10 
COOCCUf on the surface with a coreferential nominal is the presence of the postverbal 
evidential clitks - the reponive /qat! in (23) and (24), and the dubitative /lima! in 
(25).8 Clitics of this type are the only elements which can intervene between a 
person marl:ing affix and a following coreferential nominal, and thus block the 
application of the t-deletion rule. As a result, sentences containing such clitics are 
the only ones in which doubling of the person affix and the nominal is apparent on 
the surface. 

Thus, with minimal modification, Tarpent's analysis of the distribution of the 
person markers in Nisgha can be adopted in the analysis of Gitksan to account for 
the apparent complementary distribution of nominals and person markers. 

I 
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3. Pronominal vs Nominal Argument Analysis 

An important consequence of adopting Tarpent's analysis is that it entails that 
person markers are obligatorily present in (at least some) sentences. while nominals 
are optionaL Tarpent (1988) has used this to argue that Nisgha is a pronominal 
argumenllanguage (Jelinek (1984»9, in which person affixes function as 
arguments, while nominals are optional adjuncts. 

The fact that a language has obligatory person marking and optional nominals 
does nOl necessarily mean that it is a pronominal argument language, however. An 
alternative interpretation is that the person affixes function as agreement, while the 
nominals fill argument positions. Belvin (1990), for example. has suggested that 
this is the appropriate representation for certain person affixes in Nisgha. I shall 
refer 10 this approach as the "nominal argument" analysis. Under this rype of 
analysis, argument positions can be filled either by independent nominals or by the 
empty pronominal pro, licensed and identified through coindexing with agreement. 

In the remainder of the paper I compare how these twO hypotheses account for 
the Gitksan data. 1 conclude, on the basis of a range of evidence, that the nominal 
argument analysis provides a better account of a range of data from the language. 

3.1 Adjunct I Argument Asymmelries 
3.1.1. 	 Word Order , 

One argument against a pronominal argument analysis of Gitksan comes from 
facts of word order. 

Certain elements of the Gitksan sentence are freely ordered This is illustrated 
in (30) - (31), which show that the adverb lta?aw"today" can occur either before 
or after the PP /qu1 ! Haulton! "in Haulton": 

(30.) ka7 - ; y' - t John [qu7· I Hazelton) [ta'lawl] 
PP adv 

See -erg- 1 sg - en at - en today 
"I saw John in Hazelton today" 

ga'ay't John to'ohl Hazelton da'awhl 
(31.) ka7 " - y' t Jolln [ta7awillqu1-IHazelton] 

adv PP 
see erg 1 sg - en today at· cn 
"I saw John today in Hazelton" 

ga'ay't John do'owh[ to'ohl Hazelton 

Other sentential elements are subject to tight ordering constraints, however. 
The ordering of the subject, verb and object is strictly VSO, as is iUustrated in tile 
following data seLIO,11 Only (32), which has VSO order, is grammalical. 

02.) kup - " - t 
V 

stMary - I hon 
S 0 

eat -erg- 3 -case -cn - en fisll 
"Mary ale Ihe fish" gubis Maryhl han 

(33.) *kup -" 
V 

t -I hon -( s )- t Mary 
0 S 

(34.) *(s) t Mary kup 9 II hon 
S V 0 
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(35.) 	 "Is) I Mary I hon kup ~ t 
S 0 V 

(36.) 	 "(I) hon -Is) I Mary kup -~ t 
o S V 


(37.) "(I)hon kup ~ - t stMary 

o V S 

Under the nominal argument analysis, this asymmetry with respect to ordering 
restrictions is nOt unexpected, since it correlates with the distinction between 
adjunct and argument positions. The freely ordered elements are adjuncts, and the 
strictly ordered element~ are arguments. 

The ordering facts appear to be problematic for the pronominal argument 
analysis of Gitksan, however. It is a standard characteristic of adjuncts that they 
are freely ordered. Since in a pronominal argument language all NPs are adjuncts. 
all ~Ps should be freely ordered in such a language. This is true, for instance, of 
Warlpiri (Jelinek (1984» and Mohawk (Baker (1991» which are claimed to be 
pronominal argument languages. The strict ordering of subject and object 
nominals in Gitle.an therefore poses a problem for the pronominal argument 
analysis of the language. 

Thus word order constraints in Gitksan constitute one argument against a 
pronominal argument analysis of the languaj;le. 

3. J.2 Long distance extraction asymmetries 
Funher evidence against a pronominal argument analysis of Gitksan comes 

from an adjunct/argument asymmetry with respect to extraction out of subordinate 
clauses, illustrated in (38) - (40). 

(38.) 	 na: -I ha - n'i: - qu:t - n t!ill ?am kup -t 1 hon . 
who-en instr - on - heart-2sg comp extr eat -3-cn fish 
"Who do you think ate the fish'" 

noahl han'UgMdinji an! guphl hon 
(39.) 	 n'it John-I h;saq y' tim ?ant kup -I- I hon 


3sg -en desire -Isg that extr eal -3-cn fish 

"II's John I want to eat the fish" 


11 'it Johnhl hasagay' dim ant guphl hon 
(40.) "t Mary -I taw1 I John qu? -I Hazelton lis m'in - ku; ti - t 

cn -cn leave - en at -cn afler up -take erg-3 
(It was Mary John went to Hazelton after he picked up.) 

Under lhe nominal argumenl analysis, the extraction facts can be characlerized 
as follows. In (38) - (39), in which the subordinate clause is an argument, 
extraction out of the clause is possible. However, in (40), in which the subordinate 
clause is an adjunct, extraction out of the clause is barted. Huang's (1982) 
Condition on Extraction Domains (CEO), which claims that extraction is only 
possible out of properly governed domains, provides an account of these facts12. 
The embedded clauses in (38) - (39) are arguments, properly governed by the verb, 
and thus extraction is possible. However. the adverbial clause in (40), being an 
adjunct, is not properly governed. and thus extraction is barred. 

This explanation of the extraction fact' is not available under the pronominal 
argument analysis, however. If only pronouns can be arguments, the subordinate 

http:Gitle.an
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clauses in all the above sentences must be analyzed as adjuncts. If all subordinate 
clauses are adjuncts, the CED predicts that extraction from them should consistently 
be barred. The grammaticality of the extractions in (34) - (35) thus argues against 
the pronominal argument analysis of Gitksan. 

3.2 Case-related Asymmetries 
3.2.1 Presence of obliques 

The preposition (!a/ appears obligatorily before cenain NPs in a Gitksan 
sentence. As the following sentences illustrate, the semantic role of the NP 
preceded by (!a/ varies widely, so that the function of the preposition seems to be 
grammatical rather than semantic. 

(41.) 	 kan'am - \I - t - s - t John -I '/:;Ina:x ?8 - S - t Mary 
give case-3 -case-cn -en bread prep -case-en 
"John gave the bread to Mary" 

gin'amis lohnhl anaax as Mary 
(42.) 	 kin -" -I - s Clara- I lkwu:lxW-t 18 -I Is'al -ka 

give-erg·3 - cn -cn child -3 prep-en half.smoked.salmon-distr 
"Clara gave her child half-smoked salmon" 

ginis Clarahl hlguuhlxwl ahllS'algi 
(43.) 	 kWin kllkiy' -III -s John-! kt'ilxW18 • S • I Mary 


juss look.after-erg-cn -cn child prep-case-cn 

"John told Mary 10 look after the children" 


gun gigiy'dis lohnhl kr'ihlrw as Mary 
(44.) 	 q'uts - a - t - S - t Tom -I smax 1a -I t'u:ls'x'" 


cut -erg-3 -ease-cn -en bear prep-cn knife 

"Tom cut the meal with a knife" 


,'ojis Tomhl smax ahl t'UUIS'XW 

Under the nominal argument analysis, the class of NPs which must be preceded 
by (!a/ may be characterized as any arguments other than subject or object. A 
principled explanation of this fact can be derived from Case Theory, which requires 
that all nominals in argument positions be assigned abstract Case in order to be 
visible for theta marking (Chomsky 1986). It appears Ihal in Gilksan, as in many 
Romance languages, the verb/lnO can assign structural case to the subject and at 
moSI one object argument. This leaves any additional arguments wilhout Case. 
The only way for these NPs 10 be assigned Case is by the insertion of the Case
assigning preposition (!a/. 

Such an explanation of the function of(!a/ is nol available under the pronominal 
argument analysis, however. Adjuncts do not need to be Case-marlted because 
they are not theta-marked, and so under the pronominal argument analysis NPs 
should not require Case. Therefore under this analysis il is not immediately 
obvious how the presence of the prepositions in sentences such as (41)· (44) can 
be explained . 

The distribulion of the preposition ria/ is thus anotl!"'er aspect of Gitksan syntax 
which seems 10 be more easily accounted for under the nominal argument analysis. 

3.2.2 Morphological marking of extraction 
Subjects and objects also behave differently from othereJements in the sentence 

wilh respect to extraction. 

I 
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Extraction of any element except subject and object is consistently marked by 
the presence of the complementizer /v.iV betv.'een the fronted elemen! and the 
remainder of the clause, as illustrated in (45) - (47): 

(45,) 	 k'o:ts wil ne: - Ii: - t 100mo: - t s John - I Mary 

yesterday comp not -contr - 3 help - 3 - cn - en 

"It was yesterday that John didn't help Mary" 


k'oors wit neediir hlimoos Johnr Mary 
(46,) 	 qu~ -I California wi! Ii: tawl- t - S - t Kathy 10: -t 

to - Cn comp contr go - 3 -case -en to - 3sg(emph) 
"Kathy went to California" 

fo'ohl California wild; daw'hls Karhy 1001 
(47_) 	 I Barbam wil - I k;!n'am -;! - ! - S - t Kathy ! matS;!q;!le: 

Cn comp- 3 give -erg - 3-case-cn -en flowers 
"It was Barbara Kathy gave the flowers to" 

rBarbara will gln'amis Kalhyhl majaJ.!alee 

However, extraction of subject and object arguments is never marked by /wiV, 
but by other special morphology between the fronted l\'P and the remainder of the 
clause, ('ant! marks extraction of transitive subjecls (48), /IJ marks extraction of 
transitive objects (49), and /IJ accompanied by the verbal suffix fat! marks extraction 
of intransitive subjects (50). 

(48.) 	 t John ?ant ne:ti: ti;!mo: - t - s -t Mary k'o:ts 

cn John extr not - 3 help- 3 -case-en yesterday 

"II's John who didn't help Mary yesterday" 


r.lohn ant neediH hlimoos Mary "oors 
(49,) 	 t John -I ~mo: - 01 - t - S - I Mary ky'o:ts 


cnJohn - cn help - erg- 3 -ease-cn yesterday 

"It's John Mary helped yesterday" 


r.lohnhl hlimooy/s Mary ,'oars 
(50.) 	 t John - l w'itx~' - ot 


en John- cn come - extr 

"It's John who came" 


r.lohnhl .."ir.Th:ir 

Under the nominal argument analysis, this distinction can be captured 
descriptively as a distinction between extraction from positions strUcturally Case
marked by the verbiInfl and extraction from positions which are licensed in other 
v. ays, . 

Under the pronominal argument analysis. however. according to which 
nominals are adjuncts and so nor Case-marked, such a chamcterization of the 
asymmetry is no! available. Thus, this asymmetry also argues against the 
pronominal argument analysis. 

3.3 Problems with the /II-deletion rule 
A further potential problem for the pronominal argument analysis of Gitksan 

relates to the t-deletion rule discussed above, and repeated here. 
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(51.) t-deletion 

I->P/ -'s" 


(3) - (I) 

Recall that this rule seIVes to delete a It! person suffix when il immediately 
precedes a connective with the phonological shape lsi or 11/, as in the following 
example, in which the/t! suffix (in roldface) is not phonetically realized: 

(52.) 	 m'3ts-;t - 1 -I Ikw'-tk'uxw -I ha·n'i:-quyp'aX 1a -! lu?p 
hit -erg-3-cn small-child - en instr-on-light prep-cn rock 
"The child hit the window with a rock" 

tn'ajihl hlgutk'ihlxwhl han'Ull.oyp'QJ. ahllo'op 

A problem for any analysis which adopts this rule is that there is a class of 
consistent exceptions. In sentences in which the It! suffix is immediately followed 
by the object nominal (because there is no subject nominal) the rule fails to apply, 
as is exemplified in (53): 

(53.) 	 m'ats-a -1·1 ha-n'i:-quyp'aX?a -I lu?p 

hit -erg-3 -cn instr-on-light prep-cn rock 

"S/he hit the window with a rock" 


m'aji/hl han'iill.oyP'QJ. ahllo'op 

The descriptive generalization seems to be that the It! suffix deletes in the 
relevant phonological environment only if it is also coreferential with the following 
NP. In (53), the phonological environment is met, but the It! suffix fails to delete 
because it is not coreferential with the following NP /han'i:quyp'ax/ ("window"). 
However, phonological rules should not be able to access coreference information. 
Sentences such as (53) thus appear 10 be problematic for roth the nominal argument 
analysis and the pronominal argument analysis. However, I propose that under the 
nominal argument analysis the apparent exceptions to the deletion rule can be 
accounted for in a principled way. 

Under a nominal argument analysis, sentences such as (52) and (53) have rather 
different S-Strucrures, and I claim that this difference in structure is responsible for 
the different behavior with respect to the tndeletion rule. Sentences such as (53) 
have the follOwing slrUctW'e, with pro in subject position, licensed under 
government by the It! agreement suffix!3: 

(54,) 	 m'ats ;t- 1 i [ proi [ t V - I han'i:quyp'aXj] J J 

In this strucrure, the /t! suffix is syntactically quite distant fiom the connective 
associated with the object NP, even though they are adjacent on the surface. 

In a sentence such as (52), however. the It! suffix is syntactically close to the 
connective of the following NP, which in this case is the subject. 

(55,) m'ats - a- t i [ I IlLva-t!r.'i!xv [ t V -I han'i:quyp'aXj] I J 

It appears that t-deletion occurs only if the /t! suffix is syntactically close to the 
connective which triggers the deletion. 
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The necessary structural resmclion might be incorporated into the phonological 
analysis of /rJ deletion in a number of different ways. One possibility would be to 
impose a government condition on the rule, along the lines of analyses proposed in 
Kaisse (1985). Alternatively, the rule might be made sensitive to phonological 
phrasing, following proposals in work such as Selkirk (1984), Nespor and Vogel 
(1986) and Hayes (1989). Under this approach the syntax cannot be directly 
referred to in phonological rules, but can have indirect effects in detennining certain 
aspects of prosodic structure. 

A solution of this type is not available under the pronominal argument analysis. 
If Gilksan is a pronominal argument language, the structural relationship between 
the person-marking suffix and any following NP should be the same, since all ~'Ps 
are adjuncts: 

(56.) [m'ats ;- I il s [-I IkV"Hk'i.\xV 1 [ \ han'i:quyp'axl 
(57.) [m'ats - 9- til s [-\ han'i:quyp'axl 

In each ca<e the following NP is an adjunct to the sentence containing the It! 
suffix, regardless of whether that NP is thematically related 10 the subject or object 
pronominal. Thus, under this approach it is difficult t"account for why the It! 
suffix deletes in (52) and not in (53). t4 

3.4 Positions not realized by a pronominal affix. 
Another serious problem for the pronominal argument analysis of Gilksan is the 

fact that in certain sentence types there are arguments which are not associated with 
any person markers. For example, in independent sentences, such as the 
following. the noun phrase associated with the absolutive argument (highlighted) is 
not realized by any person mark.ing affix but only by an independent nominal .. 

(58.) pax -! kat I-xwin 
run - cn man en-this 
"This rnan ran" baJ;hJ gallWl 

(59.) kup - 9 - y' - I hon 
eat -erg-lsg - en fish 
'" ate the fish" gubiy'hl hon 

Unlike the cases considered earlier in the paper, the absence of a person marker 
in these sentences cannot be explained by the t-deletion rule. Even when the 
deletion environment is not met, as in the presence of the posrverbal clitic Iqat/, no 
person marker occurs: 

(60.) w'irxW - qat - t John ky'o:ts (*w'irxw I - qat- t John ky'o:ts) 
come - rep-en yesterday 3 
"Apparently John came yesterday" 

w'jttw,farr John k'ools 

Under the nominal argument analysis, the lack of person marlcers associated 
with certain argument positions is nO! surprising. It is not uncommon 
crosslinguistically for heads to show agreement only with certain argument 
positions. In English, for example, the verblInfl shows agreement only with the 
subject. 



However, for the pronominal argument analysis, the lack of person markers 
seems a serious problem. One might try 10 save the analysis by proposing Ihat 
there is a series of phonetically null person marl<ers coreferential with the absolutive 
argumenls in these cases. However, while it is not uncommon for an agreement 
paradigm 10 have some zero members, or 10 be zero in some environments, a series 
thaI is zero for every person and number value in every environment would seem to 
pose leamabiliry prOblems. 

Thus the lack of person marking in certain sentence types is another aspecl of 
Gii.ksan which seems incompatible with the pronominal argument analysis. 

4. Conclusion 
In this paper, I have examined various kinds of evidence relative to the stalUS of 

person marking elements and independenl nominals in Gii.ksan. Evidence from 
word order, extraction and Case-marking supports the conclusion that nominals fill 
argument not adjunct positions in this language. and thus that affixed person 
marl<ers should be analyzed as agreement elements. This supports the claim that 
Gitksan is not a pronominal argument language. This conclusion is funher 
supponed by exceptions to the phonological rule of "t deletion", and by the fact that 
cenain argument positions are nol referenced by any person marking elements. 

I I would like to thank Barbara Sennan [or her patience and kindness in sharing her knowledge or 

Gilksan with me. For helprul discussion o[ the issues presented. my thanks to Bruce Bagemihl. 

Bill Dolan. Henry Davis. PJ Mistry. Joel Nevis, Michael Rochernont. and PaIllC;' Shaw. Thanks 

also to audiences at CSUF linguistics colloquium and WECOL. Fiekl ",or!: [or IIlis rescarrh was 

funded by a grant rrom the Jacobs Research FWl(Is. 

10 glossing examples, Juse the following abbreviations: en connective: comp *
w 

complementi7.er; conlr ~ contrastive: dem - dcmonsrrative: dub * dubitative; erg ~ ergative suffix 
(see Belvin (1984) and Tarpenl (1991) for a discussion of the function of this s!dfix); OXll"
extraction marker; interact interactive ditic; juss ~ jussive~ pass ~ passive; prep ~ pt'eposltioo; rep 
~ rep:wtative, 
2 lIalicll.ed representations arc in the phonetically based GiLk.san practical onhography. presented 
in Hindle and Rigsby(1973). 

3 Tarpem(I988) shows !hat IIle 3pl form is plaUSibly analyzed as consisting or two morphemes 

!he idi:1 marking plurality and !he Itl marking 3rd person. 

4 In these cases. whether IIle surrtJ< realizes !he subject or object is not freely variable, but 
depends on IIle type o[ sentence. 
~ This sco"",cc has an alternative intaprelation "Mary didn't see bimJ11cr". 
6 See Swmp(1984) for a different account of the Blleton faclS. 
7 Tarpent(1988) refers to this as a deaITricaUoo rule. However, since IIle N and the following "JI 
belong 10 separate morphemes, I assume that they do not have the phonological st.ructure of 
affricates. 
g Tarpent also cites a number of ClISeS from Boas (1902) in which nominals and person markers 
cooccurred in other environmenlS. This suSSeslS !hat the process which normally blocks IIle 
cooccurrence of the affIX and the nominal in contemporary NisghaKJitksan ",as previously less 
rrvasive. 

1olinek(l984) also c!.aims!hat pronominallllgUments languages are non-configurational. 
However. it has been shown by Bresnan and Mchombo (1987) for Chichewa and Baker (1991) for 
Mohawk that a language may he a pronominal argumem language wililout being non
contiguratiooal. Thus in IIlis paper I restrict my al"",Uon to the issue of whether nominals are 
arguments Or adjuncts. 

http:lIalicll.ed
http:complementi7.er
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10 Other word orders can be denved by focusing, In such cases, a smglc focused clement occu" 
in clause ioitial position. However. such focusing entails special morphological marking and is 
dearly the result of sj'TItaclic movemc,nt. Thus such cases do n()( constitute evidence of free "'-'oro 
oo:Icr. 
11 Apparent counter-examples to this ordering generalization are sentences in which the subjecl is 
• 3rd pel'llOn nominal and the o~ecl a fITSI or secood pel'llOn pronominal, In these cases, the 
nominal subjccI muS! (or may for younger spealters) follow the pronominal object: 
. ka? . a . li n'i;y' - I Johnj ii. % k3? - a ¥ lj S' 1 Johnj n'i:y' 

V 0 S S 0 
see -erg·3 Isg -en see - erg· 3, case ·cn Isg 
"lohn saw me" ga'at n'if)", JOM "John saw me" ga'as John n'ill 

Howcvew, such dam do nO( consUWte evideJK:c Uw Gilksan is a free wml Ofder language, since 

VOS order is allowed only in senlCnces of this very restricted lypC, See Hunl (in prep) for further 

discussion" 

12 In Chomsky (1986), the CED is subsumed under subjacency, 

13 I assume that the VSO order is derived by verb movement from an underlying SVO order. 

14 Tarponl (1991) proposes that Nisgha sentences of this problematic type have a rather different 

SltUClurc. which she suggests might account for the deletion facts. She clwms that in sentences of 

the type under discussion, the so-called independent sentences. the "object' nominal is in fact a 

defied elemenl 


However, although this analysis does account for some morphological facts, various [~s of 
syntaclic evidence suggest that sucb an analysis is not possible for Gilksan. For example, if the 
nominal !han';:quyp'aX/ in • sentence such as (53) were really. <I.fled element one would .'peel 
oblique arguments of the main verb. such as"1 lu1pJ "with a rock", to be able 10 intervene 
before the dcfl. giving sentences such as the roUowing: 

, 	 °m"IN ,1 '. ·1 lu1l>' i ha-n'i:-quyp'aX 
hil -erg,] prep-cn rock- en insfl'-<ln,lighl 
"'What S/1le hit with a rock was the window" 

However. Lhis ordering is ungrammatical. This is unexpected if the NP A h.an'i:quyp'aX/ is 
really outside Lhe governmenl domain of the verb. See Hunt (in preparation) for more discussion 
of Lhis issue. 
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CLAt:SE STRl:CTURE A1'\D EXTRACTlO~ 11'\ WELSH 

PAtJLLAW 

Universiu! du Quebec 11 Montreal 


O. Introduction 
From a comparative synLlx point of view, one major problem is how to capture 

the similarities among individual languages, and at the same time account for their 
differences, The similarities tell us about the invariant propenies of natural 
language, and the differences tell us about the possible range of variations, Both of 
these factors together define a nlllTowly constrained class of possible languages, 
which explains why they can be learned in a relatively shon period of time, 

Along these lines of approach, the problems that Welsh presents us are that (i) 
given that it is a language with the surface word order VSO for declarative 
sentences, as illustrated in (l); 

(I) 	 Darllenodd SiDn v \Ivfr, 
read iIle book 
'SiDn read the book.' 

in what respect is Welsh sirrrilar to English, a language with the surface order SVO, 
as the translation in (I) indicates? And (ii) some facts about extraction appear to 
suggest that there is no long-distance extraction in Welsh, if it is indeed the case, 
then what does this tell us about the clause structure of the language" 

], Clause structure in Welsh, 
Sproat (1985) suggests that Welsh is like English in that it has the same 

underlying order SVO, but differs from English in that INFL moves to the left of 
the subject in order to assign Case to it, and that the finite verb moves to the moved 
INFL to provide it with morphological suppon, as in (2), deriving the order VSO; 

(2) 	 a. D-struCture; [s !'IP [!NFL' [vp V JINFL 111 

morphological suppon 

'" Ib, S-structure; [s INFL; +Vj NP UNFL' [vp I} 1Ii III 

I I 


Case· assignment . 

The analysis seems quite reasonable given that when the sentence has an 
auxiliary, we do have the main verb 10 the right of the subject, as in (3); 

(3) 	 Gwnaeth Sion darllen y lIyfr, 
did,3sG read the book 
'SiDn read the book,' 

The similarity between English and Welsh would then be the underlying order, but 
the difference between them would be the way nominative Case is assigned, In 
Welsh, it is assigned rightward by INFL, some son of exceptional case-marking: 

I 
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but in Engli'h, it is assigned either leftward by !NFL Or by Spec-head agreement 
(Chomsky (1986). 

Besides the issue of whether exceptional Case· marking by INFL can be 
independently justified, in light of current assumptions about X'·theory (Chomsky 
(1986», the movement of INFL to the left of NP in (2b) is not possible since it is 
not a head position, and movement of the verb directly to Th'FL would violate the 
Head Movement Consttaint (Travis (1984)). Nevetheless, it seems to be a quite 
sttaightforward matter to ttanslate Sproat's analysis into One which incorporates 
these assumptions. Instead of (2), we will have the representation as in (4), with 
the verb moving to C via !NFL: 

(4) a. D·sttucture: lIP Sian {vpdarllenodd y llyfr II 
b. S-so-ucture: Icp DarUenodd fir Sian { f [yp f YlIyfr III 

t It--J 
c. LF: Icp Darllenoddi flp Sian [vp ti Y lIyfr III 

Yet, without funher assumptions, at the level of Logical Form (LF), the 
representation in (40) would be quite different from the one forthe English sentence 
John read the book, as shown in (5c): 

(5) a. D·structure: hp John [vp read the book JJ 
b. S·stnIcture: lIP John [vp read the book Ji 
c. LF: [IP John [vp read the book II 

Huang (1982) proposes that although the wh·phrase in a Chinese question 
remains in its base-position as in (6b) (ef. the declarative in (6a», it raises at LF, 
yielding a representation like that in (oc), which is almost identical to the LF· 
representation for the English question in (7c) (except for the auxiliary): 

(6) a. IIp Zhangsan [yp mai-Ie shu II 
buv-ASP book 


'Zhangsan bough! a hook.' 


b. S·structure: IIp Zhangsan Ivp mai·le sheme II 
bUY'ASP WM! 


'What did Zhangsan buy?' 

c. LF: lIps~ei UP Zhangsan [yp mai-le fi III 

d. Semantics: For which x, x a thing, Zhangsan bought x. 

(7) a. UP John [vp bough! a book II 
b. 	 S·so-ucture: [ep What did IIp John buy f II 


t ! 


c. LF: [ep Wha!i did lIP John buy Ii JJ 
d. Semantics: For which ')(, X a thing, John bought x. 

The wh·phrase c-commands the rest of Ihe clause. corresponding to the semantics 
in a sttaightforward manner. 

Along these lines, I would like to take the approach according to which an 
English sentence like John read Ihe book and its Welsh counterpan have exactly 
the same stnIcture at LF, in addilion to the same underlying structure. More 
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specifically. I would like to adopt the VP-internal Subject Hypothesis as the 
universal underlying structure, illustrated in (8a), as suggested by Koopman and 
Sponiche (1985). Kuroda (1986), Kitagawa (1986). Fukui and Speas (1986). 
among many others: 

(8) a. D-stnlcture: fIP [ JO [vp Subject [ V ObjectlJlJ 
b. Raising of subject: [IP Subject [I0 [vpt [V Object]])] 

f j 

However, instead of making the assumption that the VP-inrernal subject is assigned 
Case in-situ by !NFL, I would like to suggest that it parametrically raises to SpecIP 
for Case-checking by Spec-head agreement (Chomsky (1989)) in that paniculat 
languages may choose the option of raising it at either S-structure or at LF. (Cf. 
section 2 for why subjects parametrically raise to SpecIP instead of staying inside 
the VP). 

Suppose now that at S-structure the finite verb moves to INFL in Welsh. 
perhaps for morphological reasons, as suggested in Lasnik (1981), but INFL 
moves down to V in English as suggested in Emonds (1976, 1978). t To account 
for the superficial word-<>rder difference between English and Welsh, 1propose that 
subjects raise to SpeclP at S-stTUcture in English, but at LF in Welsh. On this 
view, then, the derivations for the English sentence John read Ihe book and its 
Welsh counterpan would be like those in (9) and (10): 

(9) a. D-stTUcture: UP r 1° [vp John [ read the book IIll 
b. S-structure: [IP John II [vp I l read+lo the book llll 

k I r .,. 

c. LF: lIP JohnJ [read+lc [vp IJ I I the book Illl 
t 

(10) a. D-stnlcture: [w [ Ie IVP Sian [ datllen y lJyfr lllJ 
b. S-structure: [IP [lo+d~Ien [vp Sion f f YlIyfr llll 

c. LF: IIPSionJ [Io+datlieni [vp Ij [Ii yllyfrllll
If: I 

As the derivations show, the examples in the two languages have exactly the same 
D-structure and LF-representation. The conceptual appeal of this approach is that 
despite theU" superficial word order differences individual languages do not differ 
very much in abstract levels of representation like D-structure and LF. 

In the ext section, I would like to consider some extraction facts in Welsh as 
independent evidence for the view of clause structure that I just suggested. 

2, Extraction 
Consider first shan extraction. To question the object in a sentence with only 

one verb, we can just displace the wh-phrase to the SpecCP very much like in 
English. as illustrated in (II); 

, I 
(l J) [cp Pwy [ a [IP weloddj [vp Sian [ Ii [I llllll 

who PRT saw.3SG 
'Who did Sion see?' 

However, when the sentence has an auxiliary verb. a (resumptive) clitic pronoun 
must be used if the object is extracted, as the contrast between (12) and (13) shows 
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(for our purposes here, I assume that the c1itic is base'generated in argument 
position under V', which subsequently cliticizes to the (non-flnite) verb at PF): 

~ i 
(12) *[cp Pwy [y lip [ mae [vp Siiin I yn weld I llllll 

who PRT is PRT see 

'Who is John seeing"' 


(13) [cp Pwy} r y IIp I mae [vp Siiin yn e~ weldllllli 
who PRT is PRT hlm see 


'Who is John seeing" 


The grammatical difference between (12) and (13) thus strongly suggests that the 
option of VP,.djunction for extraction (of objects) as suggested in Chomsky (1986) 
is not available' If VP-adjunction were possible. then there is no reason why (12) 
should be ungrammaticaL The wh-phrase can just adjoin to the maximal projections 
on its way to the matrix clause. The question now is why the presence of an 
auxiliary verb should prevent extraction of the object. An account based on 
Chomsky's (1981) Empty Category Principle (ECP) does not seem to be plausible 
given that the position from which the object is extracted is properly head-governed 
by the verb, Furthermore, since the extraction is not out of an island, antecedent
government is nOt at issue either. I would like to propose a subjacency account for 
the impossibility of extracting the object in (12). 

Recall Chomsky's (1973) subjacency condition, given in (14), which in current 
terms allows crossing of at most one bounding node at a time;3 

(14) 	The Subjacency Condition 
No movement may involve the positions X and Y in the conflguration: 

... X ... In ... l~ ... Y ... 1 ... 1 ... X ... 

where a and ~ are cyclic nodes. 


The movement of the wh-phrase in (13) crosses two maximal projections, namely, 
the VP and the lP, If we are to attribute the ungrammatica!ity of (12) to a 
subjaceney violation, then it must be that both the IP and and VP in this case are 
bounding. But the movement in (13) also crosses a VP and an TP. Since the 
example is grammatical, it must be that only one bounding node is crossed in this 
case. 1 suggest presently that the VP in (13) is not bounding. 

Notice first that in (13), the (main) verb is to the right of the subject. That is, it 
is in its base-position under the VP. Suppose we have a condition on bounding 
domains according to which the lexicality of the head is a necessary condition for a 
(maximal) projection to be a bounding domain, as in (15) (cf, Deprez (1990) for a 
similar condition on barriers to government): 

(15) 	 An XP is bounding only if its head XO is non-empty. 

then the grammatical contrast between (12) and (13) can be attributed to the 
lexicality of the heads of the VPs in these examples. In (13), the verb has moved to 
Tl'o.'FL, hence its projection is not a bounding domain by the condition in (15). The 
movement of the wh-phrase thus crosses only one maximal projection, namely, the 
IP. In (12), however, the verb stays in its base-position. The movement of the 
wh-phrase crosses two maximal projections (VP and TP) whose heads are not 
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empty. In Other words. both of these projections are bounding. The movement 
thus violates subjacency.' 

I suggested earlier that subjects (parametrically) raise to SpedP for Case
checking. The extraction facts we saw in (12) and (13) have some bearing on this. 
Consider the view that subjects in VSO languages like Welsh are assigned Case 
inside VP (perhaps in SpecVP, cf. Koopman and Sponiche (1987)) and see if it 
makes the correct predictions with respect to extraction. Under this view. the 
SpecIP of a sentence with the VSO order would not be occupied by the subject at 
any level of representation. Consider now the derivation in (100) for the example in 
(12) (representation of verb movement is omitted): 

+ I+r.-------------------------" 
(16) a. [cp Pwy I Y [IP fj'! mae [vp Silin [ yn weld t 11111] 

who PRT is PRT see 
'Who is John seeing?' 

b. LF raiSing of subject: 
• i 

fep 	 PWYj I y IIp Silini [ mae [vp fj I yn weld fj llllll 
who PRT is PRT see 

Since the example is ungrammatical, there must be a way 10 disallow the derivation 
in (16a). The question now is what prevents the object from making a transition in 
the unoccupied SpecIP, usin'g it as an escape hatch. Whereas the answer to this 
question is not clear under the view according to which the subject can be assigned 
(nominative) Case in-situ in SpecVP, in the analysis that I am proposing, it is quite 
straightforward. 

The SpecIP cannot be used as an escape hatch since the position is reserved for 
Case-checking of the subject <at LF in Welsh). If the (object) wh-phrase were to 
move through the SpeclP on its way to the SpecCP, the subject would not be able 
to raise there for Case-checking. One other possibility is to move the wh-phrase 
directly to SpeceP. However, this derivation would violate subjacency since the 
movement crosses an IP and a VP with non-empty heads, both of which are 
bounding domains accordi.ng to (15). 

3_ 	 Island effects and agreement in long-distance dependency 
Consider now some facts about long-distance dependency, since they appear to 

have a bearing on subjaceney and clause structure of the language. In the example 
in (I7a), like that in (13). a gap is impossible, as its ungrammaticality shows: 

.c 
(17) 	 a. "rep Pwy [y lIP I dywedoddi [vp Mair [fj 

who PRT said.3SG 
,4 	 t 

[cp f [y lIP gweloddk [vp Sion I tk f mill]]]]]
PRT saw.3SG 

'Who did Mair say that Sion saw?' 

b. 	 [cp PwYj I Y [IP dywedoddj Ivp Mair I fi 

who PRT said.3SG 


/cP I y IIp gweloddk Ivp Silin [ lk e~ llllJJ]1lJ 
PRT saw.3SG him 

'Who did Mair say that Silin saw"' . 

I 

http:accordi.ng
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A resumptive pronominal clilic must be used if the wh-phrase has a long-distance 
dependency, as shown in (l7b) (cf. {I 3». In the embedded clause of the example 
in (I7a). the movement of the object from under the VP \0 the embedded SpecCP 
is possible, just like in (12). The ungrammaticality of 07a) must then be due to the 
movement from the embedded SpecCP to the matrix clause, which in fact crosses 
three maximal projections: CPo VP. and IP. The head position of the matrix VP is 
empty, since the verb has moved to INFL. Therefore, the matrix VP is not a 
bounding domain, according to (15). 

Suppose CP is (potentially) bounding in Welsh (cf. Law (1991) for a 
discussion of how this can be derived in a principled way). Since the heads of the 
CPs in (17) are not empty, these projections are indeed bounding domains 
according to (15). Now, if we indeed have Teason to think that the finite verb in 
(17) is in IN'FL rather than in C (as I have been assuming), then the IPs in these 
examples would be bounding. The movement from the embedded SpecCP to the 
matrix SpecCP would then constitute a subjacency violation. 

It is useful to first consider the prediction with respect to long-distance 
extraction in analyses like Sproat's according to which the verb has moved to C. 
Suppose the finite verb is in C as shown in the representation in OS): 

.j: 
(18) 	 [cp Pwy (y dywedodd, lip (I,' (vp Malr (I, 

who PRT said.3SG 

llllJJllll 

The movement to the SpecCP of the embedded clause is again not at issue. 
However, if the verb is in C, then the movement from the embedded SpecCP to the 
matrix SpecCP crosses only one bounding domain, namely, the embedded CPo 
The matrix VP, and IP are not bounding because the heads of these projections are 
empty. Thus, under the view that verbs move to C in Welsh, the derivation in (18) 
is possible. an incorrect result. It thus appears that the finite verb is in Th'FL rather 
in C. 

The grammatical patterning of the examples involving long-distance dependency 
seems to suggest that there is no movement in these cases (Sadler (l988)). I would 
now like to present two types of evidence to suppon this conclusion. One is from 
constructions involving islands, and the other is from agreement. 

Consider the examples in (19) (Sadler (1988): 

(19) a. Pwy y 	 gofynodd y dyn imi a oeddwn wedi ei weld? 
who PRT asked.3SG the man to. ISO PRT was.ISG PERF 3SG see 
'Who did the man asked me whether I had seen?' 

b. 	Pwy y c1ywodd Sion y newyddion fod Mair wedi ei weld? 
who PRT heard.3SG the news be PERF 3SG see 
'Who did John hear the news that Mary had seen?' 

Long-distance dependency between an element inside an island and another element 
outside the island is possible with no island effects (Ross (967). Thus, if 
subjacency is a condition on movement (Chomsky (1977», then the well 
formedness of these examples would suggest that they are not cases of movement. 
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Consider now the agreement paradigm in (20): 

(20) a. 	 [IP Darllenasanti /*Darllenoddi [yp hwy/pro [ Ii Y lIyfr llJ 
read.3PL/read.3SG they the book 

'They read the book.' 
b. [IP Darllenoddi /*Darllenasant, [vp y dynion/dyn [ t, Y llyn- JIJ 

read.3SG/read.3PL the men/man the book 
'The men/man read the book.' 

In Welsh, the subject agrees with the verb in number if it is a pronoun (either null 
or oven), as in (20a). However, for non-pronominal subjects, there is no 
agreement; the verb shows up in singular number regardless of the number of the 
subject, as shown in (20b). As we would expect, when a non-pronominal subject 
is extracted, there is no agreement, as shown in (21): 

" I~ 	 I 
(21) [ep Pa ddynion [a lIpt [ ddarllenodd, [vp I [I, y !lyfr Jill)] 

which men PRT /*ddarllenasant, the book 
read.3SG/read.3PL 


'Which men read the bookT 


An explanation for the agreement in (21) is straightforward if the example is derived 
from the underlying structure in (20b), a structure in which there is no agreement 
between the subject and the verb. What is interesling is Ihat if the wh-phrase is a 
non-pronominal subject having a long-distance dependency, then there is 
agreement, as shown in (22a): 

(22) 	 a. Pa ddynion y dywedodd Sibn y darllenasant y lIyfr? 
which men PRT said3SG PRT I*darllenodd the book 

read.3PL/read.3PL 
'Which men did Sibn say read the book?' 

b. leT' Pa}dynion I y Ill' dywedoddk [vp SiDn Ilk 

~t Itp darllenasanti /*darllenoddi [vP f [Ii Y llyn- J]lll)]] 

c. 	 lcp Pa ddynion} [y [IP dywedoddk [V? Sibn [Ik 
[cp hp darllenaS3Ilii J*darllenoddi Ivp pro} I Ii Y llyfr JllJJJlI 

If the wh-phrase were extracted from the embedded clause as the derivation in (22b) 
shows, then we should expect no agreement between the wh-phrase and the verb, 
since it would Come from a position with which the verb does not agree. This 
expectation is not borne out, as the example in (22a) ,with the embedded verb 
agreeing with the extracted subject is impossible. On the olher hand, if the example 
in (22a) has the representation in (22c), then the reason why there is agreement in 
this example is precisely because the embedded clause has the same structure as that 
in (20a) with a nun pronominal subject pro, a structure in which there is 
agreement> 

4, Conclusion 
In the foregoing sections. I argued that dause structures in VSO and S VO 

languages do not differ very much in abstract levels of representation like D

I 
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structure and LF. In fact, their superficial word order differences can be derived 
from a simple choice of raising the subject at S-structure or at LF. If my analysis is 
correct, then it has two implications for theory of grammar. 

As far as clause structure is concerned, we can conclude that the SpeclP cannot 
be possibly functioning as both an A- and an A'-position (Diesing (1990», insofar 
as the notion of a position being both an A and an A'-position is at all a coherent 
one. We have seen that contrary to the SpecCP, uncontroversially an A'-position, 
the SpeclP position could not be used as an escape hatch for extraction of objects in 
constructions with an auxiliary. 

Conceptually, given that abstract levels of representation are not available in the 
linguistic environment, it must be that the language learner is already equipped with 
some faculty that yields these abstract levels of representation, quite independently 
of the specific linguistic data that he is exposed to. It is thus unsurprising that both 
YSO and SYO languages turn out to have the same abstract represenations. A 
question that we may naturally ask is the structure of clauses in SOY languages. 

If it is indeed the case that languages might differ with respect to the 
directionality of functional categories with respect to their complements, then the 
difference between SOY and SYO languages would be that INFL is to the right of 
YP in the former, but to the left in the laner. Otherwise, they have the same logical 
and hierarchical structure for clauses. It thus remains to be investigated whether the 
directionality of functional heads can be a dimension along which panicular 
languages might vary. 
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Notes 

1 Altematively, we may assume that English verbs do not raise to INFL al S-StruClure, but at LF. 
Under lhi~ view, Lhe level of represenLauon where verbs raise 10 IN"FL is also a parametric 
dimension along which individual languages may differ. 

2However, long-distance eXLIaction of PPs is possible, as the grammaticaJily of the examples in 
(i) shows «ia) is from Sadler (1988), (ib) is from Steve Harlow (personal communication)): 

(i) 	 3. Am .. beth y mae Mair yn dailau ero ei tra'Nd ~ ? 
aooul what PRT is PRT argue wiLh her brother 
'What is Mair arguing with her brother aooul?' 

b. 	A "byw Y ~ SiOn yr m:kl Mair yn siarad: ? 

to who PRT said PRT was PRT spcal< 

'Who did Si6n said that Mair was spcal<ing to?' 


Law (1991) argues thai (successive) adjunction for extraction is structure-preserving (cf. Emonds 
(1976». Thus, PPs can be extracted long-distance, since they may be base-generated in adjoined 
posilions. 
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3Rizzi (1978) argues on the basis of Lhe Italian data that we sets of bounding nodes in panicular 
langu~ges might differ, Cf. .als.o Law (1 ~> 1991) for a discussion of how cross-linguistic 
boundmg variations can be dcnvcd In a principled way. 

40ne issue that immedtately arises for the condiuon in (15) 1S extraction out of a ",II-island, The 
example in Oa) involves only a suj:\J3cenC;{ violation, which t)"'PicaHy gives only mildly marginal 
grarnrnatic.alitj': 

(il 	 ??What did you wonder who bought'! 
lcp what [ did lIP you wonder iep who [ lIP I bought I JIllll 

According to (15), the embedded CP should not be bounding if ilS h""d is indeed empty. One 
possibility is 10 assume that there is actually an abstracl complementizer in the head position of 
Ille CP, as suggested In Rizzi (1991). Law (1991) suggoslS a different formulation of bounding 
domains which covers boLh the example In (i) and c).traction in English involving modals io 
aditlon to those dlscus~d m the 1ext To keep things manageable within the confine of space 
aBottcd to me here, J Will assume the condition (15) for simplicity. 

sGlven the alternation between null and oven pronouns in (2Oa). it should then be possible 10 have 
the same alternation in (22) This c,"peclalion is not borne OUt. since the null pronoun is 
obligatory here (Sadler (1988)), On Ille basis of Ille Spanish data in (i), wherej,q. but k=i or k>'i: 

(i) 	 Nadie, are qoo elj /prok es intelligente. 
nobody relieves that he is intelligent 
'Nobody believes thal he is intelligent. ' 

Mom.albetti (l98~) suggests the Overt Pronoun Constraint at LF, given in (Ii), to account for the 
fact Illat only lhe null pronoun "'" be bound by the malrix subje.;:tquantifier nodie 'nobody'; 

(Ii) 	 Overt pronouns. cannot be linked lO fonnal variables iff they occur m a position where the 
altemauon ovcrVcmplY is possible. 

If we take Ille wh-phrase in (22b) as a quasi-quantifier (Chomsky (I981)).lllen Ille comraint in (ii) 
wouJd effectively disallow thaI the presence of the overt pronoun. 
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Subject anaphorli, bound pronoun. and the Binding 'I'heot'y 

Juan Martin 


University of Sout:hern California 

1. Introduction. The objective of this paper is to study in which 
way tne AVO.ld Pronoun Principle, as stated in (1), works in Spanl.sh« 

(I) Avoid lexical pronoun when possible (Chomsky ~ 1981) 

In English, this principle imposes the use of PRO over an 
overt pronoun when possible. In this way, Chomsky (1981, p. 65) 
explains the different referential behavior of hi.I in sentences (2a) 
andI2b). 

(2} a. 	John would mu.ch prefer {his going to the movie; 
b. John would much prefer (his (own) book). 

In (2a) his is disjoint in reference trom :lQ!ill. since PRO ma.y 
appear in this position. On the other hand, in (2b) ill may refer 
to John, given that PRO may not appear in this position, 

In spanish, as in other pro-drop languages, the APP forces the 
presence of PRO or pro, depending on whether the position ~s 

governed or not, over a lexical pronoun, as (3)1 illustrates. 

(3) 	 a. Nadie; ti dijo que ei trabajaria mAs. 

Nobody t said that e wo~ld-work more . 

•Nobody said that he would work more'. 

b. "'Nadie 1 ti dijo que eli trabajaria mas. 
Nobody t said that he would-work more. 
'Nobody said that he would work more'. 

The iseues with regard to the APP are to define "when 
possible" and to characteri:t.e the properties of the so-cal:ed 'empty 
pronouns' versus the lexical pronouns. The solution proposed in this 
paper follows Bouchard"s (1984/ 1985) proposals. Bouchard (19S4, 
19851 proposes that the relevant distinction is not between lexical 
pronoun and nonlexical pronoun, but between pronoun and anaphor. In 
accordance with Bouchard (1984, 1985)f this follows from an 
elsewhere indexing procedure where anaphors are the more apecific 
way of obtaining coreference. His analysis is based on the fact that 
he considers PRO a pronoun or an anaphor, but never a. [+pronominal. 
+anaphoric) element. I will extend this analyaia of PRO to the 
Spanish pro. I claim that this I-identified null element can be 
(+anaphoric/ -pronominal} or (-anaphoric, +pronominal). I will base 
my proposal on the very similar behavior of the ao-called Spanish 
empty pronoun to other [+anaphoric] elements, as NP-traces in 
raising structureS and anaphors in reconstructed structures at LF. 
I will adopt for my analysis Chomsky's (1986 j definitions of the 
Binding Theory. 

http:Spanl.sh
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2. The Overt Pronoun Constraint. In Spanish, null pronouns do not 
have the sarne interpretative behavior as lexically overt pronouns. 
For example, in (3a) the null pronoun in the subject position of 
the embedded clause can be bound by a wh-trace t but in (3b) a 

lexically overt pronoun cannot. In (3b) the sentence is ruled out 
since coreferentiality is not available given that nadie is not a 
referential element, in accordance to Montalbetti (1984) _ The 
contrast between (3al and (3b} is accounted for by HOntalbetti's 
(1984, 1986) Overt Pronoun constraint (Ope) as stated in (4j~ 

(4) a. 	An overt pronoun cannot be 1 i nk.ed to (t]. 

b. 	 (4a) applies only if the alternation overt/empty 
obtains. 

However, the ope, as stated in (4). does not account for some 
interesting cases and faces other problems, as we will see below. !n 
this paper~ I will study the nature of the overt/empty dichotomy and 
..... ill g-ive a more accurate and extended version of the ope. In 
particular, I propose that in Spanish there is a [+anaphoric, 
-pronominal) element, without an overt counterpart,213/4 that can be 
I-identified by Infl, Le. 1\GR or a clitic, and it must occupy the 
highest structural position of an embedded clause at S-structure. In 
this way, this null anaphor would be able to be bound by an element 
of the matrix sentence. Its configurational behavior can be equated 
to those of PRO and NP-traces in raising constructions f as .....e will 
see below. In fact, I will propose that this empty anaphoric element 
(from now on SUbject Anaphor (SA) I and PRO are the same thing-, 
assuming Bouchard' s (1984) proposal s ~ 

1\s a consequence of" this proposal, I posit that the relevant 
distinction for the ope is not overt/empty pronoun but 
anaphor/pronoun f following Bouchard (1984, 1985}. ! will base my 
restatement of the OPC on Chomsky's (1986) revision of the Binding 
Theory. Basically, the idea is that linked {Higginbotham l 1983 i and 
coreferential relations are expressed by different formal elements 
whenever it is possible. S A bound element would be expressed by an 
anaphor, as long as principle A of the 8T allows it, o~herwise by a 
pronoun, i.e. a bound pronoun in Evans~ (1980) .ense, and a 
coreferential element would be expressed by a pronoun. Therefore, 
the cases of overlapping between anaphors and referential pronouns, 
and between bound pronouns and referential pronouns would follow 
from the Bindig Theory and the Elsewhere Principle. 

3. A contrast between lexical anapbort and lexical pronoun•. In (5) 

and (6)6 we have an interesting contrast that does not fall under 
the ope in {4): 

(5) 	a. Juan; hab16 de ,Hi' 

Juan talked about him. 

#Juan talked about him' 


b. 	Juanl hab16 de si mismoj' 
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Juan talked about himself. 

'Juan talked about himself' 


{6} 	 a. ·Nadie, hab16 de eli' 

Nobody talked about him. 


b. 	Nadie, hab16 de 5£ mismo\. 

Nobody talked about himself. 


In {5a) the pronoun may corefer with Juan but cannot be bound by 
Juan as the impossibility of having a sloppy reading in (78) sho.....s.? 
On the other hand l 51 mislt10 is bound by ::IY.!.n in (5bJ as the 
gra.mmaticality of the sloppy reading in Pb) shows. 

(7; a.Juan! hab16 de ell' Y Pedro tambh~n. 
John talked about him, and Peter too. (stricti *sloppy) 

b.Juaoj hab16 de 81 mismoi y Pedro tambien. (·strict/sloppy) 

In (68) the pronoun cannot corefer freely with nadia since nadia is 
not a referential element. In accordance to these data, we can 
restate the ope in the following terms: 

(S) a. 	An overt pronoun cannot be linked to !t]. 
b. 	 (Sa) applies only if the alternation overt/empty or 

overt!anaphor obta.ins. 

4. Binding Theory tBT). It is clear that the paradigm in (5 i 
presents a problem for standard versions of the BT~ According to 
chomsky's definitions (19S1) t the Governing category in (51 is the 
matrix sentence. However, the pronoun may not be free. 

(5) is also a problem for Chomsky's (1996) version of the BT, 
since the notion of Complete Fonctional Complex iCFC) is not applied 
to PPs in that proposal ~ Hestv ik (1999) proposes to extend this 
definition to PPs. Under his interpretation. a PP would be always a 
erc, since the Grammatical Function compatible with its head is 
always assigned I otherwise the sentence would be ruled oot. This 
interpretation allows to explain the fact that the pronominal in (5) 
may be not free~ In the case of the anaphor the PP is not the least 
CFC containing a governor of the anaphor in which the anaphor could 
satisfy the BT being coindexed with an accessible antecedent, hence. 
it must be bound in IP. 

Chomsky's (1996~ proposals are the following! 

(9) 	 I is BT-compatible with (a. B) if: 
A. a is an anaphor and is bound in B under I 
b. a is a pronominal and is free in B under I 

(10) For some B such that (i). t is BT compatible with (0: 1 8): 
(i) 	0: is an anaphor or pronominal and B is the least 

CFC containing p. for which there is an indexing J 

BT-compatible with (a, 8)8 

Obviously, the notion of SUBJECT and its relevance for the 5T 
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(ChomskYI 1981) must be abandoned under this proposal, since NIC is 
not operating anymore in Spanish. Chomsky's {1986} version of the BI 
attempts to do eo, the ECP being the principle that accounts for 'the 
NIC, as it doss for the that-trace effects .l.O (11). 

(11) 	 -who do you think that saw Bill? (Chomsky 1986, p.116) 

Interestingly, in Spanish there are no that-trace effects, as the 
gra.mtr;a.tical translation of (11) in (12) shows. 

(12) 	 ,Quien piens8s que vic a Bill? 

This fact would allow an anaphor to occupy the subject position of 
tensed clauses under Chomsky's version of the BT, since it does not 
v iolate the ECP. 

5. On tbe nature of pro. According to Montalbetti (1984, 1986) the 
bound element in (3a) can on ly be a pronoun, re lying on standard B'T. 

Chomsky's (1986) version of the BT and the Elsewhere Principle 
determine the bound element as an anaphor, given that a pronoun 
cannot corefer freely with a non referential element as nadie, 
• nobody'. In the case that we have a referential element as the 
SUbject of the matrl.X sentence, as in {l3}¥ then we have two 
possibilities for the embedded null category: a) a linked anaphor 
(SA) a.s in (Ja): b) a pro that corefers freely with that referentia:;' 
element. 

(13) 	Juan, dijo que SAi/proi/tHi trabajaria mas. 

John said that he would work more. 


will base my proposal on the non occurrence of this empty 
element in some pOSitions in which a pronominal element may occur 
and in the behavior of the so-called Spanish empty pronoun which is 
very similar to that of other (""anaphoric 1 elements, as NP-traces in 
raising structures and anaphors 1n reconstructed structures at LF. 

5. L liP-trace& aneS Subject anaphol"&. 9 According to Kontalbetti' s 
version of the ope in (4) and to his analysis of the nature of the 
bound empty category, nadie should be able to bind the ec in (14a) I 

where an Object appeare prepoaed to the verb. However the sentence 
is Out when ~ does not have a [+focus 1 interpretation. 10 When 
the object remains in its D-structure pOSition, as in (14b) I the 
sentence ie grarnmat ical. 

(14) 	a~·Nadiei dijo que a PedrOj ei 10j vi-Oj 
Nobody said that to Peter him-CL-DO saw-AGR 
'Nobody said· that he saw Peter.' 

b. Nadiei dijo que ej vio a Pedro. 

Interestingly~ this behavior patterns with the one of NP
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trace in raising structures, as (15,11 illustrates. 

(15) 	 a.·Juani parece que a Pedroj tj lej di-oj 
John seerr,E that to Peter hirn-CL-IO gave-AGR 
• It seems that John gave a book to Peter'. 
un libro. 
a 	 book. 

h. 	Juani parece que ti lei ai-of un libro a Pedro. 
John seems that him-CL-IO gave a book to Peter. 

It seems that the preposed elements in the embedded sentences 
of (14&) and (lSa) intercept the linking relation, \<rIhen they are not 
focused. Under the Bindir.g framework that I am assuming, a Pedro 
would be an antecedent accessible to a, defining a's binding domain 
as the embedded IP. 

I claim that the subject position of IF is the structurally 
highest A~po8ition in IP at $-struct.ure, and that this pOsition can 
be occupied at S-structure by a conatl.tuent in complement position 
at D-structure. Saltarelli (1990) proposes that the subject position 
of psych-verbs is not related to any thematic propertYf and that 
mapping onto that position occurs through the Happing Principle. I 
extend this analysis to the other kinds of verbs~ These preverbal 
positions, no matter the nature of their thematic relation to the 
verb# are A-positions as shov.."n by the facts that a quantifier can 
bind a pronoun from that position, and that a preverbal element in 
(15) can induce minimality effects for an anaphor. 

According to Higginbotharr, (1983), linking can only occur 
between A-positions. (16) illustrates the linking of a pronoun by a 
quantifier from that position. 

(16) 	 SU-ili madre escribi6 a cadal soldado~ 
her mother wrote to every soldier. 

b. 	 Cadai soldado escribi6 a liUJin madre. 
every soldier wrote to her mother. 

c. 	A cadaj soldado Ie escribi6 aUi/J madre. 
to every soldier him-CL-IO wrote her mother. 

d. 	 A cadaf soldado sUitj madre le escribi6. 
to every soldier her mother him-CL-IO wrote. 

In (16a) the quantifier does not c-colMland the pronoun as its 
representation in tl?a}'2 shows. In (16b), (16c) and (16d) the 
quantifier c-commands the pronoun, as (17b), (17e), and (17d) show, 
and, therefore, it is able to bind the pronoun. 

(11) a. IP 

I I 
au madre I' 

I \ 
VP 

escr ibi6 a cada soldado 
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b. IP 

I 
cada Goldada I' 

I \ 
VP 

escrlbi6 a su madre 

IP 

I 
I • • cada soldado 

I \ 
le eeer ibi6 au madre 

d. IP 

a cada soldado lP 

! I 
su madre I' 

I 
1a escribi6 

The theoretical point here is that it seems that there is no 
difference between the properties of Spec of IP and the ones of that 
preverbal adjunct position. This fact pOsits some problems for the 
standard X' -theory. since maybe there is no such Spec of IP 
pOSition, if we need to equate it to the preverbal adjunct position. 
Probably, a more artl.cu!ated version of AGR would lead us to a 
solution for (17d). I will not pursue any solution now since it is 
not the Objective of this paper. What is crucial for this paper is 
the fact that that adjunct position is an A-position, hence, an 
element in that pOSition can act as an accessible subject, and t 
also, an element in that position can be linked. 

In summary, in this aection I have shown the similar behavior 
between an SA and an NP-trace, and how a bound non-overt pronoun is 
disallowed, as in (22). This fact is not covered by Montalbetti's 
definition of the ope, given that linking of a [+pronominall element 
in that position should be allowed under his account. 

5.2. ltecoPlitruction effectli at LV. Larson and Lujan (1990) study the 
following paradigm in Spanish: 

{IS) a. Cuando ei trabaja, Juan; no bebe. 

When he works, John doesn't drink. 


b~ Juan! no bebe cuando ei trabaja. 

c. ·Cuando eli trabaja, Juani no bebe. 
d~ Juani no bebe cuando 61; trabaja. 

Their account of the different behavior of null and overt 
pronouns in Spanish is based on the fact that the latter undergo 
obligatory movement at LF but not the former, as focused elements 
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do. This fact results in vacuous quantification at LF. However, 
Larson' Lujan's account faces some problems~ They do not consider 
the fact that in Spanish we have stressed. overt pronouns and 
unstressed overt pronouns, as they point out fOr En91ieh~ AS it has 
been shown above, we cannot group these two types of pronouns under 
the Bame syntactic label, since they have different syntactic 
behavior. It would be theoretically undesirable to have three 
different kinds of syntactic pronouns. since there is no evidence 
from UG and their characterization would be quite difficult. 

Under my analysis, the contrast between i 18a) and {lac) has a 
straightforward solution, if we analyze (lSa) as a case of 
connectivity. In (lea) since we have a Subject Anaphor we have the 
so-called reconstruction effects at LF.13 In (lee) such 
reconstruction effects do not arise since the pronoun cannot be 
bound t given the OPC~ 

Notice that we have the same ope effects in other casas of 
connectiveneas l as the ones presented by the psych-verbs in (19). 

(19) 	 a~ *Una fotografia de eli moleate a Juan l , 

picture of him bothered to John, 
'A pictlllre of him bothered John' 

b. Una 	 fotograf!a de si mismoj molest6 a Juanj. 
A picture of h~mself bothered to John 
'A picture of himself bothered John' 

The possessive pronoun seems to allow this reconstruction effects as 
(20) 	 shows. 

(20) 	 SUi fotografla divirti6 a Juan!. 

His picture amused John. 


Posaessive pronouns ~eem to pattern with verbal clitics with regards 
to the ope, as (21} shows. 

(21) 	 a, Nadie! vio SUi fotografia. 

Nobody saw his picture. 


b. 	Nadie, dijo que [AGRP1proj [AGRP2Pedro lei dio 
Nobody said that Peter him-CL-IO gave 
t Nobody said that Peter gave him a book' 
un librol] ~ 
a book. 

This is another argument to consider the possessive pronoun as a 
clitic, as proposed by Rivero (1986), since a strong pronoun is not 
allowed in this context, as (22) shows~ 

(22) 	 a.*.Nacliei vio una fotografia de ~li' 


Nobody saw a picture of him~ 


b. 	Juanj vic una fotografia de-eli. 
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Therefore, under my account there are only two types of 
pronouns: focused pronouns ({ + stress 1) and nonfocueed pronoune «(
stress}). In Martin (1991)~ I posit that only etress pronouns raise 
at LF. while unstressed pronouns are discourse bound at O-structure. 

6. The ope reviaited. If we consider my reanalysis of the so-called 
Spanish pro as an element that can be [+anaphoric] or (.pronominal), 
then we can restate the ope as in (:2 3)14. 

(23) 	 Pronoun conatraint 
a. 	A pronoun cannot be 1 inked. 
b. 	 (23a) applies only if the alternation pronoun/anaphor 

obtains. 

I should make a final remark that gives an account for cases as 
(24) • 

(24) 	 Nadiei admiti6 que la pOlicia sabia que 8i particip6 
Nobody admltted that the police knew that he participated 

el robo. 

in the robbery. 


In (24) the SA is not bounded in the least CFC where it can be 
bounded. the first embedded clause, giving rise to an apparent 
violation of Principle A. I claim that this sA can be also a long 
distance subject-oriented anaphor, as the Japanese zibun, the 
chinese .ll.ii. and the Korean caki. (FOr a surn.rnary of the moat 
relevant accounts of long distance anaphors, see Katada (1991)). As 
shown by (25) I an element that it is not in the subject position 
cannot bind this null element. 

(25) 	 .No adrniti6 nadiei que la pollcia sabia que ei particip6 
en el robo. 

In surn.rnary, I have proposed that in Spanish the different 
behavior of lexical pronouns and non-overt pronouns is better 
accounted for by an analysis that treats non overt pronouns as 
anaphors. This proposal reinforces Chomsky's (1986) analysis that 
reduces Principle A to the ECP f aince in spanish the subject 
position does not show ECP effects. FinallYI my proposal voids the 
necessity of designing a larger classification of pronouns, than 
focused and non focused, as implied in Montalbetti (1984) and Larson 
& Lujan (1990). 

NOTES 


*1 would like to thank Alfredo Arnaiz, Jon Franco, Hajime Hoji, 

Alazne Landa and Mario Saltarelli for their valuable comments, 

suggestions, and criticisms. Any error is mine. 


1. 	 Interestingly in Spanish also PRO is preferred over pro, as (i) 
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shows: 

(i) 	A. Nadi~, quiso PROI ir a Madrid. 
Nobody wanted to go to Madr id. 

b. 	 Nadis t quiso que el"'Jj/pro*l!i luera a Madrid. 
Nobody wanted him to go to Madrid. 

If we consider the Spanish inflnitive and the Spanish subjunctive as 
anaphoric tenses with respect to the one in the main clause, and a 
{-finite] AGR as an anaphoric AGJ'.i. bounded by an NP in the main 
clause (Borer~ 1989), this fact would be accounted for by my 
proposal, where anaphoric elements are always preferred over other 
elements as we will see below. In the case of the bound reading, 
(la) is preferred over (ib) because (ia) mal(es use of anaphor,tc AGR, 
additionally to anaphoric Tense. In (10) the necessity of 1
identif ie-atlon of a nu 11 subject that is not identif ied by any 
element in the main clause forces the presence of the subjunctive to 
achieve the I-identification of a null element 1 in accordance to 
Borer's (l986) principle: 

(ii) An empty category must be I-identified. 

2. A possible candidate for being an overt counterpart is el mismg 
'he himself', However. as posited by Mckay (1991), I believe that 
mismo 'self' is only an emphatic element that serves to contrast an 
individual (or group of individuals 1 with some salient class. {i) 
shows that it cannot covary freely with a subject anaphor: 

(1) 	 A nadie, dijo Juan que ed·~l mismoi fuera: 

Juan didn't say anyone to go. 


3, There is some evidence from Universal Grammar to support this 
claim. This evidence comes from the languages that traditionally are 
considered not to be Subject to the Nominative rsland constraint 
(NrC) as Chinese (Aoun & Li, 1990), Japanese (Katada, 1991), and 
Korean (Yang, 19B4). 

4. ObviouslYf this claim faces some learnability problems Since, 
apparently, there is no positive evidence for the children. However, 
there is some evidenc~ that the Elsewhere Principle is operating, as 
the data in fn. 1 shows. Also. the abstraction of the distribution 
of the data must lead the learners to the same conclusions that this 
paper if its argumentation is correct~ In particular, the fact that 
anaphors, but not pronouns, can be bound by non referential elements 
must allow the learnera to identify this empty element as an 
anaphor. 

S. In Martin (1991). I claim that, in fact, pronouns cannot express 
bound relations at all. but only referential relations. Also, see 
this paper for a discussion of donkey anaphors. 

, 
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6. Notice that el mismo 'he himself' is possible here as {il 
illuetratee, when .D.W.I. has a referential/partitl.ve interpretation: 

(i) Nadier hab16 de ,Uf mismo. 

will give an explanation along the lines of Montalbetti for the 
stressed pronouns. For a further discussion on focused pronouns see 
Larson" LujS:" (1990) and Martin (1991). As pointed out by Jaeggli 
to Montalbetti (1984, p. 128) an overt pronoun improves its chances 
of being interpreted as a bound variable if stressed. ~ stressed 
pronoun has a contrastive interpretation too. On the other hand, a 
stressed .nsphor does not have this contrastive use with respect to 
other indivi.duals, in the case of the emphatic !!U..i.mQ 'self', it 
cannot he used as a free composite of an anaphor, hence, the 
alternation protlounjanaphor does not obtain and the Elsewhere 
PrinCiple allowB uG to use a pronoun in these caees. 

7. The English speakers that I have asked Show the same contrasts 
that in {51. (0) and (7) with some variation about (5al. 

8. What lies behind this proposal is that the governing category of 
an anaphor is defined by an antecedent, while the governing category 
of a pronoun is defined by its lexical governor* In Borne way, we can 
redefine the BT as in (i): 

{i} A. An anaphor must be antecedent governed. 
B. 	 A pronoun must be free in its lexical governing 

category. 

We can notice that the Elsewhere Principle becomes stronger inside 
a lexical category where even coreference is disallowed. 

9. I will assume that the Spanish subject is generated in posverbal 
position and then optionally moved to a preverbal position. F"or 
further discussion on this topic see Kuroda (lS86} and Koopman' 
Sportiche (l987)_ 

10. A focused reading improves the sentence, even when it is still 
marginal as (i) shows. 

This contrast can be accounted for by some relativized minimality 
effect (Ri%zi, 1991) if we consider a focused element to be in A'
position and a non focused element in A-position, as we will see 
below. 

Notice that there is nothing wron9 with a preverbal element, 
either focused or non focused, in an embedded clause as (ii) shows. 

(ii) Nadie dijo que a Pedro/PEDRO 10 vic el doetor# 

http:referential/partitl.ve
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Nobody sa id that the doctor saw Peter. 

11. Again a [+ focused} interpretation of the preverbal element 
improves the sentence. 

12. I believe that the 10 hangs from V' I since a pronoun embedded in 
an 10 can be bound by a quantifier in the DO as (i) shows. 

(i) 	El gobierno restituy6 carla nino; a SUi madre. 
The government restored every child to hie mother. 

13. See Lebaux ~1990), Belletti and RiZZi {198B)# among others for 
further discussl.on of the reconstruction analysis. What is relevant 
for my paper is the similar behavl.or of SAs and anaphors in these 
structures. 

14. Not ice that I do not spec ify "1 inked to {t)" as Montalbetti does 
based on {i)~ 

(i) 	Nadia, quiera PRO; creer que 4Bi as inteligente. 
Nobody 	wants to believe that he is intelligent. 

(Montalbetti 1984, p~ 157) 

I believe that!! has a generic interpretation, and that the whole 
clause in which it is is a generic statement. Actually. in Martin 
(1991), I propose that a pronoun cannot occupy a linked position. 
This analysis is based on ~he existence of t~o types of 
coreferentiality: discourse-bound at D-structure. and sentence-bound 
at LF/LF', 
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A Note on Binding and Barriers' 

Naoko Nemo{o 

University of Connecticut 

1, Introduction 

In the present work, I will be concerned with two interesting asymmetries re
alized in finite complements v.s, Control complements in Japanese.1 The one 
of them is the difference in the behavior of scrambling: the phrases which 
scrambled oul of finile complements cannot bind anaphors. whereas the 
phrases which scrambled out of Control complements can in Japanese (see 
Nemeto 1991). The other asymmetry concerns binding of anaphor zibin-zisin: 
this anaphor behaves like a 'local dlSlance' anaphor in fmite clauses (see 
Kuratra 1986) but can be bound long-distantly in Control constructions. Below 
I seek pOSsibilities to relate these asymmetries. 

2. Asymmetries 

2.1 Scrambling. Recently the nature of scrambling has been discussed exten
Sively: Maha]an (1988). Webelhuth (1989). Deprez (1990). Tada (1990). Salta 
(1991). Nemoto (1991) to name only a few. Mahajan (1988), for example, ob
serves that in Hindi, the clause-internally scrambled phrases can bind 
anaphors. whereas the long distantly scrambled phrases cannot As noted in 
Saito (1991), this is also the case in Japanese. The examples cited from Saito 
(1991) in (1) and (2) illustrates the points.' (Ib,d) are the cases involving 
clause-internal scrambling;S (2b) is a case involving long dislance scrambling 
out of finite complemenis.' 

(1) 
iL ?*otagail"no sensei"'ga karersl'"'o bfhansitB (koto) 

each other's teacher-nom they-ace criticized 
'Each otberl's teacher criticized themi' f 

h. ?karersl-o {otagail-no sensei-ga tl hihansita 
-ace each other t 5 teacher-nom criticized 

'Theml, each otherl's teacher criticiz.ed tl' t 

c.*Masao-ga otagail"'no sensei"ni kareral-o ayookaisita (koto) 
"Dam each otberts teacher-dat they-ace introduced 

'Hasao introduced to each otherl' s teacher tbell\l_ I 

d. ksreral-o [Masao-gs otagail'-no sensei-ni tl syookaisita 
tbey-acc "'Dom each other's teacher"'dat introduced 


'Theml' Masao introduced each otherl t s tea~ber. I 


I 

http:criticiz.ed
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(2) 
a. *Masao;o,.ga otsgail-no sensei"ni rep Hanako~g8 karersl'"'o 

-nOm each other1s teacher-to "'nom they-acc 
bih.nsit. to] itt. (koto) 
criticized comp said 

'Hasao said to each otherl's teacher that Hanske criticized theml_ t 

b.*KarerSl-O [Hasao-gs otagail-no sensei-of [cpHanako-ga tl 
they"scc "'nom each other 1 s teacher.. to -nom 
bih.nsiu to) hta (koto) 
criticized comp said 


'Theml. Masso said to each otherl's teacher that Hansko 

criticized tI' 


We analyze the ill-formed ness on (la.c) and (2a) in terms of Condition A: 
anaphor olagai (each other) is not bound.~ Then. the well- formed ness of (1b.d) 
indicates the scrambled phrases can bind anaphors. On the other hand. the 
ill-formed ness of (2b) indicates that this is not the case for long distance 
scrambling. In (2b). although the scrambled phrase c-commands otagai. the 
grammaticality does not improve. 

Interestingly enough. the situalion is different in the cases of long dis
tance scrambling out of Control complements. Observe (3) and (4). In (3) and 
(4). (a) examples are a familiar case of Condition A violallon. In (b) examples. 
the embedded object has been scrambled to the malrix sentence initial posi· 
tion. The well-formedness of these examples indicates thaI the long distantly 
scrambled phrase in (3b) and (4b) can bind the anaphor. as opposed to (2b). 

(3) 

a.*ot.g.i1-no titi0Y.2"go ( ( PR02 John to Bobl-0 


each other's father-nom and -ace 
rikaisiyoo to I kokorolllta (koto) 
understand comp At.tempted 

I Each otherl· s father sttellpted to understand John and Bobl . ' 

b. John to Bobl"O (otagoil-no titiOyo2-ga ! ( PR02 tl 
and -ace each other's father-nom 

rikoisiyoo to ] kokoromito (koto) 
understand comp attempted 

'John and Bobt. each otherl's father attempted to understand tl" 

(4) 
a. *Mary-ga otagai1"no hohaoya.-ni ((PR02 John to Bobl"O 

-nom each other's aotber-dat and -ace 
rik.isuru yooni] itta (koto) 
understand comp told 

'Mary told each otberl '5 .other to understand John and Bobl" 

http:Masao;o,.ga
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b. 	Bob to John1-o [MarY-sa OtaSail-no hahaoye2ni (PROz tl 
and -ace "'nom each other f s mother"dat 

rikeisuru yooni] itte (koto) 

understand camp to Id 


'Bob and Johnll Mary told each otherl's mother to understand tl" t 


2.2. Binding of 'zibun·zisin.' The second asymmetry concerns binding of 
zibun-zisin, which is .ndicated by self-self in the translations below. Kurala 
(1986). (see also Kitagawa 1986 and Kalada 1991) demonslrates that zibun
Zisin is a local distance anaphor. as opposed to famous zibun (self), although 
it dIsplays subject orienlation. The examples in (5) illustrated the points. 

(5) 

a. [Johnl-sa Maryz-"i [ TOUl$-ge zibu"l/*';'-O hihansite to J itta] 
-nom -dat -nom self-ace criticized camp said 

l John1 said to Karyz that Tom3 criticized selfll*2/:s t 

b. [John1-ge Mary.-ni Tom.-ga zibun-zisin"l/"./.-o J •.• J 
self-self-aee 

•John, ssid to Mary. that To... criticized self-self*l/*'/s' 

(5a) shows that zibun can take its antecedent from the h'gher clause. whereas 
(5b) shows that zibun·zisin cannol. Therefore. Kurata (1986) concludes that 
zibun·zisin is a local distance anaphor. 

However. interestingly enough, zibun-zisin in the complement clauses can 
be bou nd by the matrix subject in Control constructions as shown in (6). The 
examples in (6) involve object Control. Therefore. the local binder PRO is 
controlled by the dative phrase Mary. Nevertheless. the matrix subject John 
can be an antecedent of zibun-zisin. 

(6) 
a. John,-ga Mary-"i [ PRO zibu,,-zisin1-o hihansuru yooni itta 

'"'nom "dat s~lf-self-acc criticize comp told 
f Johnl told Mary to criticize self-selfl t 

b. Jobn,-ga Mary-ni [ PRO zibun-zisinl-O hihansite ..oratt.. 
"nom -dat self-self-ace criticize receivM 

'Johnl bad Mary criUceze self-self1 ' 

The fact that zibun-zisin in this position can be bound by the matrix subject is 
particularly interesting, since as shown in (7). a pronou.n is also allowed in the 
sa'T'e position. 

(7) John,-ga Mary-ni [ PRO karel-o hihansut1J yooni itta 
-nom -dat bim-acc criticize comp told 

'John told Mary to criticize bim' 

This fact suggests that as an English equivalent in (8). we must assume the 
'SSC effect' by PRO. 

(8) John told Mary [ PRO to criticize hi.. / *himself ] 
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Hence the possibility of long distance binding of Zibun-Zlsin must be explained 
independently. 

3. The Structure of Control Constructions In Japanese 

In order to account for the difference between in (2b) and (3b). I argue that 
Control complements in Japanese contain a fewer barrier than finite comple
ments (see also Nemoto 1991). 

Let me show in this section that the notion barrier plays a central role to 
account for the contrast displayed in (Ib) and (2b). For ease of exposition. I 
use the terms A and A·bar for scrambling. although it has been pointed out 
by Saito (1989. 1991). among others. that the nature of scrambling appears to 
be different from a typical A-movement such as raising or a typical A-bar 
movement such as WH movement.' 

Observe examples in (I) again. (Ib) differs from (Ia) only in that in (Ib) 
a possible antecedent for anaphor is located in the c-commanding position for 
the anaphor. The grammaticality difference in (Ia) and (Ib). then. suggests 
that (Ib). the anaphor is bound. Based on this type of data. Mahajan (1988). 
among others, argues that clause-internal scrambling can be A-movement, 
since anaphors must be A·bound.? It follows that the ungrammaticality of (2b) 
indicates that long-distance scrambling cannot be a case of A-movement. 

A question naturally arises as to where the scrambled phrases land. In 
the present work. I adopt Kuroda's (1986) hypothesis that in the languages like 
Japanese. the subject can stay within VP and the Spec of IP can be a position 
for a scrambled phrase. assuming that the Spec of IP is an A·position.' This 
is illustrated in (9). 

(9) 

lrp Xl [I' V-nom ". tl'" Vll 


Now consider (2b) again. We must consider why the scrambled phrase 
cannot land at the Spec of Matrix IP and binds the anaphor in (2b). as illus· 
trated in (10). 

(10) 

lrp Xl lr' V-nom ". [CP [IP [I' Z-nom ". tl .". V J J V JJ 


The ungrammaticality of (2b) suggests that the configuration (10) violates 
some condition. Let us consider what (10) violates. 

It is known that A-movement requires strict locality. There are a number 
of well-known conditions which exclude illicit A-movement: for example, 
Condition A of the Binding Theory. the Local Binding Condition (Rizzi 1986. 
Lasnik 1985). the Uniformity Condition (Chomsky 1986b). the ECP. and the 
Theta Criterion (Rizzi 1990). 

Since scrambling does not involve inherent Case assignment. the Uni· 
formity Condition is irrelevant. In (10). each member of the chain is locally 
bound by a successive member of the chain; thuS, the Local Binding Condition 
is not violated.' 

One may claim that Condition A exclude (2b). saying that the NP trace left 
behind is not bound within its governing category. However, the derivation 
such as (II) is possible for (2b) as noted by Mahajan (1988). 
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(11) 

[IP X, [I' Y-nom - - - Icp [IP t,' (I' Z-nom .. - t, _.. V 111 J 


Indeed the well-!ormedness of the example given in (12) shows that long dis
tance scramblmg can involve clause-in1ernal A-scrambling. 

(12) 
7lt8rera,-o [Hanako-g" Icp It" I otagoi,-no sensei-go tl 
they ..ace "nom each other t s teacher-nom 
bibansita J to 1 itta 
criticized comp said 

'Them, 	Hsnako said that each other's teacher criticized tl f 

(Saito class lecture 1989, see also Hahajan 1988) 


The difference between (2b) and (12) is that in (12). there is an anaphor In the 
embedded clause, whereas in (2b). it is outside of the embedded clause ,. The 
well-formedness of (12), as opposed to (2b). indicates that the anaphor in the 
embedded clause is bound by the trace left behind 10 the embedded clause. 
Therefore. (12) is a piece of support for the intermediate trace in (11). Then, 
in (11). the initial trace should be bound by this intermediate trace. A question 
arises as to whether this intermediate trace violates Condijion A. Let us next 
explore the binding status of this trace. 

Mahalan (1988) appeals to Condition A to rule out a configuration like (11) 
by claiming that although the initial trace will be bound by the intermediate 
trace, the intermediate trace will not be bound within its governing category. 
Therefore. such 'example as (2b) is ill-formed due to a Condition A violation. 
Saito (1991). on the other hand. notes that since in Japanese. as opposed to 
Hindi. anaphors do not observe 'the NIC effect' (Yang 1963) as shown in (13). 
the situation is somewhat more complicated, (13) illustrates the lack of the 
NIC effect in Japanese. The anaphor in the embedded subject can be bound 
by the matrix subject. 

(13) 

karera,-ga [[ etagail-ga tensa! da 1 tol omotteiru (koto) 

they-nom each other-nom genius is comp thinking 

'TheYl are thinking t.hat each otherl is a genius. J 


Saito's point here is that if the subject, which is located lower than the position 
of the intermedIate trace in (11), can be bound by a clause-external element. 
Then, the trace might have a chance to be bound from the higher elaese. 

This possibility becomes a strong one given that A-scrambling IS possible 
to the position between the subject and indirect object as shown in (1~), 

(14) 
a~*Masao"'ga 	 ctagail-no sensei-ni karersl-o syookaisita 

"nom each other I s teacher-dat they-ace introduced 
•Kasao introduced to each other!' s teacher theml ~ , 

b, Kasao-ga r karera,-o [otagai,-no sensei-ni t, .yookaisital I 
-nom they-ace each other's te&cber-dat introduced 

'Hasso introduced theml to each otherl's teacher tIl 
(Tada 1990, see also Mahajan 1988) 
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The well-formedness of (14) Indicates that there is an A-position between the 
subject and the indirect object Let us call it W for ease of exposition, This 
raises a possibility for the derivation such as (15) for (2b), 

(15) 
[IP 	Xl [VP Y-nom [w 101" I R-dst ... 

lep lIP tl' Ivp Z-nom ••• 'I .. , V II V II 

(13) shows that if Y can bind Z, Then, tff should be able to bind t' They are 
cOlndexed and tff c-commands I', The example in (16) shows Ihat an anaphor 
in the position of I" can be actually bound by Y or R;ll Iherefore. Iff is in I'S 
governing category, 

(16) 


John-to HerYl-ga ksreu2-ni [I otagsilf2-gs I seiseki-gs itiban 

and -nom they"'dat each other""'noll1 grade-nom best=wBs 

yokatta ] ] toJ itta 
comp said 

'John and MarYl said to them that it was each other} whose grade 
was the best. ' 

Hence there is no Condition A violalion in ~15), Consequently. we cannot al
tribute the ill-formednes. of {2b) 10 Condilion A, 

Note that Ihere is a barrier belween I" and I', A-movement cannOI involve 
the Spec of CP (Chomsky 1973, May 1981), Given Rizzi's (1990) theory, Ihis 
A-movement violales the Theta-Criterion, a chain condition. and is eXCluded. 
as desired, Since Rizzi (1990:92) assumes thaI a chain is partially defined in 
terms of Chomsky's (1986a) antecedent government (= 19 below), here the 
notion bamer plays an important role, 

II we take a 'disjunctive' formulation of ECP. the possibility of lexical gov
ernment for t' becomes an issue, However. it is not trivial whether this posi~ 
tion is lexically governed, If we assume with Saito (1989) that the upper 
subject pOSitions in multiple subject construction as (16) and (17) are available 
for scrambling, we may examine whether this position can be lexically gov
erned against such as (17),12 The examples in (17) suggest that the 
LF extracllon 01 out of complex NP does not yield an ECP 
violation,13 Then, position can be lexically governed, 

(17) 

a_ Jobn-wa I [ dare-gs seiseki-ga yokatts) kurasu ]-0 otosita no 


-top who-nom grade-nom ~as good class~acc failed Q 
'Who did John fail tbe class wbicb t received a good grade' 

b. Mary-wa II dare-ga rielti-ga agaru] sigoto ]-0 sitai no 
-top who"'noll profit-nom raise job -ace want::to=do Q 

'Wbo does lIary ",ant to do a job wbicb t earns profits' 

Conceptually. one may argue as follows. It is well-known since Huang 
(1982) that in languages like Chinese and Japanese. there is no subject/object 
asymmetry with respect to eXlractability. Huang (1982) claims that subjects 
are lexically governed by (NFL in those languages, More recent VP-internal 
Subject Hypothesis (Kuroda 19B6, Kitagawa 1986, Koopman and Sportiche 
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1968, among others) raises a possibility that the extraction of subject in 
ChIOese/Japanese is from Ihe Spec of VP, and therefore, tong extraction is 
possible (Koopman and Sportiche 1988). Huang (1990), on the other hand, ar
gues that long extraction of subject from the Spec of IP should be possible in 
Chinese. Let us suppose that this is the case in Japanese too for the sake of 
argument. More specifically, let us assume that INFL in Japanese is a poten
tial lexical governor, Under Kuroda's (1986) hypothesis, in Japanese INFL 
need not agree with an element in its specifier position; therelore, ~s raiSing 
to the Spec of IP is not forced, as opposed to English. On the other hand, 
agreement is not prohibited, and any arguments (subject, direct Object, and 
indirect object) can move to the Spec of IP. In other words, even when an 
object phrase is scrambled to the Spec olIP, it agrees with INFL Then, one 
may claim that the trace 01 the scrambled phrase is lexically governed by 
INFL 

If t' in ilt) is indeed lexically governed, this example is analogous to (t6), 
a well-known example of 'super-raising' due to Mark Baker. 

(18) 


*Johnl seems [ that [ it is told tl [ that I lIary is s geniUS J J I J 


Chomsky (1966a) argues lor the condition in (19) to exclude cases of 'super
raising' such as (18). (19) also excludes (2b). 

(19) Each link of A-chains must b. O-subjacent, 

Therefore, the distribution of A-scrambling in Japanese independently argues 
for such a condition as (19). Note that no maner which we take between 
'theta-criterion' approach or (19). the notion bamer plays a crucial role to ex
pla;n the distribution of A-scrambling in ..."""'''".,,. 

Now observe (3bl and (4b) again. are cases of 'long-distance' 
scrambling. I argued lor the hypothesis that for the composition of A
scrambling chains, each member of the chain must be subjacent to tls prede
cessor. Given the fact that A-movement is possible out of Control 
complements, the theory predicts that there is a difference in the number of 
barriers in Control complements and finite clauses in Japanese. More spe
cifically. if it is assumed that finite complements contain one barrier, ~ follows 
that Control complements in Japanese contain no barrier. 

4, Binding of 'Zibun-Zisln' 

Let us now go back to the asymmetry that we observed in (5) and (6), The 
issue is why long distance binding of zibun-zisin is possible in (6) but not in 
(5). 

4.1_ Scrambling and the Binding Possibilities. It is pointed out by Kurata 
(1986), Kitagawa (1986), and Katada (1991) that scrambling changes the bind
ing possibility as shown in (20).10 
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(20) 

a.*Johnl-ga Hary-ni [Tom-ga zibun-zisinl-o hihansita to] itta 


"'nom "da't -noli self"self-ace 	 criticized camp said 
'Johnl said to Mary that Tom criticized 0,,1 f-oelfl ' 

Mary-oi [ zibun-zioinl-o Tom-ga bihansit.a 
"nom -dat self-self-acc -nom criticized 

to ] itt! 
comp said 


'John said to Mary that l5elf-selfl, Tom criticized t.l' 


Moreover. this is not a peculiar characteristic of Japanese scrambling; the 
same phenomenon is observed with English topicalization. as shown in (21). 

(21) 
a. "John thinks that Mary likes himself 

b. 	 John thinks that himself, Mary likes t 
(Lasnik and Saito in press) 

Then. we may consider the possibility of scrambling the anaphor over PRO as 
illustrated in (22). 

(22) John-nom Mary-dat [ep [ zibun'zisin-o [ PRO t ... JIII 

This is a phonetically vacuous movement We must note. however. that in 
English. topicalization to the infinitive mitlal position is prohibited as shown in 
(23). 

(23) *John told Mary [ a bQOk, to read t I 

It is not clear at all why this is the case; it is not clear whether this myslerious 
constraint holds in Japanese. However. given that scrambling can be A
movement. we may distinguish (22) from (23) in that the former has a possi
bility to involve A-movement. whereas the laner does not. as pOinted out to 
me by Howard Lasnlk (personal communication). Ot course we need an extra 
A-position and must consider what it is. 

On the other hand, one may consider the possibility of (24). 

(24) 

John-nom Mary-dat [ zibun-zisin-acc Ie. PRO ••• t .,. 111 


There are two possibilities for the scrambling landing sites in (24). The one 
is a CP adjoined position. The other is a base-generated position in the matrix 
ctause. This possibility is raised given our observation that scrambling out of 
Control complements can be A-movement. These possibilities crucially de
pends on the availability of adjunction to CP or a base-generated position, 
among other things. and it is b!"yond the scope of this work. however. I will 
leave this to the forthcoming works. 

4.2. LF Movement of Anephors, Interestingly enough. there is another way to 
look at (6). If the conclusion that we reached based on the studies on scram
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bling, that is in Japanese, Control complement contain a fewer barrier, is cor
rect, the kind of dala in (5) and (6) here Can be a support lor the approach in 
which certain phenomena of anaphor bindings are attributed to LF movement. 

LF-movement of anaphors, which was originally proposed by Lebeau. 
(1983), and then Chomsky (1986b), has been entertained by many linguists: 
Pica (1987), Huang and Tang (1989), Cole, Hermen and Sung (1990), Katada 
(1991), to name only a few, It seems, however, that the issue is stililar away 
form the settlement, and it is not that I am able to provide with a detailed 
analysis in this paper, Instead, let me spell out what I mean by the contrast 
display 10 (5) and (6) can be support for this hypothesis, 

For Japanese anaphors zibun (self) and zibun-zisin (sell-self) Katada 
(1991) argues for LF raising. She attempts to explain their subject orientation 
by their adjunction site, That is, she claims that this operations is VP ad
junction. Moreover, she assumes zibun*zisin has a complex structure. where 
zubin located in the Spec position of the larger NP, and assume that as for 
Zlbun-zisln, only zibun part raises. By doing so, she attempts to attribute the 
locality of these anaphors to the ECP. Consider (5) again. (25a, b) are LF 
representations of (Sa. b) respectively under Katada's approach. 

(25) 

a, John-nODI ",ibun Mary-dat lep t-acc ... 1 said Il 


b, John-nom ",ibun Mary-dat lep t-zisin-acc ••• J said IJ 

Katada assumes that the trace in (25b) is lexically governed, whereas the 
trace in (25b) is not. Therefore, she claims. (25b) yields an ECP violaTIon. 
Here the crucial point is that antecedent government is impossible in (2Sb). 
It is generally stipulated that LF raising of anaphors cannot involve the Spec 
of CP, It follows that zibun-zisln in linite complements can be bound only by 
the embedded subject. as desired, 

Now consider (6a) again under Katada's hypothesis. Its LF representation 
will be illustrated as in (26). 

(26) John-nom [ "'ibun [ Mary-dat Ix PRO t-zisin-ace '" 1 told JJ 

In (26). whate.er X is. X does not block antecedent government as indicated 
the well-formedness of the example giver in {27).15 

(27) 

John-gs [ karera-o Mary-ni I PRO otagai-no sensei-ni t 


-nom they .... cc -dst: e.o. ts tucher"dat. 
syookai 5Uru yooni itta 
introduce co.p told 
'John told Mary to introduce them to each other's teacher.' 

Then, in (26). the trace can be antecedent governed. If so, (26). as opposed 
to (25b). is a well-formed representation, This meanS that the theory predicts 
that the matrix subject can bind zibun-zisin in Control complements. as de
sired. 

http:whate.er
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5. Summary 

To sum up, in this paper, I suggested some possible directions to account for 
long-distance binding of 'local' anaphor zibun-zisin in Control constructions in 
light of the hypothesis that A-scrambling out of Control complements is pos
sible in Japanese. 

Notes 

"I would like to thank Hirota Hoshi, Yasuo Ishii, Howard Lasnik, and 
Mamoru Saito for the useful comments and help. All shortcomings are mine. 

Ilnterestingly, the same asymmetries are observed in Hindi. See Mahajan 
(1988). 

tSaito adds kola (the fact that) to some of his Japanese examples to avoid 
the unnaturalness resulting from the lack of topic in a matrix sentence. I will 
follow him and add kola to some examples. Also, the English translation is to 
help readers to see rough structure of Japanese, and may not be grammatical 
sentences. 

'Mahajan (1988) and Saito (1991) note that there is a slight grammatical 
difference in (lb) and (ld), which is shown by'?' in the example. See Saito 
(1991) for discussion. Tada (1990) argues to distinguish the type of scrambling 
involved in (lb) from that in (ld). 

"Long distance scrambling out of finite complements is possible in 
Japanese as shown in the following example. 

(i) sono hon-o lIary-ga Ie. John-ga t katta to 1 itta 1 
that book-ace '"'nom -nom bought comp said 

'That book, Mary said that John bought t' 

5For the discussion of anaphoric nature of olagai, see Yang (1983) and 
Kitagawa (1986), among others. 

'Saito points out that for example. so-called 'A·scrambling' exhibits Con
dition C type reconstruction effect, where typical A .. movemen1 does. He also 
points out that scrambling in general does not exhibits weak crossover effect, 
where typical A'-movement does. 

7Clause-internal scrambling can be also A'-movement. 
aFar the analysis of scrambling under the highly articulated IP structure 

proposed by Chomsky (1989), see Mahajan (1988), Deprez (1990), and 
Miyagawa (1991). 

'However. the LBC appears to be needed to rule out the following exam
ple as noted in Deprez (1990). 

. (i) * ic.areral-o [ otagail-ga tl aisiteiru J (koto) 
them, each other~Dom love 


I Thelll, each other loves tll 


lOWe consider that the movement from l' to the sentence initial position 
is an instance of A' scrambling in (12). 
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11(16) involves multiple subject constructions, In Japanese, more than 
one nominative phrase is allowed, See Kuno (1973), 

12The following example is well-formed, 

(i) Hary"wa I", dare-ol I John-ga tl osieta I gakkoo J-o 
-top who-ace "'nOm taught school-ace 

tazuneta no 
visited Q 


'Who did Mary visit the school in which John taught t' 


However, using such example as (i), we cannot argue for the hypothesis that 
the Spec of IP is lexically governed, Saito (1989) argues that scrambling can 
be undone at LF. If this is the case, LF extraction of WH in (i) can takes place 
from the initial position, 

l'See Kitagawa (1986:230) for a different observation and conclusion, 
lOWe may relate the faci that scrambling changes the binding possibility 

and the fact that anaphors in Japanese do nOI observe the 'NIC effect,' if (13). 
for example. can have the following structure. 

(1) KareUl"ga [ep [otagail"g. I t1 tensai-da I] to I omotte.iru 
-nom e.o.~nom genius-is comp thinking 

'TheY1 think that each other1 is genius' 

Lasnik and Saito (1990) propose to exclude (ii) in terms of the ECP (cf. (21)). 

(ii)*John1 thinks [ep that II, himself lIP t1 is genius III 

The trace in the subject position is not properly governed: it is not lexically 
governed; it is not antecedent governed since a proper governor must be XO. 
On the other hand. if subject position in Japanese is lexically governed. there 
should be no ECP violation in (i). However. there is an apparent problem. 
Saito (1985) notes Ihat subject cannot scramble in Japanese. If this is the case 
(i) is independently excluded, However, if the fact that subject often cannot 
scramble in Japanese is due to crossing effect (a possibility also suggested 
by Saito 1985). (i) can be allowed, 

uSee Nemoto (1991) for some discussion about what X is. 
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The Role of the Syllable in Bimoraic Foot Systems: 

Evidence from Japanese"' 


David M. Perlmutter, 

University of California, San Diego 


1. The Issues 
1What is known about foot .structure comes primarily from the study of stress systems. 

Arguing from prosodic templates and the accenmation of compounds, Poser (1990) has provided a 
different kind of evidence for foot structure in Japanese, a quantity-sensitive language in which 
open syllables with a short vowel are light (monomoraic). whereas open syllables with a long 
vowel are heavy (bimoraic), as are syllables with a diphthong and closed syllables (which can 
only be closed by a nasal or the first half of a geminate consonant). Poser shows that Japanese has 
prosodic templates that are satisfied either by a single heavy syllable or by a sequence of two light 
syllables, such as the template characterizing the class of well-formed stems to which the hypo
coristic suffix -ryan may be attached: 

(1) hanako hana-tyan baa-tyan hat-tyan 
kiyoko tiyo-tyan kii-tyan kit·tyan 
midori mido-tyan mii-tyan mit-tyan 

Since each hypocoristic consists of two morae foqoWed by -ryan, Poser concludes that a stem 10 

which -ryan is suffixed must be a bimoraic foot. He argues that other prosodic templates and 
accenmation in compounds also support bimoraic foot structure in Japanese. 

Feet have generally been assumed 10 dominate syllables in prosodic structure, but the 
existence of bimoraic foot templates raises an interesting issue: in a language like Japanese with 
bimoraic feet, are syllables represented in prosodic representations? Is a form like hona-ryan 
represented with syllable structure. as in (18), or without it. as in (2b)? 

(2) a. b. 

A 

h~naA"


Syllable-free representations such as (2b) would facilitate the statement of prosodic templates that 
refer to feet as requiring structures of the form (3). 

(3) 

With syllables in prosodic representations. the template would have to be formulated so as 10 be 
satisfied by both (4a) and (4b). 

b. 
(4) •. () 

The issue is how much prosodic representations differ cross-linguistically. Syllables are 
clearly needed in the prosodic representations of languages in which feet coont syllables. Are 
they also needed in the prosodic representations of languages such as Japanese where feet count 
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onlymorae7 

Another issue concerns light syllables "left over" when strings are organized into bimoraic 
feet. Are they footed as degenerate feet or are they left unfooted (Kager 1989, Hayes 1991)7 

2. Split SyUables: Two AppareDt Arguments (or SyUable-Free Representations 

Is a bimoraic syllable ever split between two feet? If such cases exist, they would argue for 
syllable-free representations like (2b), which can represent split syllables straightforwardly. How 
could split syllables be represented in posoWc representations with syllables? 

b. 
(S)a tAA 


~ I ~ [ 

The best approximation would be a representation like (Sa), but this fails to represent the fact that 
the first mora of the medial syllable is in the first foot. the second mora in the second With a 
syllable-free representation like (5b), the representation of foot SlruCture is not problematic. Cases 
where bimoraic syllables are split between two feet would thus provide evidence for syllable-free 
prosodic representations. 

Hayes (1991, 40) conjectures that "rules of foot construction may not split syllables." 
Japanese, however, presents two types of cases that could be used to argue for split syllables and 
therefore for syllable-free representations. We consider these arguments now, providing an alter
native account of these phenomena in section 6 below. 

2.1 Split Syllables Resulting from Prosodic Templates and Vowel Coalescence 

The first case of putative split syllables comes from a type of compounding with loan word 
abbreviations (ItO 1991) in which each member of the compound consists of a single bimoraic 
foot. Students at International Cluistian University in Tokyo apply this type of compounding to 
abbreviations of English words in course names: 

(6) in-rin 'introduction to linguistics' 
in-kuri 'introduction to Christianity' 
in-komi 'introduction to communication' 
in-ran 'introduction to language' 
zyene-edo zyeneedo 'GenEd' 

These compounds must conform to a prosodic template that requires each member to consist of 
one foot (Poser 1990, ItO 1991). 

The key example is~ne~do, realized as the trisyllabic rytIneedo in casual speech, with a 
bimoraic second syllable. To conform to a two-foot template, this form must be parsed as 
[zyenelF [edo]F Thus, the second syllable of ryeneedo is apparently split between two feet.. 
which would require a syllable-free prosodic structure in which F directly dominates morae. 

Another apparent argument for syllable-free prosodic representations can be based on the 
interaction of the productive phenomenon of loan word abbreviatioo (ItO 1991) with Jazz Jive, a 
jazz musicians' argot discussed in section 3. Instead of (7a), the abbreviated form (7b) is com
monly used. Jazz Jive cuts (7b) in two and transposes the two halves, mapping them to bimoraic 
prosodic templates and yielding (7c), wi!.h a long VQwel in !.he second synable. 

(7) a. asuparagasu 'asparagus' 
b. asupara 
c. paraasu 
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Since this fonn results from maPPing to two one-foot templates, it must be parsed as [para]F 
[asu]p suggesting again that a heavy syllable can be split between two feet, which would require 
syllable-free prosodic representations. 

2.2 Split SyUables aud Acceot in Nouo-Nouo Compouods 

Another argument against representation of syllables in Japanese prosodic structure comes 
from a suggestion by Poser (1990) concerning lIC,ient in noun-noun compounds in which the 
second member (N2) has more than two morae. In some cases, N2's accent becomes the 
compound's accent: 

(8) 	 ywOO 'dream' monogtitari 'tale' yurnemonogfltari 
huyu 'winter' k!siki 'view" huyugesiki 
yarnti 'mountain' hotolbgisu 'quail' yarnaholOlbgisu 

In some cases, accent goes on the first syllable of N2: 

(9) 	 a. tya 'tea' hasira 'pillar' tyabasira 'tea slalk' 
kakudai 'expansion' sangyoo 'industry' kakudaisflngyoo 
tWn 'chicken' wee 'curry' tikinkfIree 

b. 	 ~ 'hand' kagarnf 'mirror' tek3garni 
hanaurl 'Bower-selling' musurne 'girl' hanaurimlisurne 
insutflnto 'instant' koohii 'coffee' insutantok6ohii 

c. 	 salO 'village' kok6ro 'spirit' satog6koro 'homesickness' 
denki 'electricity' karnisbri 'J1l.ZOr' denkikflmisori 

In (9a). N2 is unaccented. In (9b). the final syllable ofN2 is accented. while in (9c). its penult is 
accented. Poser shows how this set of data can be accounted for: ' 

(10) 	 a. The final foot is extrarnetrica1. 
b. The accent ofN2 becomes the accent of the compound 
c. IfN2 is unaccented, the first syllable of N2 is accented in the compound. 

The key point is that the final foot's extrarnetricality causes (10) to regard N2 in (9b) and (9c) as 
unaccented Thus (IDe) applies in (9b) and (9c), accounting for the accent on the first syllable of 
N2. 

In the key cases N2 has an accented heavy (bimoraic) penult with a light (monomoraic) 
final syllable: 

(11) 	 singata 'new model' zidbosya 'car' singatazidbosya 
sukIn 'slcin' kurfunu 'cream' sukinkurfimu 
bflngaa 'hunger' sutorlliki 'strike' hangaasutorlliki 
bizin 'beautiful person' tonkUuru 'contest' bizinkonkUuru 

Poser notes that treating the final birnoraic foot as extrarnetrica1 in these cases requires splitting 
the penultimate syllable between two feet; its second mora is included in the final exttarnetrical 
fool. whereas its first (accented) mora, by (lOb). becomes the accent of the compound. The 
accenruation of these noun-noun compounds thus SIIJ>PMS splitting the penullirnate syllable 
between two feel. and hence syllable-free prosodic representations. 

Despite these apparent arguments for syllable-free prosodic representations. I argue below 
that a syllable can not be split between two feet and that syllables are needed in Japanese prosodic 
representations. The argument is based on Jazz Jive, to which we now blm. 



3. 	JazzJive 

Jazz Jive (zuuzya-go), a "backwards language" used among Japanese jazz musicians, has 
recently receivoo attention in lhe linguistic litenlture (Tateishi 1989, Poser 1990, lib 1991. lib and 
Mester 1991, lib, Kitagawa, and Mester, in preparation). In Jazz Jive, nouns are said "back
wards," as in (12). 

(12) 	 Standard/orm Jazz Jive Gloss 
koohii hiikoo 'coffee' 
kuuraa raalcuu 'air conditioner' 
kusuri suriku 'medicine' 
biiru ruubi 'beer' 
hurnen menhu '(musical) score' 
hara raaha 'stomach' 
hi iihi 'fi:re/light' 

Previous researchers have argued that Jazz Jive forms must confonn to prosodic templates. These 
can be interpreted as: 

(13) 	 Template 1: !:uu !:uu 
Template 2: t~ tiL' 

The notation"F "indicates a bimoraic foot. "F " a monomoraic (degenerate) fOOl. In certain 
cases where lhe~ut word has three morae or I~, Template 2 is used instead of Template 1. 
This is predictable from properties of the input word, although the conditions ~r which Tem
plate 2 is used instead of Template 1 differ somewhat for different speakers. (14) illustrates 
lengthening to fit lhe template's first fool, and (15) shows shortening to fit the template's second 
foot 

(14) 

(15) 

biiru 
hara 
hi 
biiru 
maneezyaa 
malckaasii 

ruubi 
raaha 
iihi 
ruubi 
zyaamane 
siimaka 

'beer' 
'stomach' 
'fire, light' 
'beer' 
'manager' 
'McCarthy' 

(14-15) show that the Jazz Jive algorithm transposes the input word's melody alone; prosodic 
structure is not transposed along with the melody. 

The algorithm for deriving a Jazz Jive form from an input word consists of three steps: 

(16) 	 a. Cut the input melody in two. 
b. Map the second half of the input melody to the template's first foot. 
c. Map the input melody to the template's second foot 

To satisfy (100), both "halves" of the input melody that result from the cut must be non-null. 

What detennines where lhe cut is made? Tateishi (1989) claims that lhe cut is made at the 
highest branching node. lib, Kilagawa, and Mester (in preparation) propose a morphophonologi
cal hierarchy, claiming that the cut is made immediately before the highest-ranking element on 
this hierarchy that will yield a non-null element to the left of the cut. We need not attempt to 
choose between these formulations here. These researchers have made what is the key observa
tion for our purposes: in monomorphemic words the cut must be made immediately before the 
rightmost fOOl (where this yields anon-null suing 10 the left of the cut). 
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(17) SttJlldardform Jau Jive Gloss 
kusuri suriku 'medicine' 
piyano yanopi 'piano' 
salcana tanasa 'fish' 
kinme nmeki 'fox' 
kyarameru merukyara 'caramel' 
hurnen menhu '(musical) score' 
maneezyaa zyaamane 'manager' 

The rightmost foot consists of two light syllables in kusuri, piyano, saktuJa, kilUllt!, and kyaram
eru, and of a single heavy syllable in Iwmen and 11liJIU:ezyaa. 

Ifa cut before the final foot does not yield two non-null strings, the cut must be made before 
the rightmost element of a type smaller than the foot. In the examples in f;18), the unit before 
which the cut is made could be described either as the syllable or as the mora. 

(18) 	 ham raaha 'stomach' 
biiru ruubi 'beer' 

In monosyllabic bimoraic input words, the unit before which the cut is made could be described 
either as the mora or as the segmenL Since the template's first foot is bimoraic, lengthening 
results: 

(19) 	 noi iino 'Noi' (name) 
tai iita 'red snapper' 
noo oono 'Noh (drama)' 

In monomoraic input words, where a cut before the final (and only) mora would not cut the 
melody in two, the cut is made before the final segment: 

(20) 	 no oono 'field' 
hi tibi 'fire, light' 

The algorithm in (16) accounts for the fact that the vowel appears to be ·copied" in the Jazz Jive 
forms in (20). Since the cut is made before the vowel, (I6b) maps this vowel to Template 2's first 
foot, thereby lengthening it. (16c) then maps the entire input melody to Template 2's second foot, 
resulting in the output forms 00110 and uhi. The algorithm in (16) thus accounts both for apparent 
cases of "copying" (as in (20» and other Jazz Jive forms that appear to result from melodic nan
sposition. 

4. Evidence that Feet Cannot Split Syllables 

Can a syllable be split between two feet? Jazz Jive provides the crucial evidence showing 
that, contrary to initial appearances, this is 1101 possible. 

The crucial evidence comes from words ending in a heavy syllable followed by a light one. 
Does the word sutoobu 'stove', for example, have the prosodic structure in (2Ia-2Ib), with a split 
syllable, or that in (2Ic)? 

c. f F f 
h (\. 	 aA 

I 
1.1 

t 0 	 b u/\ tv' Il 1\ b~ 
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Since the Jazz Jive algorithm cuts the word in two immediately before the final foot. we can 
use Jazz Jive to test which structure in (21) is correct The structures in (2Ia-2Ib) predict that the 
middle syllable will be split between two feet. resulting in the Jazz Jive fonn obUSUlC, which is 
incorrect. The structure in (2Ic) claims that the final foot consists of the light syllable bu, 
correctly predicting the Jazz Jive form bUUSUlO. The data in (22) shows that a syllable cannot be 
split between two feet For words ending in a heavy syllable followed by a light one, the final foot 
that Jazz Jive maps onto the template's first foot is consistently the final light syllable. In making 
the cut before the final foot. Jazz Jive does not treat "half' the penult as pan of the final foot 

(22) Stdndard/orm Jazz Jive Incorrect/om! Gloss 
a. sutoobu buusuto ·obusuto 'stove' 

rekoodo dooreko ·odorelco 'record' 
bwaito toobura ·itobura name of a non-dairy creamer 
huransu suuhura ·nsuhura 'France' 
toronto tootoro ·ntotoro 'Toronto' 

b. sutoraiki Jdisuto ·wsuto 'strike' 
biiru ruubi ·irubi 'beer' 

In (228), regardless of whether foot construction is right-to-Ieft or left-to-right. constructing two 
bimoraic feet would incorrectly split the middle syllable between two feet The actual structures 
illuminated by Jazz Jive are different. showing that a syllable cannot be split between two feet. 
This confinns Hayes' (1991,40) conjecture that split syllables do not exisL 

An advocate of split syllables might attempt to avoid this conclusion by positing a con· 
straint: 

(23) Jazz Jive cannot split a syllable. 

(23) cannot be ~ned, however. because in cutting input words in two Jazz Jive clearly splits 
syllables in (19-20). I conclude that a syllable cannot be split between two feeL 

5. Tbe Heavy Syllable Rule 

Why can't feet split syllables? I propose that this is a consequence of a principle of foot 
construction that holds in all bimoraic foot systems: 

(24) Heavy Syllable Rule: Project a foot above each heavy syllable. 

The Heavy Syllable Rule (24) ensures that each heavy syllable constitutes a foot. leaving only 
light syllables unfooted. 

Two questions remain. How are the remaining light syllables in a word footed? And how 
does the Heavy Syllable Rule, relevant for bimoraic foot systems, relate to footing procedures in 
OCher types of prosodic systems'] (lS) is widely assumed to govern footing universally: 

(25) Construct feet out of unfooted material, proceeding linearly. 

(25) is subject to cross-linguistic variation with respect to its domain, the type of feet constructed 
(e.g. iambic feet. moraic ttocbees, syllabic trochees), Ihe direction of foot construction (right-to
left or left-to-right), and the values of a few OCher parameters that must be stipulated in individual 
grammars (Hayes 1991). H the Heavy Syllable Rule is followed by (25), we get the right results 
for Japanese. Footing in bimoraic systems thus results from the combination of the Heavy Syll
able Rule with (25), and language-particular stipu1ations specifying the type of foot constructed 
(bimoraic) and the direction of foot construction. 

How does (25) apply to morae left unfooted by the Heavy Syllable Rule in Japanese? Does 
it foot all unfooted material. including any stray light syllables (which will thus constitute degen
erate feet)'] Or does it gather only pairs of light syllables into bimoraic feet, leaving stray light 
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syllables unfooted18 While the issue of degenerate feet arises for all words with an odd number of 
morae, recognition of the Heavy Syllable Rule increases the class of cases at issue. Under a 
theory without the Heavy Syllable Rule in which heavy syllables can be split between feet, the 
issue of degenerate feet does not arise for words like sutoobu (21). With the Heavy Syllable Rule, 
it does. 

I assume here that words are footed exhaustively. For Japanese this means that stray light 
syllables will be footed as degenerate feet. This explains why Jazz Jive treats them as feet in (22), 
as well as ~ exttametticality with respect to accent in noun-noun compounds, discDSSed in sec
tion 6 below. 

(24-25) ensure precisely the kind of foot construction that is needed for Japanese. Cru
cially, the Heavy Syllable Rule cannot operate unless syllables are included in prosodic represen
tations. The evidence against split syllables, which supports the Heavy Syllable Rule, is thus evi
dence against syllable-free prosodic representations. 

6. The Arguments for SyUable.Free Representatious Recoosidered 

Given the Heavy Syllable Rule, how can we account for the dala that provided evidence for 
syllable-free represenlations1 

Tbe data in (6-7), where words subject to two-foot mOtphological templates are realized 
ttisyllabically with a heavy medial syllable, can be accounted for under an assumption consistent 
with the Heavy Syllable Rule: 

(26) Resyllabification enlails refooling. 

OCP-(!riven coalescence of two short vowels into a single long vowel with consequent 
resyllabification results in a heavy medial syllable above which the Heavy Syllable Rule will pro
ject a fOOl This is consistent both with the mOtphological templates and with the Heavy Syllable 
Rule. or theorelical interest is the fact that the morphological templates must apply in these cases 
to pre-coalescence represenlalions. 

Now consider the argument for split syllables based on accent in noun-noun compounds. 
N2's accent becomes the compound's accent if N2's accent is not in the final foot. Compounds in 
which N2's accent is in the final foot behave like those in which N2 is accentless. This is 
accounted for by making the final foot exttamettical. The key cases are those in (11), where N2 
has a heavy penUlt and a light ultima and the antepenultimate mora's accent becomes the accent of 
the compound. As Poser pointed out, treating the last two morae as an ex.ttamettical foot (with the 
heavy penult split between two feet) yields the right result 

To get this result, however, it is not necessary to split the penultimate syllable between two 
feet Under our proposal, the Heavy Syllable Rule will project a foot above the heavy penult. 
(25) will then foot the rest of the suing, making the tight ultima a (degenerate) foot, regardless of 
whether foot construction proceeds left to right or right to left With this degenmue foot 
ex.ttametticaI, by (lOb) the accent in N2's penult becomes the accent of the compound. Since only 
the first mora of a heavy syllable can be accented, we get the right result regardless of which is 
ex.ttamettical • the final light syllable or the last two morae. Poser's suggestion that the heavy 
penult is split between two feet rested on his assumption that all feet ill JapaMse are bimoraic. 
Once degenerate feet are allowed, a degenerate foot can be exttamettical, which yields the right 
result in (11). 

Thus. the data that appeared in section 2 to provide evidence for split syllables can be 
accounted for without positing split syllables. There is therefore no impediment to having syll
ables in prosodic representations and using the Heavy Syllable Rule to prevent split syllables. 

This has another consequence. Poser (1990, 103) points out that the evidence for split syll
ables "poses a problem for advocates of the position that morae are subconstituents of syllables, 
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since the boundaries of feet, composed of morae, need not coincide with syllable boundaries." In 
eliminating split syllables, the Heavy Syllable Rule removes this challenge to the claim that morae 
are constituents of syllables. 

7. The Heavy Syllable Rule and Universals 01 Prosodic Structure 

This paper has focused on the issue of whedler syllables are represented in prosodic struc
ture in languages such as Japanese dlat have bimoraic foot systems. The initial arguments fer split 
syllables and hence fer syllable-free representations tum out to be ephemeral. Japanese Jazz Jive 
provides important evidence dlat a syllable cannot be split between two feet, and hence dlat syll
ables playa key role in footing, even in a bimoraic foot system. The Heavy Syllable Rule incor
porateS this result in linguistic theory. 

Interestingly, the Heavy Syllable Rule sheds light on universals of prosodic structure in 
three domains: footing procedures, prosodic constituency and the makeup of the prosodic hierar
chy, and the geometry of prosodic representations. 

First, the Heavy Syllable Rule reveals that footing procedures universal1y lake syllables into 
account, even in languages whece feet count only morae. 

Second, the Heavy Syllable Rule and the prosodic representations it requires reveal that feet 
universally consist of syllables, even in languages where feet count morae. This follows from 
(and therefore supportS) the idea that prosodic structure universal1y represents constituents at each 
level of a universal prosodic hierarchy. 

Third, the Heavy Syllable Rule reveals a universal property of the geometry of prosodic 
representations. Recall the representational problem illustrated by (Sa); where a syllable was split 
between two feet, the foot membership of certain morae could not be represented unambiguously. 
With the Heavy Syllable Rule. this problem does not arise. No syllable is dominated by more than 
one foot, just as no mora is dominated by more than one syllable node. Foot boundaries are also 
syllable boundaries. The Heavy Syllable Rule ensures prosodic representations that represent 
constituents at each level of the prosodic hierarchy in a way that yields a proper bracketing of pro
sodic constituents. 

The role of the Heavy Syllable Rule in ensuring such prosodic representations suggests a 
principle governing their geometry: 

(27) The Unique Dominator Constraint 
If a prosodic node B is immediately dominated by a node A, then there is no node C (C =I 
A) that immediately dominates B. 

The Unique Dominator Constraint could be interpreted as a principle governing prosodic 
representations dlat is capable of explaining why the Heavy Syllable Rule exists. Given the 
Unique Dominator Constraint, there is a striking contrast between melodic units. which can be 
dominated by more than one prosodic node (as in the representation of long vowels and geminate 
consonants), and prosodic nodes, which cannot 

These univezsals of prosodic structure have been illuminated by the investigation of a pr0

sodic system in which syllables init.iaIly appeared to play no role. The result has been a 
reaffirmation of the universal role of the syllable in prosodic structure, illustrating the utility of 
seeking evidence for the universality of particular theoretical constructs from cases where they are 
least likely to hold. 
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Foomotes 

·This is a revised and abridged version of a paper presented at the annual meeling of the 
Western Conference on Linguistics at Simon Fraser University and at the University of California 
at Irvine, both in November 1991. It owes a great deal to William Poser and to JWIko lib and 
Annin Mester for their recent pathbreaking work on Japanese phonology and morphology. and to 
Fwniko Kumashiro and William Poser for their help in my work in this area. in which lib and 
Mester's course at the 1991 Linguistic Institute stimulated my interesL I am also indebted to 
Philip Le Sourd, who kindly read and commented on an earlier draft of this paper. and to Naoki 
Fukui and Yoshi Kilagawa, who kindly put their intuitions about Jazz Jive at my disposal. I am 
also indebted to the audiences at Vancouver and Irvine - especially Diana Archangeli and Moira 
Yip - for discussion. Responsibility for enors and inadequacies is mine alone. 

I have followed Japanese ortbographical conventions in transcribing Japanese words. 
1. Cf. Hayes (1991) and the references cited there. Hayes (1982) and Poser (1989) bring 

other types ofevidence to bear on foot structure. 
2. -tyan may also be suffixed to a sequence of two bimoraic feet - a point that need not 

concern us here. 
3. The merger of two vowels into a single segment (realized as a long vowel) here and in 

(7c) is preswnably due to the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) (Leben 1973. McCarthy 1986). 
4. The accentuation of cases where N2 has one or two morae need not concern us here. 
S. All speakers seem to use Template 1 if the input word consists of four morae or more, and 

Template 2 if the input word consists of three light syllables (as in the first four examples in (17». 
In other cases where the melody mapped onto the second foot of the template consists of a single 
light syllable. speakers differ: some use Template I (as reported by Tateishi 1989 and Poser 1990) 
and some use Template 2 (as reported by lib and Mester 1991). I follow lib and Mester (1991) in 
this respect; nothing essential to the argument hinges on this. 

6. I follow traditional Japanese grammarians in assuming that the onset consonant and the 
following vowel together constitute a mora. 

7. In addition to these cases where Jazz Jive splits a syllable in making its cut, there are 
many examples (toobura, suuhura, tootoro. and others) where a syllable is truncated melodically 
in the mapping to template in (16c). 

8. Only the latter alternative is consistent with Kager's (1989) proposal that degenerate feet 
do notexisL 

9. The evidence for degenerate feet in Japanese and against counteranalyses is made explicit 
in Perlmutter (1992). 
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Formal Geminate Integrity: 
an OCP Approach 

James M. Scobbie 

Stanford University 


Epenthesis and integrity 

The content of morphemes must be able to be rendered well-formed phono
logically. A number of operations are available to achieve this end, such as 
epenthesis. Palestinian Arabic (Abu-Salim 1980) exhibits vowel epenthesis, 
informally given as: 

(1) Epenthesis rule 

0-.. yIC_C{~} 

Some rule with the general effect of (1) ensures that a vowel Iii prevents 
consonant clusters which might arise from a morpheme which specifies only a 
sequence of consonants. 

(2) Palestinian Arabic epenthesis 

Morphemic form Syllabified form 
1akl 1akil 'food' 

1akl-kum 1akilkum 'your food' 

jisr jisir 'a bridge' 

jisr-kbiir jisrikbiir 'a big bridge' 


Any simplistic use of epenthesis incorrectly inserts epenthetic vowels 
between two identical consonsants - between the two consonants which con
~'itute a geminate. This would produce the incorrect * 1imim instead of 1imm 
'mother'. Preventing epenthesis between two identical consonants is not the 
answer, however: epenthesis is quite possible between two segments of the 
same melody type, provided they are heteromorphemic. Together Ifutl 'en
ter' and the suffix It I '1ST.sa' trigger epenthesis to give futit 'I enter' from 
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the bare morphemic specification /fut-t/. So we can see that epenthesis splits 
up nonhomorganic clusters and heteromorphemic geminates, but leaves tau
tomorphemic geminates intact. 

One of the successes of nonlinear phonology is its ability to express the 
distinction between 'true' (3a) and 'fake' (3b) geminates. 1 

(3) True and fake geminate 
a. /m/ b. /t/ /t/ 

/\ r 1 
x x x x 

The Obligatory Contour Principle ('OCP') (Leben 1973; Goldsmith 1976; 
McCarthy 1979) ensures that all tautomorphemic geminates are true gemi
nates, so the goal of a formal theory of integrity must be to explain why fake 
geminates but not true geminates can become discontinuous. Only (4b) IS 

allowed; (4a) must be prevented. This is the first formal consideration. 

(4) True and fake geminates under epenthesis by /b/ 

a. x x => x/b/x b. x x => x /b/ x 

\/ \/ 1 1 1 1 
a a a a a a 

This leads to a second formal consideration. Since fake geminates may 
become true by assimilation (5a), which is after all the basic innovation of 
nonlinear phonology, true geminates must not become fake by 'mitosis' (5b). 
Were sharing and mitosis to be equally applicable, the distinction between 
true and fake geminates would be undermined, if not made vacuous. 

(5) Sharing and mitosis 
a. x x => x x b. x x => x x 

1 1 \/ \/ ! ! 
a a a a a a 

The two aspects of the phonological formalism that will account for gem
inate integrity are: 

• True geminates must not become discontinuous . 

• True geminates must not become fake geminates. 

Neither of these properties is intrinsic to Autosegmental Phonology, yet both 
underlie a formal account of what is a core property of nonlinear phonology. 
In this paper I will show that a declarative phonological theory which shuns 
multiple tiers and the No Crossing Constraint offers an extremely simple and 
robust characterisation of this integrity. 
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The prosodic theory of epenthesis 

Prosodic accounts of geminate integrity such as Ito (1989) provide a sophis
ticated view of epenthesis. The operation simply never spplies to geminates: 
it only applies to save ill-formed clusters. Ito's theory relies on the idea of 
Prosodic Licensing, which stipulates that 'all segments must be syllabified'. 
If it is not possible to prosodically license a segment sequence then various 
strategies (6) are used to come up with an exhaustively syllabified sequence 
based on the contrastive material. 

(6) 	 • Epenthesis. 

• Degemination. 
• Cluster simplification. 
• Stray erasure/no phonetic interpretation. 

Epenthesis, on this view, is an operation which adds vowels or consonants 
solely to enable a word to syllabify. Prosodic licensing demands that every 
segment is syllabified and epenthesis provides the means. 

Let us see how Ito's theory deals with geminate integrity. Some lan
guages, like Japanese, do not allow consonants in the coda to bear a distinc
tive place of articulation. Ito's analysis is that place of articulation features 
('PoA') are banned from the coda.2 In other words, (7) is ill-formed as it 
stands. 

(7) 	 Unlicensed PoA in the coda 


Coda Onset 


\ 	 /* Xl Xz 

piA plA 
But consonants do appear in the coda in Japanese. This can be due 

to underspecification of PoA, but the point of interest here is that given the 
nonlinear perspective, it can be due to the same, shared PoA feature being 
associated both to Onset and Coda (8). 

(8) 	 Geminate PoA in the coda licensed by Onset 


Coda Onset 


\ /
Xl X2 

\/
PoA 
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Geminates and homorganic clusters are able to allow their PoA to fill a coda 
as a side-effect. Clusters and fake geminates, on the other hand, consist of 
an unsyllabifiable sequence of segments. They alone must be dealt with, by 
means of mechanisms like epenthesis. If a vowel slot is epenthesised into (7), 
then the alternative, well-formed syllabification in (9) becomes available. 

(9) OnsetNuc Onset 

III 
XI Xe Xl 

1 1 
PoA PoA 

The need for a formal account 

Ito's approach is flawed because it only deals with integrity in languages which 
permit geminates in the epenthesis context. 

Epenthesis is one particular mechanism "by which phonological strings 
are brought in conformity with Prosodic Licensing" (Ito 1989:220). In Ito's 
theory geminates are already in conformity, so are never split: they show 
prosodic integrity as a consequence of not being subjected to the rule. But in 
a language where geminates are ill-formed, then Ito can only stipulate that 
epenthesis is not allowed as an operation on the geminates to render them 
well-formed. She cannot explain why one of the other mechanisms mentioned 
above is used instead. Ito, who is aware of this problem, cites the cases of 
Turkish (Clements & Keyser 1983) and Tangale (Kenstowicz & Kidda 1985) 
as cases in point. 

Turkish uses epenthesis to break up impermissible consonant clusters, 
but it fails to use epenthesis just in case a geminate is involved. Specifically, 
word-final geminates are unsyllabifyable, and so Turkish degeminates them. 
A morphemic form like Idevrl gives rise to the syllabifiable devir 'transfer', 
by epenthesis, but a form incorporating a geminate like Ihakkl can only be 
syllabified if it is degeminated to hak 'right'. This ought to be due to the 
restrictions of integrity. But for Ito, integrity and well-formedness must co
occur. Clearly here she has to fall back on formal integrity. As she says: "it is 
not clear whether it is possible to maintain that ... [integrity] ... should always 
follow from syllabification conditions." Ito (1989: 234) 

Tangale inserts epenthetic lui after C I in triconsonantal sequences, so 
that C1GZC3 =9- C1/U/C1.C3' Consider what happens when::llQ 'my' is suffixed 
to CC-final words (10). 

http:9-C1/U/C1.C3
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(10) Tangale epenthesis and degemination 

Morphemic form Syllabified form 
a. 	 bagd bagda 'pigeon' 

bagd-no bagudno 'my pigeon' 
b. 	 land landa 'dress' 

II land-no lanno 'my dress' 
III lanudno* 
iv 	 landno* 

c. 	 moll molle 'brother' 
II moll-no molno 'my brother' 
iii molulno* 
IV 	 mollno* 

In (lOa) lui is inserted. However, if the first two consonants share place of 
articulation, such epenthesis does not occur. Instead, in (IOb.ii,c.ii) we see 
cluster simplification ensuring well-formedness. So, although vowel insertion 
is the operation typically used to ensure well-formed ness in Tangale, such 
epenthesis is ruled out (10b.iii,c.iii) just in case there is gemination or partial 
gemination in the cluster. The prosodic theory claims there is no epenthesis 
in such cases because the shared PoA renders the sequence well-formed. But 
we can see from (IOb.iv,c.iv) that this is incorrect. The geminate is ill-formed, 
but it cannot become licensed via epenthesis. Prosodic theories of integrity 
such as Ito's require an independent account of formal integrity to explain why 
epenthesis is impossible when true geminates would be ill-formed. 

4 Formal integrity in AP 

4.1 The No Crossing Constraint approach 

The basis of the current AP account of formal integrity originates with an 
observation of Kaye (personal communication cited by Halle and Vergnaud 
1980) and independently Kenstowicz, Bader and Benkeddache (1982). When 
some segment /il is inserted into the true geminate of (lla), the geminate 
cannot house the epenthetic vowel without resulting in crossing association 
lines (llb,c). 

(II) a. Iii Iml b·/il li/lml c. Iii Iml Iii 
~, /\ , 	 t /X 

* imim * imim 
Such configurations are ruled out by the No Crossing Constraint ('NCC') 

(Goldsmith 1976). The conclusion is that the epenthesis rule is prevented from 

http:IOb.iv,c.iv
http:IOb.ii,c.ii
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applying by the NCC. Although this seems a very simple proposition, there 
are severe difficulties with this approach, which are partly acknowledged by 
Hayes (1986) and Schein & Steriade (1986). Indeed, Ito's motivation for an 
account of integrity based wholly on the requirement for full syllabification is 
partly that a prosodic theory of integrity" avoids the problematic appeal to 
the No-Crossing Constraint for blocking epenthesis in linked structures" (Ito 
1989). 

4.2 Two problems for the NCC theory 

The problem of mitosis 

There is a very obvious problem with the account of formal integrity given 
above which has not been sufficiently stressed. The autosegmental or 'crossing' 
solution has no value unless it can be explained why the crossed lines in (11) 
cannot be broken to accommodate the epenthetic segment. We must assume 
that the line crossing contradictions in (l1b,c) cannot be evaded by turning 
the true geminate into a fake geminate by mitosis (12). 

(12) Iml IiI Iml 
f t t 

In AP it is perfectly permissible to non-monotonically delink autoseg
ments in order to produce a well-formed structure from an ill-formed one such 
as (l1b,c). Deletion is an operation available anywhere and everywhere in the 
phonology. Goldsmith proposes that 

if a rule is formulated to add a single association line ... [and 
line crossing results,) the line that the rule adds remains, but the 
line that formerly existed is taken to be the offending line, and is 
automatically erased. Goldsmith (1990:47) 

It is therefore difficult to maintain that an epenthesis rule would be blocked 
by the ill-formedness of (l1b,c) since it would appear that these ill-formed 
configurations could trigger mitosis as a repair strategy. 

To solve this problem we could assume that mitosis is not available ex
cept in a restricted range of cases. Archangeli & Pulleyblank (1986:135) for 
example, say that mitosis only arises in order to circumvent a line crossing 
violation caused by a non-manipulable part of the phonology such as plane 
confiation or the a.utoma.tic insertion of defa.ult values. Unfortunately, this is 
not sufficient to constrain mitosis, as we are about to see. 
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Problems arising from discontinuous geminates 

The second problem, which interacts with the first, is that discontinuous gemi
nates are permitted as phonological entities in Autosegmental Phonology. The 
reason this is a problem is that mitosis is permitted - indeed required - to 
act on discontinuous geminates, and of course the result of epenthesis is itself 
a discontinuous geminate. 

4.3 Stipulations required by the NCC approach 

Two assumptions are required in order to circumvent these problems, weak
ening the autosegmental theory of integrity. The first is the 'same-plane' as
sumption. 

One situation which gives rise to discontinuous geminates and thereby 
to mitosis arises in multi planar treatments of nonconcatenative morphology 
systems. In such analyses multiplanar structures are collapsed together into 
a single plane at some point in the deriviation. This 'plane conflation' is of 
interest here because a consonantal melody attached to two nonadjacent slots 
must undergo mitosis when there is an intervening vowel. For example, when 
the multiplanar (13a) undergoes conflation into (13b), the triply-associated 
Iql melody undergoes mitosis. This is to avoid crossed association lines. 

(13) a. Ir ql b. Ir a q i ql 
t 4\ t 1/\ t t 

Xl 12 Xa X4 X( Xs Xl X2 Xa X4 Xs Xs 

la il 

It should be clear by now the assumption that is required if the crossing 
lines explanation of integrity is to be maintained. First recognised by Steriade 
(1982) and Kenstowicz, Bader and Benkeddache (1982), it is necessary to 
stipulate that an epenthetic segment has its melody on the same plane as the 
material it is being epenthesised into. Otherwise (14a) could be turned into 
(14b) by plane confl.ation applying automatically. 

(14) Iml 
ImllillmlA 

a. Xl X, X2 

! 
b. 1 1 1 

Xl X, X2 

IiI 

There is nothing ill-formed about epenthesising on a different plane in 

the wider scheme of operations AP makes use of, which is why it has to be 
explicitly ruled out. 
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Consider now the possibility of epenthesising just a segmental slot. This 
is a natural rule for autosegmental theory, for a language's epenthetic vowel 
or consonant is usually taken to be maximally underspecified in order to ac
count both for 'different' epenthesis rules all inserting the same vowel and for 
epenthetic segments taking on characteristics of adjacent segments. It was 
noticed by Schein & Steriade (1986) that the epenthesis of an empty V-slot 
into a true geminate is not ruled out by the crossing lines approach. If a slot 
alone (which has no associations of course) is inserted, no crossed lines can 
arise. 

(15) Iml
A 

Xl X. X2 

Since (15) is not ill-formed, Goldsmith adopts the second 'empty-slot' 
stipulation that empty slots may not be epenthesised. He recognises that this 
has the unfortunate consequence that the crossing lines account of integrity 
"depends on an assumption that is not at all certain that epenthesis rules 
insert a particular vowel quality" Goldsmith (1990:79). Indeed, to rely on the 
insertion of a particular melody is to nullify one of the successes of underspec
ification theory. 

Schein & Steriade (1986) offer a potential solution. The act of specifying 
default features and values for the slot necessarily introduces crossing lines, so, 
they claim, their very use will be blocked by these crossing lines. By extension, 
the epenthesis itself is ruled out. 

the V -insertion process, epenthesis itself, would not be blocked 
from applying into a geminate sequence: only the later process 
whereby the V slot acquires segmental specifications would be 
blocked in the case of split [i.e. discontinuous - J.M.S.] gemi
nates, since at that point the crossing lines problem would occur. 
Schein & Steriade (1986:692, fn 1) 

In fact this is incorrect. Archangeli & Pulleyblank for example are quite clear 
about the power of default rules: 

a rule or process supplied by universal grammar applies obli
gatorily, producing a result consistent with principles like ... the 
Crossing Constraint. Archangeli & Pulleyblank (1986:140) 

We have already seen that plane conflation triggers mitosis. For A&P this 
is because it is a universal process. The default filling process is similarly 
universal. So when default rules give rise to crossing lines it is not the case 
that the default rules are blocked. And so the epenthesis cannot be blocked. 
Goldsmith's comment above is based on the same assumption. 

To maintain an account of integrity based on the NCC we must ban the 
epenthesis of empty slots, and force epenthesis to be co-planar. 
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The basic structure of AVP 

In Attribute Value Phonology (Scobbie 1991a) ('AVP'), phonological represen
tations are conceived as a sequence of attribute-value structures.3 Sequence is 
represented only at the root of the feature geometry. This builds on the results 
of Lomardi (1991) and others which shows that segment-internal sequencing 
is not required. In AVP, none is permitted. A consequence of this is that the 
NCC has no purpose and can be abandoned. 

SPE (Chomsky & Halle 1967) was linear and had no way to represent the 
difference between true and fake geminates. The simple type identity in (16a) 
served for both. Autosegmental Phonology (Goldsmith 1976; 1990) makes 
use of multiple parallel sequencing, enabling it to additionally express token 
identity (16b). 

(16) 	 a. SPE b. AP 

[+F]d+F]j -+ j root tier -+
V

+F F tier-+ 

In AVP non-linearity is represented as the sharing of structure, not as the 
temporal overlap of autonomous features. This can be represented either in 
a graphical notation (17a) or in an equivalent matrix notation more familar 
from syntax (17b). Recall, only the skeleton is sequential. 

(Ii) a. AVP graphs b. AVP matrices 
i j skeleton -+ 

~fr F attributes 

+ 
In (17), the attribute F at slot i (Fi) dominates its value '+'. Equiva

lently the '+' is associated to Fj. Association is simply the converse of domi
nance. 

(18) A structure S is associated to a path 'P of attributes F, F I
, F" . .. located 

at point i (notated 'Pi) if and only if 'Pi dominates S. 

The structure sharing in (17) is not constrained by the NCC because 
substrucures are not sequenced relative to each other: they cannot therefore 
be attached 'out-of-sequence' and no ordering paradoxes of the sort presented 
by Sagey (1988) arise (Scobbie 1988). As things stand, the ability to share 
structure is not constrained by linear position of the sharers, so to reduce the 
expressive power of structure-sharing I have proposed the 'Sharing Constraint' 
(adapted from Scobbie 1991a:64). Basically (19) demands that only adjacent 
paths share a value. 
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(19) 	 Sharing Constraint 
If a structure S is dominated by two paths 'Pi and 'Pj where i~"j, 
then for every index n where i~"n~"j there is a path 'Pn dominating 
S. 

We can compare the effects of the NCC and the Sharing Constraint while 
constrasting their methods by referring to (20).4 

(20) 	 AVP and AP representations of bad interleaved dependencies 

a. Xl Xl X3 X4 b. Xl Xl X3 X4 

~ W

0 0 Fl F2 

Recall that the structure indicated by the tag 0 does not 'happen' be
fore or after that indicated by 0- The structures merely encode information 
characterising the slots which they are associated to. Only these skeletal slots 
are in sequence. By contrast, in AP FI does indeed occur before F2 and the 
NCC is required to control the patterns of this temporal association. In Au
tosegmental Phonology, (20b) is ill-formed because it includes as a sub-part 
the representation in (21a). My view is rather that (20a) is ill-formed because 
it includes the component (21 b). 

(21) 	 Basic ill-formed structures, in autosegmental notation 

a. 

x 	 V 
FI 	 F2 Fn 

Ruled out by NCC Ruled out by Sharing Constraint 

Finally note that because AVP is declarative, a nonmonotonic operation 
like mitosis is impossible. It would be removing information, and derivations 
in AVP consist solely of the addition of information.s 

6 AVP's treatment of formal integrity 

6.1 	 The role of the Sharing Constraint 
The true geminate in AVP is a sequence of structures which share the value 
of the attribute MELODY. A true geminate is shown in (22). 
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(22) True gemin~te 

\/ MELODY 

/m/ 
Epenthesis corresponds to adding extra information to the skeleton; in

formation that there is a slot at f where i:5."'f:5."'j.6 The Sharing Constraint 
imposes the additional condition that the value of MELODY originating from 
n must be shared with the values of the flanking MELODY attributes. 

(23) 

This makes it impossible to epenthesise a consonant into a true geminate 
vowel or a vowel into a true geminate consonant. The Sharing Constraint 
insists that the new segment has the same melody as the geminate and so it 
gives us the bulk of an account of integrity for free. 

6.2 The index-OCP and degemination 

Although epenthesis is a dead-end, we must deal with fact that it is able to 
apply. Where we had a sequence of two identical structures, now we have 
three. These three struct~res are unusual in that the epenthetic segment is 
not distinct from the others. In fact it consists exactly of what they have in 
common. The Obligatory Contour Principle 'OCP' (Leben 1973; Goldsmith 
1976; McCarthy 1979) bans such sequences. The OCP is variously expressed, 
for example: "in a given autosegmental tier, adjacent identical segments are 
prohibited" (McCarthy 1979:238). 

The OCP is AVP is composed of various different parts. One in particular 
will concern us here, but note that the 'content-OCP' is a default constraint 
attempting to force all paths (of the same type) to share their values. In 
addition, the index-OCP prevents multiple slots sharing every aspect of their 
structure. All other things being equal (24) holds.? 

(24) :::XOCP \/ P ~ .=j 

(24) effectively rules out morphemes like /pppppa/ since /pp/ --+ /p/ 
unless we have reason to believe otherwise, such as their being syllabified 
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into different syllables. There are not enough syllabic functions available to 
differentiate all these slots, and epenthesis cannot help (as we have seen) so 
they collapse together. Now this is just the same as the result of epenthesising 
into a true geminate, so the OCP will 'degeminate' if the language in question 
does not allow geminates to syllabify. 

(25) OCP affe~ting epenthesised ge~inate/underlying form 

if \i) MELODY the~) MELODY where i = f V j = f 

Iml 	 Iml 
Unless a prosodic role is available, we witness an apparent deletion and 

degemination. But in fact the effects of deletion rules are being emulated by 
adding the information that f = (i V j). Note that the index-OCP does not 
need to count x-slots, it collapses adjacent structures without specification, by 
adding information it emulates deletion. If we are dealing with a language 
that allows geminates, the result of (25) will be syllabified. Otherwise (24) 
will apply (again) to produce the syllabifiable nongeminate Im/. 

Conclusion 

In AP, integrity is given two analysis - prosodic and formal. The latter is 
supposed to result from the No Crossing Constraint, but such an account only 
works given two assumptions which cannot be independently justified: 

• 	 Melodic material must be inserted in addition to the skeletal slot . 

• 	 Epenthesised melodic material must be on the same plane as the gemi
nate. 

These two assumptions conspire to prevent the transformation of true gemi
nates into discontinuous geminates (26) The reason is that discontinuous gemi
nates are well-formed in the theory, and are subjected to mitosis at some point 
in the derivation. (The dotted association line indicates the possibility of a 
melody on a different plane.) 

(26) Progression which is a necessary prelude to successful mitosis 

/\ 
m 	

A 
m 

c c 	 C V C 
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No mechanism is available to save the true geminate from mitosis once 
it is discontinuous. Once discontinuous, the true geminate is effectively a fake 
geminate. In order to prevent the true geminate becoming discontinuous the 
two a.d hoc and counterproductive assumptions discussed above are essential. 

The attribute-value approach to phonology outlined above proposes a 
simple constraint on multiple association: the Sharing Constraint. Since only 
adjacent roots can share structure, discontinuous geminates are not part of the 
theory. (All 'discontinuous geminates' really are fake!) Now we can explain 
why the progression in (26) is not possible. We can also see why the discon
tinuous structures in Autosegmental Phonology must be forced to behave as 
they do. In addition, A VP is a declarative formalism so no operations like 
mitosis are permitted. Finally, the OCP rules that just as many slots as can 
be supported by syllabification and other constraints on well-formedness are 
permitted, and if spurious slots are postulated, either resulting form epenthesis 
into a geminate or from 'crazy' underlying forms, they are simplified. These 
basic aspects of A VP integrate the formal and prosodic aspects of a theory of 
integrity rather than forcing the theory to have two incompatible parts. 
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Notes 

IThe value at the arrowhead is associated to the material dominating it. This 
notation is meant to generalise over the notation of Autosegmental Phonology 
and of Attribute Value Phonology, in which association in an asymmetric 
relation. 

2See Scobbie (1991a) for a discussion of the theoretical problems with 
Ito's account, and a revised approach to licensing based on implicational c~n
straints, which draws on both Ito (1989) and Goldsmith (1990). The actual 
details of the prosodic theory are not at issue here: it is my concern to amplify 
Ito's own comments about the necessity of a formal backup to such theories. 

3 Attribute-value structures are the basic building block of such constraint
based approaches to syntax as Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Pol
lard & Sag 1987). 

"Note that AVP diagrams can use curved or straight arrows indiscrim
inately to show dominance/association, whereas straight associations are re
quired as a notational convention in AP in order that 'crossed associations' be 
revealed in the diagrams as crossed lines. 

sSee Scobbie (1991b) for further discussion of the trend in generative 
phonology away from procedural theories, and of the motivations for a declar
ative approach to phonology. 

6~*means transitive precedence. Obviously immediate precedence is not 
the appropriate relation between slots, otherwise all epenthesis would be im
possible. 

1(24) means 'all slots i and j are equal by default if all the paths l' from 
i and j share their values'. 
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UNDERLYING REPRESENTATIONS AND PHONETIC 
IMPLEMENTATION OF YESINO INTERROGATIVE 

CONTOURS IN SPANISH 

Juan Manuel Sosa 

Simon Fraser University 


1. 	 INTRODUCTION 

One of the most noticeable differences between Spanish dialects is 
intonation. Some well-known lexical, morphological and phonetic 
features are very important as well, but the single most important 
feature that permits the instantaneous identification of the geographic 
and social origin of a speaker of Spanish is intonation. All speakers 
are aware of this fact and often refer to these differences as canto 
(singing) meaning that people from other regions or dialects "sing" 
when they talk. Some authors such as Zamora and Guitart (1982) 
contend that the melodic differences encountered in Spanish for the 
same kind of sentence-type are purely phonetic since the meaning is not 
altered. 

In this paper we describe the contours of one type of interrogative 
sentences to illustrate how strikingly different the configurations of 
yes/no questions may be in different dialects of Spanish. We propose a 
number of abstract tonal units and a set of rules of phonetic 
implementation to derive these distinctive and characteristic 'tunes'. 
On the basis of our analysis, we conclude that the different tonal 
configurations ultimately depend on the underlying tonal structure. 

The dialects we compared for this study are Argentinian (Buenos 
Aires); Puerto Rican (San Juan); Mexican (Mexico City); Venezuelan 
(Caracas); and Castillian.1 

The abstract system of underlying representations we use is based on 
the Pierrehumbert (1980) theory of the phonology of English intonation. 
A repertory of tonemas (nuclei) is proposed to account for the different 
contours. 

2. 	 PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS 

The contours of the intonational phrases are described as strings of L 
and H tones consisting of: 
(i) 	 An initial boundary tone H% (limited to questions). 
(ii) 	 A sequence of one or more pitch accents 

(H*, L*, L*+H. H*+L. L+H*. H+L*, H*+H, H+H*). 
(iii) 	 A final boundary tone (H%, L%). 
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Strictly local rules map the tones into the quantitative values that 
determine the FO contour, which we consider to be the phonetic 
representation of intonation.2 

3. 	 THE ISSUE OF IMPLEMENTATION 

One problematic issue in intonation that has caused the failure of 
approaches such as the 'levels' analysis is the lack of equivalence of 
absolute, numerical data to specific 'phonemic' or phonological 
representations. Just how high can a tone go and still be labelled 'low'? 
How high is 'high' and how low is 'low'? And where does 'mid' end 
and 'high' begin? 

The way we have tackled the problem is by establishing an empirical 
threshold, expressed in Hertz, beyond which a different representation 
has to be assumed. So, whether a falling contour is represented as H L 
or H L L, or a rising contour is represented L H or L H H depends on the 
number of Hz involved and the steepness of the fall or rise. For 
instance, a fall of about 45 Hz may be the numerical result of a H 
followed by a L, but if the fall is more than 65 Hz in the same, not 
emotionally-marked context, an extra L (which may trigger downstep 
in some environments) has to be assumed.3 

We were able to work with Hz because we dealt mostly with male 
speakers which did not differ dramatically in pitch range or tonal 
baseline; a different approach including semi tones would have to be 
used if we were comparing male and female voices. 

Following Pierrehumbert (1980) and Sosa (1991), all rules of phonetic 
implementation are local and iterative, apply from left to right and 
assign to each tone bearing unit a quantitative value in Hz according to 
its phonological nature (H or L, pitch accent or boundary tone). The 
absolute value of each tone is computed according to nature and value 
in Hz of the preceding tone. The pitch of syllables not associated with 
tonal entities is derived by interpolation between the two tones located on 
either side. 

4. 	 DECLARATIVE VS. INTERROGATIVE PRENUCLEAR 
CONFIGURATION 

Intonation is virtually the only feature that distinguishes questions 
from their corresponding statements in Spanish. Subject-verb 
inversions are possible, but in spoken language they are restricted to 
stereotyped or very formal speech. Since the morphology and the syntax 
are basically unchanged from the form of the declarative, this kind of 
yes/no interrogatives have been labelled 'declarative questions' 
(Cruttenden 1986). 

However, Spanish has an additional tonal device that distinguishes 
statements from questions, without relying solely on final nuclear 
inflections: interrogatives have higher overall pitch than their 
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declarative counterparts. This peculiarity is perceptible right from the 
start of a question, making unnecessary any word-order variation.4 

This higher pitch for questions has also been noted for languages like 
Danish and Swedish (Hadding and Kennedy 1972), and contrasts with 
languages such as English and French (Mettas 1971). The difference 
between a question and a statement in Spanish will therefore not only be 
the final contour but also the pre-nuclear configuration. In Figure 1 
and Figure 2 we contrast a statement and a question as spoken by an 
Argentinian speaker to illustrate this fact. Underneath the pitch track 
is the underlying sequence of tones we assume for the particular 'tune', 
linked to the relevant stressed syllables: 

· . . .... ",.1 .fa "' ~' 

· . , ..iAl : 
, 

..· ., , ,t , , , 
, , I " : : \:· 't' 

. 

~ ,~ ~ · . . 
• t • · , . 

to 

· , . .. II ·, ,, ., 
: hi ~lnMl t II ......,. : ... _fl. : .. 
: ~ :: ,. 

,t <4 S, ., tIl <4 , ., • t 2' <4 " .. • , 317 It' t I 

Le die ron el nil me ro del vue 10 
I I 

L· L%H·+L H·+L 

Figure 1: FO and underlying tones of Argentinian declarative contour. 
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I .."o J 
" .." 

, 1 \. .." 
0 
0 , 0 , o , " o , ,:I.CIH_:.I_.,.: .." •• 1 .... 1. 

i. Lc die ron el nu me ro del vue 10 ? 

H% H·+L H· L+H· H% 

Figure 2: FO and underlying tones of Argentinian unmarked yes/no 

question 


The difference is most obvious in the absolute value of the first peak on 
the word dieron in both contours. In Figure 1 it is about 175 Hz and in 
Figure 2 it goes as high as 210 Hz. This 'higher' starting point for 
questions is a regular feature of most if not all Spanish dialects. 

In order to represent this characteristic, we posit an initial boundary 
tone H%, that produces an 'upstep' effect which is apparent from the 
first stressed syllable(s) of the question. We believe that this purely local 
solution is preferable to an analysis that would propose that Spanish 
questions and statements have different registers or pitch range. 

Although differences in register and pitch range do occur in Spanish 
utterances, they are typically features of 'emotional' or 'expressive' 
modes of intonation and do not suggest interrogation. Indeed, a flat, 
low-register utterance will convey a feeling of 'depression' while an 
increased pitch range and high register will sound 'excited', even when 
the basic configuration is the same. 

Another alternative to the initial boundary tone H% would be to 
attribute this increased height to some 'look-ahead' specification, as 
some people have suggested. We believe this solution would not hold 
since many interrogative contours showing this H% feature do reach 
the baseline before rising again for the final 'high rise' nucleus (see 
Figures 2, 3 6, 7 and 9). 
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4. 	 FINAL INTERROGATIVE CONTOURS IN SPANISH AND 
THE INVENTORY OF YESINO QUESTIONS NUCLEI 

The other very striking feature of Spanish intonation is just how 
dissimilar final contours or nuclei in different varieties can be, 
although they may have the same linguistic and pragmatic value. In 
Figures 2 to 5 we present pitch tracks of yes/no questions in four 
dialects, along with the underlying representation we have assigned to 
each. 

.;.. 	 ..1f)l.1t~. 	 , , , 	 .. , 
! : 

~ 

I ! II 

I U 
I » 

IJ ~\ J 	 :1 
: f- : r-..._. 	 11 
I I """""V If 
: lIuh II .... : nt I • .,' ,I P." .j 
I' I ft 

, 1 l:' • , , , .!, 1 It' c S , t:. • 2 It' c ! , 1, • t 3 It 

i Ma ria E Ie na no Ie yo el li bro ? 
I I I 

H% H· 

Figure 3: FO and underlying tones of Mexican unmarked yes/no 
question. 
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Figure 4: FO and underlying tones of Venezuelan unmarked yes/no 
question. 
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Figure 5: FO and underlying tones of Puerto Rican negative question. 
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The differences of configuration are obvious, and so are their 
underlying repr~sentations. We have identified four different tonemas 
(nuclei) for unmarked yes/no questions in Spanish, each one 
characteristic of a particular dialect or group of dialects.5 These are 
the following: 

A. L + H* H% (Argentinian). 

B. L* + H H% (Mexican) 

C. H + H* L% (Venezuelan, Puerto Rican) 

D. L* H% (Castillian) 

In Figures 6 to 9 we represent the basic configurations of the typical 
contours that are derived from the representations above: 

(... W ...) 

... 
\

l 
/, 

Figure 6: Configuration and underlying tones of unmarked 
Argentinian yes/no questions 
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H'ro 

H 

(... H'" ...) 

H% L" 

Figure 7: Configuration and underlying tones of unmarked 
Mexican yes/no questions 

(... HI' ...) 
~",-'" _............ ---_ .......- ........ . 


/ 

,/ 
, 

Figure 8: Configuration and underlying tones of unmarked 
Venezuelan yes/no questions 
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L'" 

Figure 9: Configuration and underlying tones of unmarked 

Castillian yes/no questions 


6. SOME IMPLICATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS 

As can be seen in Figures 4 and 8, we propose the nuclear sequence 
H+H* L% to account for the "circumflex" shape of this contour, as 
produced by the Venezuelan speaker. The presence of this pitch accent, 
as well as the H*+H that we motivate elsewhere seems to be in direct 
contradiction with the OCP. 

The reason for which we include this H+H* is implementationa!. It 
accounts for the increased pitch rise associated with this kind of rise
fall contour, which takes place on the nuclear syllable (more than what 
a single H* pitch accent could do). 

We consider simpler to posit a local solution with a pitch accent of 
that nature rather than attributing this extra pitch elevation to 
increased range or to differences in phrasing, both restricted to 
questions and to this particular dialect. 

It could be said that pitch accents like H*+H and H+H* do not 
contradict the OCP because they consist of different kinds of H tones that 
are adjacent but not identical. In this sense our analysis is similar to 
the one Myers (1987) has applied to some tonal sequences in Shona. 
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7. CONCLUSION 


Ai!, the above pitch tracks and figures show, the 'typical' tunes of 
yes/no questions for the Spanish dialects under study are quite 
characteristic and distinct. Ai!, we have argued, their contour shapes 
are derived from the underlying tones that generate the different 
tonemas or nuclei, i.e., different combinations of (final) pitch accents 
and boundary tones produce different final contours. 

This proves that the intonational differences between dialects are not 
only phonetic but also phonological in nature. Broadly speaking, the 
'meaning' and pragmatic value of these yes/no questions is the same in 
the five dialects, but the 'tunes' are different. 

On the other hand, the phonetic implementation rules that assign 
numerical values to the tones seems to work in identical fashion for all 
dialects, including the upstep effect triggered by the initial boundary 
tone H%. 

We believe these findings may contribute to the study of prosody
related variation in language, as it provides insights into the systematic 
structure of the tonal patterns of languages that may have distinctively 
different intonations in various dialects. 

NOTES: 

1 All speakers (except for CastiUian, for which we did not collect first
hand data) were male, university educated and in their early thirties. 
They were asked to produce neutral, natural-sounding statements, 
commands, yes/no questions and wh-questions from a list prepared 
beforehand. 
2 The pitch tracks on which we based the analysis were made on a ATT 
6300 with a pitch-extraction software developed by John McCarthy, Dept. 
of Linguistics, University of Massachusetts, to whom we are most 
grateful. 
3 This approach has allowed us to derive the underlying representation 
of the Mexican contour in Figure 7 as L-+H H% given the great increase 
of pitch, instead of just L- H%, as the Castillian in Figure 9, which has 
been described as reaching the 'mid' level only. This is clearly more 
than just a notational distinction or 'narrow transcription', since the 
configuration of this contour in the two dialects is systematically 
different. 
4 Navarro Tomas (1944) stresses how clearly Spanish orthography 
reflects this fact, as it uses an inverted question mark;. at the beginning 
ofevery question. 
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5 We could add an extra nucleus if we include the Puerto Rican H* L% 
as in Figure 5, but we don't consider this one an unmarked yes/no 
contour. In this dialect, if the question is not a negative one and the 
answer can be either yes or no, the contour is similar to the one shown 
in Figures 4 and 8. 
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A Unified Account of 

Psycb Verbs in Italian and Quirky Case in Iaelandic 


Rachel Thorburn 

McGill University 

In this paper we will consider psych verbs in 
Italian and quirky case in Icelandic. First we will 
look at dative experiencers in Italian which can 
occur in subject and object position, contrasting
with accusative experiencers which can only appear in 
object position. I Then we will look at the Belletti 
and Rizzi (1988) solution to the Italian data. 
Belletti and Rizzi offer a reason for the distinction 
in movement behavior between dative and accusative 
experiencers in Italian based on the fact that dative 
case in Italian is marked by a preposition, whereas 
accusative case is not. We will then contrast the 
Italian paradigm with data from Icelandic. In 
Icelandic both dative and accusative subjects exist. 
This provides evidence against the Belletti and Rizzi 
solution, since neither accusative nor dative case in 
Icelandic is marked by a preposition. We will then 
propose an explanation for both the Italian and the 
Icelandic facts based on Pesetsky (1990) through the 
use of his Cause morpheme, crucially noting that 
Italian psych verbs with accusative objects are 
causative. Then we posit two trees based on the 
Pesetsky example: one tree accounts for the Italian 
accusative psych constructions and the other accounts 
for dative experiencer subjects in both Italian and 
Icelandic, and accusative and dative non-experiencer 
subjects in Icelandic. These non-experiencer 
subjects we propose are the themes of unaccusative 
constructions which replicate the pattern of 
Icelandic passive constructions. 

Let us first consider the Italian data. Below 
we see an Italian dative experiencer (a Gianni) in 
both subject and object position. 

(1) 	a. La tua idea piace a Gianni. 

your idea pleases to Gianni 

'Your idea pleases Gianni.' 

('Gianni likes your idea.') 


b. 	 A Gianni piace 1a tua idea. 
to Gianni pleases your idea. 
'Your idea pleases Gianni.' 
('Gianni likes your idea.') 
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Example (la) exhibits the dative object and example 
(lb) the dative subject. For the Belletti and Rizzi 
analysis, it is important to note here that dative 
case is marked by the preposition a, in "a Gianni." 

As we turn to the Italian accusative examples, 
we see that not all arguments in Italian can appear 
in subject position. The example below shows overt 
accusative case marked on a clitic (10) with the verb 
preoccupare "to worry". 

(2) 	 Questo 10 preoccupa.

this him(acc) worries 

'This worries him.' 


(2) shows that preoccupare takes the accusative case, 
though the full NP may not overtly show it. (3) 
demonstrates. how accusative experiencer arguments can 
appear in object position (3a), but not in subject 
position (3b). 

(3) 	 a. Questo preoccupa Gianni. 

this worries Gianni(acc) 

'This worries Gianni.' 


b. 	* Gianni preoccupa questo.
Gianni (acc) worries this 
'This worries Gianni.' 

Example (3b) clearly contrasts with (lb) in that 
dative experiencers can be subjects and accusative 
experiencers cannot. 

Why do the NPs of piacere and preoccupare behave 
differently? Both are experiencers. Both have 
inherent case. (Inherent case is argued for by 
Belletti and Rizzi using a Chomsky (1986) structural 
analysis.) Belletti and Rizzi argue that the NPs of 
these two verbs behave differently because of their 
different manifestation of case. Dative case in 
Italian is marked by a preposition, whereas 
accusative case is not. They state that as "dative 
assignment at D-structure involves insertion of the 
preposition/case marker a • • • the a+HP phrase thus 
constructed can move around freely", it will always 
be governed by the· preposition and will therefore 
always receive proper case at S-structure. 
"Accusative case, on the other hand, does not involve 
insertion of a special preposition/Case marker," and 
therefore the accusative NP must remain within the VP 
in order to remain properly governed and receive 
proper case at S-structure. Belletti and Rizzi then 
assert that accusatives must stay objects, whereas 
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datives may move to subject position. They posit the 
following tree. 

S 
1\ 

NP VP 
1\ 

/ \ 
V' ACC 

/\ DAT 
/ \ EXP 

V NOM 
TH 

It is important to comment here on the structure of 
the tree. The theme has the option of moving. 2 The 
dative NP also may move, although it is in the same 
position as the accusative argument which cannot 
move. This indicates that structure does not play a 
role in determining the difference in behavior 
between the dative and the accusative NP: both 
arguments originate in the same position, yet one may 
move and the other may not. 

The Belletti and Rizzi solution seems to predict 
that no language should manifest accusative arguments 
in subject position, or if a language does, this case 
must be marked by a preposition. Although the 
occurrence of dative subjects in another language is 
not necessarily a problem for Belletti and Rizzi, 
their analysis does predict that this case must be 
marked by a preposition in order to allow it to move. 
As we turn to the Icelandic data (all of which is 
taken from Levin (1981) and SigurOsson (1989», we 
immediately see how the Belletti and Rizzi solution 
fails. We have both dative and accusative subjects 
in Icelandic, neither of which is marked by a 
preposition. 

In viewing the Icelandic data, initially we will 
look at non-quirky case examples. The examples below 
show nominative subjects and accusative and dative 
objects. 

(4) 	 tg skrifadi bref. 
I (nom) wrote a-Ietter(acc) 

(5) 	a. tg skrifadi henni bref. 
I(nom) wrote her(dat) a-letter (acc) 

b. 	 tg heilsa honum. 

I (nom) greet him(dat) 
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According to Levin, "accusative is the 'normal' case 
for [most) objects in Icelandic." Example (4) 
exhibits a construction with regular case: a 
nominative subject and an accusative object. Example 
(Sa) adds a dative object. (Sb) corresponds with 
(4), showing that some verbs in Icelandic take single 
dative objects. 

The Icelandic examples of real interest involve 
quirky case. Let us consider the following sentences 
manifesting dative subjects. As stated above, dative 
subjects are not necessarily a problem for Belletti 
and Rizzi, however the Icelandic dative subjects are, 
in that dative case is not marked by a preposition. 

(6) 	 Mer ll~ur vel. 
me (dat) feels well. 
'I am feeling good.' 

(7) 	a. Mer llkar pair bllar. 
me (dat) likes those cars(nom) 

b. 	 Peim llku~u hestarnir. 
them (dat) liked the-horses(nom) 

(8) 	 Mer bydur vid setningaLraedi. 
me (dat) is-nauseated at syntax. 

(9) 	a. Mer er kalt. 

me (dat) is cold 

'I am freezing.' 


b. 	 Mer kolnar 
me (dat) is-getting-cold 

(10) Landinu hallar nidur ad sj6. 
the-land (dat) slopes down to sea 

(11) 	 Ykkur var bo~i~. 
you(dat) 	were invited 

The above dative subject sentences clearly fall into 
two classes: psych and non-psych. Examples (6) and 
(7) are psych, and (8) through (11) are non-psych. 
The examples given in (8) through (10), we will 
argue, are unaccusatives. And finally, example (11) 
is clearly a passive construction.) 

As we consider the Icelandic accusative 
subjects, we notice that none is an experiencer. 

(12) 	 Mig velgrir vid setningaLraedi. 
me (acc) is nauseated at syntax 

(13) 	 Mig kelur. 
me (acc) is freezing/getting frostbitten 
'I am freezing/getting frostbitten.' 

(14) 	 Skipi~ rak 6 land. 

the ship(acc) drove to land 

'The ship drifted ashore.' 
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(15) 	 Snj6a leysir 4 fjallinu. 
snow (acc) melts on the-mountain 

All of 	the accusative subject constructions (examples 
(12) through (15», as well as many dative subject 
sentences (examples (8) through (10», fall under 
Perlmutter's (1978) classification of unaccusatives. 
Perlmutter does not deal with this data directly. He 
mentions that "the class of predicates determining 
initial unaccusative strata is very large." He 
posits a large subcategory which he entitles 
Predicates whose initial nuclear term is semantically 
a Patient. This subclass includes float, slide, 
glide, and flow, and therefore implies that drift in 
(14) would be a member of this class. The class of 
inchoatives is a subgroup of this larger subgroup, 
which includes melt (as in (15» and freeze (as in 
(13) and (9». In looking at the verb types, then, 
we notice that all the verbs have the proper 
semantics for unaccusativity.4 

One salient fact of these unaccusatives is their 
idiosyncrasy in regards to case assignment. This is 
demonstrated most dramatically by the minimal pairs 
in examples (8) and (12) and the near minimal pairs 
in examples (9) and (13). Because of the existence 
of these examples, we can see that it is impossible 
to distinctly separate the accusative sUb~ect and the 
dative subject sentences by verb classes. 

Due to the lack of case-marking prepositions in 
Icelandic, we know the Belletti and Rizzi solution is 
not tenable here. We find our solution in Pesetsky 
(1990), through use of his Cau•• morpheme. Pesetsky 
posits a phonetically null Cau•• morpheme which 9
marks an NP as the cause of a phrase. These cau•• 
arguments clearly contrast with NPs that are marked 
as the target or subject matter of their sentences. 

Here, we will quickly review some of the details 
regarding Pesetsky's proposal. Let us first consider 
the distinction between cause versus target, shown in 
(16) below. 

(16) 	 a. Bill was very angry at the article in 
the Times. (TARGET) 

b. 	The article in the ~ angered Bill 
greatly. (CAUSE) 

In example (16a) the article in the ~ is the 
target of the sentence, the target of Bill's anger, 
where in (16b), the article in the Times is the cause 
of the sentence, the cause of Bill's anger. Pesetsky 
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explains how the truth conditions of the these two 
sentences are noticeably distinct. (16a) involves 
Bill evaluating the article and finding some facet of 
the article itself distasteful. In (16b) Bill may be 
mad at the article as well and therefore is not 
inconsistent with the meaning in (16a), however (16b) 
can be true even if Bill considers the article to be 
marvelous, perhaps because it is so eloquently
written, and well researched. If Bill considers the 
article to be marvelous, the article can still anger
Bill, because perhaps the article exposes prevalent 
irresponsible behavior among teenagers. This teenage
behavior causes Bill to be angry, but he is not 
necessarily mad at the article itself. 

Now we must consider the distinction between 
cause versus subject matter: 

(17) a. John worried about the television set. 
(SUBJECT MATTER) 

b. The television set worried John. 
(CAUSE) 

The television set is subject matter of John's worry
in (17a). In (17b) the television set is the cause 
of John's worry. These sentences as well are 
semantically distinct. When John is experiencing 
worry in (17a) he is thinking about the television 
set. "Perhaps he is worried that it might catch 
fire, or that it is perched too precariously and 
might fall." (17b) does not exclude these meanings,
but can also mean that John is worried about 
something else, not the television set, but the 
television caused him to worry. If John came into 
the room and observed his entire family seated in 
front of the TV, this might cause him to begin to 
worry that his family does not get enough exercise. 
Here John is not worrying about the television set, 
as he necessarily is in (17a).

This Cau.. morpheme and the Pesetsky trees based 
on these 8-roles lead us directly to our solution. 
We crucially notice in example (3) that the Italian 
accusative experiencers are causative, and therefore 
have a very different tree from Italian dative 
experiencers, none of which are causative (example 
(l)). Although there is only one verb given for each 
Italian type, all other Italian verbs with accusative 
experiencers are causative: interessare "to 
interest" and attirare "to attract," to name a 
couple. Once we have realized this fact about 
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Italian accusative experiencers, we posit tree 1., 
based on Pesetsky's Cause tree. 

Tree 1 Tree 2 

IP IP 
1\ 1\ 

/ \ / \ 
NP I' NP I' 

1\ 1\ 
/ \ I \ 

I VP I VP 
1\ 1\ 

/ \ I \ 
NP V' V' OAT +- Psych 

CAUSE / \ /\ ~ (Italian 
I \ and,j \p / \ Icelandic) 

o 1\ 
/ \ ,j A~C} +- Passives 

I \ OAT and 
Psych ... ACC V' TH1 Unaccusatives 

EXP ICausative 
(Italian) Vo 

Tree 1. involves no NP movement of the experiencer. 
Also, this tree has two VPs. Although there are 
currently many proposals for a double VP to solve 
different problems (Larson (1988), Spees (1991), and 
Hale and Keyser (1990), to name a few), our two VPs, 
following Pesetsky, are motivated by conflicting 
highest 6-roles. Experiencer must always be at the 
top of the VP, and cause must always be at the top of 
the VP, so when we have both, we have two VPs. Tree 
2., which is based on Pesetsky's Target/Subject 
Matter tree accounts for dative experiencers in both 
Icelandic and Italian, and Icelandic accusative and 
dative unaccusative and passive constructions. 

In both trees, the position of all NPs follows 
from Baker's (1988) UTAH, which states "Identical 
thematic relations between items are represented by 
identical structural relations between those items at 
the level of O-structure." UTAH causes the vying for 
highest 6-roles, mentioned above. Regarding the 
experiencers, UTAH prescribes exactly what we see in 
both trees: the experiencer is always in SPEC of VP. 
As far as case assignment is concerned, the dative 
experiencer in tree 2, receives default case. 6,7 The 
accusative and dative NPs in the passive and 
unaccusative constructions receive their case 
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directly from the VO. (This sisterhood position to 
the VO is perfect for the NP to receive "orders from" 
the VO.) We assume that verbs can subcategorize for 
the case of their sisters. This case specification 
is necessary because of the idiosyncratic case 
assignment we see in this position, as seen in the 
minimal pairs, examples (8) and (12).1· 

The main point of this analysis is that the 
different S-structures are the result of different 
tree structures. We have not explained however why 
there is no NP movement of the experiencer in tree 1. 
but there is movement of the experiencer and the 
theme in tree 2. We must assume that there is some 
mechanism which blocks movement in tree 1. 
(Certainly nothing forces movement in tree 2., since 
we know that movement is optional for some of the NPs 
in tree 2.; they can either stay in object position 
or move to subject position.) We can speculate that 
the mechanism which prevents movement in tree 1 and 
allows movement in tree 2 is due to some notion of 
locality. In tree 1, the NP would have to move out 
of two maximal projections (two VPs) to get to 
subject position. In tree 2, any NP only moves out 
of one maximal projection. Movement might, 
therefore, be blocked in tree 1 by a type of 
subjacency. 

In conclusion, our solution to the problem of 
which NPs may move to subject position is structural 
whereas Belletti and Rizzi's solution is 
morphological, as it is based on manifestation of 
case. The Belletti and Rizzi theory cannot account 
for the Icelandic data, whose case marking system 
involves no prepositions to govern the NPs, which 
would allow these NPs to move to subject position. 
We solve the quirky case problem of Icelandic by 
making these NPs always sister to the VP for 
idiosyncratic case assignment. In comparing the 
Belletti and Rizzi trees with our trees, we see that 
they have the same position as we for the dative 
experiencer, but not for the accusative experiencer. 
We assume, due to the causative nature of the 
accusative-type psych constructions, accusative 
experiencers appear in the SPEC of the lower VP. We 
also have a simpler analysis in having the dative 
experiencer position be uniquely dative and thereby 
receiving case by default. This position, where 
Belletti and Rizzi put both accusative and dative 
experiencers, is the position where we posit there is 
no case alternation; here we have only default dative 
case. 9 
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By putting NPs which behave differently in the 
same position in the tree, Belletti and Rizzi are not 
using tree structure to mirror behavior as we do. We 
posit that the difference in behavior (i.e., which 
NPs can and cannot move to subject position) is based 
on a difference in structure. For them, the 
structure in their tree mirrors 6-roles, because of 
UTAH. Our tree structures embody UTAH as well; we 
have simply posited a new 6-role (cause), following
Pesetsky. This new 6-role changes the structure and 
explains why accusatives do not move in Italian. 

Notes 

1. There is a third class of Italian psych verbs, 
referred to by Belletti and Rizzi as the temere (lito
fear") class, which involves a nominative experiencer.
Because this class does not involve quirky case, I have 
not included a discussion of it in this paper. 

2. When the theme moves to subj ect position, it 
receives nominative case by INFL. When the theme 
remains in object position, Belletti and Rizzi claim it 
receives nominative case perhaps due to Platzack's 
(1987) Null subject parameter, in the following manner: 
"the INFL node of Null subject languages [(like
Italian)] can assign nominative case directly to the 
right, II contrasting with non-Null Subject languages 
(like French, which disallows the structure 
corresponding to (lb» which can assign nominative case 
only to the left. 

3. There -is at least one Icelandic verb which appears 
to be not an unaccusative, not a psych construction, 
not a passive, but an agentive verb: maelist vel "to 
speak well", as in the example below. 

i. 	 Bonum maellst vel 1 klrkjunnl.
him(dat) spoke well in church 

until we can find more data surrounding the issue, we 
will put it aside. However, some of the questions 
concerning this verb that must be answered are: Why
does the verb translate as "spoke well"? Would the 
subject not be dative if he simply "spoke", or if he 
"spoke poorly", or just "spoke averagely"? There is 
perhaps a psych meaning to the phrase "spoke well" in 
Icelandic, perhaps it means more "he came off well", 
along the lines of "he impressed us", 
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4. There are a couple of Icelandic verbs which take 
accusative subjects that do not have as clear 
unaccusative semantics as the examples given in the 
body of the paper: grunar "to suspect", and mlnnlr "to 
remember" • These verbs are certainly a problem for the 
analysis presented here. For three reasons we will 
leave this issue aside. These examples are very few in 
relation to the number that are clearly unaccusative. 
Also, perhaps we do not understand well enough the 
gloss of these verbs to insure that they cannot be 
unaccusatives. Finally, Perlmutter (1978) lists types 
of verbs that are unaccusative and types which are not, 
but does not classify this type of verb class. 

5. Levin attempts such classification, but obviously 
cannot avoid an intersection. She refers to two 
different classes as: "Involuntary motion, change of 
state, condition" and "Involuntary aov...nt, change of 
state, condition", the former for dative subjects, the 
latter for accusatives. 

6. If we were to put the temere class on our tree, the 
nominative experiencer would originate in the same 
position as the dative experiencer, but would not 
receive dative default case. This NP would receive 
nominative case assigned by INFL to the subject 
position. 

7. The dative experiencer in this position acts like 
a subject in that it is external to the V, unlike the 
other unaccusative and passive dative subjects. 

8. Since we allow VO to dictate which case its Object 
will take, we predict that minimal pairs of regular 
transitive verbs exist in Icelandic where the verbs 
have identical meaning, but take an object with 
different case. For example, "I eat1 this (acc)" versus 
"I eat2 this(dat)", where eat1 and eat2 are different 
verbs in Icelandic with the same, or nearly the same, 
meaning. We do not have the data to confirm this 
prediction. 

9. The temere nominative experiencer might appear to 
be a problem for this default dative case, but it is 
not. Only the position will have default case, whereas 
nominative case comes through movement. 
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Underlying OCP Violations in Lama· 
Charles H. Ulrich 

Simon Fraser University 

Lama, a Our language spoken in Togo, has a widespread process of labial 
dissimilation, which affects cenain sequences of labial consonant followed by 
rounded vowel. Labial dissimilation can even occur morpheme-intemal1y: 
underlying sequences of labial fricative plus rounded vowel are realized as h plus 
rounded vowel or as/plus unrounded vowel. in free variation. If. as suggested by 
Yip (1988), all dissimilation rules are motivated by the Obligatory Contour 
Principle, then OCP violations must be allowed in the underlying representations of 
morphemes displaying such variation. 

The consonant system of Lama is as follows: 

(1) P (d) c k kp 
f s h 

m n Ii 

wry 

Orthographic d represents a retroflex stop derived from underlying r by a 
strengthening rule (Ourso and Ulrich 1990). The vowels ofLama are: 

(2) 	 u 

e o 

The underdot indicates a [-ATR] vowel. l Schwa is phonologically a high vowel 
(Ulrich in preparation). 

Labial dissimilation affects sequences of labial consonant plus rounded vowel 
in a variety of morphological contexts, changing u to schwa and 0 to e. For 
instance, the infinitive suffix -(4 (3a) becomes schwa after roots ending in p (3b) 
or m (3c): 
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(3) a. dn-u 	 'to praise' 
praise-inf 

b. m~p-\l"" ~p-~ 'to beat' 
beat-inf 

c. ii~-\l .... ii~v .... ii~ 'to fear' 

fear-inf 

After m, the schwa is subsequently deleted by an independently motivated rule of 
Schwa Deletion (Ourso and Ulrich 1990).2 

The suffix -{), which marks noun class 5, undergoes labial dissimilation after 
a labial consonant, as in (4b): 

(4) 	 a. Y@-fl 'salt' 
salt-NC5 

b. 	 kom-wi-Q .... k6mpe 'young kapok tree'3 
kapok-dim-NC5 

The progressive suffix is -kif.. After roots of most shapes, the k is deleted, 
as in (5a). After roots ending in p, however, the k is retained and the u 

undergoes labial dissimilation, as in (5b): 

(5) 	 a. r~m-k\l .... r<>nfl 'is fixing' 

flx-prog 

b. 	 lep-~-lek~ 'is getting lost' 
getiost-prog 

The p is weakened to w and subsequently deleted (Ulrich in preparation).4 
Two borrowings from English exhibit labial dissimilation in the reverse 

direction, affecting the labial consonant rather than the vowel. These nouns were 
borrowed into noun class 4, their final n reanalyzed as the class 4 suffix: 

(6) 	 a. ~-ii? .... qrm~-~n 'gramophones '5 

gramophone-NC4 

b. 	 ~-ii? .... ~-~n '(crank) telephones' 

telephone-NC4 

Their singulars, like those of most nouns in class 4, are placed in class 3, which is 

marked by a suffix containing a rounded voweL The rounded vowel of the suffix 
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triggers labial dissimilation of the root-fmalf 

(7) 	 'gramophone'6 

gramophone-NC3 

b. 	k~-kp-+~-~p 'telephone' 
telephone-NC3 

Although labial dissimilation is pervasive in Lama, many sequences of labial 
consonant plus rounded vowel do surface: 

(8) a. ~p-kp -+ ~pfi (*~) 'forest tree' 

foresttree-NC3 
b. 19m~-p -+ t9m\l (*19m) 'to dilute' 

dilute-inf 

c. ~m~-9 -+ ~m(i (*~~) 'loins' 
loins-NC5 

d. h9P~-kp -+ h(ip{i (*h9P~) 'is squatting' 
squat-prog 

Unlike the root-fmal/in (7), the root-fmal p in (8a) does not undergo labial 
dissimilation before the class 3 suffix. The words in (8b-d) contain the same 
suffixes that undergo labial dissimilation in (3c, 4b, 5b), but here a root-final vowel 
blocks labial dissimilation. The blocking vowel is deleted by a later rule. 

Moreover, all labial consonants except/can be followed by a rounded vowel 
morpheme-internally: 

(9) a. m~-y~ 'bones' (NC8) 
b. m(il 'grunt!' 

c. pli 'respect!' 

d. p6n~ 'panther' (NCl) 

e. kpos~ 'bark!' 

f. wUr-o 'chief' (NC5) 

g. w6-S9 'rivers' (NC6) 

However, there are no surface sequences of/followed by a rounded vowel. 
There are, on the other hand, morphemes that display free variation between 

hu and fa (l0), and others that display free variation between ho andIe (11): 
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(10) a. hur-u - far-u 'bag' (NC3) 

b. huta - fata 'pour out!' 
c. h91-~m - t~I-~m 'irritation' (NClO) 

d. hl;mt~r-~m - f~nt~r-~m 'brain' (NClO) 

(11) a. h6n-d~ - fen-d~ 'wife' (NC I) 
b. hond-9 - fend-9 'moon' (NC5) 

c. hom - fern 'wake up!' 

d. h61- fel 'belch!' 

Such morphemes contrast with others exhibiting no variation: 

(12) a. hu (*f<l) 'grow a boil!' 

b. h9m (*f~m) 'pull!' 

c. afas<l (*ahusa) 'Indian millet' (NC6) 

d. f~d~ (*h9d~) 'compete with!' 

e. n<:ill?m~:r 'hoof' (NC7) 

f. Mr 'cut stomach open!' 

Given the absence of surface *ju, *fo, and the existence of labial 

dissimilation processes affecting bothfbefore rounded vowels and rounded 
vowels after labial consonants, we can follow Ourso ( 1989) in deriving hu - f~ 

from underlying Iful and ho - fe from underlying /fo/. The words in (10) have 
the underlying representations given in (3), while those in (11) have the 
underlying representations given in (14): 

(13) a Ifur-kp! 'bag'7 

b. Ifutl 'pour out!' 

c. 1f\11-m/ 'irritation' 

d. If\ln~r-m/ 'brain' 

(14) a. /fom-f?1 'wife' 
b. Ifonr?-91 'moon' 

c. /fom/ 'wake up!' 

d. /foV 'belch!' 

These ill-fonned underlying representations must undergo one or the other of the 

labial dissimilation processes, either changingfto h or unrounding the vowel. 
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Yip (1988) proposes that all dissimilation rules are triggered by the 
Obligatory Contour Principle: 

(I5) 	 Obligatory Contour Principle (McCarthy 1986) 
At the melodic level, adjacent identical elements are prohibited. 

This assumption allows the simplification of dissimilation rules by omission of a 
trigger; rules without a specified trigger apply to forms containing violations of 
constraints such as the OCP. For example, Yip analyzes labial dissimilation in 
Cantonese. First, it must be stated that the OCP operates on the [LABIALJ tier in 
Cantonese. But the statement of a constraint does not in itself predict how violations 
will be repaired. Yip (1988:84) gives the following rule: 

(16) 	 Labial Dissimilation (Cantonese) 
Domain: Morpheme 
Tier: Labial 
Trigger: 
Change: Delete second 

Because the rule lacks an overt trigger, it applies only to repair constraint violations. 
The many instances of labial dissimilation in Lama reveal that the OCP is 

operative on the [LABIAL] tier in this language too. But Lama differs from 
Cantonese in two respects. First, several different phonological rules are required to 
effect labial dissimilation in Lama, depending on the identity of the labial consonant 
and on the morphological environment. The ftrst of two adjacent [LABIAL] 
specifications is deleted when associated with a fricative before the class 3 sufftx. 
The second of two adjacent [LABIAL] speciftcations is deleted when associated 
with the inf"mitive, progressive, or class 5 sufftx. Either of two adjacent 
tautomorphemic [LABIAL] speciftcations is deleted when the fIrst is associated 
with a fricative. In the many other cases, where labial sequences surface, the default 
process of fusion can be assumed to apply. 

Second, Yip follows the common assumption that the OCP holds of 
underlying forms. However, morpheme-intemallabial dissimilation in Lama 
requires underlying OCP violations. If dissimilation repairs OCP violations, then 

the input to dissimilation must violate the OCP. Since labial dissimilation rakes 
place within morphemes in Lama, those morphemes must contain underlying OCP 

violations.8 
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Paradis (1988) discusses two cases of underlying constraint violations. In 

Gere, sequences of two rounded segments are prohibited. Thus, the initial 
consonant in 07a) undergoes unrounding: 

(17) a kwu- ku 'skin' 
b. kwu-i -+ kwi 'skins' 

In (17b) the rounded consonant surfaces before the plural suffix, which triggers 
deletion of the root vowel. Deletion of the root vowel before the plural suffix 
incidentally removes the violation of the constraint against sequences of rounded 

segments, making deliberate repair (by unrounding of the consonant) unnecessary. 

Paradis's second example of underlying constraint violations comes from 
Fula. Noun class is indicated in Fula by a variety of suffixes in conjunction with 
mutation. In one mutation, the initial consonant of the noun becomes a stop. The 

regular mutations of word-initial w, y, and 0 (all of which can occur before any 
vowel) are b,j, and 0, respectively: 

(I8) a. /w/: woj-ere boj-e 'hare'9 

b. /y/: yim-re jim-el 'poem' 

c. /0/: af-6e af-o 'elder' 

There also exist nouns beginning with g in the stop grade and with w, y, or 0, 
depending on the following vowel, in the continuant grade: 

(19) a. /'0/: wor-be gor-ko 'man' 

b. 1'0/: yit-ere git-e 'eye' 

c. 1'0/: abb-ere gabb-e 'seed' 

Paradis analyzes the forms in (19) as containing an underlying '0' Fula does not 

allow '0 on the surface, so it is delinked (as in the forms in the fIrst column), with 
spreading from a following non-low voweL In the forms in the second column, 

however, '0 is mutated according to the regular pattern into the stop g, which does 
not violate the constraint. Thus, repair by delinking is unnecessary. 

Paradis (1988) proposes that constraint violations have three sources. First, 

while constraints normally block the application of phonological rules that would 

create violations, rules can create violations of one constraint if by doing so they 
remove a violation of another constraint. Second, constraint violations can be 

created by affixation; morphology does not respect phonological constraints. 
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Finally, some constraint violations are underlying. It is this last type of violation 
(Paradis's V -3) that is of interest in the present paper. 

The question arises: Under what conditions can underlying constraint 
violations be posited? The answer is that underlying constraint violations can only 

be detected when they are variably resolved. If an underlying constraint violation in 

a particular morpheme were always repaired in the same fashion, it would be 
unrecoverable. There would be no reason not to posit the repaired, non-violating 

output as the underlying form of the morpheme. 

The source of the crucial variability may be morphological, as in the Gere and 
Fula examples. Here the offending morpheme can occur in two (or more) 

morphological environments. AffIx A triggers rules that (incidentally) remove the 
constraint violation (e.g. vowel deletion in Gere, despirantization in Fula). AffIx B 
triggers no such rules, and the constraint violation undergoes the appropriate repair 
strategy (e.g. delabialization in Gere, delinking and vowel spreading in Fula).IO 

In the case of Lama *fu and */0 sequences, on the other hand, the 
variability in their resolution derives, not from different morphological 
environments, but from optionality in the phonological rules. These sequences can 

be repaired either by delabialization of the consonant or by de labialization of the 
vowel. Because the variability is purely phonological, underlying constraint 

violations can be detected even non-peripherally in a morpheme: 

(20) a. ql.fl,lt-kl,l-- c~~t-~ - c~h~t-~ 'toad' (NC3) 

b. tI,lfl,ll~-m -- tI,lf~I~-m - tI,lhl,ll~-m 'truth' (NC 10) 

The underlying constraint violations in Gere and Fula discussed above occur at the 

edge of a morpheme, where they are subject to phonological rules triggered by 
other morphemes. The Lama constraint violations in (20), on the other hand, are 
totally internal to the morpheme. It is only the (perhaps unusual) circumstance of 

optionality in repair strategy that allows the underlying violations to be variably 
resolved, and thus to be recoverable. 

Notes 

*} am deeply indepted to Meterwa A. Ourso, a native speaker of. Lama. All of the 

Lama data cited herein is from his dissenation and other publications or personal 
communication. I have also benefitted from comments from Carole Paradis and 

audiences at WECOL, the University of British Columbia, Simon Fraser University, 

and Stanford University. 

http:Fula).IO
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IThe feature [A TR] is irrelevant to the phenomena under discussion in the present 
paper. References to u, for example, should be understood as including both [+A TR] 
u and [-A TR] ~. Por discussion of Lama vowel harmony, see Ourso (1989). 

2No native roots end in/or kp, but see below for borrowed/-final noun roots. 

The one known w-fmal root does not appear to undergo labial dissimilation: 

(i) 	 'to fasten a belt' 

This may be the result of an early fusion process that bleeds labial dissimilation. 

Alternatively, it may be the result of late assimilation of schwa to a preceding glide. 

3Por the rules of W-Strengthening (after m) and Vowel Deletion (before a 
vowel) see Ourso (1989), Ourso and Ulrich (1990). 

4In the progressive form of roots ending in m, the fmal three segments are lost, 

with compensatory lengthening, nasalization, and labialization of the root vowel: 

(ii) 	 lem-kl,l ..... lO: 'is pecking' 
peck-prog 

Because the labialization of the root vowel could come from either the m or the u, it 

is impossible to determine whether labial dissimilation has occurred in such forms. 

5Por the rules of Schwa Deletion, Schwa Epenthesis, and Depalatalization in the 

derivation of class 4 nouns, see Ourso and Ulrich (1990). 

6Por the deletion of k in the class 3 suffix, see Ourso (1989). 

7Por the rules of K-Deletion (13a), Schwa Epenthesis (13b,c,d), Nasal 

Assimilation (14a), R-Strengthening (14a,b), and Vowel Deletion (14b), see Ourso 

(1989), Ourso and Ulrich (1990). 

8Note that the existence of underlying constraint violations is independent of the 
identification of the OCP as the relevant constraint. Whether it is the OCP or not, Lama 

has a constraint against *ju, */0 that holds of surface forms but not of underlying 

forms. 

9The relationship between pairs of forms in examples (18) and (19) is variously 
singular/plural, plain/diminutive, and plural/singular. 

10Another logically possible situation is that in which a constraint violation is 

removed by infixation alone, without the application of any phonological rules. Imagine 

a language with a constraint against labial sequences, and an infix -in-. The infix could 

remove constraint violations by its very presence: 
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(iii) a. fura --. hura 

b. f,in,ura --. fmura 

I am not yet aware of any actual cases of this type. 
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REGARDL"iG LABIAL·LABIAL CO-OCCURRENCE 
CONSTRAINT IN CANTONESE 

Hongming Zhang 

University ofCali/ornia at San Diego 

The discussion in this squib centers around the phenomenon of a restriction 
for the occurrence of labial feature in Cantonese. Cantonese's consonant system 
is shown in (1):1 

(1) P ph t t 
h k kh kW khw 

m 
ts tsh 

n 11 

f s h 
1 

w j 

(2) is a generalized vowel system of Cantonese. In Cantonese, each vowel can be 
either long or short. 

(2) i Y u 
E 	 a; o 

a 

The syllable structure of Cantonese can be presented as (3): 

(3) 

Cantonese has a well-known morpheme structure constraint that prohibits 
::ertain combinations of labial elements (See Appendix table). Yip (1988) is the 
ru-st phonolofist to study the phenomenon of labial constraint in Cantonese 
:heoretically. According to her analysis, there are three defferent kinds of labial
.abial co-occurrence constraint in Cantonese. 

The first kind of constraint holds between the nonadjacent onset and coda of 
abial consonants, as shown in (4).3 
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( 4) onset coda 
C 	 V C* 
I 	 I 

labial labial OCP-violation 
I 	 I 
p 	 a rn 

According to Sagey, the Labial articulator node is activated in both Labial 
consonants and rounded vowels. So, if OCP is effective in primary feature, 
namely *Labial-Labial, it seems that we will get case (5a) as follows. 

(5) a. onset coda 
? C V V 

I I 
labial labial OCP-violation 

I I 
p a u 

b. ok 	rnau, ok fau, ok piu, ok rniu 

In fact, case (5a) is possible. In Cantonese, there are many such acceptable 
examples as in (5b). These data can be employed to support three different 
hypotheses. First, they may support the claim of C-place node vs. V-place node 
by Clements (1989) because the different phonological behaviours of consonantal 
labial and vowel labial to OCP prove that consonantal labial and vowel labial 
belong to different place node. Second, they may support the claim of C-plane vs. 
V-plane proposed by McCarthy (1981, 1989) because belonging to different 
planes, Ipl and lui will not violate OCP. Third, they may support the claim about 
the difference between labial feature and round feature proposed by Sagey 
(1987). The Labial articulator node is activated in both consonants and vowels, 
but that only the latter are also specified [+round]. Note that Cantonese has both 
front and back round feature *round-round, instead of Labial feature *Lab-Lab. 

But, in Cantonese, there is a second kind of constraint which holds between 
the onset and the nucleus. Labial consonants may precede back rounded vowels, 
but not front rounded vowels, as shown in (6a) and (6b) respectively. 

(6) 	 B. onset nucleus 
ok C V C 

I 
labial round 

I I 
p u t 
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b. 	 onset nucleus 
C V* 	 C 
I I I 

labial round 
I 
p y t 

The difference between back and front rounded vowels in (6) is interesting. 
One hypothesis may be proposed that only front rounded vowels are assigned for 
Labial feature and are therefore identifiable as Labial and subject to the prohibi
tion. This hypothesis, however, is not tenable. That is because in Cantonese there 
is a third kind of constraint which holds between the nucleus and coda. In other 
words, a rounded vowel (either front or back) followed by a labial consonant is 
completely impossible, as shown in (7a) and (7b) respectively: 

(7 ) a. nucleus coda 

* C V C 
I I I 
I round labial 
I I 
t Y P 

b. 	 nucleus coda 
C V c* 
I I I 
I round labial 
I 	 I 
t u P 

As seen in (7a) and (7b), both front and back rounded vowels must be 
identifiable as Labial between nucleus and coda. Thus it can be seen that (6a) and 
(6b) is just a pair of counterexamples. To explain this front round vowel vs. back 
round vowel phenomenon, Yip (1988) suggests to make use of the kind of 
syllable-structure building rules in which only front rounded vowels are underly
ingly marked Labial. When syllable structure is built, first the prevocalic con
sonant is marked as an onset, then redundant values of [round] are assigned. 
including [+round] for the nonlow back vowels. Assigning a value of a terminal 
feature like [+round] automatically entails assigning the superordinate articulator 
node, in this case Labial. Then postvocalic consonants are marked as codas. The 
order is shown in (8): 

(8) a. Create onsets (CO): ok pu, but*py 
b. Redundancy rules (RR) for [Hound] apply 
c. Create codas (CC): both *up and *yp 
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It should be pointed out that it is very important in the hypothesis (8) pro
posed by Yip that linear order in phonological representation. redundancy rule for 
[+round] must be applied after creating onsets and before creating codas. It is 
only in this way that the contradiction between (6) and (7) can be solved. as seen 
in (9): 

(9) a = (6a) 

[ ) (unspecified for labial) 

I 
u 

co RR 
C V C ----> C V C ----> C V C 

I I I I I I I I 
p k P u k p u k 
I [lab] ( ) I 

[lab] ----.....----' [lab] [lab) 
no OCP violation 

b - Pb) 

[ 1 
I 
u 

co RR ee 
e v e ----> e v e ----> e v e ----> e v e 
I I I I 
t p t u p t u p t u p 

I , 
[lab] [ 1 [lab] [lab] (lab] 

'---v---' 
oel? violation 

Although Yip's hypothesis can provide for us the explanation to the problem 
of the back rounded vowel in case (6) and (7), it fails to explain why OCP is not 
effective case (5). but must be effective in secondary articulatory kw. The feature 
geometry of secondary articulatory kw can be presented in several different ways, 
such as (lOa) by Sagey (1986) and (lOb) by Clements (1989). 

(10) a. (Sagey 1986 ) kW: b. (Clements 1989) lew: 

0 Rt 0 Rt 

I 
0 Pl C-Pl o~o V-Pl 

Dor o~o Lab Dor 0 0 Lab 

In Cantonese, if the onset is kw, OCP will operates no matter whether the 
coda is -u or -P, as shown in (11): 
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w(11) a ... k"'au b ... k ap 

Suppose the hypothesis in (8) proposed by Yip is correct, case (11a) and 
case (5) should have not only the same derivation but also the same result. For 
instance, supposing Redundancy rules are applied before creating codas, the 
derivation of (11a) and (5) will be what we can see in (2) respectively: 

(12) a = (l1a) 
[ J [ J [ ] 

I I I 
a u u u 

co RR cc 
C V V ----> C V V ----> C V V ----> C V V 

I I I I I I I I 
k" 

'.
" 

k'" 
r 

a k'" 
"". , 

a k 
W 

/. 
a u 

[dor] [ ] [dor] [dor] [lab] [dor] [lab] [ 1 
-----v---' 

no OCP violation 

b. 	= (5 ) 

[ J [ ] [ ] 

I I I 
a u u u 

co RR CC 
C V V ----> C V V ----> C V V ----> C V V 

I I I I I I I I 
p p a p a p a u 

I I I I I 
[lab] [lab] [lab] [lab] [ J 

'--y-----' 
no oCP violation 

If Redundancy rules are applied after creating codas, the derivation of (11) 
Ind (5) should be seen as in (13) respectviely: 
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(13) a = (lla) 

[ ] [ ] 

I I 
a u u 

co cc RR 
c v V ----> C V V ----> C V V -----> C V v 
I I I I I I I 

k'"' a k 
W a u u , 

,,/ " "

[dor] [ ] " [dor] [ ] 

~ 

I 
[ ] 

/"

[d:;] [l'ab] [lab] 
L------y--J 

OCP violation 

b = (5) 

[ ] [ ] 

I I 
a u u 

co CC RR 

C V V ----> C V V ----> C V V ----> C V V 
I I I I I I I I 
p p a p a u p a u 
I I I I I 

[lab] [lab] [lab: [] [lab] [lab] 
~ 

OCP violation 

If the derivation in (12) is correct, we will get the result in (14a); if the 
derivation of (13) is correct, we will get the result in (14b) instead. In Cantonese, 
however, we have got neither (14a) nor (l4b) but (l4c). 

(14) a. ok kWau VS. ok pau 
b. 1< k'''au VS. 1< pau 
c. 1< kWau (=8a) VB. ok pau (=2) 

Thus it can be seen that the hypothesis in (8) proposed by Yip is not without 
problem and it needs revising. I think a special stipulation in the order of the 
Redundancy rule application is needed. That is to say the Redundancy rule should 
not be applied completely before creating coda, as in (12), nor applied thuroughly 
after creating coda, as in (13); but be applied either before or after creating coda, 
all depending upon the propeny of bigger element. Taking what fonns the first 
element in linear order in OCP of a syllable structure as a trigger element and 
what fonns the second element of OCP as a victim element, we have got a new 
hypothesis as illustrated in (15): 
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(15) 

If the trigger element is the primary feature. Redundancy rule 
will be applied after creating onsets and before creating codas; 
and OCP is effective before rule application. If it is the secon
dary feature, Redundancy rule should be applied after creating 
codas, and OCP is effective after rule application. 

My new hypothesis in (15) can be used to explain all the above mentioned 
data. Since the trigger element of both case (5) and (6) is the primary feature. 
Redundancy rule must be applied after creating onsets and before creating codas. 
and OCP should be effective before rule application. Thus the back rounded 
vowels will not affect OCP, as seen in (16): 

(16 ) a = (5 ) 

[ 1 [ 1 [lab] 

I I I 
a u u u 

CO RR CC 
C V V ----> C V V ----> C V V ----> C V V 

I I I I I I I I 
p p a p a p a u 

I I I I 
[lab] (lab] [lab] [lab] [lab) 

no OCP violation 

b = (6a) 
[ ] 

I 
u 

CO RR 

C V C ----> C V C ----> C V C 

I I I I I I I I 
p t P u t P u t 

I I I I I 
[lab] [lab] [ ] [lab] [lab] 

no OCP violation 

Since the trigger element of both case (7) and (11) is the secondary feature. 
Redundancy rule must be applied after creating codas, and OCP should be effec
tive after rule application. Thus the back rounded vowels will have OCP opera
tion, as illustrated in (17): 
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(17 ) a = (7b) 

[ ] 


I 

u 


CO & CC RR 

C V C ---------> C V C ----> C v c 
I I I I I I I I 
k P k u P k u p 

I I I I 
[lab] 	 [ J [lab] [lab) [lab).

'---',,--- 
OCP violation 

b (lla) 
[ ] 

I 
a u 


CO & CC RR 

c V V ---------> C V ----> C V VV 

I 	 I I I I I 
k Wk'" k" a u a u 
/'

I 
[dor] r' ] [dor] [') [ ] [dor} [lab) [lab] 

-------..,,--------_J 

OCP violation 

It is worth attention that the hypothesis we proposed in (15) and the con
cerned discussion raises in fact such theoretical problems: First, redundancy rule 
ordering with respect to syllabification may depend on the feature geometry of a 
segment in the previous rule, And second, the feature nodes in different tiers, like 
primary aniculation vs, secondary aniculation, may have the different phonologi
cal behaviours, as shown either by the difference in the order of rule application 
or by the difference in the effect of ocp, As for this, we have found supporting 
evidence not only from Cantonese but also from some other languages, In some 
languages, if there are two different spreading directions, they are noted operating 
in different tiers. Sagey (1987) has discussed WarJpiri's labial harmony, as shown 
in (l8a), and round hannony, as shown in (18b). 

(18) 	 a. ngami rn i - k u - p u rdangka 
0 0 ,Q .0 0 0 0 Place tier 

I : :: . - ~ -. -.- .. --~II 
if-	 0 0 Primary (labial) tier 

I 

-rd 	 +rd Secondary (round) tier 
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b. k _ P _ - rn u 

o 0 0 0 0 0 Place tier 

I I I 
Q. 0 o. o Primary (labial) tier 

-rd 	 -rd +rd Secondary (round) tier 

According to Sagey, blocking in (18a) is accounted for by analyzing labial 
harmony as spreading a labial node which dominates (-round] from left to right. 
(18b) is not blocked by labial node as spreading a feature [+round] from right to 
left. Although we hold different views on assigning [-round] to i in (18a), we 
share at least one point in common. That is in Warlpiri, different spreading direc
tions result from difference in feature tiers. In other words, spreading in primary 
tier is from left to right, but in secondary tier it is just the other way round. 

The same situation also can be seen in Yoruba. According to Schleicher 
(1990), Yoruba's vowel assimilation is from right to left, but nasal assimilation is 
from left to right, as seen in (19). 

(19) 	 it~ + ewurE ---> itElElWUrE 

'thigh' 'goat' 'goat's thigh' 

Nasal and vowel belong to two different feature tiers. By Clements (1985), 
nasal is put in manner tier, but by McCarthy it is placed in root tier. However, it is 
obvious that in Yoruba the spreading directions differ in different tiers. And all of 
these can serve as the evidence supporting my hypothesis, proposed in (15). 

NOTES 

All data discussed here are adopted from Gao Hua-nian' s Guang-zhou fang
yan yan-jiu (STUDY OF CANTONESE, Hongkong, 1980); Dianal Kao's Struc
ture of the syllable in Cantonese (Mouton, 1971); and Oi-kan Yue Hashimoto's 
Phonology ofCantonese (Cambridge, 1972). 

2 Lin (1989), Fu (1990), Cheng (1990), and Duanmu (1990) have also discussed 
the phenomenon of labial constraint in Cantonese, respectively. Although I 
disagree with their analyses, I wouldn't evaluate theirs here by virtue of the lim
ited space. In this short paper, I only discuss Yip's hypothesis, which is not only 
the first one to discuss the phenomenon of labial constraint in Cantonese, but also 
is one of the most important papers with regard to labial constraint. 

3 This kind of structure may occur in loan words, onomatopoeia, and baby talk 
words. But since most of Chinese linguists do not consider that these words exist 
in the original structure of Cantonese (See both Yip (1988) and Appendix table), I 
also ignore them here. 
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Count Nouns Used as Mass Nouns in Perfective Sentences in Chinese: 

the Study of Verb Category Switch and the 'Imperfective Paradox'· 


Minglang Zhou 

Michigan State University 


I. Introduction 

This paper examines the category switch between diadic accomplish
ment verbs and (diadic) activity verbs from the perspective of quantifica
tion of the internal argument NP and claims that the function of determin
ers in this context has implications for a linguistically motivated solution 
to the 'imperfective paradox', i.e., to refine Montague's (1974) proposal 
by precisely defining Bennett's (1981) so-called mysterious CLOSED 
intervals and OPEN intervals in terms of functions of internal argument 
NPs' determiners. This analysis not only attempts to account for the 
different truth conditions underlying the two categories of verbs and the 
category switch, but may also provide insight into the relationship among 
quantification. time. and truth conditions in natural languages. 

The category switch between accomplishment verbs and activity 
verbs are of great interest in the study of verb categorization and the 
'imperfective paradox' (Vendler. 1967. Dowty, 1979; Vlach. 1981 ; 
Parsons, 1989). For example. in examining verb classes in terms of time 
schemata. Vendler (1967, p. 101-102) finds that run acts like an activity 
verb (1 a) while run a mile behaves like an accomplishment verb (1 b). 

(1) a. John ran. 
b. John ran a mile. 

Vendler writes that Run. as an activity verb in (1 a) differs from run a mile 
in (1b) in that the former has a 'climax' while the latter does not in a 
stretch of time. but his approach apparently fails to account for the switch. 

In Dowty's (1979, p.62) opinion. Vendler's attempt to classify verbs, 
once and for al!. is misguided because he only takes surface verbs into 
account. Some problems arise when verbs take objects. A verb behaves 
like an activity verb when it takes mass nouns or indefinite nouns as 
objects (2a & 3a). and like an accomplishment verb when it takes those 
nouns with determiners (2b &3b), as indicated by the in-test and for-test: 

(2) a. John ate popcorn for' * in an hour. 
b. John ate a bag of popcorn in , .. for an hour. 

(3) a. John built houses for '* in a month. 
b. john built three houses in I" for a month. 

In -time-phrase can only modify an accomplishment verb, whereas for
time-phrase only modifies an activity verb. Dowty's solution to the 
problem is along the line of generative semantics: to postulate a single 
homoaeneous class of medicates -- state verbs olus sentential ooerators. 
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DO and BECOME, and connectives so that (2a & 3a) and (2b & 3b) have 
different underlying structures. DO operator underlies activity verbs and 
allows in-time-phrases, but does not allow for-time-phrases. On the other 
hand, BECOME operator underlies accomplishment verbs and permits 
for-time-phrases, but does not allow in-time-phrase. In (2b & 3b), the 
agent brought the state that a bag of popcorn became empty and the 
state that three houses became into existence. This seems to account for 
the differences between the two categories of verbs and the (un)gramati
cality of (2) and (3). Given Dowty's solution, however. it is not clear what 
distinctive underlying structures can be postulated for ( 4a. b, c & d ), 
though both of read and write are accomplishment verbs. 

(4) a. John read a book. 
b. John was reading a book. 

c. John wrote a book. 
d. John was writing a book. 

When accomplishment verbs in progressive sentences are concerned, 
there are two kinds of verbs: one entails the pre-existence of the object 
(4a & 4b), and the other does (4c & 4d). It is commonly discussed in 
literature that the second kind of verbs gives rise to what is called the 
"imperfective paradox" (DOwty, 1979; Parsons, 1989). In a broader 
sense, verbs like the one in (4b) also involve the 'imperfective paradox'. 

In semantics, the key difference between activity verbs and accom
plishment verbs lies in their differences in truth conditions when they are 
in progressive forms. Intuitively, we know that (Sa) entails that John ran, 
but (Sb) does not entail that John ran a mile. To capture the truth condi
tions of sentences in (S), Montague (1974, p.12S) proposes the rule in (6). 

(S) a. John was running. 
b. John was running a mile. 

(6) 	 If t/J is a sentence of Land N an operator of L, then N t/J is true 
i U, if and only if ( i , {j : j E DA and t/J is true j U } ) E AN . 

L is a pragmatic language. U is a possible interpretation. i is an interval. 
j is a context of use. DA is a domain of A. AN is a ( DA, SDA )-relation, 
where SDA is the power set of DA. 'Being true i U . means 'being true 
at an interval under a possible interpretation'. 'Being true j U means' 
being true in the context of use under a possible interpretation', 

This rule has problems with both activity verbs (details in Parsons, 
1989) and accomplishment verbs. According to Montague's rule, (4d) is 
true under u iff j is a neighborhood or interval that contains i and 
throughout which (4c) is true. The paradox is: if the neighborhood or 
interval contains i', i, ii such that i' < i < ii, (4d) is true at i entails that 
(4c) is true at i' since i' < i and (4c) is true throughout i' < i < ii . 

To improve Montague's analysis, Bennett (1981, pp.1S) proposed (7) 
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as the truth condition for progressive sentences in English: 

(7) Jones Is leaving is true at interval of time' if and only if , is 
a moment of time, and there exists an interval of time " such 
that" is an open interval, , is included in " . and Jones is in 
the extension of leave at " . 

In this analysis, Bennett makes a distinction between an OPEN interval 
and a CLOSED interval; the former has no endpoints whereas the latter 
has endpoints. Without endpoints, an OPEN interval describes a process 
which is going on without ending. With endpoints, a CLOSED interval des
cribes an event since endpoints indicate the inception and completion of 
the activity. Therefore, the fact that (4b) is true does not imply (4a) is true. 
As Parsons (1989) comments, an OPEN interval does not culminate so 
that Bennett's analysis avoids the imperfective problem. However, there 
is a question of how one can tell if an interval is OPEN or CLOSED when 
facing it. This question may not be fully answered without appropriate 
consideration of the function of the internal argument NP's determiner. 

In an analysiS of the progressive in English with event semantics, 
Parsons (1989) proposes two notions: culminating -- 'Cui (e, t )' means 
that e is an event that culminates at time t, and holding -- 'Hold ( e , t )' 
means that either e is a state and e 's object is in state e at t , or e is an 
event which is in development at t. Given Parsons' analysis, (4c) and 
(4d) may be represented in (8a) and (8b) respectively: 

(8) a. (3 t ) { t < now & (3 e) [ Writing (e) & Subject (e, John) & 
Object (e, a book) &Cui (e, t )]} 

b. 	 (3 t ) { t < now & (3 e) [Writing (e) & Subject (e, John) & 
Object (e, a book) &Hold (e, t ) J} 

The difference between the nonprogressive form (4c) and the progres
sive form (4d) of accomplishment verbs is a difference between culmi
nating and holding in (8). Parsons (1989, pp. 235) claims that the differ
ence between accomplishment verbs and activity verbs (event verbs and 
process verbs in Parsons' terms) lies in that the latter is a series or amal
gam of events. Thus, process verbs are treated as a special kind of event 
verbs. Both the non progressive and progressive sentences of activity 
verbs are represented by culminating and holding respectively as in (9). 

(9) a. John ran. 
(3 t ) {t < now & (3 e) [ Running (e) & Subject (e, John) & 
Cui (e, t )]} 

b. 	 John was running. 
(3 t ) {t < now & (3 e) [ Running (e) & Subject (e, John) & 
Hold (e, t )]} 
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One problem for Parsons' approach is that given the identical represen
tations of (8b) and of (9b), we can not tell why (9b) entails (9a), while (4d 
I8b) does not entail (4cl8a). Another problem is with the notions of 
culminating and holding. It seems that it is not psychologically real to 
say that e culminates at t in nonprogressive sentences with both 
accomplishment and activity verbs, whereas e does not culminate at t in 
progressive sentences with these verbs. Data from both Chinese and 
English seems to suggest that culminating does exist in progressive 
sentences of both categories of verbs, even in terms of logical relation. 

II. 	Count Nouns Used as Mass Nouns in Chinese Perfective Sentences 

The kind of verb category switch discussed above generally involves 
the switch from activity verbs to accomplishment verbs. This section will 
discuss the switch from accomplishment verbs to activity verbs observed 
in Chinese. A perfective sentence in Chinese is marked by the aspect 
marker /e , which follows the verb and precedes the object phrase 
(Wang, 1981; LO, 1980), as is illustrated in (10). 

(10) a. Zhangsan kan Ie yi ben shu. 

Zhangsan read Asp. one M(easure) W(ord). book 

Zhangsan (has) read a book. 


b. 	 Zhangsan xie Ie yi feng xin. 

Zhangsan write Asp. one MW. letter. 

Zhangsan (has) wrote(written) a letter. 


In a perfective sentence in Chinese, a determiner is usually required 
for a count noun object, such as yi ben and yi feng in (10). Determiners 
in Chinese are of the structure: numeral + measure word. Measure 
words differ from noun to noun, as is seen in (10) which has ben for 
books and feng for letters. It is noticed that bare nouns are also used in 
perfective sentences in Chinese, as is shown in (11). As the English 
translations of (11) indicate. the bare nouns in these sentences are 
ambiguous between a plural reading and a non-plural reading. The bare 
nouns may have definite (plural or singular) reading in a given context. 

(11) a. Zhangsan kan Ie shu. 
Zhangsan read Asp. book. 
Zhangsan has read some books I a part of a book I the book. 

b. 	 Zhangsan xie Ie xin. 
Zhangsan write Asp. letter. 
Zhangsan has written some letters I a part of a letter I the letter. 

However, it is the non-plural reading that is of interest here. With the 
non-plural reading, bare count nouns in perfective sentences behave 
more like mass nouns than count nouns. Syntactically, such nouns do 

. . n n ns such as 
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shu (book) and xin (letter), can only have the interpretation of 'a part of' 
a book or a letter. A typical context where a perfective sentence with a 
bare count noun as a mass noun is used is when a speaker does not 
want to lie but wantslhas to be vague about the quantity for some reason. 
For example, when a father has asked a son to read a book or write a 
composition and when he checks the progress later (12), his son will 
answer with the sentences in (13) instead of those in (14), if he has not 
finished any of the assignment 

(12) a. Wo yao ni kan de shu ni kan Ie ma? 
I want you read R(elative) M{arker} book you read Asp. OM. 
Have you read the book that I asked you to read ? 

b. 	 Wo yea ni xie de wenzhang ni xie Ie ma ? 
I want you write RM composition you write Asp. O(uestion)M 
Have you written the composition that I asked you to write? 

{13} a. Wo kan Ie shu. 

I read Asp. book. 

I have read a part of the book I the book. 


b. 	 Wo xie Ie wenzhang. 
I write Asp. composition. 
I have written a part of the composition I the composition. 

(14) a. Wo kan Ie na ben shu. 

I read Asp. that MW. book. 

I have read the book. 


b. 	 Wo xie Ie na pian wenzhang. 

I write Asp. that MW. composition. 

I have written the composition. 


The translations of (13) and (14) indicate why the son will answer the 
father questions with (13) instead of (14). Under this scenario, the son's 
answer in the form of (14) means lying to his father, while his answer in 
the form of (13) is not a lie. In answering his father with (13), he leaves 
the burden of interpreting the bare NP to his father. On the other hand, if 
he answers with (14) and his father finds out the fact, he will be punished 
for lying. Perfective sentences with bare nouns as mass nouns and with 
accomplishment verbs behave exactly like sentences with activity verbs 
with regard to truth conditions. 

(15) a. John drank water. 
b. John drank a glass of water. 

(16) a. Zhangsan kan Ie shu. 
ZhangsanreadAsp, book 
Zhangsan read a part of a book. 

b. Zhangsan kan Ie yi zhang shu. 

Zhangsan read Asp. one MW, book 

Zhangsan read a chapter of a book. 
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(15b) entails (15a), and (16b) entails (16a), but (15a) does not entail 
(15b) nor does (16a) entail (16b). No matter how little water John drank, 
it is true that he drank water. It is also true that Zhangsan read (an 
uncertain part of a) book, no matter how little he read of a book. The 
conscious choice between a bare noun and a noun with a determiner in 
Chinese perfective sentences appears to suggest that determiners are 
intuitively involved in verb category switch and in the relationship among 
quantification, time and truth conditions. 

III. A New Definition of OPEN Intervals and CLOSED Intervals 

A comparison of (1a & 2a) and (1b & 2b) indicates that the switch from 
activity verbs to accomplishment verbs in English involves adding an NP 
with a determiner -- a mile -- in (1) or adding a determiner to a bare NP-
a bag of -- in (2). On the other hand, a comparison of sentences like 
(16a) and (16b) shows that the switch from accomplishment verbs to 
activity verbs in perfective sentences in Chinese involves subtracting a 
determiner -- yi zhang -- in (16). The direction of switch is completely 
decided by the adding or subtracting a determiner, namely, from 0 to a 
bag in (2) in English and from yi zhang to 0 in (16) in Chinese, if we 
assume that NP is of the structure 'determiner+noun' and mass noun 
may be of the structure '0+noun' in both English and Chinese (Carlson, 
1977: Huang, 1982). The involvement of determiners in the directionality 
of the switch between accomplishment and activity verbs suggests 
determiners' role in characterizing these two categories of diadic verbs. 

The category switch in (15) clearly demonstrates that the determiner a 
glass of makes possible the switch from an activity verb to an accom
plishment verb, while the null determiner 0 is always present in diadic 
activity verb phrases. This behavior of 0 is supported by the evidence in 
Chinese perfective sentences in (16). The evidence appears to suggest 
a relationship between quantification and time, since the categorization 
of verbs is viewed in terms of a time schema in Vendler (1967) or in any 
Aristotelian approach (Parsons, 1989). A natural hypotheSiS derived 
from this observation is that determiners may have functions over both 
nouns and verbs in a time schema that they specify the verb-extension 
and noun-reference relation as one-one, one-many or one-0, where 0 is 
not empty but underspecified with regard to count. 

More specifically, when a determiner specify the count of references 
of the NP in question, it also specifies the count of the action denoted by 
the verb. When the count of the action is specified, then the action has 
clear inception(s) and completion(s). There is a stretch of time between 
the inception and the completion of the action in question. This stretch of 
time is a CLOSED interval, since there is a starting point and an ending 
point in Bennett's terms (1981). When the count of the action denoted by 
the verb is not specified by a determiner, then the action at least does 
not have clear completion. Consequently, there is a stretch of time 
without an end oint. This uns ecific stretch of time is an OPEN interval. 
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The stretch of time between an inception and a completion specified 
by a determiner is a CLOSED interval. At the same time, an inception and 
a completion of the action specified by a determiner constitutes one 
count of an action. This is the case with an accomplishment verb such as 
read in (4a), which is repeated here as in (17), where the count of both 

(17) John read a book. 

the reference of the NP and the action denoted by the verb is clearly 
specified, that is, both are one. There is a one-one relation between the 
count of the action denoted by the verb read and the count of reference 
of the NP a book. This is characteristic of accomplishment verbs. 

In activity verbs, 0 determiner may fail to specify either the count of 
reference of the NP or the count of the action denoted by the verb (18a & 
18b), while other determiners may specify one-one (18c) and one-many 
(18d) relations between the extension of the verb and the reference(s) of 
an NP, as is discussed in detail in Zhou (in preparation). 

(18) a. Zhangsan kan Ie shu. 

Zhang san read Asp. book 

Zhangsan read *(a part of a) book. 


b. John drank water 
c. John pushed one book. 
d. John pushed two books. 

In (18), 0 not only fails to specify a count of the reference for a mass noun 
(18b), but also fails to specify a count of the reference for a count noun 
(18a), resulting in a count noun being analyzed as a mass noun. This 
unspecificness of 0 determiner also contributes to the category switch 
from accomplishment verbs to activity verbs, as observed in Dowty (1979, 
pp.62-63). This is illustrated in (19) with the help of in-test and for-test. 

(19) a. John built a house in a month. 
b. *John built houses in a month. 
c. John built houses for a month. 

(19a) with the determiner a passes the in-test. (19b) with a bare plural 
noun fails the in-test, but (19c) with a bare plural noun passes the for-test. 
This phenomenon is completely predictable by the analysis developed in 
this paper, since bare plural noun is of the structure: 0 + count noun, 
where 0 is unspecific with regard to count. 

IV. Generalized Quantifiers and Predicate Properties 

Given our definition of OPEN intervals and CLOSED intervals, then 
quantifier behavior is expected to be different in different intervals of time 
with different categories of verb phrases. Some evidence for quantifier 
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behavior with activity verb phrases in OPEN intervals is found in (20). 

(20) a. John pushed a part of a book. 
b. John pushed a book. 

If (20a) is true at an interval I, then it entails that (20b) is true at interval I. 
The proper noun John is characterized as a monotone increasing 
quantifier in Barwise and Cooper (1981, pp.184), which is defined below. 

(21) A quantifier Q is monotone increasing (mono t ) if X E Q and 
X s; Y s; E implies Y E Q (i.e. for any set X E Q, Q also contains all 
the supersets of X ( s; = 'inclusion' in this paper ).). 

Notice the property of such predicates. Let X be pushed a part of a book 
and Y be pushed a book and then We find that the part-and-whole rela
tion in (20) is reflected as a subset-and-superset relation in the predicates. 
The predicates made of activity verbs and parts and wholes in (20) 
appear to have the property of monotone increasing, as shown in (22). 

(22) a. I,-x [John pushed x] ( AX = a part of a book.) 

b. AY [John pushed y 1 ( AY =a book.) 
(23) If NP VP( verb+part) 1 , then NP VP (verb+ whole)2 ( NP is mon t.) 
(24) If John pushed a part of a book, then he pushed a book. 

Informally, this can be tested by (23) developed in Barwise and Cooper 
with a little modification here. (20a)'s entailment of (20b) is valid in (24). 

However, we find upon further examination that (20b) also entails 
(20a). The validity of this entailment relation can also be tested in (26) 
when we reverse the order of the two VPs in (23) as in (25). 

(25) If NP VP( verb+whole)2, then NP VP (verb+ part)1 (NP is mon ~.) 
(26) If John pushed a book, then he pushed a part of a book. 
(27) A quantifier Q is monotone decreasing (mono ~ ) if X E Q and 

Y s; X s E implies Y E Q (i.e. for any set X E Q, Q also contains all 
the subsets of X.) (Barwise and Cooper, 1981, p.184). 

(26) exactly violates Barwise and Cooper's prediction that the reverse 
implication does not hold for a monotone increasing quantifier. The NP 
John in (26) seems to behave like a monotone decreasing quantifier as 
defined in (27), which is informally expressed in the test in (25). As ex
pressed in (25) and (26), X be pushed a book and Y be pushed a part of 
a book, and then we find that the predicates made of activity verbs and 
parts and a wholes have the property of monotone decreasing in 
addition to the property of monotone increasing, since there are mutual 
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entailments between (20a) and (20b). if we assume that John is a 
constant monotone increasing quantifier [1]. 

Next. we look at the properties of predicates made of accomplishment 
verbs and parts and wholes in relation to the same monotone increasing 
quantifier John in a CLOSED interval with the sentences in (28). 

(28) a. John read a page I chapter of a book. 

Ax [ John read x ] 


b. 	 John read a book. 

"Ay (John read y] 


It is clear that (28a) does not entail (28b). This can be informally tested 
with (23) in (29), which shows that there is no valid entailment. 

(29) ?If John read a page I chapter of a book, then he read a book. 
(30) If John read a book, then he read a page I chapter of a book. 

However, we notice that there is a relation that holds between (28b) and 
(28a), namely, (28b) entails (28a). The validity of this entailment is 
shown in (30) with the test in (25). This indicates that predicates made of 
accomplishment verbs and parts and wholes only have the property of 
monotone decreasing in CLOSED intervals. as compared with predicates 
made of activity verbs and parts and wholes, which have the properties of 
both monotone increasing and monotone decreasing in OPEN intervals. 

However, if it is assumed that the properties of the predicates made of 
the two categories of verbs discussed above are the unmarked cases, 
then natural languages often have marked cases. For example, there 
are progressives in both Chinese and English. The English be + verb + 
ing form has a counterpart in Chinese, which is zai + verb. The progres
sive marker generally specifies that the interval of time is OPEN, thus 
causing a determiner's function to default. i.e., not to specify the count of 
actions denoted by verbs. Another case is that a determiner may specify 
the inception and completion of the action denoted by an activity verb. 

First. predicates in progressive forms of both categories of verbs are 
examined here. Predicates made of activity verbs and parts and wholes 
seem to have the same properties in the progressive form (31) as in the 
corresponding nonprogressive form (20). 

(31) a. John was pushing a part of a book. 
b. 	 John was pushing a book. 

The predicates still have the properties of monotone decreasing, since 
(31b) entails (31a). and of monotone increasing. since (31a) entails 
(31 b), and the progressive forms (31 a) and (31 b) imply (20) (2). This 
means that the activity verbs in progressive and the nonprogressive have 
exactly the same truth conditions. contrary to Parsons' (1989) 
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'culminating and hold' difference in representation. 
Predicates of accomplishment verbs and parts and wholes in the 

progressive forms in (32) have the same property as the nonprogressive 
forms in (28). (32c) entails (32b) and (32a) , and (32b) entails (32a). This 
is characteristic of monotone decreasing. 

(32) a. John was reading a page of a book. 
b. John was reading a chapter of a book. 
c. John was reading a book. 

These predicates in progressive forms do not imply those in the corre
sponding nonprogressive forms in (28), but they exhibit the property of 
decreasing quantification, which is defined in (33). 

(33) A predicate of the structure 'verb+NP', denoting Q, decreases to 
a number of predicates of the same structure, X, Y, Z where, 
X s Y s Z sQ, and Q only imply the minimal subset X. 

Let Q stands for reading a book, Z for reading a chapter of a book , Y for 
reading a page of a book , and X for reading a part of a page of a book, 
and then (32) implies (34). 

(34) John read at least a part of a page of a book. 
(35) a. John was reading a book. He read a chapter/page/part of it. 

b. John was reading a book. ? He did not read any part of it. 

The progressive sentences of accomplishment verbs also has the 
property of culmination, which is logically characterized in (33) and 
psychologically characterized in (34) and (35). The difference is whether 
the culmination is explicitly specified by a determiner or logically implied. 

Moreover, (33) underlies the truth conditions for sentences with 0 
determiner in (15a) and (16a). Any predicate with 0+mass noun as its 
internal argument NP may denote a minimal subset since 0 does not 
specify a quantity and a mass noun's extension is decomposable to 
atoms (Link, 1983). According to Link, mass nouns have the property of 
cumulative reference as shown in (36a). a and b can be the minimal 
subset of water, i.e. atoms of water, though they need not be. 

(36) a. If a is water and b is water, then the sum of a and b is water. 
b. If the sum of a and b is water, then a is water and b is water. 

On the other hand, mass nouns also have the property of distributive 
reference (McCawley, 1981) as expressed in (36b). For example, a 
glass of water may be the sum of a and b. Assuming a and b are the 
minimal subset of water denoted by 0+mass nouns in predicates which 
also denote minimal sets, we see clearly why (15b) entails (15a) . 

The importance of collective, cumulative and distributive references in 
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verb categorization is also found in cases where an activity verb (37) is 
ambiguous between an activity (collective) reading (38a) and an accom
plishment (cumulative) reading (38b) with completely different truth con
ditions as represented in interval semantics (details in Zhou ), 

(37) John pushed two carts, 
(38) a, (37) is true at I iff I is an interval of time, and there exists an 

interval of time I' such that I' is an OPEN interval, I is included 
in I',and John is in the extension of pushed two carts at I', 

b, (37) is true at I iff I is an interval of time, and there exist 
intervals of time I' and I" such that both I' and I" are CLOSED 
intervals, I" < I' < I and John is in the extension of pushed a 
cart x at I" and of pushed a cart y at I' respectively (x :t y), 

The different truth conditions exactly lies in that in a CLOSED interval (38b) 
the determiner specifies the count of the NP references as well as the 
count of verb extensions, and thus assigns them a one-one relation, 
whereas in an OPEN interval the determiner fails to specifies the count of 
the verb extension, and thus assigns them a one-many relation. 

V, Conclusion 

Adding a determiner to or subtracting it from an internal argument NP 
not only causes verb category switch but also dictates the directionality of 
the switch between activity verbs and accomplishment verbs in both 
Chinese and English, This observation suggests that determiners have a 
function over both the internal argument NP and the verb in terms of 
specifying the count of the reference(s) of the NP and specifying or not 
specifying the count of the action(s) denoted by the verb, and thus assign 
them an n -place relation, A linguistically motivated analysiS is proposed 
to redefine Bennett's (1981) so-called mysterious analysis, In this new 
analysis, a CLOSED interval is defined as an interval within which both the 
inception and completion of the action(s) denoted by a verb is specified 
by a determiner, while an OPEN interval is an interval within which at least 
the completion of the action denoted by the verb is not specified by a 
determiner. The function of determiners is also seen in the properties of 
predicates. Predicates made of activity verbs and parts and wholes 
have the properties of both monotone increasing and monotone 
decreasing in OPEN intervals. In contrast • predicates made of accom
plishment verbs and parts and wholes only have the property of 
monotone decreasing in both OPEN and CLOSED intervals, and in addition 
such predicates also have the property of decreasing quantification in 
OPEN intervals, In short, this analysis not only attempts to account for the 
different truth conditions underlying the two categories of verbs and the 
category switch, but may also provide insight into the relationship among 
quantification, time, and truth conditions in natural languages 
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Footnotes: 
.. This paper started as a term paper for a seminar on noun phrases in 

Spring 1990. and is now being developed into a part of my dissertation 
in preparation. I would like to thank Barbara Abbott for her helpful com
ments on drafts of this paper. I am solely responsible for any errors. 

[1J The data here seem to raise a problem -- whether a quantifier is 
monotone increasing or monotone decreasing depends on whether a 
predicate is monotone increasing, monotone decreasing or both. 

[2] The monotone decreasing property is more complicated for activity 
verbs. Mutual entailments hold within the progressive forms, i.e .• 
between (31a) and (31b). but do not hold between progressive forms 
and non-progressive forms, i.e., between (31a &31 b) and (20) relative 
to I. For example, (20) only implies (31 b) (31 a) at I', where I' < I. 
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WH-PHRASES IN-SITU AND 
SPECIFICITY EFFECTS IN CHINESE NOUN PHRASES' 

Ke ZOU 
University of Southern California 

Huang (1982) observes that a vh-element may appear 
in a Chinese noun phrase when it is not preceded by a 
determiner: 2 

(1) 	 Lisi mai-Ie [. san ben sheide shu]? 
Lisi buy ASP three CL whose book 

'Whose three books did Lisi buy?' 

But when the vh-element is preceded by a determiner, the 
noun phrase will be ill-formed: 

(2) *Lisi mai-Ie [liP na san ben sheide shu] 
Lisi buy ASP that three CL whose book 

The grammatical contrast between (1) and (2) is 
usually attributed to specificity effects in the sense 
that vh-elements can be raised or extracted from non
specific noun phrases, but not from specific ones. In 
order to account for such specificity effects, Fiengo and 
Higginbotham (1981:406) propose the following Specificity 
Condition at LF to bar free variables within specific 
noun phrases: 

(3) 	 Specificity Condition 
"* ••• x i ••• , if xi is free in a specific NP" 

Under this Condition, the vh-element sheide in (1) can be 
bound from outside NP by the Q(uestion)-marker in COMP, 
since the noun phrase is nonspecific: 3 

(4) 	 [ep Qj [IP Lisi mai-Ie [liP san ben sheide; shu]]] 
Lisi buy ASP three CL whose book 

But the same vh-element in (2) cannot be bound from 
outside NP, because the noun phrase is specific. As 
sheide j is free in this specific noun phrase, the 
sentence is ruled out: 

(5) * [ep Q i [IP Lisi mai-Ie [liP 
Lisi buy ASP 

na san ben 
that three CL 

sheide j

whose 
shu]]] 
book 
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Although this semantically-defined Specificity 
Condition is intuitively plausible, it fails to predict 
the well-formedness of (6), where the vb-element sbeide. 
is free within the specific noun phrase but bound fro~ 
outside NP by the Q-marker: 4 

(6) [ep OJ [IP Lisi _ai-le [.. Hali-de san ben sbeide i
Lisi buy ASP Mary's three CL whose 

sbu]]] 
book 

'Whose three books owned by Mary did Lisi buy?' 

In addition, there exist problems with formulating 
specificity and relating such a condition to general 
constraints on syntactic movement (cf. Hudson 1989).5 

In this paper, I argue that the specificity effect 
observed in the Chinese noun phrases can be captured by 
the Generalized Binding theory (Aoun 1985, 1986) and a DP 
hypothesis of noun phrase (see among others, Abney 1987, 
Fukui and Speas 1986, Tang 1990). 

It is a well-known fact that English noun phrases 
require agreement between determiners and head nouns. 
But Chinese noun phrases do not have such an agreement, 
as shown by the following contrast: 

(7) a. tbat book / tbose tbree books 
b. 	na ben sbu / na san ben sbu 

that CL book that three CL book 

This difference can be treated as a parametric one in the 
sense that there may exist AGR in the English noun 
phrase, but not in the Chinese noun phrase. This 
analysis captures a typological difference between 
English and Chinese regarding the parallelism between 
sentence and noun phrase; i.e. English has both subject
verb agreement and determiner-noun head agreement, but 
Chinese has neither of them. In other words, both 
sentential AGR and nominal AGR may exist in English, but 
not in Chinese. 6 

There is another important difference between 
English and Chinese noun phrases; i.e. Chinese allows the 
co-occurrence of possessive and determiner in the same 
noun phrase, but English does not: 

(8) a.*Jobn's tbose tbree books 
b. 	Lisi-de na san ben sbu 


Lisi's that three CL book 
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Assuming that possessives in the English noun phrase get 
Case from the nominal AGR, on a par with Case assignment 
to subjects from the sentential AGR. The badness of 
(8a) can then be treated as a violation of the doubly
filled 0 filter suggested by Abney (1987). This filter 
prevents the nominal AGR from occurring in a D-node that 
is already occupied by a determiner. That is to say, the 
presence of those in (8a) results in the absence of AGR 
in the same noun phrase. As a consequence, the 
possessive John's cannot get Case in-situ and the co
occurrence of John's and those is then ruled out by the 
Case Filter: T 

yeASE.",""", 
(9) a. [opJohn's [0 1 [oAGR] [liP three books]]] 

b. * [op John's [01 [0 those] [liP three books]]] 

Another possible analysis of (8a) is to treat the 
determiner those as being base-generated in the Spec of 
OP (Hudson 1989). Under this analysis, AGR is the head 
of OP, which not only assigns Case to the possessive, but 
also regulates the agreement between NP and determiner in 
a way directly parallel to the agreement between VP and 
Spec of IP. Given this analysis, (8a) would be ruled out 
by the ban against the doubly-filled Spec of OP: 

(10) a. 	 [opJohn's [0 1 [oAGR] [liP three books]]] 
b. [op those [01 [0 AGR] [liP three books]]] 
c. * lop John's those [0' [0 AGR] [liP three books]]] 

Now the question is how the possessive Lisi-de in 
(8b) gets Case. It cannot get Case from the nominal AGR, 
given that AGR is absent in the Chinese noun phrase. It 
may possibly get Case from the determiner na, assuming 
that the determiner is the head of OP in Chinese. This 
Case may be treated as a type of "inherent Case" assigned 
under the Uniformity Condition posited by Chomsky (1985); 
i. e. the determiner na assigns a "possessional I-role" to 
Lisi-de and Case-marks Lisi-de at o-structure: 

......--CASE............ 

(11) 	 [op Lisi-de [0' [0 na] [lIP san ben shu]]] 


Lisi' that three CL book 


If Lisi-de in (11) could get Case from the 
determiner na in 0, how can we account for the Case 
assignment in a corresponding noun phrase without a 
determiner? In other words, how does Lisi-de in (12) get 
its Case? 
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(12) Lisi-de san ~en shu 
Lisi's three CL book 


'Lisi's three books' 


Before answering this question, let us refer to the 
structures of the noun phrases in (11) and (12), which 
should be different under a OP analysis of Chinese noun 
phrases (cf. Tang 1990):8 

(11' ) OP 

spec/ ----0' 


: 0 --- ---- KP
Lisi-de spec......... --K'
I 

/~
Lisi's na K NP 


that :: 

san-~en shu 

three CL book 

(12') KP 

spec~ ---- K I 


I K/ ---NP

I 

Lisi-de: : 

Lisi's san-~en shu 


three CL book 

That is to say, the noun phrase in (11) is a OP, while 
the noun phrase in (12) is a KP. The argument for their 
difference runs as follows: i) as OP is the maximal 
projection of 0 and determiner is the head of OP in 
Chinese, the category of a Chinese noun phrase depends on 
the presence or absence of a determiner; ii) if a noun 
phrase has a determiner, as in (11), it should be a OP; 
if a noun phrase lacks a determiner, as in (12), it can 
not be a OP. Thus, the analysis that Lisi-de in (11) 
gets Case from the determiner na still holds. As for the 
Case marking in (11), we may say that the classifier san
~en assigns Case to the possessive Lisi-de under the 
Uniformity Condition. 9 

If the English possessive in the Spec of OP may get 
Case from AGR in 0 and the Chinese possessive in the Spec 
of OP may get Case from determiner in 0, the natural 
hypothesis is to assume that the determiner in Chinese 
noun phrases shares the same functional role with AGR in 
English noun phrases; i.e. they may act as the SUBJECT of 
noun phrases in the two respective languages. If this 
line of reasoning is plausible, then the specificity 
effect observed in the Chinese noun phrases can be nicely 
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captured within the Generalized Binding Theory. 
First, let us consider the Chinese noun phrase in 

(1), whose S-structure and LF representation are given in 

SUBJECT in IP, it is not accessible to sheide i , because 

(13) : 

(13) a. KP 
SpeC- --K'K- --NP

I ./~
san-ben sheide shu 

three CL whose book 

b. [tp OJ [.P Lisi lI1ai-1e [lCP 
Lisi buy-ASP 

[.:' [.: san-ben] 
three CL 

[lIP sheide i
whose 

shu]]]] ] 
book 

In (13) there is no SUBJECT for the vh-element sheide i
KP, as no possessive appears in the Spec of KP. So KP 

in 
is 

not a governing category for sheide i • Although Lisi is 
a 

coindexing Lisi with sheide i would violate Principle C; 

i. e. sheide. would be A-bound by Lisi. Since sheide i 
lacks an accessible SUBJECT in both KP and IP, the whole 
sentence becomes a governing category for sheide i
(Chomsky 1981, 1985). Hence, sheide i is A'-bound within 
this governing category by OJ in COMP, and the well 
formedness of (13) is explained. 

In contrast to (1) or (13), there is an accessible 
SUBJECT for the vh-element sheide in (2), i. e. the 
determiner na in D. The S-structure and LF 
representation of (2) are shown in (14): 

(14) a. *op 
Spec---0--...............0' 

----KP 

~~I Spec K'~ 

na K---- ~NP 
I /~ 

san-ben sheide shu 
three CL whose book 

b.*[tp OJ [JP Lisi lI1ai-1e [DP [D. [0 na] [lCP [K'
Lisi buy-ASP that 

lr: san ben] [liP Sheide i ShU]]]]] ]] 
three CL whose book 
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Assuming that D, being a functional head, is not an A
position, on a par with INFL at the sentential level (cf. 
Aoun 1985). Thus, coindexing the vh-element sheiele. with 
the determiner na in (14) will not result in a pri~ciple 
C violation. Since OP in (14) contains sheielep its 
governor san-ben and its accessible SUBJECT na, OP is a 
governing category for sheiele,. Given that sheiele, is 
not A' -bound within OP, the sentence is ruled out by 
Principle A. Therefore, the ill-formedness of (14) is 
also explained. 

The above analysis also accounts for the well 
formedness of (6) though its noun phrase is specific. 
The S-structure and LF representation of (6) are shown in 
(15) : 

(15) a. KP 
Spec--	 ----K' 


I K--- ----NP 

Hali-ele I ~ ~ 
Mary's san-ben sheiele shu 

three CL whose book 

b. 	 [0> OJ [IP Lisi mai-le [kP Hali-ele [IC' [, san-ben] 
Lisi buy-ASP Mary's three CL 

[liP 	 Sheiele, shu]]]]] 

whose book 


(15) has a similar explanation as (13). That is to say, 
there is no accessible SUBJECT in both KP and IP for the 
wh-element sheiele, in (15), because coindexing the KP 
SUBJECT Hali-ele or IP SUBJECT Lisi with sheiele, would 
violate Principle C (as both Hali-ele and Lisi are in A
position) .10 Therefore, the governing category for 
sheiele, in (15) is the whole sentence, and sheiele, is A'
bound by OJ in COMPo 

The above analysis further explains the ill 
formedness of the sentence like (16), which is exactly 
the same as (15), except that the former has a 
determiner, but the latter does not: 

(16) 	 *Lisi mai-le Hali-ele na san ben sheiele shu 
Lisi buy ASP Mary I s that three CL whose book 

The S-structure and LF representation of (16) are shown 
below: 
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(17) 	 a. *op 

Spec- ----0' 


0"""'-- --KPII ...- __ 


Mali-de I Spec ~K' 


Mary's n~ K"""'-- --NP 

that I / ::............. 


san-ben sheide shu 
three CL whose book 

b. * [eP OJ [JP Lisi mai-Ie [op Mali-de [D' [D na]
Lisi buy-ASP Mary's that 

[0> 	 [IC' [IC san-ben] [. sheide j shu]]]]]]]
three CL whose book 

(17) has a similar account as (14). That is to say, 
there is an accessible SUBJECT in OP for the vh-element 
sheide j in (17), i.e. the determiner na in D. Notice 
that coindexing the determiner na with sheide; in (17) 
will not result in a Principle C violation in ~he sense 
that sheide; will not be A-bound by Mali-de though Mali
de is in the Spec of oP. This is because AGR is absent 
in Chinese noun phrases and we would not expect a 
coindexing relation between na in D and Mali-de in the 
Spec of oP. In other words, OP in (17) is a legitimate 
governing category for sheide;, as it contains its 
governor san-ben and accessible SUBJECT na. Since 
sheide; is not A'-bound within its op governing category, 
the sentence is then ruled out as a violation of 
Principle A. 

From the discussion of the Chinese noun phrases 
above, we may find that it is determiner in 0 that 
decides the domain in which a vh-element in a noun phrase 
should be A'-bound. If this is true, we should expect 
the similar case at the sentential level, if the 
parallelism between op and IP is taken seriously. As a 
matter of fact, this prediction is borne out, as shown by 
the grammatical contrast between the following two 
sentences (cf. Huang 19S2): 

(lS) a. Lisi tao she! Bui hesh!? 
Lisi marry who most appropriate 

'Whom Lisi should marry is most appropriate?' 
b.*Lisi tao-Ie shei Bui heshi 

Lisi marry-ASP who most appropriate 

Let us first consider (lSb) , whose LF form is given in 
(lab ') : 
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(lSb') *[", OJ [IP [IP Lisi [ .. [I tao-1e] [yp[y. e shei i ]]]] 
Lisi marry-ASP whom 

zui heshi]] 
most appropriate 

Assuming Huang's (19S2) proposal that the aspect marker 
1e is base-generated in I. Then a v-to-I movement is 
obligatory in (lSb l 

)." On a par with AGR in the English 
IP, the aspect marker 1e appears to be lithe most 
prominent element" in the Chinese IP in the sense that 1e 
may act as SUBJECT of IP and assign Case to Lisi in the 
Spec of IP. Given that I, being a functional head, is 
not an A-position and no coindexation relation exists 
between 1e and Lisi (due to the lack of AGR in Chinese), 
coindexing the wh-element shei i with 1e will not violate 
Principle C. As a result, 1e is an accessible SUBJECT to 
shei j , and IP is its legitimate governing category. 
Since shei i is not A'-bound within IP, (lSb) is ruled out 
by Principle A. 

In contrast with (lSb), (lSa) does not contain the 
aspect marker 1e. Therefore, the matrix subject in (lSa) 
can be treated as a VP rather than an IP, as there is no 
evidence for the v-to-I movement in (lSa). 12 The LF form 
of (lSa) is given below: 

(lSla) ['" OJ [IP [yp Lisi [v' [y tao] [liP shei i ]]] zui 

Lisi marry whom most 


heshi]] 

appropriate 


By the same argument presented above, there is no 
accessible SUBJECT for the wh-element shei i in both VP 
and matrix IP: i) in vP, coindexing shei, with its 
subject Lis! would violate Principle C, as sheif would be 
A-bound by Lisi; ii) in IP, coindexing shei with the 
subject 'Lisi tao shei' would violate the i-within-i 
Condition. Hence, the lack of an accessible SUBJECT in 
both VP and IP makes the whole sentence a governing 
category for shei i , and shei, then is AI-bound by OJ in 
COMPo 

Finally, let us take a look at the application of 
the above analysis to the specific English noun phrase in 
(19), which is similar to (6) or (15):13 

(19) 	 a. Who saw John's three pictures of whom? 
b. 	 [eP Qijj [IP whoi saw [op John's [DI [D AGR] 

[liP [II' three pictures of whom j ]]]]]] 
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In (19), OP is not a governing category for whoa j for the 
following two reasons: i) the presence of AGR in 0 leads 
to the coindexing relation between AGR and the possessive 
John's in the Spec of OP, parallel to the coindexing 
relation between AGR in I and subject in the Spec of IP: 
ii) AGR is then not an accessible SUBJECT for whoa j
because coindexing AGR with whoa j will result in a 
principle C violation: whoa j would De A-bound by John's, 
which shares the same index with AGR. Since whoa j lacks 
an accessible SUBJECT in OP, the whole sentence Decomes 
its governing category. Hence, whoa j is AI-bound by Qj
in CaMP, and the well-formedness of (19) is explained. 

In conclusion, it has been presented in this paper 
that the specificity effect observed in the Chinese noun 
phrases can be derived from the Generalized Binding 
Theory and the OP hypothesis. The distinction between the 
noun phrases which display specificity effects and those 
which don't is then reduced to the presence or absence of 
a determiner within the noun phrases and a structural 
difference between them. 

NOTES 

1. I am grateful to Joseph Aoun, Robert Belvin, Hajime 
Hoji, Audrey Li, Oingxu Shi, Jean-Roger Vergnaud, and 
Maria-Luisa Zubizarreta for their valuable comments. 
Naturally, all errors are my own. 

2. The following symbols are used in this paper: 
ASP ----- aspect marker 
CL/K ----- classifier, i.e. measure word 
Q ----- question marker 

3. In this paper, I assume the Q-marker theory first 
proposed by Baker (1970) and further developed by Aoun & 
Li (1990). Aoun & Li argue that in Chinese a wh-element 
in-situ gets coindexed and interpreted with a Q-marker 
generated at S-structure in CaMP, and that the relation 
between the Q-marker and the wh-element in-situ is an 
operator-bindee relation. 

4. The evidence for the specificity of the noun phrase in 
(6) comes from the fact that it may appear in the subject 
position of a non-existential sentence ---- a position 
reserved for specific noun phrases only (Huang 1982:64), 
as shown below: 
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i) [Hali-de san ben sbeide sbu] bu jian-le? 
Mali-de three CL whose book not see ASP 

'Whose three books owned by Mary disappeared?' 
ii) *[san ben sbeide sbu] bu jian-le? 

three CL whose book not see ASP 

5. According to Hudson (1989), some factors contributing 
to specificity (e.g. definiteness of the determiner, 
singularity of the noun, degree of modification, count or 
noncount nouns, and lexical idiosyncracies of certain 
quantifiers) prevent its precise formulation in terms 
that would be visible in syntax. Hudson also points out 
that the circumvention of Subjacency by extraposing PP 
(Chomsky 1977) cannot account for the ill-formedness of 
(ib), in which vb-movement applies from within an 
extraposed phrase: 

i) 	a. Wbo i did be take picture of Xi yesterday? 

b.*Wbo j did be take a picture yesterday of Xi? 


Moreover, extraposition cannot save Subjacency violation 
either: 

ii)a.*Wboi did be take [a picture of xi [tbat you like]]? 
b.*Wboi did be take [a picture tbat you like] of Xi? 

6. See Huang's (1982) argument for the absence of AGR in 
the Chinese INFL. 

7. This analysis predicts that if Jobn's in (8a) can get 
Case elsewhere, the resulting noun phrase would be well 
formed. This prediction is borne out; i.e. if we move 
Jobn's to the end of the noun phrase and then insert the 
Case-marker of before it, the noun phrase will become 
good, as in "tbose tbree books of Jobn's". 

8. For the obligatory co-occurrence of numeral and 
classifier under the K-node, see Tang's (1990) arguments. 

9. One may wonder how Lisi-de in (i) gets its Case, as no 
determiner occurs right after it: 

(i) 	Lisi-de zbangsan-de san ben sbu 

Lisi's Zhangsan's three CL book 


I have no answer for this question. However, the noun 
phrase in (i) must have a structure different from that 
of (11'), because no determiner is allowed to occur 
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between two possessives: 

(ii)*Lisi-de na Zhang.an-de san ben shu 
Lisi's that Zhangsan's three CL book 

10. That the Spec of KP is an A-position is evidenced by 
the fact that the specifier of KP can function as an A
binder for a lexical anaphor: 

Lisi-de i san ben taziji-de i shu 

Lisi's three CL himself's book 


'Lisi's three books of his own' 


11. In (18b') the verb tao is forced to move to the INFL 
node, because the aspect marker le, which is a bound 
morpheme, has to be attached to the verb. 

12. This may also have something to do with the facts 
that there exist double-subject structures in Chinese, 
and that a VP without subject can act as subject, as 
exemplified below: 

i) Daxiang bizi chang 

elephant nose long 


'Elephants have long noses.' 

ii) tao shei zui heshi? 


marry whom most appropriate 

'Marrying whom is most appropriate?' 


13. The analysis of (19) is based on Hudson's (1989) 
original proposal for this type of constructions; QiQ in 
(19b) represents the absorption of two Q-markers in ~OMP 
(cf. Aoun & Li 1990). 
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